
renewable sources of power. Demand for fossil fuels surely will overrun supply sooner or later,
as indeed it already has in the casc of United States domestic oil drilling. Recognition also is
growing that our air and land can no longer absorb unlimited quantities of waste from fossil fuel
extraction and combustion. As that day draws nearer, policymakers will have no realistic
alternative but to turn to sources of power that today make up a viable but small part of
America's energy picture. And they will be forced to embrace energy efficiencies - those that are
within our reach today, and those that will be developed tomorrow. Precisely when they come lo
grips with that reality - this year, 10 years from now, or 20 years from now - will determine bow
smooth the transition will be for consumers and industry alike.
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BURLINGTON
RESOURCES __i9
B.S. Shackouls
Chainnan. President and
Chief Exeautive Officer

February 21,2000

Mr. Joe Kelliher
Senior Advisor to the Secretary
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Kelliher:

As chairman of the Domestic Petroleum Council, and also on behalf of our Vice Chairman, Ray
Seegmiller, and all of us who met with you last week, I want to thank you for taking the time to
do so. We appreciated being able to discuss our current natural gas situation and what it will
take to meet the dramatically increasing future demand. We were also glad to be able to provide
our thoughts on the importance of the Gulf of Mexico Lease Sale 181.

The large independent exploration and production company members of the DPC will continue
to do all we can to find and produce the natural gas our consumers need in order to maintain a
healthy economy. We will also work closely with you and other members of the Administration
and Congress toward the coordinated and comprehensive natural resource and energy policies
our nation needs. The insights you provided concerning some ways we may be of most help in
working toward our common energy goals were most welcome.

Please do not hesitate to let any of us who met with you know if we can answer other specific
questions or discuss other issues anytime.

Sincerely,

c: Ray Seegmiller, Chairman, President & CEO, Cabot Oil & Gas'
and DPC Vice Chairman

William F. Whitsitt, DPC President
Gavin H. Smith, Vice President, Burlington Resources
Greg Moredock, Director, Government Relations & Regulatory Affairs, Cabot Oil & Gas

5051 Westeimer. Suite 1400. Houstn. Texas 770564, Telephone 713624-9394, Fax 713-624-905
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The White House

Office of the Press Secreary

For Immediate Release September 27, 193

Fact Sheet
Nonproliferation And Export Control Policy

The President today established a framework for U.S. efforts to prevent the proliferation of weapons of
mass destuction and the missiles that deliver them. He outlined three major principles to guide our
nonproliferation and export control policy:

- Our national security require us to accord higher prioity to nonproliferation, and to make it
an integral clement of our relations with other countries.

- To strengthen U.S. economic growth, democratization abroad and international stability, we
actively seek expanded trade and technology exchange with nations, including former
advrsaries, that abide by global nonproliferation nonns.

- We need to build a new consensus - embracing the Executive and Legislative branches,
industry and public, and friends abroad - to promote effective nonproliferation efforts and
integrate our nonproliferation and economic goals.

The President reaffirmed U.S. support for a strong, effective nonprolifcration regime that enjoys broad
multilateral support and employs all of the means at our disposal to advance our objectives.

Key elements of the policy follow.

Fusile Material

The U.S. will undertake a comprehensive approach to the growing accumulation of fissile material from
dismantled nuclear weapons and within civil nuclear programs. Under this approach, the U.S. will:

- Seek to eliminate where possible the accumulation of stockpiles of highly-enriched uranium
or plutonium, and to ensure that where these materials already exis they are subject to the
highest standards of safety, security, and international accountability.

- Propose a multilateral convention prohibiting the production of highly-enriched uranium or
plutonium for nuclear explosives purposes or outside of international safeguards.

- Encourage more restrictive regional arrangements to constrain fissile material production in
regions of instability and high proliferation risk.

- Submit U.S. fissile material no longer needed for our deterrent to inspection by the
International Atomic Energy Agency.

4 3/1/ 12:54 F
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- Pursue the purchase of highly-enriched uranium from the former Soviet Union and othercountries and its conversion to peaceful use as reactor fuel.

- Explore means to limit the stockpiling of plutonium from civil nuclear programs, and seek to
minimize the civil use of highly-enriched uranium.

- Initiate a comprehensive review of long-term options for plutonium disposition, taking intoaccount technical, nonproliferation, environmental, budgetary and economic considerations
Russia and other nations with relevant interests and experience will be invited to participate inthis study.

The United States does not encourage the civil use ofplutonium and, accordingly, does not itself cngage in
plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or nuclear explosive purposes. The United States,however, will maintain its existing commitments regarding the use of plutonium in civil nuclear programs
in Western Europe and Japan

Export Controls

To be truly effective, export controls should be applied uniformly by all suppliers. The United States willharmonize domestic and multilateral controls to the greatest extent possible. At the same time, the need tolead the International policy interests may justify unilateral export controls in specific cases. We willreview our unilateral dual-use export controls and policies, and eliminate them unless such controls areessential to national security and foreign policy interests.

We will streamline the implementation of U.S. nonproliferation export controls. Our system must be moreresponsive and efficient, and not inhibit legitimate exports that play a key role in American economicstrength while preventing exports that would make a material contribution to the proliferation of weaponsof mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them.

Nuclear Proliferation

The U.S. will make every effort to secure the indefinite extension of the Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1995We will seek to ensure that the International Atomic Energy Agency has the resources needed toimplement its vital safeguards responsibilities, and will work to strengthen the laca's ability to detectclandestine nuclear activities.

Missile Proliferation

We will maintain our strong support for the Missile Technology Control Regime. We will promote thepriciples of the Mtcr Guidelines as a global missile nonproliferation norm and seek to use the Mtcr as amechanism for taking joint action to combat missile proliferation We will support prxdent expansion ofthe Mtcr's membership to include additional countries that subscribe to intenational nonproliferationstandards, enforce effective export controls and abandon offensive ballistic missile programs. The UnitedStates will also promote regional efforts to reduce the demand for missile capabilities.

The United States will continue to oppose missile programs of proliferation concern, and will exerciseparticular restraint in missile-related cooperation. We will continue to retain a strong presumption of denialagainst exports to any country of complete space launch vehicles or major components.

321M)1 12:54 F%
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The United States will not support the development or acquisition of space-launch vehicles in countries
outside the Mtcr.

For Mtcr member countries, we will not encourage new space launch vehicle programs, which raise
questions on both nonproliferation and economic viability grounds. The United States will, however,
consider exports of Mtcr-controlled items to Mtcr member counties for peaceful space launch programs
on a casc-by-case basis. We will review whether additional constraints or safeguards could reduce the risk
of misuse of space launch technology. We will seek adoption by all Mtcr partners of policies as vigilant as
our own.

Cbhminal and Biological Weapons

To help deter violations of the Biological Weapons Convention, we will promote new measures to provide
increased transparency of activities and facilities that could have biological weapons applications. We call
on all nations - including our own -- to ratify the Chemical Weapons Convention quickly so that it mayenter into force by January 13, 1995. We will work with others to support the international Organization
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons created by the Convention.

Regional Nonproliferation Initiatives

Xronproliferation will receive greater priority in our diplomacy, and will be taken into account in ourrelations with countries around the world. We will make special efforts to address the proliferation threatin regions of tension such as the Korean peninsula, the Middle East and South Asia, including efforts to
address the underlying motivations for weapons acquisition and to promote regional confidence-building
steps.

:n Korea, our goal remains a non-nuclear peninsula. We wil make every effort to secure North Korea's fullcompliance with its nonproliferation commitments and effective implementation of the North-South
denuclearization agreement.

Irparallel with our efforts to obtain a secure, just, and lasting peace in the Middle East, we will promote
dialogue and confidence-building steps to create the basis for a Middle East free of weapons of mass
destuction. In the Persian Gulf, we will work with other suppliers to contain Iran's nuclear, missile, andCbw ambitions, while preventing reconstruction of Iraq's activities in these areas. In South Asia, we willencourage India and Pakistan to proceed with multilateral discussions of nonproliferation and security
issues, with the goal of capping and eventually rolling back their nuclear and missile capabilities.

In developing our overall approach to Latin America and South Arica, we will take account of thesignificant nonproliferation progress made in these regions in recent years. We will intensify efforts to
ensure that the former Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and China do not contribute to the spread of weaponsof mass destruction and missiles.

Military Planning and Doctrine

We will give proliferation a higher profile in our intelligence collection and analysis and defense planning,and ensure that our own force structure and military planning address the potential threat from weapons ofmass destruction and missiles around the world.

Conventional Arms Transfers

3 of4 
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We will actively seek greater Btranspenc in the area of coventional arms transfers and promote regional
confidence- building measures to encourage restraint on such transfers to regions of instability. The U.S.
will undertake a comprehensive review of conventional arms tiansfer policy, taking into account national
security, arms control, trade, budgetary and economic competitiveness considerations.
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Federal Financial Instruments
During periods of low oil prices, independent producers and support companies - particularly
smaller ones - need flexible financial instruments to carry them through the price downturn.
Currently, the primary source of external financing is bank loans. These loans must comport
with banking regulations and, when prices are low as they were in 1998 and early 1999, harsh
choices have to be made that put many producers and support companies out of business.
This recent price crisis has resulted in new options being developed.

DOE and SBA Program - The Department of Energy and the Small Business Administration
have negotiated a memorandum of understanding to facilitate the use of financing options
available under the agency's small business assistance programs. This is an important
recognition of the need to develop federal financial instruments to help small producers.
Nevertheless, this option is limited due to a number of factors including small producers'
unfamiliarity with the programs, the relatively small value of the loans (usually less than $1
million), the reluctance of most banks to make loans to businesses engaged in natural
resource extraction (even with 75 percent guarantees), and the fees, red tape, and other
paperwork involved in securing SBA loan guarantees. Additionally, the Department of Energy
and the Small Business Administration created a workgroup to serve as a liaison among
domestic crude oil producers, banks and financial institutions, and federal small business
assistance agencies. It will provide administrative and technical support to banks and financialinstitutions assisting domestic crude oil producers and it will identify regulatory and legislative
initiatives to make SBA loan guarantee programs more useful to small businesses in the
domestic crude oil production industry.

Emergency Oil and Gas Loan Guarantee Program - Congress has created a $500 million loan
guarantee program for independent producers and small business service companies. Theprogram will provide qualified producers and service industries companies access to aguarantee fund to back loans through the private market. The two-year program calls for aspecial loan guarantee board, comprised of the Federal Reserve chairman, the Commerce
secretary and the Securities and Exchange Commission chairman, to oversee the program.The board would have the flexibility in terms of setting the level of the federal guarantee (up to
85 percent), the appropriate collateral and the loan amounts and interest rates. Small
producers and service companies will be able to borrow up to $10 million at a rate determined
to be reasonable taking into account the current average yield on outstanding obligations ofthe United States with remaining periods of maturity comparable to the maturity of the loan.
The federal government would not actually provide the loans, but instead guarantee lenders
that the government would repay loans if the borrowers defaulted. Regulations implementing
the program were released on October 18, 1999. The first loan guarantee applications weresubmitted, but the regulatory burden of the process and poorly structured criteria have resulted
in a low number of initial applications. The Board is now processing these applications.
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If this program is going to meet its objectives and respond to the needs of small producers and
small business service companies, it needs to be revamped administratively or legislatively.
Without changes it wil not attract lending industry participation and it will discourage the
companies that could benefit from its use.

PADDIE MAC- Another option for Congressional consideration is the PADDIE MAC
approach. It would create a government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) along the lines of Freddie
Mac and Fannie Mae that would provide low cost capital to support oil and natural gas
exploration and production by smaller domestic producers. The nation must face the reality
that the 60 percent of domestic oil production that comes from the onshore lower 48 states is
rapidly becoming the domain of independents. In 1997, over 60 percent of this production
came from non-major oil companies. These companies need reliable financing and the current
banking system does not encourage lending to such entities particularly during and after price
crises. PADDIE MAC would provide encouragement to develop financing and allow the risk of
the financing to be spread among many lending institutions. And, like other successful GSEs, it
would create a secondary market that would allow the initial capital to recycle back to fund
additional production.

January 2000
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Inactive Well Recovery Act
U.S. Representative Mac Thomberry (R-TX) and Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison introduced
legislation (HR 497; S 325) that would help reduce the United States' dependence on foreign
oil and increase jobs and production for domestic oil and gas. This will be accomplished by
providing producers with a federal income tax exemption for bringing back wells into
production that have been shutdown during the oil price crisis - also known as inactive wells.

Reasons for Change

1. To provide an Incentive for Recovery - The majority of inactive wells have been idled
because they became uneconomic during the oil price crisis of 1998-99. This legislation
will restore the economic incentive for producers to bring inactive wells back on line by
letting them keep the part of their revenues that would otherwise go to pay federal
income taxes.

2. To Expand Federal Revenues - The Inactive Well Recovery Act would increase the
stream of revenue going into the federal government in two important ways. First, royalty
owners will still pay federal taxes on income generated from the recovered well. Since
these Individuals are currently paying no taxes on these wells at all, every dollar of
additional revenue will be a net gain. Secondly, because the legislation is expected toincrease the number of jobs in the oil and gas industry, it will increase the number ofworkers who wig be paying taxes on their wages and earnings.

3. To Maintain a Viable Domestic Oil and Gas Industry - The facts speak for
themselves. In 1981, there were more than 3,900 rotary drilling rigs active in the United
States. By 1999, the annual average count had dropped to 625. Likewise, in 1981 nearly
700,000 people were employed in the upstream part of the oil and gas industry. By 1997,
this employment had dropped to 335,000 jobs. The oil price crisis of 1998 and 1999reduced employment by another 65,000. Total job losses during this 18 year period hasexceeded 400,000.

To Reduce U.S. Dependence on Foreign Oil Imports - In 1981, the
United States imported just under 4.4 million barrels per day of crude
oil. By 1998, crude oil imports had increased to over 8.5 million barrels
per day. Oil imports exceeded 55 percent of demand in 1998. And, the
federal government has again concluded that oil imports pose a threat
to national security. Oil imports constitute one of the largest components
of the nation's imports and are a significant factor in the country's trade
deficit. It also costs us in another important way - national defense.
Protecting against the potential instability of Middle Eastern oil supplies
consumes significant amounts of the U.S. budget. CNN reported in
1998 that 'military buildups that have kept U.S. ships, planes, and
troops within striking distance of Iraq since the 1991 Persian Gulf war
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have cost U.S. taxpayers about $6.8 billion....' This $6.8 billion figure isin addition to annual expenditures of about $50 billion to maintain astrong military contingent in the Gulf. The Inactive Well Recovery Actwon't solve all of the country's problems in this regard; it will be a step inthe right direction.

This bill was modeled after the three-year inactive well incentive program that was enacted inTexas in 1993. Since that time, nine other states have adopted a similar program. According tothen-Texas Railroad Commissioner Bany Williamson, Texas realized more than $1.65 billion inrevenue from 6,071 wells returned to production under the state program.

May 2000
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Supporting A Fair Rule for Calculating Federal Royalties

MMS' Proposed Rule on Oil Valuation. On March 18, 2000, MMS changed the rules that set
forth the criteria for paying royalties on federal oil production. MMS' proposals essentially
increase the amount of royalties to be paid by assessing royalties on downstream values
without full consideration of all costs.

On December 30, 1999, the MMS issued its latest proposal. During the st Session of the
106t Congress, another moratorium was signed into law prohibiting the MMS from issuing a
final rulemaking prior to March 15, 2000. Originally the moratorium would have prohibited MMS
from issuing a final rulemaking until October 1, 2000. However, during negotiations between
appropriators and the Administration, this shorter timeframe was agreed to because the
Administration threatened a veto of the entire budget should it contain a moratorium thereby
allowing MMS to issue a final rulemaking on March 16 with an effective date of June 1, 2000.

This proposal contains some positive modifications. For example, except for the newly minted
duty to market, MMS has added more certainty for those producers selling oil arm's-length at
the lease. When this rulemaking began, all producers including wellhead sellers were to base
royalties using NYMEX. Considerable progress has been made in this area. Another area that
has been improved is the ability to receive a binding determination as to how to properly pay
royalties. The proposal also provides an opportunity to receive guidance, unless MMS
disagrees with the factual situation. Improvements have been made in the area of quality
adjustments and transportation for those producers who are required to use index.

Unfortunately, no improvements have been made for those producers using an affiliate to
market their oil or refine their oil with regard to the starting point for determining value for
royalty purposes. Except for the Rockies (excluding New Mexico), the MMS continues to
ignore willing buyer/willing seller transactions in the field by proposing published indexes.

The MMS continues to claim that it is legally authorized to require producers to market
production downstream at no cost to government.

Royalty Litigation. On March 15, 2000, MMS issued a final oil valuation proposal. During the
1 t Session of the 106'h Congress, another moratorium was signed into law prohibiting the
MMS from issuing a final rulemaking prior to March 15, 2000. The rulemaking became
effective June 1, 2000.
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On March 28, 2000 IPAA obtained a landmark royalty court decision in IPAA v. Armstrong. Thejudge clearly ruled against MMS by stating that royalties are due on the value of production atthe well. He determined that MMS' gas transportation rule was arbitrary and capricious andthereby ordered that it could not be implemented. The government has responded by askingthe judge to clarify his decision so it can implement parts of its rulemaking. In conjunction withAPI, IPAA has filed a motion objecting to the government's request

This win led to an expedited filing on the oil valuation rulemaking. On April 10, 2000, IPAA fileda lawsuit, IPAA v. Baca, claiming that this rulemaking is arbitrary and capricious as well.Fortunately, IPAA was assigned the same judge who decided IPAA v. Armstrong. In responseto these two lawsuits, Democrats from Texas and a group of Senators have sent letters toSecretary Babbitt requesting the oil valuation rule not be implemented until IPAA v. Baca isdecided. IPAA's oil royalty ritigation task force is currently deciding if IPAA should file a staywith regard to the oil royalty rulemaking or to approach the government and see if it will agreeto an expedited hearing schedule.

ACTION

It is likely the government will appeal IPAA. v. Armstrong. If so, the Land and Royalty
Committee is seeking approval from the Board to respond to this appeal on behalf of theassociation. Additionally, IPAA is discussing a possible expedited hearing with MMS in regardto JPAA v. Baca.

Royalty In-kind. IPAA continues to pursue royalty in-kind as an alternative to royaltypayments. IPAA strongly supports MMS' efforts to maximize and internalize royalty in-kind viapilots. IPAA supports targeted royalty in-kind legislation that would provide MMS additionaltools to be more creative when marketing in-kind barrels. This tool kit' legislation may be
included in a more comprehensive energy-related legislative package.

August 2000
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Support DOI Cost-Cutting and Land Access Measures

During this election year, the Independent Petroleum Association of America has focused its
agenda on legislative and regulatory items that are achievable.

Royalties:

The IPAA will remain advocates for reduced royalties during low oil and gas prices,
as well as marginal gas wells. However, given the current political climate, any
royalty investment program will need to be pursued administratively.

Cost Cutting Legislative Measures:

Bingaman Legislation: The IPAA supports Senator Bingaman's bill, S. 1997 that eliminates the
federal government's ability to deduct from federal oil and gas royalty dollars sent to the states
a portion of its costs. This bill will properly recognize the role of states with regard to federal
land and return more revenues to states IPAA members reside in, dollars that typically go to
education.

Murkowski Legislation: The IPAA strongly supports the following components of a
comprehensive energy bill led by Senator Murkowski.

1. Speed up the processing of permits and applications to operate on public lands:
Independents can't afford to have investment capital sitting idle while they wait for
overdue approvals.

2 Streamline processes related to the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA): Advocate
appropriate funding for BLM so they can more timely and comprehensively conduct
environmental document updates.

3. Delegation to States: Wherever possible, delegate federal oil and gas activities to willing
states. Such delegation eliminates costly and timely duplication between federal and
state governments.

4. Have the DOI and/or DOE conduct an inventory of its oil and gas resources contained in
the Rockies: This inventory would accurately reflect the lands that are not available for
development because it hasn't been leased, it has been administratively withdrawn, or it
has been leased but contains stipulations that are so restrictive economic development is
not feasible. This land inventory may be included in some other legislative vehicle.
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Regulatory Initiatives

1. Promote timely development of coalbed methane in the Powder River Basin: IPAA will
actively pursue needed appropriations to ensure environmental documents and
corresponding drilling permits are conducted in a timely fashion.

2. Forest Service Regulations: IPAA will comment aggressively on all regulations and
environmental documents that are being issued by the Department of Interior Forest
Service, for example the road less regulation, which greatly restrict land access. Theseactivities will be closely coordinated with lead regional and state associations. Litigation
options regarding the proposed roadless policy are being investigated.

3. BLM Plain English Rule: Continue to participate in efforts to ensure that BLM doesn't
issue a plain English re-write of all of its oil and gas regulations increases costs oruncertainty for producers. Additionally, IPAA is concerned about BLM's desire to rewriteits offshore oil and gas lease form.

August 2000
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Internal Revenue Code Section 29 Tax
Credit Availability
Section 29 of the Internal Revenue Code provides a tax credit for production of certainnonconventional fuels including gas from coal seams, Devonian shales, and tight formations ifproduced ard sold before Dec. 31, 2002 from a well drilled before 1993. The tax creditcurrently set at $1.00/Mcf, reduces the regular tax liability dollar-for-dollar and expires Dec. 31,2002.

Section 29(c)(2)(A) provides that the determination of whether any gas is produced from coalseams, or a tight formation shall be made in accordance with Section 503 of the National GasPolicy Act of 1978 (NGPA). Under this provision; the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission(FERC) reviewed well determinations that were made by state jurisdictional agencies. TheFERC review was not a condition precedent to the qualification of the well's production, butcould be obtained retroactively. The Natural Gas Wellhead Decontrol Act of 1989 repealedsection 503 of the NGPA. This resulted in FERC's determination that it lacked authority toreview state determinations under Section 29.

In an effort to accommodate congressional intent, FERC extended its review process to May1994 for determination requests filed before 1993. The IRS previous position in Rev. Rul. 93-54 found the drilling requirements to qualify for a section 29 credit were met if a taxpayerrecompletes into a qualifying formation from a well-bore that was drilled before 1993 andproduced from a deeper formation. However, at odds with this previous ruling and dearcongressional intent is a judgment in the True Oil v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue casethat a FERC determination is a prerequisite for a section 29 well determination.

On February 8, 2000, FERC proposed a rule to allow for determinations on well recompletionscommenced after January 1, 1993, which comply with Rev. Rul. 93-54. IPAA filed commentswith FERC in April 2000 urging expansion of its proposal to include all wells that would qualifyunder the scope of Section 29.

On July 14 FERC issued a final rule reinstating provisions for well category determinations forcertain categories of high-cost gas under NGPA section 107 (Order No. 616). An NGPAdetermination will allow the gas to be eligible for a tax credit under section 29 of he InternalRevenue Code. The final rule adopts the IPAA position and extends the provisions to al wellsspudded before January 1, 1993, and recompletions both before and after that date that couldqualify for the section 29 tax credit. The rule also provides for the designation of new tightformations.

August 2000
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Offshore Development

Each year, independents dramatically increase their presence in the offshore, in both
traditional production areas and in frontier deepwater leases. More than 400 independents areactive in the Gulf of Mexico, with at least 60 independents participating in the development ofdeepwater leases. Independents are buying the vast majority of leases at sales in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Summary

When oil experienced a price crisis, the IPAA responded by advocating legislation that wouldprovide for royalty incentives in different forms. Given the recovery of prices, efforts regardingroyalty incentives have been redirected to administrative options. Offshore producers believethat marginal producing properties are being abandoned prematurely and marginal fields arebeing left behind. A royalty incentive program may encourage development of these
properties. Additionally, independents believe new leases to be offered in deep and ultra-deep
waters could benefit from royalty increases.

IPAA is addressing several potential legislative issues including monitoring MMS' newproposed offshore lease form, DOI's attempt to deem an oil and gas lease not to be a propertyinterest, the impact of essential fish habitat designations, the fairness of an ocean policy act,sufficient appropriations for MMS to ensure timely lease and permit issuance, offshore impactassistance legislation, and offshore moratoria. Regulatory issues include MMS regulations andUS Coast Guard rewrites, safety and disqualification of operators, blowout prevention
procedures, and discharge permits.

Highlights of Priority Issues

1. Royalty Incentives for Offshore Properties. IPAA is working with an industry coalitionand DOIIDOE to attempt to model the economic impact of offering royalty incentives foroffshore marginal well and marginal fields not yet developed, up to deepwaters.
Depending on the results of these modeling exercises, IPAA may seek implementation ofthese incentives via a rulemaking.

Other royalty incentive efforts include participation in three other industry
workgroups. One of the workgroups is modeling royalty incentives for ultra-
deepwaters, which could be offered as part of the lease sale. The second
workgroup is makingrecommendations as to how MMS may streamline its case-by-case application process for deepwater leases that existed prior to November
1985. The third workgroup is modeling the

economic need for a continuation of royalty incentives for properties in deepwaters
(200 m - 1600 m). This modeling effort has taken two forms:
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1. A collaborative effort with MMS, and
2. A third party effort.

2. Maintain access to the potential resource areas in the offshore, with a
focus on Sale 181. Bills have been introduced each Congress that would place
under permanent moratorium all offshore areas currently dosed to leasing (which
accounts for 86% of the U.S. offshore). Offshore oil and natural gas production has
established an exemplary record of safe, environmentally sound operations. Vice-
President Gore recently announced a permanent moratorium for drilling offshore
Florida and California. IPAA has made Sale 181 in the eastern Gulf of Mexico a
priority. It would be the'first sale held in the eastern Gulf for a number of years and
is scheduled for late 2001.

3. DOl's Attempt to Deem a Federal Lease not to be a Property Interest. During the
105m and 106th Congress, DOI attempted to insert into Bankruptcy Reform Legislation, aprovision that would deem a federal lease not to be a property interest. Its stated goal
was to give the department quicker access to the property during a bankruptcy
proceeding. The lending community quickly pointed out that such a provision would have
a chilling affect on capital made available to producers for development. This
consequence is unacceptable and would result in fewer wells being drilled. IPAA isencouraging an alternative approach for dealing with DOI's concerns with abandoned
properties.

4. Critical Fish Habitats. IPAA is concerned about the Department of Commerce issuingfinal regulations that could place off limits oil and gas development in areas of theoffshore deemed to be an essential fish habitat. Final regulations may be proceeding thatdon t recognize the fact that offshore oil and gas operations can coexist in a safe andsound manner in areas containing fish habitats. If the Commerce Department begins to
limit access to the offshore, congressional action may be necessary.

5. Coast Guard Regulations. IPAA is concerned about a proposed major revision of CoastGuard regulations affecting Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) activities. The revision intendsto address new developments in the offshore industry and to implement existinglegislation and interagency agreements. Many of the proposed changes would have asubstantial cost impact on independent producers operating in the OCS. IPAA is workingwith an industry coalition to outline the substantial monetary impact the proposal willhave on the offshore oil and gas industry. The coalition, which has asked the CoastGuard to extend the comment due date, is currently working to develop comments andrelated matenal.
6. New Fees for Offshore Operations. As part of the Presidents FY 2001 Budget, theAdministration is proposing new fees to the tune of $10 million/or various applications to

offset budget reductions. IPAA opposed this new assessment and will seek the
appropriate level of appropriations so MMS can perform its duties without assessing
fees.
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Role of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
The Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) Is the nation's first line of defense against aninterruption in petroleum supplies. The U.S. goverments commitment to withdraw petroleumfrom the SPR early in a potential supply emergency makes the 570 million-barrel reserve asignificant deterrent to petroleum import cutoffs and a key tool of U.S. foreign policy.

Market driven price increases for petroleum and petroleum products have recently led somelawmakers and consumer groups to call for the sale of petroleum from the SPR to lower prices.IPAA strongly opposes all non-emergency sales of crude oil from the SPR aimed atmanipulating prices.

The SPR was created to deal with supply disruptions, not high prices. Interference in thepetroleum market is counterproductive to natural adjustments in the marketplace, and isparticularly harmful to America's independent producers. Because they operate in theupstream, independent producers are more susceptible to shifts in the commodity marketprices of petroleum.

Each day nearly 19 million barrels of petroleum are used throughout the U.S., principally astransportation fuels. This constitutes nearly 30 percent of daily world production. Withincreasing U.S. consumption, petroleum imports have likewise increased significantly.Currently, the U.S. depends on imports to meet 56 percent of its petroleum requirements, andthis dependence is expected to increase to over 62 percent by the year 2010.

Two thirds of the petroleum entering the world market is from historically unstable countries inthe Middle East and Africa. During a petroleum supply disruption, however, conventionalsupply patterns may be disrupted. As a result, with its high level of import dependence, theU.S. is potentially at considerable risk from supply disruptions in any part of the world.

If petroleum were sold from the SPR each time fuel prices rose, we would reduce our ability toaddress a situation with the potential to seriously injure the U.S. economy. In addition, adrawdown of the reserve might not have the desired result. Consider this summer's highgasoline prices. Prices have risen because increased demand has outpaced supplies ofgasoline. A drawdown of petroleum from the SPR would not have the intended impact ongasoline prices because it would take weeks to release the petroleum from the reserve, refineit into gasoline and deliver it to market. In addition, refineries are already operating at peak
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capacity (96 percent), and are not able to increase production of gasoline.

With more than two thirds of petroleum exports to the world market being supplied from
politically volatile countries, the existence of the SPR is more important now than ever. Any
sale of petroleum from the SPR when supplies are adequate to meet domestic needs could
easily undermine the petroleum markets and drive the domestic industry, especially
independent producers, back into economic turmoil.

IPAA urges policy makers to oppose all non-emergency sales of SPR stockpiles to manipulate
petroleum markets, and to support polices that will strengthen not only the SPR but American's
true 'strategic petroleum reserve'-independent petroleum producers.
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Marginal Well Tax Credit

Summary of Legislation

The Marginal Well Production Tax Credit amendment to the Internal Revenue code wil
establish a tax credit for existing marQipal w,. Marginal oil wells are those with average
production of not more than 15 barrels per day, those producing heavy oil, or those wells
producing not less than 95 percent water with average production of not more than 25 barrels
per day of oil. Marginal gas wells are those producing not more than 90 Mcf a day. Theamendment will allow a $3 a barrel tax credit for the first 3 barrels of daily production from anexisting marginal oil well and a $0.50 per Mcf tax credit for the first 18 Mcf of daily natural gasproduction from a marginal well.

The tax credit would be phased in and out in equal increments as prices for oil and natural gasfall and rise. Prices triggering the tax credit are based on the annual average wellhead price forall domestic crude oil and the annual average wellhead price per 1,000 cubic feet for al
domestic natural gas. The credit for the current taxable year is based on the average pricefrom the previous year. The phase in/out prices are as follows:

OIL - phase in/out between $14 and $17

GAS - phase in/out between $1.56 and $1.89

The amendment would allow the tax credit to be offset against regular and the alternative
minimum tax (AMT). In addition, for producers without taxable Income for the current tax year,the amendment would provide a 10-year carryback provision allowing producers to claim thecredit on taxes paid in those years. The carryback credit may be used to offset regular tax andAMT.

Actions Taken

When oil prices fell below $14.00 per barrel in March 1998, IPAA initiated efforts to develop amarginal well tax credit bill based on legislation that had been introduced in previous
Congresses and consistent with the recommendations of the National Petroleum Council'sMarginal Wells report in 1994. This legislation was introduced April in the House by
Representative Wes Watkins (R-OK) and in the Senate primarily by Senator Kay Bailey
Hutchison (R-TX). During the remainder of the 105 th Congress, IPAA pressed for passage ofthis legislation. A letter from IPAA and NSWA leadership was sent to President Clinton.Meetings were held with the Department of Energy to discuss the importance of the tax credit.In July 1998, IPAA sponsored a call-up of members to press for action on the tax credit if tax
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legislation was considered during this Congress.

The Dept of Energy has evaluated the benefits of a bill and believes that it could prevent the
loss of 140,000 barrels per day of production if fully employed during times of low oil prices.
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson wrote to Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin expressing his
support for the proposal and seeking a coordinated effort with the Treasury Dept In November
and December 1998, IPAA met with members of Energy Secretary Richardson's emergency
task force urging action on Administration support for a marginal wells tax credit bill.

As the 106th Congress convened the bill was introduced in the House of Representatives by
Rep. Wes Watkins with 12 original cosponsors as HR 53. In the Senate, the bill was introduced
as a part of a larger bill (S. 325) by Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison with 18 cosponsors. It was also
included in other tax legislation addressing oil and gas production tax reform. IPAA testified
before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, the House Committee on
Commerce, and the House Ways and Means Committee regarding the need for tax reform,
including the marginal wells tax credit. When the Department of Commerce initiated its Section
232 analysis under the Trade Expansion Act, IPAA urged consideration of a marginal wells tax
credit as a component of a tax reform package. The Taxpayer Refund And Relief Act Of 1999
did not create any new tax credits and therefore did not include a marginal wells tax credit in
the package of oil and gas tax reform measures in that bill.

In March, President Clinton stated his support for tax reforms to allow expensing of geological
and geophysical costs and for delay rental payments. He also stated that the Administration
was continuing to evaluate alternatives to maintain the nation's marginal well production.
Subsequently, Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison and 8 cosponsors introduced S. 2265 which
includes the marginal wells tax credit, the expensing of G&G costs, and the expensing of delay
rental payments. It has also been Included in S.2557 and HR 4805, comprehensive energy
policy bills. Congress, in response to the high oil prices of the past winter, continues to
consider a legislative response, including tax reforms.

As Congress continues to evaluate tax reforms for the oil and gas production industry, IPAA
will continue to advocate a marginal wells tax credit as a component of those reforms.
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Regulatory Relief
The petroleum and natural gas exploration and production (E&P) industry is highly regulated
by both state and federal governments. Taken together, these regulations add costs to the
production of domestic petroleum and natural gas. The government needs to reduce or
eliminate unnecessary regulations. As the 1998-99 low petroleum price crisis demonstrated,
both state and federal governments need to act to reduce regulatory costs on domestic
production. Moreover, in general, since U.S. production is already some of the world's highest
cost production, it is essential to minimize regulatory costs to enhance and maintain domestic
production, not only of petroleum but dean burning natural gas as well. The federal
government is a pervasive factor at all levels.

For example, while state governments impose most direct environmental controls, overarching
federal standards or pressure drives these actions. Currently, for example, EPA has initiated
an effort to address the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) of pollutants on U.S. water bodies.
While this is intended to address major discharges of contaminants, it can result in inadvertent
requirements on the E&P industry if it excludes the major contributors. Similarly, new EPA
regulations will reduce the size of facilities that are subject to new stormwater construction
permitting requirements. While EPA argues that these will not the burdensome requirements,
they have not yet been applied. These types of actions must be carefully written to eliminate
excessive costs and paperwork on E&P operations with no environmental benefit

Similarly, the federal government has pending proposals that need to be ended. For years,
EPA has considered applying the Toxic Release Inventory program to the E&P industry -
where it was never intended to apply. It would be costly and provide meaningless information.
Now is the time for EPA to end this threat. Rather, EPA should look for ways to further simplify
the Right-To-Know requirements currently imposed on the E&P industry.

Other EPA issues indude action to create inappropriate controls on hydraulic fracturing and
new regional haze regulations. As a result of a contrived interpretation of the federal
underground injection control (UIC) program in the LEAF v. EPA case, EPA has now required
regulations in Alabama that compel the use of federally certified drinking water in hydraulic
fracturing in coal bed methane operations. However, LEAF has instituted another case that
could result in the national application of these or more burdensome regulations on an
environmentally benign activity. At a time when the nation needs to develop its domestic
natural gas resources - development that will hinge on the use of hydraulic fracturing -
Congress needs to confirm the longstanding intent of the Safe Drinking Water Act that it is not
intended to regulate petroleum and gas E&P drilling operations.

The federal government has an even greater influence on E&P operations on federal land
where it sets all the conditions. Here, the Department of Interior has recognized that it can act.
DOI extended lease periods to reflect the 1998-99 price crisis. But, more can be done. IPAA
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has identified a specific list of action steps that should be undertaken regulatory or legislatively,
if necessary. These are promoting the timely development of coalbed methane resources,
transferring federal responsibilities to states, royalty relief for marginal offshore and onshore
properties, improving the NEPA process, and obtaining an accurate inventory of government
controlled petroleum and gas resources. These actions should be taken regardless of price to
increase domestic supply.

Rcsourcr Estimali - Rstricted Arer
Estimlted Percentage Resrictecd

More importantly, in order to meet the country's energy
needs, government controlled land production must dramatically increase. The National
Petroleum Council Natural Gas Study identified access to the national resource base as a key
factor in meeting the future demand for this energy source. Much of the onshore natural gas
resource base is located in the Rocky Mountains where federal policy limits access to an
estimated 137 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. The constraints differ. Monument and
wilderness designations prohibit access. Regulations like the Forest Service roadless policy
and prohibitions in the Lewis and Clark National Forest are equally absolute. At the same time
the permitting process to explore and develop resources can work to effectively prohibit
access. These constraints range from federal agencies delaying permits to revise
environmental impact statements to habitat management plans overlaying one another to
prohibit activity to unreasonable permit requirements that prevent production. There is no
single solution to these constraints. What is required is a commitment to develop these access
policies with a full recognition of the importance of developing the natural gas resource. A good
first step is an inventory of resources under federal lands to determine where potential conflicts
might exist rather than continue the current abstract debate.

Unfortunately, much of the natural gas production debate will rage over allegations of
environmental risk. It should not be an issue. As stated in the Department of Energy's
Environmental Benefits of Advanced Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Technology
publication, "Resources underlying arctic regions, coastal and deep offshore waters, sensitive
wetlands and wildlife habitats, public lands, and even cities and airports can now be contacted
and produced without disrupting surface features above them. Wildlife preserves and
conservation easements are created and managed jointly by industry, environmental, and
government stakeholders. In Alaska, such new approaches as ice pads and roads, multilateral
completions, and annular injection of drilling wastes minimize environmental impacts while also
reducing costs."

Taken together, federal regulatory actions can further burden the development of clean
burning natural gas essential to meet future energy needs and worsen the national
dependency on foreign petroleum. In the national interest, regulatory restraint and relief is
essential.
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Hydropower-A Major Source of Energy A

* The United States Is one of the largest producers of
hydropower in the world, second onty to Canada.

* Currently, hydropower ranges between 10 and 12 percent
of U.S. electrical generation or enough electricity to supply
the 37.8 million homes in California. Texas, New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and North Carolina.

* In the Pacific Northwest, up to 70 percent of electricity is
generated from hydropower.

* Of the 75,187 existing dams in the U.S., less than 3 percent
are used for hydroelectric generation.

* Non-federal, licensed conventional hydroelectric capacity
equals 40.0 Gigawatts (GW) at 2,162 sites in the U.S. The
federal government owns another 8.2 GW at 165 sites.
Total U.S. hydroelectric capacity is 103.8 GW when you
pumped storage.

* Throughout the world, about one-fifth of electricity is
generated from hydropower.

Hydropower-Clean and Renewable A

* In 1998, hydropower avoided the release of an additional 75.8 million metric tons of carbon
equivalent into the atmosphere. Without hydropower, the U.S. would have to bum an
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additional 126 million tons of coal, plus 25 million barres of oi, and 452 bifion cubic feet ofnatural gas combined.
* By generating carbon-free electricity, hydropower avoids burning fossi fuels and releasing

an amount of carbon dioxide that equals the annual exhaust of 61 million passenger cars orhalf of the cars on U.S. roads.
* Like wind, solar, geothermal and biomass, hydropower is a renewable source of electriciy.

Water, its fuel', is essentially infinite, replenished by the hydrologic cycle, which is poweredby the sun.
* Hydropower is the nation's leading renewable energy source. It accounts for 81 percent of

the nation's total renewable electricity generation.

Hydropower-A Sound Environmental Choice A

* Hydroelectic projects can enhance wetlands and support healthy fisheries. Widlife
preserves can be created around reservoirs, which, in some cases, provide stable habitatsfor endangered or threatened species.

* A recent U.S. resource assessment shows there are 29.8 GW of potential hydropower
capacity at 5,677 sites that have been screened for favorable environmental, legal and
institutional conditions. Seventy two percent of this potential-21.3 GW-can be developed
without the construction of a new dam.
Of the 765 hydro projects licensed by the federal government during the 1980's, 91 percent
did not involve the constuction of a new dam.

* There were a total of 81 million recreation user days provided at FERC licensed hydropower
projects in 1996. Boating, skiing, camping, picnic areas and boat launch facilities are alsupported by hydropower.

Hydropower-Reliable, Efficient and Secure A

* Today's hydropower turbines are capable of converting 90 percent of available energy into
electicity-that is more efficient than any other form of generation. Even the best fossil fuelpower plant is only about 50 percent efficient

* The efficiency of hydropower, while impressive, can be further improved simply by
refurbishing existing equipment Increasing the efficiency of hydropower machinery in theexisting system by only one percent would increase the United States' annual generation ofelectricity by about 3.3 billion kilowatt-hours, supplying more than 300,000 households.

* Hydropower's operational flexibility-its unique ability to change output quickly-is highlyvalued, and will become even more so in a deregulated market Its unique voltage contol,
load-folowing and peaking capabilities help maintain the stability of the electric gridensuring economic growth and a high quality of life.

* HydroelectrcAy adds to our national security. Water from rivers is a purely domestic
resource that is not subject to disruptions from foreign suppliers, production strikes ortransportation issues.
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INGAA Energy Policy Issues (5(0)

The Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA) is the trade association that -
represents interstate natural gas pipelines in the United States, the inter-provincial pipelines in -.
Canada and PEMEX in Mexico. INGAA's member company pipeline systems transport 90 ^-
percent of the natural gas consumer in the United States. Natural gas provides 25 percent of the
energy consumed in the United States. EIA and others have predicted that demand for natural gas
will increase from 22.7 Trillion cubic feet (Tc) per year today to 30 Tcf in approximately 2010.
To meet this demand, there needs to be an increase in natural gas supply and infrastructure.
INGAA believes any national energy policy should seek market-based solutions to meet growing
demand. Following are the issues that INGAA would like to see addressed administratively or
through legislation as Washington formulates an energy policy.

1. Create a Forum to Address Energy PolUc Matters
In the past, although the Department of Energy had sought to have input on the impact on energy
supply or development that many administrative regulations issued by other departments and
agencies can have, these departments and agencies often ignored DOE's input. INGAA urges the
Administration ion to create a forum that will require departments and agencies to
take into account actions and repalo at would affect energy supply and inftrntcture. This
coould be do in a number of ways. A proposal imar to the mall Bnsme
Enforcement Fairness Act is one approach. Forming a group in the Executive Office of the
President (perhaps similar to CEQ) to moderate disputes among agencies, investigate undue
delays in projects and act as a liaison between the federal government and states is another.

2. Improve Permittinu Processes and Interagency Coordination
The Council on Environmental Quality should be required by the Administration or legislation to
review NEPA and the resulting process to seek ways to reduce the NEPA review and permitting
time.

q>^~~~ For example, CEQ, with FERC, should form an interagency task force to develop an
interagency memorandum of understanding to expedite the environmental review and
permitting of interstate natural gas pipelines. This would provide a means to address the
process on an industry-wide basis, rather than address permitting coordination on
individual projects.

3. Expand Access to Develop Natural Gas Supples and Infratructure
The third issue supported by INGAA is to obtain additional supplies of natural gas and have
access to federal lands for both additional supply and to build the necessary pipeline
infrastructure. Actions that can be taken include:

(AI)NGAA supports expedited approval of a natural gas pipeline from Alaska to bringm natural gas to the lower 48 states. Completion of this project is expected to take from 5
, to 7 years.

B. INGAA also supports obtaining access to lands that are cither restricted or off limits in
the Rocky Mountains and the Atlantic and Pacific coasts for new gas supplies and/or
infrastructure.

C. Pipeline Safety legislation (which should not be included in energy policy legislation)
should have performance goals, not prescriptive requirements. The Senate amendment
that requires all integrity inspections to be completed within a five-year period can cause
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namral gas deliveries to be redced in tines of high demand. There is not a technical
basis for that frequency. Analysis prepared for INGAA shows that conservatively the
appropriate frequency is more in the range of fifteen years. Hydrostatic testing requires
pipelines to be shut down for a period of time and use of smart pigs causes a reduction in
flow. If an arbitrary date. such as five years, is required, pipelines will have to do these
tests often during periods of high natural gas dmand reducing our ability to deliver
natural gas to our customers. Except in emergencies, we traditionally do these tests
during times (such as spring and fall) when the demand for natural gas is reduced.

D. INGAA supports a FRC study of the impediments that delay the environmental review,
data gathering, certification and construction of interstate natal gas pipeline projects
This study should consider the approvals and permits from other federal departments and
agencies as well as from state and local agencies.

E. INGAA is concerned about possible changes to value rights-of-way (ROW) that are
under the jurisdiction of BLM, the US. Forest Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, etc.
For example, BLM is considering changing the way they charge for their ROW for fiber
optics from a one-time charge to a volumetric approach. This could set a precedent that
would be imposed on natural gas pipelines. There should also be a study of the present,
gbts-of-way across federal lands to detemine the fe'<bility of othv.- . at rg,-f wa

for new pipeline or other transmission capacity.

P. INGAA opposes state efforts to designate interstate pipelines that are in service or
capable of being in service as eligible to be listed as historic under the National Historic
Preservation Act. This, at best, causes munncessary delays of repair and maintenance on
older pipelines.

G. INGAA supports expansion and extension of Section 29 tax credits to encourage
development of new and unique sources of energy. In 1999 4.87 Tcf of came from non-
conventional resources resulting from Section 29 tax credits. This is 26 percent of the
natural gas produced in the lower 48 states.

H. INGAA supports a seven-year depreciation period for gathering lines.

I. INGAA encourages the Administration to review of the U.S. Forest Service rulemaldng
regarding roadless areas and the recent designations of National Monuments regarding
their impact on energy production and transmission.

4. Support R&D
Finally, INGAA supports establishment of an R&D effort between DOE and OPS to develop
improved and new technologies to better assess pipeline afi
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,GENERATING CAPACITY
SECTION I

TABLE 2
Installed Generating Capacity
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Ownershp and Type of Prime Mover Driving ihe Generator
Megwatts (Nameplte)
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1993. 744.689 575.183 26,107 143,419 41,789 66.129 35.5011994 ... 74,954 574,634 26.372 144.748
1995 .. 750.41 57.1668 27.120 144.754 42.179 65,937 36".1996 . . . 756.481 582.214 27.195 147.072 43035 67.151 36.8
1997. . 759,875 S 82.508 27.999 149.368 43.762 68.67 38.519 o 8 *** - 78259 31267 32.523 164.470 50.541- 68.652,ZO99 1 --.-. "6773 483.7435 34.612 1s97gsg 50.16 ' s -'7'7I'DRO (Cpaty o [ GenarDr by Waer Wheebs and Tub, ,

1979 .. 75.351 . 03.916 67 51.3M ^ 51.68 3 9 14.18,76.378 24.7 57 52.08 4.692 35212 12.180;1981 ... 7.7.145 24.. . .2 319 67 535,51 12.162982 . ... 78.128 24.584 8 534 4.72 36,378 12.3571983 . .968 24.977 81 53,910 4.781 .0 3
12.3261 9 64 . . 8 0 , 5 90.6.2.. .. 3 820.5 9 0 2 6.12 7 .1 398 1 .1 2 . 3 31985......... 83.015 27.571 104 55.340 5,159 37.631 1255019*8. .85.165 28.949 116 56.100 5.962 37.66 1,.5121987. ........ 85.910 29.149 113 56.648 5.401 38.438 12809

..1988. 868WW --929,680 169 57.037 5.467 38.713 1258561989*.. 87.506 29.651 3169 57.6855 z 7~199D ... .. 87.235 29.198 170 57,867 5.588 39.359 12.920
1992. 88.69 30.351 169 54.173 5.515 39.487 13.1711992.... . . 89.. 740 30.525 271 58.943 5.68 4041 1390.155 30.517 394 59.244 5723 40.05 13.4671994 . . .0.330 30.107 39459.829 5 .936 4 0 .2 59 13.6341996. 91.114 30.236 1.156 59.722 5938 39.987 13.7971997.. 90.952 30.268 1.021 59.666 5,873 39.931 13.81
1997.. 92.495 30865 1.318 60,312 6.122 40.438 13.755

89 27 ,626 1.092 6108 3 606 107~CONMVE NM ONAL STai o eere atos e yS n in and Turbine2s)-
19795462. 392.

198 0. 475 .2 7 403 . 4 95 2 25.697 20 .393 1.2011981. . .- 491287 413,571 17,939 59199 13.1871982.. ....... 503,84 420,3 101 6.o 27.026 20248 146581983. .507.13. 422.944 .767 4437 20.2444.4441984. . .16537 429 248 6321 .788 20:5.1 ,1985....... 520299 433.03 24.098 63.098 27.764 2017 15.1561986. .... .... 524.136 432.601 25.963 65,571 28.495 20326 16.750
1988. .. 526564 432,556 25,916 68.091 30.722 20.177 17,192
19989..... . .433.140 26.898 .0.1 

301962. 
17.1,

1990 .. .- 531.147 436.810 25.891 B8".4 31,274 20.177 16.9951991. .534.061 439.334 26,013 68.714 31.678 20,17 16.8591992. . .5.507 43.878 25462 70.167 32.720 20.177 17269
1993. . .536,873 441.116 25.423 70.333 32.590 20.17 17.566

~1994.... . .53... .884 44 1.17 713.4 20.177 18.41995..541,634 444.807 25.674 71.154 2.73 . 372
199 -..-- 546.625 448.513 25.883 7229 33.624 20.062 18.5531997. .. 745 449.4.91... 2..363 ,4991 34.115 21265 18.510199&.- 522.111 412.316 2s306 81.490 37,592 20.743 23.155
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/ SECTION I GENERATING CAPAC.TY

TABLE 2 (continued)

Installed Generating Capacity
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Ownmership and Type of Prime Mover Driving the Generator
Megawatts (Nameplate)

Total EJectic Investor-
Al tty GOwned Subtotal MnicipM DistrcsDeceter 31st Indtry Ltte CoopeTr Governen Ulites Federal Stat Prretb

NUCtEAR STEAM (Capacity of Generafors Drien by Nudea Rea'cto'r, )
1979. ....... 593 46,066 50 8,478 963 3.456 4.0591980 . . 56.48 47.960 0 8.478 963 3.4456 0591981. 60.778 50,992 50 9.734 9g3 4.677 4.0941982 .. . 63.042 52.038 50 10,95 963 5. 4.091983 ........ 6.073 569069 50 10,954 963 5.807 4.0941984 ... . 7048 58.3 50 12.054 963 5.7 5.1
1985 .80.397 68238 50 131o9 9S3 5.897 5-249986~. ....... 92.417 80213 50 12,154 963 5.897 4.94~198 .. . . ... 101.604 89450 12,154 963 s.897 52941988 ....... 103.397 926103 11294 963 5.897 8

~19a. .. . .0.7. .. 1067484 1194 963 5.87 .41990 .10.980 97.649 10.331 5..97 4 434m1991........ 108.443 91.113 10,331 5.897 4,434
1992 ... 107.50 97.519 10.331 5.897 4.431993 ... 10.89 97.518 10331 89 431994 -- -- - 107,57b W975- 10 331 - 5,897 4434~1995~. .. .. 107.896 97.566 10.331 5.897 4.434
1996 .108.976 97.375 11.601 717 4.4341997. 107.632 96.032 11.601 7.167 4.431998.. . .104.757 84.063 23 17.762 3.763 7.205 ,79199p. .... 1. 10. 55 7,25 67

ITERNAL COMBUSTION (Capacity of GeneratorslET Driven by Internal Combustion Engines)
1979. .. 5.500 1.814 3. 341 3270 17~1980. ...... 5,553 1.865 351 3.337 3.24 22 6931981 . 0 1.885 351 03.278 22 651982.......5131 1.627 321 3.182 3.101 22 60
1983. . . . 4996 1494 304 3198 3117 22 58-984. 7.- 4.841 1.306 330 3.05 3.115 17 73
1985. ... 5.001 1.477 322 3.202 3130 72
1986. . . . 5944 2.20 301 224 3171 521987. ..... 6.212 2.484 296 3.432 3.381 52
1988 .. 999 

3
.416 298 3.285 3233 52

1989 . ... 482 3.880 290 3.311 3258
1990. . 8,685 5.111 276 3298 3-50 - 481991 -8.755 5.223 271 3.261 3,7 - 331992.. .. 9.550 5.996 282 3,271 3.238 331993 . . . . . .. 3Ba9.,807 6.009 289 3.508 3.473 , 361994 -. - - - - . 9.871 6.021 293 3.557 3.521 361995 9.885 8.057 290 3,537 3.5 4 36
1996 . . 9.916 6.058 291 3.567 3.528 . 391997.9.984 6.111 318 3,555 3,516 - 39
1998r....1.. 5.53 1. 28 296 4.390 37199.P . . . .... 9.551 53.353 300 3D897 O3. 2 0 23290

1993 . 1.
1994.. 8 7 7

I6. . . . . a8 7 71997........ 14 6 *7 71998r. 16 6 9 219 9. .... . 44 28 016 . 110

1993. 42 2 2
199 .4 2, 2 3 31
1996 . 4 2 .3 31997 . . . . . . .. 95 3. 3 3,199N .2... ... 4. 7,4 

4l992p..5 . 3 3

Total May not equal sum f components dueindependen d 'r'Vdl.Less ilan fry hupded kgowaui, p P5,gbn8 r Re3,2ised
'tndudes Ct*fbushin Twtxines and Cynibfned Cycls PtWWts. ++Capacity by i4d avsilable as of 183 In previous Statis&,j Yearbook&1*9Capcly by solar -abkpl as of 1984 in PevioU Staisticat Yeatooks.
SOures. U.S. Depadmenq Oo Enepy EneryW Wnomdon Anistaion. Monthly Pwer Pfanr Report (ElA- 759 and Annual ElecbicPo-er Report (EL"6a4-).
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- GENERATING CAPACITY SECTION I
TABLE 3

Installed Generating Capacity
Total Electric Utility Industry

By State and Type of Prime Mover Driving the Generator
AT December 31st, 1998r and 1999p - Megawatfs (Nameplate)

Toal Electric Conventional Nudear IntmnMi
______· ._ UBtty Indusry* Hydro Steam + Steam Combusruon

State/D:ivion 1999 1998r 1999p 199er 1999p 190, 1999p 1998r 199,-p 19- e
Total Untied Stat._ 677,55 728.259 89,800 91,156 476,265 522.111 102,291 104,757 9,551 10,214
Maine ............_.. __.. 90 1.457 34 383 35 1.039 - 21 38New Ha..psire ._..._... 2,426 2.426 65 65 1.118 1,118 1.242 1.242 -VenmonL_......_.__._.. 882 886 119 122 173 173 563 563 20 20Mascusett.... 2,084 3.269 981 997 1.023 1.406 655 50 210Rhode Istnd.-, .. _.. 7 8 2 2 - 6 6Conectt ...-.... _._._. 3.127 5.940 132 132 628 3.263 2.163 2,163 203 382New Entand._. 8.616 13,965 1,333 1.701 2,978 6,999 3,968 4,624 330. 654
New York ............... _ 18.785 32.163 4.622 5.293 7.693 20.466 5.624 5.624 847 781New je'ey ......... _. 12.780 14216 387 387 8.074 9.509 4.151 4.151' 169 19Pennsyhtsnl ......... _ 27,613 36.817 1,876 1.858 17,020 25,336 8,685 9.557 32 66Middle Athnct____ 69,127 L,3194 6.885 7,37 32,787 55,311 1 80 1, 32 1,047 101
Ohol*......-"-...._..... .. 29.137 28.963 171 130 26.435 26.361 2.178 2.178 353 294hxnna . �._. ....___. 22.466 22.488 89 89 22.320 22.342 57 57l.nos........ 18.486 33.620 13 15 7,627 21,236 10.563 11538 292 831
lM~gan............ ...... 24.517 23,879 2.323 2.323 17.556 16.916 4.251 4,251 387 389Winsin-_.._. .. _ 12,034 11.958 455 433 9.8 9.3 9,822 1.583 1.583 131 121East North Cental 106.640 120,908 3,051 2,90 83783 96676 18,565 19,550 21 1.92
Mknesota.................... 9.359 9.356 142 142 7.140 7.178 1.737 1.702 339 333owa ....................... 8,897 8,863 131 131 7.666 7,856 597 587 501 479UM'soul................. .. 18.045 17.459 1.100 1.100 15195 14.615 1.236 1,236 514 50North Daota............. 4,852 4.641 517 517 4.313 4.103 - 22 22South Dakota....... 2,973 2,973 1,731 1.731 1.198 1.198 - - 44 44Nebraska .................. 6.009 6.003 183 183 4.182 4.182 1.338 1,338 305 299Kansas...-......,-..._. . 10.596 10.568 - - 8.705 8.705 1.236 1,236 656 628West Nortm Central._ 60,730 59,863 3,803 3,803 48,398 47,637 6,143 6.108 381 2313
Delaware ......... .... 2,293 2293 - 2283 2_283 - 10 10Maryand....._......._._... 11.745 11.762 474 494 9.117 9.117 129 1829 325 323Distridt of Co .at.-.-. 866 868 - 868 868v'gwu.a. ...... _........... 16.244 16.245 3.069 3.071 9,454 9.454 3.655 3.655 65 65West VT'inia................ 15,311 15.167 110 110 15.201 15.057 -Nor' Carc a ......... _... 22m 22,013 1.539 1.539 15.483 15.272 5.182 5182 18 21South Carona ............. 18,824 18.724 3.425 3.423 8,575 · 8.476 6.799 6.799 25 25Geoga ...................... 24.841 24.624 3.301 3.301 17.155 16.938 4.042 4.042 342 342Fl-r -,a.. *..... >......... 40,259 40.421 41 42 33.645 33,821 4.110 4099 2463 2459South AlJantlc...__..... 52,07 152,116 11,960 11,981 111.782 111,285 25,517 5,606 348 244
Kenmlucy... ._............. 16,480 15,671 778 778 15,688 14.879 - 14 14Tennessee .. ......... 19,544 19.544 3.778 3.778 12.054 12,054 3.711 3.711Ababa.a......._.._._ 22.737 22.563 2.961 2961 14.492 14.332 5271 5.71 14Wss ..--.... .......... 7,389 7,387 - 5,928 5.926 1.373 1.373 Be 8Eat South Central. M,150 65,184 7,517 7,517 48,163 47,191 10,354 10,354 11 102Artansas..........._._ 9.803 9.873 1.341 1215 6,586 6,780 1,845 1,845 30 34
Lnasiarn......._.._. 18.258 18.459 . 15.959 16.160 2.236 2.236 63 63Okrma .,.a..,......__ 13.774 13,451 1,051 1.044 12601 12,286 - - 121 121Texas .... _..._._.. .... 67.639 67.623 647 633 51.724 61,722 5,139 5139 128 128West South CeTral... 109,473 109,406 3,040 2,892 96,871 96,94 9,219 9,2 342 45
Montna ._-....-_........ 2.822 5,084 1.912 2.488 905 2,91 -- 5 5Iaho .................. 2,388 2.393 2.216 2.21 167 167 - 5 5Wyorrn................... 6,279 6,284 288 288 5.987 5.987 - - 10Ccorado_..._.......... 7,533 7,337 1.123 1.123 6,323 6.133 - 88 82NewMeico.... .... __. 5.723 5.723 79 79 5628 5.628 - 16 16Arzrna ........... _...._.. 16,537 16,543 2.890 2.893 9,437 9.437 4,210 4210 4U1h.. .....-.............. 5,350 5.311 275 275 4.980 4.954 - 95 83Neada _...... __. 5,634 5,901 1,049 1,046 4,556 482 - - 30 30Mount .....____ 52,25 54,576 9.830 10,412 37,982 39,721 4,210 4,210 238 234
W -'v..n...--.......-. 24.744 24.679 20,905 20,908 2.626 2.567 1,200 1,200 12 4Oregon....._......__. . 9.621 9.807 8.147 8,164 1,471 1.640 - 3 3Calrnomia...._............. 24.292 30.952 12.944 12.882 6.720 13.442 4.565 4.555 63 63IPacficf.._............. 58,657 65,439 41,997 41,954 10,817 17.650 5,755 5755 79 70
A--Lka-...................... 1,049 1.925 380 366 1.221 1.218 - - 348 342Ha ........................ 1.690 1.680 3 3 1.484 1.474 203 203Alaska & Hawaii...... 3.639 3,606 384 369 2.705 2,692 551 54
No(e: Ta may nor e<uJa Jns fcranPp abxppK dc.- icdrpdew p x9.rn'
+rT(ain./e w*d krwte*w cacy (1999.43A MWC 1999. 15.6MAWlnd 31 m&e ycapacy p(1g. E.G MiW tl- 5.2 A-MW.

l,<c:A.ud. Cnrbuao Tu&a arnd Cew1*id Cyci Par (f(999 -70.135MW: 199 - 72.982 MY.
p Pninay. r RsNvd.
SouwrsT U.S. Drpwnr m EnWl Enw. -W ormn: Az in *
AwmA Jectc G-nrlon Repot (EIA-64OA). and Ama EDMcw Ut/wy Repor (EIAm ).
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r SECTION I GENERATING CAPACITY

TABLE 4
Installed Generating Capacity

Investor-Owned Electric Utilities
By State and Type of Prime Mover of te Generator

Al December 31st 1998r and 1999p - Megawatts (Nameplate)

Tota Invertor- Corvenonal ude Internal
Owned UUties* Hydro Steam ++ Steam

SbteAivac 1999p 199ar 1999p 199ar 1999p 199r 1t999 199r 1999 - 199ar
Tot United States. 483,746 531,26 27,626 29,352 369,001 412,316 81,736 84,063 5,33 7,n5_
Maine ............. 86 1.430 31 380 3 1.015 - - 20 35New Hmnpstire........ 252 2 252 65 65 1.118 1.118 1069 1.069
Vmonol ... _..__...._. 794 797 96 99 111 111 563 563 18 18Massacsetts-. . 1.167 2.332 979 994 175 539 - 655 13 143
FRhoe sW6 6d..-._.. 6 6

~C u_._-..._.. . . 2.976 5,788 129 129 588 3.222 2.072 2.072 166 365
New Enand- . 7,290 12,606 1,300 1,68 2,027 6.006 3,704 4,360 242 5

New Yort._....... 11,015 20.405 184 892 6.576 15,993 3,501 3,501 773 18
New Jeray .. _......_ 12.683 14.118 387 387 7,976 9.412 4.151 4.151 169 169Pnnyvnia. ......... 27,357 36,561 1.854 1,836 17.020 25,336 8,455 9.327 28 61I1dd8 .Aantc-.._ 51,054 71,083 2.406 311 31,572 50.741 16,107 18,979 970 241

O .... _______... ..... . 26,567 26.477 48 48 24.113 24.023 2178 2,178 229 229
lntia._...._..._...... 20,412 20,434 89 89 20,290 20,312 - 32 32Rsnos._..-.......-._._.. 17,050 32,194 4 5 8.485 20.218 10.553 11.408 563

Mfcoan-.. _......_.. 22.557 21.891 2285 2285 15 1570 15.204 4.251 4.251 151 151Wi-consi.................. 10.821 10,778 414 392 8.767 8,767 1,583 1,583 36 36East North CenbMr._ 97,401 111,775 2,839 2,819 75,526 88,525 118,56 19,419 457 I."l
MlnesOt; .-........ 7.871 7.834 136 136 5.957 5,955 1,737 1.702 41 41

t»a.-......-.._..._....... 7,436 7.383 127 127 6,648 6.595 597 597 64 64M.s....i.... __... ._.._. _ 12.571 12.427 632 632 10.580 10.436 1.236 1.236 123 123
North Dakota.......... 488 826 - - 488 826 - -

Dakota............ . . 1,040 1.040 - 996 996 44 44
Nebraka.._.._.._... ..... _ . "
:<arsaas ......._........ 7.881 7.881 - - 6.714 6.714 1.162 1.162 5 5West North Cnral_. 37,287 37,390 896 896 31,383 31,521 4,732 4,697 277 277

eawa-re ...-...... 0...._. 2,087 2.087 - 2.087 2087 - . -
a'rylbnd ....... _.._.. .. 11.580 11.600 474 494 9,023 9.023 1,829 1.829 - 254 254Disltr of C ia.._.. 868 868 - 868 868 - -

V'Bpinia ................ 15.289 15.289 2.833 2.833 9.017 9,017 3.427 3.427 12 12
West Via .........._... 15,311 15.167 110 110 15,201 15057 -
North Caroin ............. 20.785 20.574 1.121 1.121 14.965 14,753 4,700 4.700
South Caroina ........... 12.626 12.526 2.923 2.922 5.330 5.231 4,373 4,373
Georia-..-.._..._.._ .._ 17.527 17,527 1.097 1,097 14,168 14,168 1.923 1,923 339 339Fti.d.. ...... ..... ... 31.700 31,164 - 25.533 25.018 3.911 3.889 2.27 2,257South Atantlac.___ 127,773 126,801 8,558 8,576 96,19 95.221 20.,162 20,141 2,862 2,862
Kentuck)...... __...._.. 9.102 8.740 110 110 8,992 8.630 - -
Tennessee........... ........... ..
Atbabrm........1..2.1..... 920 12.760 1.583 1,583 9.561 9,401 1.777 1,77
:t."Ss : .p-.._...._.... 6.380 6.380 - 5.066 5.066 1.235 1.235 79 79East South Central- 28,402 27.880 1,693 1,693 23,619 23,D97 3,012 3.012 79 79
Ararnaas. ............. 6.278 6.472 65 65 4.363 4.556 1.845 1.845 6 6Loiena...-.-..........._ 15.007 15.208 - - 12771 12.972 2.236 2236Okla~urna....1...36...061 - 10,.351 10.036 - 26 26Texa3 ........... ....- 54250 54.250 53 53 50.216 50,216 3.947 3.947 34 34West South CentraaL 85,912 85.991 118 118 77.700 77,780 8,028 8,028 65 65
uontana.,3-4- ...... . ....... 1.384 3.645 474 1.049 905 2591 - 5 5.tho, ...... _._._--- 1,628 1.628 1.456 1.456 167 167 5 5Wynrng...o............. 4,317 4.327 1 1 4,317 4,317 - - - 10Cdoaoda..............._ 4,272 4,137 352 352 3,895 3,760 - 26 26New exico.._._._.... 4.495 4.495 4,479 4.479 - 16 16tcwta 7.................. 7.979 7.983 7 7 4.987 4.987 2.985 2,985 - 4Utah.-.._... _.._._.._. 2.757 2,733 55 55 2.702 2.677 - -
Nevada ..... 9............ 3,920 4,190 9 9 3,882 4.152 - 30 30
Mourtmr.. . - 30,752 33,138 2,354 29 25,333 27,129 2995 2,985 I1 95

Washinton.............. 2.907 2.800 976 979 1.928 1.819 - 3 3O2on.7..._. ... . 2,793 3,016 1.432 1,486 1.361 1.530Califonia............. 10.244 16,862 4.950 4.970 817 7.416 4.443 4,443 33 33
RPsc-W- ....- - 15,944 22,678 7359 7.434 4,105 10,76 4443 4,443 36 38

. A.... ka.......... 243 244 100 100 61 58 - - 82 86a' ...........___....... 1,690 1,680 3 3 1,484 1,474 - 203 203Alaska & Hawall..... 1.933 1,925 104 104 1,545 1,532 285 289
,,k:N Total maey nt emwl m .. D,,.k Io. -n; w~-------,-r,,
*TDalidlude .nid trbir cad ( 1999 M .27.7 UW, 199 - .3 UW') 1.9my . ( . A 1999. 9 W .7- 1 W.

ClncAudes Cmbsmn rutiw esd &C&imed Cyc Pfsb (1999- 52..4U0 W1 S -56.012 I.
p P-*-wy. r Rsvhd.
Sowrca: US. Depatbnwi of EnvrW. Eergfylo Imatoi^ Adb 5iw AAnud leri* GCnwalr trm I (E{l4-464.
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GENERATING CAPACY 
SECTION I

TABLE 5
Utility Generating Capacity Sold to Non-Electric Utility Generators

In 1999
By State and Utiy Type
Megawatts (Narmepte)

Total Bcic rInver- PoerUtmy Owned SkA ODisS be kdustry LUli Cwcpeavs Goav wn. Mles Federal Sba Ptib
TOTAL (Capacity of Genwrtorst Drtv.n by All Types of Prime Mo ,~)

Calentia........ 6.599 6.599
Connect ...... 213 2,813 - -
Flida .......... 639 -- 6 39 639o........... 15790 15.659 130... ita ........ 36368 -
M

--w ........ 1.367 1,43 23-Marylnd........ 19 19
Masae b.....152 1.152 '
L l an ...... .. 10 10 10Mornta ......... 2262 -6 .
Nev-da..... 0 270'-
Nw Jesey ...... 1.435 1435
New York........ 13.682 13.662 -
Paemsytnia..... qZ 9,Z70
Washi n...... 51 1 0 50
Tobl Ss,70 54.354 130 722 7

So- U.S. DOBpWOT BfEwplRE . Ef7w lvmiw im Anuhal Ekc9* Gwle RFpco (E-4m).

Chart I-B
Non-Utility Generating Capacity

180.000
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100.000 .
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19951996 1997 1996 1999p

P Rfya. rReued. So'T-EkSwd Eiecbk ItUhx'ds Tapac ad Gwea.on c PNqwry Scwces oEnEipy fw 19I5 -1 M.a, u.(s DzepwV,, oE ./W. Ew ,,nAd G R (E tr
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ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY SECT)ON

TABLE 7
Capability* - Peak Load - Kilowatthour Requirements

Total Electric Utility Industry
(Exduoin A1ska and Hawai)

Capac Margin Annual Annud Load
Ca tY a Nk-Cc*e Capaabiftyat No n-Cohi:C Based on Non- Kobwatihor Fadc Based

Tlne o Srmmer Sumner Peak Tne o Wrtr Wht Peak Coindent Peak Reqirnents on Peak
Yer Peak Load (MW Lad (MW) Pal Load (MW Load (MW) Load r ( (h Meaia) Load (%)
1979 ..... 54,506 39,424 554.525 368.16 26.8 2.246,927 64.4
190 ...... 58.27 427.058 572.195 384,567 23.5 2.292,718 61.3
191 ...... 572219 429,349 586.569 397.800 250 2.311,026 61.4
1982 ..... 586,142 415,618 596.066 373,965 29.1 2,258744 62.0
1963. ..... 596,449 447,526 612,453 410,779 25.0 2.341,633 59.7
1964...... 604,240 451,150 622.125 436,374 25.3 2445,603 61.9
195. ..... 621,597 460,503 636.475 423.660 25.9 2,499226 620
1986 ...... 33,291 476,320 64.721 422.857 24.8 2,532,104 60.7
1967 ...... 648,116 49615 662.977 4487 23.4 2.643532 60.8
196 ...... 661,580 529,460 676,940 466,533 20.0 2.768,658 59.7
1989...... 63,31 523,432 685,249 496,378 22.3 2,89,824 2.2
1990...... 65,091 545.537 696,757 484,014 20A 2,886,496 60.4
1991 ...... 60,915 551.320 703.212 485.435 20.2 2.941,669 60.9
1992..... 695.436 548.707 707.752 492983 21.1 2,942,910 612
1993 ..... 694.250 575,356 711.957 521.733 17.1 3,073.303 610
1994....... 702.985 585.320 715,090 518,23 16.7 3,138.436 612
199 ...... 714222 620.249 727.679 544,684 13.2 3.247,736 59.8
1966..... 723.571 615.529 740.526 545,061 14.9 3289,876 61.0
1997 ...... 729,079 631.355 743,774 560228 13.4 3.388.440 61.3
198 ...... 824,569 725,745 835,301 652,408 12.0 3943,485 62.0
1999 ..... 8340 748 848.71 33 10.3 .010371 5 112
'Cwabd y« e ,rw -5.;m,,uj" k'">aN otL4i r-' ,IpoW sx»urs 'a»s, a,'d w*e Arud., .iaw nde a c:ad w,~lr ca,,di t I/,*s
Ve3r', pwi& VW rs--Y 0ww sr -rnaWa-7M -- p-y -lfee rid yssn opwz*i mqvi Thh o r is maw riio o dVe
aq ws'tne desiny V rr Oi powra rtwlv Vhr n A Fah rri s s ud h d _ bs d tf cWufontm
~ ~C a *gn le r m m'mn n _sc a p a, b34 ,w'w or ' 'fr, rd eOm W c Ve nrw of f per * s bda Pw bd P Cedac.iy Uwi a ,

a'wtre cac Pr dpeloa diIbyd pab ff mfluped by 100.
Sote: crh Anmei n BibiW RatES Cunc and Ecftn EDrce hbAs.
tRmwt
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SECT)ON 
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPtY

TABLE 8
Electricity Made Available in the United States

GiawaUhos
Genesln

ToW Nt Es-mafdInvestr- Gowr nMt EWecki Totl nIpcrt Tota Popuiaon EsmaledOwned awd Uty Non MUty U d EledVic Av-aL-b (Thous-b) kWh PerYew Wutie Coopeatvya IbAsy Soura Staes Engy+ in U.S. (J.ty 1) Pwao1979 1,756,170 491.189 2247.359 71,375 231B.734 20,334 2.339,066 225,055 r 10,393 r190.... 1.782933 503,41 2.286414 67,945 e 2354,359 20,925 2*375,84 27225 r 10,453 r1981.... 1.78,500 509,312 2294.812 64.446 e 2` 3.258 33.584 2,392842 229.466 r 10.428 r1982.. . 1.711.56 s5235 2.241,211 61.076 e 2.30227 30.744 2.333031 231,664 r 10.071 r193.... 1764,080 546,205 2310,285 57,678 Z367.963 35.330 2403293 233.792 r 102 801964.. 1.848,916 567,388 2416,304 71.520 e 2.487.824 39,661 2527,485 235.B25 r 10.718 r195. 1,918,032 551,809 2469,841 9.478 568,319 40,936 2609255 237,924 r 10.967 r198 . . 1,928,199 559,111 2487310 112,008 2599,31 35,897 2635215 240,133 r 10,974 r1967 . 2022,260 '49.867 2572,127 146,609 2,718,736 46,33 2,765.074 242289 r 11,412 r1968.. . 2.145601 58,650 2704.250 174252 2.878,502 31.70 2,910,272 244,499 r 11,9031989 ... Z191,941 592,364 2784.304 200,871 2985,175 10,976 2996,151 24,819 r 121391990... 2202,53 605,598 2,80,151 232.781 3.040.932 1,980 3,042,912 249,464 r 12198 r1991.... 2215.116 609,907 2825.023 275212 3,100.2 22,272 3,122.507 252153 r 12,383192.... 2214475 582744 2797.219 309.727 3,10o,946 28,348 3,135.294 2s.030 r 12,2941993 ... 2271,185 611,340 2.88^525 327,397 32W09,92 28,42 3.23834 257.8 17.5621994 .... 2,308,a84 802,028 2,910,712 372.015 3282,7 44.192 3.326.919 260,327 r 12.780 r1995... . 2340,482 654,047 2,994.529 400,506 3,395,035 48,760 3,441,795 262,803 r 13,096 r1996. ... . 2.372.985 700.164 3.073.t49 400.220 3.473.369 37.53 3.510.893 26,229 r 13237 r1997.... 2.385,484 733,614 3.119,098 416,648 3,535,.76 31.940 3.567.686 267,784 r 13.323 r1998r.... 2.350.414 861,756 3.21171 513,702 3.725,873 28.909 3754,782 270,248 r 13.894 r... . 2?,s4 75,839 3.173.674 56,336 3,743,010 2,993 3.772,003 272,691 p 13,43 p.':t: Tr m ned am a dnonu d, , b hpdependler, onruip.
·V.S. De,7secVEd&q. EinEwpyrionm iad*i~dle Becic Pw, Anr 1m99 Vcaf k a, Tt el.U.S. Depta Cofwat B w &rua, do Cwa -m etzs Amed Fr"a awrmp Pmrni. * Ejtsu
.S-- -EWc Um G - u s. Dr U.Sr. -fp ,mVEJIWy En&-W ft Ad^hyir*L Mc, PUaw PaRi Repwt (EoA-7.0 Non U:Wy C!erdFtE-Vvbtf htiin. CqnaOd Sd Gw , dNtrrV SuocE d Euyt t rw .x ad U.S O &ww. EnmWft *¶.*vVs fr AWrm Ebcic G'watfor Rept-Non (dLA-#6O) ,wa r9Ax 190 IMc. UNR s-ky ,S 93 er lge .»P9yaMr' ow rn t
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ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY SECTION
TABLE 9A

Total United States Gigawatthour Source and Disposition
179-1995- Gigawafl.oa

1979 1980 191 1982 1983 1964 1S
SOURCE
Generabton

Total Eecdric UUtiIndusry ..... 2.247,359 2,286.414 2..94,812 2241211 2,310285 2416,304 2469.841Non Ublity Sors for Own L .. 65.341 60.369 e 56.045 49.072 e 42.CZ9 * 52125 a 70,176Receved by Eectr Ut lf
from Non ity So s ....... 6.034 7.576 8.401 12.004 15S649 19.395 28,300Totl Gnertmn........ . 2,318734 23541 9 2,359,2 2.3J0.27 2,3 63 2,4A7.824 2,56",19Imports from Canada and Mexo... 22.516 25.021 35.416 34.24 38.668 42.219 45,901Total Glgawattiov ...o... 2341.250 2379,380 2394,674 2.336,571 2,406,631 2,S30043 2,614,220

DtSPOSmKON
Total Sales to Utrale Cuslomer .. 2.084,400 2.126.094 2150,674 2,099,741 2,159,787 22805,85 2,305,882Exports to Canada and Meoco. .... 2182 4.096 1.832 3.540 3,337 2,56 4,965Energy Used by Produce. ....... 3.382 2540 1,462 2.539 2.633 2849 1833Copany Use & Free Servk. ... 11.086 9.053 10,068 12,051 10.650 10.958 9336Lost and Unacc ted For ....... 174.59 177.28 174.593 169.628 188.195 180.968 22026Non Ulity Sowces r Own Use. . 65.341 60.369 e 56.045 49.072 42,029 e 52,125 70,178 eTotal Glgaattou ...... 2341.250 2,739,380 2,94.674 2,336,571 2,406,631 2,30.043 2t14.220

1986 19e7 1988 1989 1990 1991 199
SOURCE
Generaton

Total Elecric Uilty Indusry .... 2487.310 2,572.127 270450 2,784.304 2,808,151 2.825,023 2797,219Non UiSy Sorces for Om Use ... 71289 93.981 104.052 107,194 116253 138,662 153254Received by Electric Utflities
from Non Uy Sources ....... 40.719 52.628 70.200 93.677 116.528 136.550 156.473TotaGen on ........ 2,59,31 2,718,736 2878,502 2,985,175 3,040,932 3,100,235 3.106,94mports hm Caada ad Mexico. .. 40.713 52,219 3.37 26.110 22.506 30.812 3720Toca Gl waWthjour ...... 2.640,031 2,770,955 217,3 3,011,285 3,013,438 3.131047 3,144,10

DISPOSmTON
Tobt Sakls lo Ultinat Customrs . 2. 354.744 2,435.483 2554.161 2.621.003 2.683.976 2736.586 2.734.929Exports to Canada and Mexnco .... 4.816 5.881 7.067 15.135 20.526 8.540 8.58Energy Used by Produce ....... 1247 2.112 1.353 3,098 3,021 2,716 2.516Company Use & Free Service .... 8.536 8.401 7.351 9.789 6.589 6.7B8 7.088Lost and Unaccounted Fr ....... 199.399 225,097 243.355 255,066 233,073 237'76 237,507Non Ulity Sources for Own Use... 71289 93.981 104.052 107,194 116,3 138662 15325Total Gigawhou .......... 2640.031 2.,77095 2,917,339 3,011,285 3,03,438 3,131,047 3144,10

1993 1994 1995 Pase s Tab 9 r 1996-199 dab
SOURCE
Generation

Total Elecric ltMy Industry .... 2882.525 2.910.712 2.994.529
Nn UbTy Sourcs fo Own Use. . . 145.883 168,826 176.107Received by EecBk trec Ues
rom Non UL y Sources ...... 181,515 203.189 224.398

ToW Genet ........ 3,29,23 3,21727 3395,035
Imports from Canada and Mexi . . 39.082 50.520 55.,90

Tot Glgwatt1oux ...... . 394,005 3,333.247 3,45042
DISPOSON
Total Sales to Ulma Cud . . 2.849,755 2930,063 3.007.469
Exports to Canada and Mexio. .... 10.655 6.328 9.147
Energy Used by Prduc.a ....... 2,443 2.988
Company Use & Free Service. ... 7,681 8,336 10.432
Lost and Unaccauted For ...... 232,653 216.706 247.787

Non Utlity Sources or Own Use . . 145.883 168,826 176.107
Total Giawahour ...... 3.249.005 3,333,247 3,450,942

* Etm red..
fPVirnin Tr995. Ued by Pnxro i/cdwh, Cao4ry U. s Few Senwc.

Sor- u.S. Dprnert d Eng. Enrwpy bIr^sjtnn AMl&ntn. AdOnPbt Pwtp Rprt (ELJ759) Ecoanc* Regiealwy Ae mi^.Easctricf TrnsaacbTonsu Aau Bo3 t EBdrs E. ci* htfhe
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SECTION 1 ELECTRIC POWER SUPPY

TABLE 10

World Power Data
MFfteen Countries With Greatest Instaled Generating Capeaty

1998

Installed Capadty Enegy Poductn kWh
(KiowattS in Thousand) (kWh in BMona) Poptlalbn Per

Conby Hydro Nudear Thermal Other Total Hydro Nudea Thenral Oer Total (Thusaids) Capfl
Unied Sttes 99,104 99.716 562,710 1.984 778.513 324.1 673.7 2.546.1 75.7 3.619.6 270.312 13,390
China 59.746 2,167 191,950 - 253.883 2029 13.5 8825 - 1.096.8 1.236.915 888
Japan 212T7 45,248 152202 535 219262 89.5 318.1 564.5 23.9 9960 125,932 7909
Russia 43.900 21242 140.500 11 205.653 150.5 9.3 523.1 - 771.9 146,861 5,2
Canada 66.646 13390 32.394 45 112.475 329.3 67.5 149.7 4.4 550.9 30.675 17.959
Gerrany 4296 22314 80.862 2077 109.549 16.8 152.7 345.5 10.4 525.4 82079 6,401
Franc 20,797 62.875 24.489 248 108.409 59.9 366.7 51.8 2.6 481.0 58.805 8.180
Indba 21.890 2.225 75.185 1.033 100.333 76.2 10.6 358.4 0.9 446.1 964,004 453
UnLted Kngdon 1,494 12,946 55,136 135 69.711 5.1 97.7 234.1 6.1 343.1 58.970 5.818
tb)y 13.060 - 49.657 811 63,528 420 - 195.0 6.0 243.0 56.783 4.279
Brai 54,134 657 5.243 2.315 62,349 288.5 3.1 15.6 9.7 316.9 169.807 1.866
Ukraine 4,706 13.880 36.719 - 55,305 11.3 70.6 76.0 - 157.9 50,125 3.150
Kora. South 1.515 10.316 31902 - 43.733 42 65.2 131.8 - 221.3 46,417 4768
Spain 11.776 7.248 23.965 457 43.448 34.4 56.0 86.6 2.5 179.5 39,134 4.567
Austalb 7,001 - 31,514 15 38,530 15.6 - 167.5 3.4 186.4 18,613 10.015
Abe: Tdal may no equal sum of coaionenl due to kidependenf rundng.

*Dae presented o a net generatin bes
Souc Capity and producion: Energy Intfomaion Admknisration Intemationaf Eny Dafabase. December 1999- populionr The brd
Amanec and BooA of Fads - 1999.

Chart Il-B
World Generating Capacity
Six Largest Countries -1998

Kilowatt (Thousands)

800.000

700.000 I tydro QNucear OThermal E Other

™ --- 778,513
600.000

500.000

900,802
400.000

3,0.000

100.000

300,000 DOOR__

0

United States China Japan Russia Canada Germany

Based on Table 10 as shom above.
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/ GENERATION SECTION III
TABLE 12

Generation
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Ownership and Type of Prime Mover Dvfriig the Generator

GigawaUhours
TotW EJectic Investr - Pr-o

ULity Oned Suboal m Dbicts.Year indusey Utaes Cooperatives Govemnmen Uitles Federl Stae P c
TOTAL (Gnerabon by An Types of prme Maoer)

1979 ..... 2247.359 1,756,170 54.404 436.755 87265 235.570 113.9501900. . 2286.414 1.782933 63.550 439.931 86.579 235,051 118,3011961 ..... 2.294.812 1,785.500 73,314 435.998 80701 232.22 1.0751982. .. 2.241211 1.711.576 77.098 452.537 76.569 241.004 134.9641963. . 2.310,285 1.764.080 84,710 461.495 73,069 258,11 1302451984 .. . 2.416,304 1.84.8916 101,970 465.418 74,672 25.928 136.8181985 .. 2.469.841 1.918032 108.321 443.488 73864 233.063 13651986 . .... 2.487.310 1,928.199 113,897 445214 78.869 224854 1414911987 ... - 2.572.127 2.022.260 122.508 427359 86211 205.363 135.7861988. 2.704250 2145.601 123.079 435.571 96.539 201.125 137.907
1989.2.784.304 2.191.941 122.10 469.554 100,311 223.531 14 5.7121990.2.808.151 2202.553 126.115 479,483 97.652 235.272 148,5591991. 2.825.023 2215.116 127.689 482.218 96.590 241.14 144.5241992 . . . . 2.797219 2214.475 127.405 455.339 94,414 224,69 1362311993. . 2... 8828.525 2.271,165 127.738 483.602 103.076 232.110 148.4161994 ... 2.910.712 2.308.684 131.954 470.074 98,804 230.433 1*0.8371995. 2.994.529 2.30,482 134.103 519S944 103.420 26305 153.3191996. 3.073,149 2,372.9&5 138.753 561.411 101,595 297.716 162.099
1997... . 3.119.098 2.385.484 141,356 592.258 111.133 312120 169.00419& . .. 3212,171 2.350.,414 195,756 666,000 167.880 288.506 209.613
1999.3.173,674 2297,834 199.511 676.321 172.693 291.908 211,727

HYDRO (Geerat ion of CGenertors Drfven Iby Wate Wheels and Turbines)
1979. 279.790 74.105 244 205.441 13,270 13. 54.992960

^ ' ^ '" Y ear o1... . 54 .9lE~~19680. 276.039 70.5(00) 267 205.272 15.603 131.909 57.760
1981. . 260.684 61.680 3 198.773 13.700 128.690 56.3831982 .. 309.213 81.527 294 227.392 17.061 148.027 6230
1983.332.130 88.663 303 243.164 17266 160.989 54,9101984 .. 321.150 83.639 279 237232 15.TT5 162 59.1901965.. 281.149 66.334 410 214.406 14496 142.435 57.475
1986. 290.44 71.356 396 219.091 16.841 141,990 60.2601967. 249.695 58253 398 191.044 122 124.680 54.07919688. 222,940 48.725 396 173.819 12.644 112015 49.160
1983.265,063 66.575 600 197.888 14,810 131.027 52.0511990. . 279.926 66,65W 588 212.680 15.887 140.379 56,4141991 .--- 2-75.519 61,693 593 213,233 15.430 142,528 55Z751992. . . 239.559 58.749 598 180,212 11.675 117.174 51.3631993 ... . 265.063 72,303 997 191,763 14058 121,472 56235
1994.243,93 59.783 1.099 182.611 11.847 120.946 50.0181995 . 293.653 73,430 1.125 219.097 18.893 140.692 59.5121996. 324,541 79,155 867 244,519 17.524 163248 63.7471997.333455 .76 607 843 256.005 18.719 171.794 65.492~199& . ~ ~304.403 76.092 975 227,335 16,972 147,297 63.066~198~~99.293,832 t~62,4512 761 30.720 151.764 60,277CONVENTIONAL STEAM* (Genertk.; of Ge,-eA:or Driven by Stmn Engine and Turines)

1979 ... 1,708256 1.472.652 53,609 181.996 65100 7.948 38.9471980 . 1.755.634 1.499.918 62.803 192.913 63.89 83.715 45991981. 1.56.660 1,492.062 72619 193,980 62421 80,715 50.844
1982.1.6.486883 1.396.336 76.481 174.066 54,507 65.682 53.87819863. 1,682,268 1,426,449 84,015 171,04 51.503 69,37 51.063
1984. 1.765.608 1.487.840 101,184 176.584 54006 6.99 56.587

1985. . 1.803.323 1.503.349 107,438 192.536 56.543 77.976 58.0171986. 1.780.853 1.469.751 113.219 197.883 61.198 83.092 53.5931987. 1,865.463 1.531.106 121.845 212,512 73,082 80.890 58.5401988. . ...1.952.566 1.599.747 122.5562 230.267 80152 85266 64.48
1989 .... 1,988.003 1.637.433 122.055 228.515 83.162 .012 68.11990 .. 1,949,572 1594,.986 125,366 229.220 80965 80,998 672571991. . 1.935,025 1.583.168 126.914 224.943 80.384 78,266 6 931992 . . . . 1.936.975 1,579.032 126.635 231,308 82.116 83.526 65.6661993. 2.005,448 1.616.503 126.583 262.362 8.442 101,620 72.300
1995 202.885 .817 19. 86.35 90,283 72,760~1995 .2.~025.666 1.639.046 132.815 253.805 63.832 96.897 73.0761996. ... 2.072.793 1.684.196 137.864 250.733 83.873 94.717 72.1441997.2,.. 155,251 1.747,436 140.483 267,332 92.268 98.461 76,603199&... . 2232.190 1.739.862 173.647 318.681 122,726 95.662 1002931999.. . 2.152.727 152,102 177.415 323,210 124,822 94,625 10363See pge 21 kw roee .
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SECTON III 
GENERATION

TABLE 12 (contnued)

Generation
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Ownersp and Type of Prime Mover Divg te Gnerator
Gigawathom

Tol Electic Inv x Psr-UtK* Owned StbitPCTW
yewar -- U eS Coop versfv Gonwvnet UtW1e Fa dd Sbt PojectsNUCLEAR STEAM (Genton of Genatos Driven by Nuc N Reactors)1979. 255.155 208,788 201 46.166 5,729 2D,402 20.0351980. 251.121 211,831 214 39.076 4,426 19.413 15,2371981 . . 272674 231.190 241 41.243 2.585 22.810 15.8471982. . .. 2s2773 233,213 137 49,423 3,349 27294 187801983..... 293,677 248.379 201 45.097 2875 Z7.951 14.2711964 ... 327. 634 276,849 319 50.466 3,760 24.665 22.0401985 .. 383,691 347.769 323 35,599 1,885 12,646 21.0691986 .. 414.038 38,513 157 27,367 (41) 230) 27,6381987T. 455.27 432.239 129 22.902 (57) (207) 23,1661988 . 528,973 496,367 30.606 2,864 3,844 23,8971989 .. 529,355 487.114 -42,240 1,429 15.492 25,3191990 . .... 576.862 540.098 36.764 (18) 13895 22.8871991 ... . . 56 569,300 43265 - 20,310 22.9551992 .... 618,776 575,580 43.196 - 23.994 192011993. . . . . 610,291 581,394 28,897 - 9,018 19,8791994 ..... 640,440 603,179 37.261 - 19,204 18,0571995. 673,402 627.058 46.344 - 25.617 20.7281996. 674,729 608.770 6,959 - 39,751 26,201997 ... 629420 560.649 - 6871 - 41.86 26.9051998. ... 673702 533,45 20,966 119,252 27,458 45,547 4,2461999. 72S,036 52,313 21,140 121,583 28,3$4 45.519 47,60INTERNAL COMBUSTO NGen on of Generators Driven by Internal Combuston Engi--)1979 .. 4.158 625 350 3.183 3.166 8 91980 . . . 3.620 684 266 2670 2.651 14 51981 ..... 2795 568 24 2003 1.995 7 1192 . . ... . 2343 501 186 1,66 1.653 2 1193 . . .. 2.207 588 190 1,429 1,425 3 11984. . 1.901 579 188 1.133 1.130 3195. ... 1.662 570 150 942 938 4198 . ... 1.56 565 124 87 866 -1987 . .1,685 649 136 90D 899 - 11968.. 1,762 753 130 878 877 -1989 . 1,880 817 155 908 907 - 11990 . .... 1.788 811 162 816 815 11991. . .. 1,910 954 183 73 772 - 11992...... 1,905 1.113 172 621 620 -1993 .... . 1.719 985 158 576 575 - 11994. ... 1,69 903 181 606 604 21995 ..... 1,793 946 163 683 68 - 21996. 1,074 863 23 188 1871997 .... 963 791 31 141 137 41998r . . ... 1,871 975 169 727 720 81996. .... 31) ' 1 95

WIND++ (Genertion of G eratoM Driven by Wind Tutblnes)1992.
1993 . .
1994 ..... -_1995 .. 11 .

1997. .... .0 
10

1996 10 
. 10 10 ;) 21997 . ..6 - 6 6199 .... 3 3 31999 ..... 23 17 6 6

SOLAR+.- (Gerw o o ener r~ nd So Them Er)1992 .3 
3 31993. 4 

D3 31994. 3 12 Z1995. 4 1 3 31996 3 1 2 21997. 3 1 * 2 21998r. 3 1_ 2 2
1 999 3 . 2 2NOIW: rThlmry neqlmh Sam c r c _an rwdut to Sin -

rRi'ad*'ld A** CoFasnd TWrimC aird Ccvbi/d C)wr Phrf a'?a. b*y eid eah~ ats d 13k, pr,-,javs Stb Yrwf.,'*GCer,.," by a.r a e d f It hi prwma Sbfca Ver.wo
( ) DsenorYw ne -ab ',e, b . L h'Leds lien. )d Iw
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SECTION m
GENERATION

TABLE 13Generation Per Kilowatt of Installed Nameplate Capacity
Total Electric Utility Industry

By 0wnership and Type of Prime Movw Dr"vng the Generato
Kowatthoix

ToWt Elecr 
Govern- Toa Elec 

Gove
Tmc Uay Invetar- Coopera- ment- lity Inestor- Cooper- mI-Year iry Owned -ve Owned nsy Owned vs OwnedTOTAL Y_____

:1979. . .3.816 3.827 4.272 3.725 3.23 3.103 3642 4.17319. . . 3773 3,789 4,344 3.41 3.639 2929 3.5 3.9681981.. ... 3.676 3.690 4,335 3 3396 2,51 3.448 3,792
1982. 3,489 3450 3.68 3,547 3.963 3.334 3973 42r

1963. . 3,532 3.512 3.880 3.550 I 42 3.578 3.741 4.529
184. . 36326 3.624 4.345 3.535 4.025 3,273 3-W.444 43811965 . .. 3 3.670 41.393 3.327 3.437 2.471 4.432 3.908

1986. . 3.562 3.5. 4.466 3288 3.459 2525 3,600 3.932
1987.. . 3,68 3.687 4,641 3.97 2919 2.005 3.476 3389

198. . 3.751 3.64 4,667 3.127 2.580 1.656 Z 9 3,058

19869 
3r 3873 4, -662 3 2M 2.798 1,94 93 297 3,240

1990 . . 3.831 3.895 4,787 3.396 3,24 265 3459 3,681

191.... 3.81 3,88 4838 3439 3.132 2,072 3.499 3.675

1992 3.776 3.865 4.856 3.216 2.685 1.930 2,718 3.077
1993. . . . 3.879 3.956 4,902 3.380 2,947 2369 2.994 3,245

1994.3.905 
4.015 5,029 3.262 2.700 1.972 2.789 3.071

1995. 4,002 4,058 5.014 3.592 3,237 2.434 1.452 3.665

1996.4.078 4,088 5.109 3.848 3,565 2,617 797 4.096
1997. . .. . 4.114 4,096 5.122 3.996 3.635 2506 721 468
1998..... .411 4.424 6,019 4.049 3.339 2592 986 3.7
1 9991). .. 4.681 4.750 5.764 4,238 3,273 2261 . 697 3,7'4

STEAM..... J.849 3.881 CINCTERNA L COMBUSTION98 4.381 3.527 7-- 347 903 956

197. . ... 3 .U29 3.b"75 4. 
3I

1960. ... 3.825 3,849 4,433 3.528 63 372 7,00
g196 1. 3,748 3.764 4.417 3.478 501 303 63 59

1982. 3.449 3.4~7 392.924 3.139 437 285 55401983.... 3.46355 3.519 3.928 2.966 436 377 448
1964 .-- 3.605 3.652 4.399 3.055 

414 593 354
195. . 3,683 3,744 4.446 3.032 338 41 460

198 ..... 3,606 3.661 4,520 2.946 284 2998
1967. ..~ 3.736 3.798 4,695 3.008 

D 265 456 ,70
1988. 

4.009 4.726 3.295 267 255 438 2619W . . . . . 3.17 4.017 4.841 3,321 228 ISO 572 247

1991..... 3.976 4.016 4,8% 3.399 219 1,5 679 234
1997. 4..2423978 423 7.920 3.,441 288 198 

3. 
1

1993. 4.065 4.089 4.975 3,614 178 164 552 170I99& . . . . 4.167 4.191 5,172 3.686 182 157 S39 1931991. 4.242 4.= 5,378 3.970 97 130 
3.8 

40

1998... 4.636 4,580 6230 4.412 183 176 569 166
1993p ... .. 4 57 59 4,.702 204 177 65 207

SxLF.W US. D I-?at cfEfn*W Enepb s h*n8,cp R (El4-?SP) ad AnpaaIec G erFReprA EL4M0
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SECTION 19 GENERATION

TABLE 14
Generation in Percent of Total
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Ownership and Type of Prime Mover Driving the Generaor

Govmern- GWn- overn.-
nvstor- Coopera- mrot- Invsor- Cocpera- nm- Irwestor- Coopera. ment-

Year Owned ~ O)ed Total Owned t O esd Tool Owd Pm Owned
TOTAL. HYDRO CONVENTIONAL STEAM*

1979. 7.1% 2.4 % 19.5 % 12.4 % 3.3 % -% 9.1 % 76.0 % 65.5 % 2.4 % 8.1%
1960. . 78.0 2.8 19.2 12.1 3.1 * 9.0 76.8 65.6 2.8 8.4
1901. . 77.8 3-2 19.0 11.4 27 * 7 76.6 65.0 32 8.4
1982. . 7..4 4 202 13.8 3.7 10.1 735 623 3.4 7.
1983. . 76.4 3.6 20.0 14.4 3.9 10.5 7t8 61.7 3.6 7.5
1984. 76.5 4. 19.3 13.3 3.5 ' 9.8 73.1 61.8 4.2 7.3
1 65. . 77.7 4.4 17.9 11.4 2.7 * 87 730 60. 43 7.8
1986 . 77.5 4.6 17.9 11.7 2.9 * 8.8 71.6 59.1 4.5 8.0
1987. . 7B.6 4.B 16.6 9.7 2.3 7.4 72-5 59.5 4.7 8.3
198. . 79.3 4.8 16.1 8.2 1.8 6.4 72.2 59.2 4.5 8.5
1969. . 7.7 4.4 1&9 9.5 2.4 7.1 71.4 56.8 4.4 8.2
1990. . 7.4 4.5 17.1 10.0 2.4 * 7.6 69.4 56.8 4.5 82
1991. 78.4 4.5 17.1 9.8 2.2 ' 7.5 68.5 560 4.5 8.0
1992. 79.2 4.6 16.3 8.6 2.1 * 6.4 69.2 56.5 4.5 8.3
1993. . 73.8 4.4 18& 92 2.5 6.7 69.6 56.1 4.4 9.1
1994. . 79.3 4.5 &.1 8.4 2.1 6.3 69.6 565 4.5 8.6
199 . 782 45 17.4 9.8 2.5 7.3 67.6 54.7 4.4 8.5
1996.. 77.2 4.5 18.3 10.8 26 ' 8.0 67.4 54.8 45 82
1997.. 78.5 4.5 19.0 10.7 2.5 8-2 69.1 56.0 4.5 3.6
199a. 73.2 6.1 20.7 9.5 2.4 7.1 69.5 54.2 5.4 9.9
199.. 72.4 6.3 21.3 9.3 2.0 ' 7.3 67.8 52.1 5.6 10.2

NUCLEAR STEAMI INTERNAL COMBUSTION
1979. ................. 11.4 % 9.3 % % 2.1% 0.2 % % % 0.2 %
1980. ................ 11.0 9.3 ' 1.7 0.1 ' 0.1
1961. . ................ 11.9 10.1 * 1.8 0.1 ' ' 0.1
1982 ................. 12.6 10.4 ' 2-2 0.1 ' ' 0.1
1963 ................. 12.7 10.8 1.9 0.1 0.1
194. .................. 13.5 11.4 2.1 0.1 * 0.1
1985. ................ 15.5 14.1 1.4 0.1
1986. ................. 16.6 15.5 1.1 0.1
1987 .................. 17.7 16.8 0.9 0.1
1988 .................. 19.5 18.4 1.1 0.1
1989 ................. 19.0 17.5 1.5 0.1
1990. ................. 20.5 19.2 1.3 0.1
1991. . ............... 21.7 20-2 1.5 0.1
1992. ................. 22.1 20.6 1.5 0.1
1993 ................. 21.2 20.2 1.0 0.1
1994. ................. 2.0 20.7 - 1-3 0.1 --
1995 .................. 22.5 20.9 - 1.5 0.1
1996. ................. 22.0 19.8 - 2.1
1997. ................. 202 18.0 22 .. .
1998r .. .............. 21.0 16.6 0.7 3.7 ____
1999. ... .............. 22. 1.3 0.7 3.8 0.1

* rTar ,x:b d rd * n . fb akp e crrt e w, Pon,,ana dam pwr , ttew awr.
"ld««« Camb&rA Tutiwi WW COntWd C)Ci PibR L
Less ,n on.4wn df mw poel.

Sowurce: U.S Dep*r7lt dofhlw. E&»W b Armn iAd zbniS6i. Ar&WV Pobm Pt" Repo (El-759P). as jm in Te 12t
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GENERATION SECTION II
TABLE 15

Generation
Total Electric Utility Industry

By State and Type of Prime Mover Driving the Generator
1998 and 1999- Gigawatthou

Toli EBc»ic Converonal Nucldear
Uity Indusy. Hydr Stt _-. S QCombust2on

S1999 19,i1999 199 19 199 98 1999 199 1999. 1998 1999 1998
Totl UnitdStats._- 3,173.674 3,212,171 293.932 304,403 2,152,727 2,232,190 725,035 673,702 15.B3 1871
Maine ................. 1,159 3,549 516 1820 673 1.726 -- --- 3
New Hamps*B_..... 13.876 14,238 339 975 4.860 4.876 8.676 8,387
Vym<nt........__-_, 4.735 4.394 421 648 240 185 4,059 3.35a 2 3Massacsels..-__ 4.3860 26,037 189 331 2230 19,991 1,931 5,698 10 18Rhd Wand.......... 9 2.061 - - - 053 - - 9 8
Connecvte...-___ 20.484 15.123 368 385 7.439 11.493 12675 3243 2 3

ME.w Engand.- ...... 44,653 65.401 1,34 4,359 15,442 40,323 27,342 20,6 23 33
New Yok.....-...... 97,009 115,840 20,124 26.582 39.818 57.927 37.019 31,314 49 18New Jersey....-....... 38868 35,911 (145) (146) 10,040 8.925 28.971 27.132 2 0PrBny~vanria.._.._._ 161.596 173,903 1,155 1.68 89.548 111.181 70,885 61,149 8 5Mddle Attantk._ 297.473 32,655 21.133 28,004 139.,406 178.033 136k,74 119,595 59 24
Ohio ................ 140.912 146.448 423 406 124.047 129.550 16.422 16.476 20 16Indla a ...-.-..._._.. 114,183 112.772 407 479 113.760 1122685 - - 18 8Ilmos.._...._._.....__ 149.808 131,274 52 51 68.375 75.596 81.356 55596 25 32Mgen ..._. ....__ 87.866 85,146 426 352 72.785 72242 14,591 12.494 64 58Wvbc]'skL ........... 54.714 52.529 1.743 1.518 41.467 41.602 11,495 9.397 9 12Eat North Central_ 54782 529,169 3,051 2,806 420,434 431,275 123.863 93,63 134 126
Mi soa...------... 44,154 43,977 857 695 29,963 31.613 13,316 11,644 18 25lowa ......-........ ___. 37,032 37.085 931 893 32,438 32,409 3.840 3,788 23 18i;ssuj -.......... ......... 73,505 74.894 1.740 2.269 63.141 64.067 8.587 8,517 37 42North Dakota..-....-... 31,260 30.519 2,609 2,296 28.651 28.223 - - - -
Soun Dakota......... 11.416 9.089 7.536 5.758 3.872 3,320 -- 812Nebras.ka................ 29,122 28,720 860 1,683 18,131 18,743 10,091 8,259 40 35Kansas ....... _......._.. 42,003 41.481 - 32,631 30.840 9,157 10,411 216 230West North Crtfrja.. 268492 265,766 14,534 13,593 208,824 209,213 44.790 42,598 341 361
Delaware................... 6239 6.318 - - 6237 6,315 - - 3 3

aiytand ...-......... 49,324 48,514 1,422 1.740 34,575 33,428 13.312 13,331 14 15Dislof Colrria_... 230 244 - - 230 244 - - -
Vrinia----....-... . ... 65.071 63.815 (608) 256 37.361 36.311 28.301 77.234 17 14
West Viginia .-..... 91,678 89,606 303 361 91,375 89,244 .- -
North Caroina........._. 109,882 113.112 2,654 4.111 69,705. 70,223 37.524 38,T778 -South Carona ..-... _ 87.347 84,397 650 2,513 35.884 33.124 506.814 48.759
Goorgi ...- ............. 110,537 106,717 2.674 5,026 76,384 72,310 31,478 31,380 1Floda..................... 168.914 169.447 140 199 135.117 137.968 31,526 31.115 131 165South Alnllc.-- 687,223 684,168 7,23 14,205 48,88 479,16 19254 190,598 198
Kenb1cky ...... _......... 81,658 86.151 2,557 3,116 79.102 83,035 ---- --
Tnmessee..._.....__. 89.683 94,143 6,499 9.385 55,957 56.370 27.227 28,388 -Adabia r a

1.--.--.._.. . .113,909 113,394 7,760 10,565 75,257 74,166 30,892 2,663 -
Misspiip......-..._. 32,212 31,992 - - 23,784 22,801 8,428 9,191 -
East South Centr-L. 317,41 325,679 16,815 23,066 234,099 236,373 66,548 66,241 -

Arka
nss .-...... 344,131 43,199 2,693 3.114 28,518 26.988 12,920 13,097

Louisiana-.. ..-.... .. 64.837 66,107 - 51,725 49.680 13.112 16,428
Oklah 5ma.......5... ..... 50.79 51.454 3,069 3,420 47.204 48.029 - 6 5Tea3 ............. 292.458 293,068 1.117 1.419 254.551 252925 36.760 38,685 31 40
West South Cenbal. 451,705 453,29 6.79 7,93 381,998 377.622 62,791 6,210 37 45

Montna.......... ....... 27.597 27,617 11.581 11.054 16.016 16.563 ---
ao. ..._.. _..._.. .. 12,568 11,978 12,465 11,978 123 - *

Wyornr w._.. ...... 42,951 4.699 1.170 1,342 41.781 43.357
Conaado.......,..,.. 36,167 35,471 1,480 1.392 34.685 34.078 - - 2 1New Uxio._......,. 31,654 31.428 243 236 31.412 31.192 - -
Aror_-_.._.. ____... 83,096 81,299 10,08.3 11,239 42.598 39,759 30.416 30,301ltah ........ .. 36,062 35.160 1.238 1.299 34.722 33.802 - 103 59Nevada............. 26,486 26.553 2,807 3,151 23.679 23.402 -() (1)

Mowunt.n ..... 296,602 294,206 41.068 41.692 225.015 222.152 30,416 30,301 1 1
Washington. ...... ..... 111,949 97,128 96,472 79,410 9.391 10.802 6.086 6,916Oregon.................... 51.698 46.352 45,234 39,504 6,464 6648 - -
Caitoa.................. 87.875 114.926 38,.42 48.684 15.625 31,615 33.372 34.594 29 28

251,522 258406 180.549 167,598 31.4*0 49,265 39.458 41,510 29 2A aska.................... 4.609 4.590 817 1.113 3.449 3.176 - -- 344 301Hawaii.............. 6,452 6.301 19 14 5.713 5.592 717 695Alaska & HawaL.__. 11,061 10,891 835 1.127 9.162 8768 - - 1060 996l·nr q mm av8.768 -- -- t.-- 996Note: TOata may fno eqS"UVl or7 5por m9 Om itrdo mWWW* WN ogv
*7Totaf indsder g ent by wm (199m. 3.0 GMh; 1I99- 230 G,) and generim by Idaw(1e.- -2 G$ ; I99- 3.0 Gt/).
"*' d s Canda,'c T'm*iae anCanb7i C)' ck Pr (19M.7a. 4 Glhq: 199. 77. 101 GVl
( D-es nea9i2 yve. XtU haon Yw hundW lwwad khwsoufm
SOrr: LI.S. DepWrTnErf Enrwy. Enrgy mrman~ Admn Afron. Moy Powr PW Report (ET4- 7").
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SECTION IIIGENERATION

TABLE 16

Generation
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Stat and Type of Prime Mover Drving the Generator
1998 and 1999 - Gigawatlhor

Total Electric Conventonal Nedea Intnerl
Uti/ty kIdusby+ Hyrdo S-team Steam Cor*tkcn

StateDvision 1999 .199 998999 199 1909 1996 1999 1996 1999 196N
Total Unrtd Stat. 2,297,834 2350,414 112,451 76,092 1,652,102 1,739,862 582,313 533,48 950 t7S
Maine_ ...__......__ 1.186 3.479 513 1.814 673 1.662 - - - 3New Hampshi ..-.... 12.682 13,068 33 975 4,860 4.876 7,42 7217 -
Vennon.-._..___...... 4.509 4,248 351 806 84 82 4.059 3.358 1 34saschme ..... - 3.372 24.889 184 325 1.256 18.856 1.931 5.69 1 9Rhode Isand._....... 9 2,061 -- 2.053 - - 9 8
ConnectWcut........ 19,860 14.829 363 374 7,420 11,451 12,078 3.004

w Engnd-...... 41,618 62,574 1,74 4,294 14,294 3,980 25,550 19,27 12 24
New York....... _._.._ 60.431 74.197 1.995 3.589 36846 54.062 21.581 16.538 9 7
New Jersey.............. 38.824 35,833 (145) (146) 9.997 8.847 28.971 27.132 2Pennlsyvama__.__.. 159.877 172.168 1.098 1.475 89.548 111.181 69,224 59,509 7 4Middle Attant-c., 259,132 282,198 2,94 4,917 136,391 174,090 119,776 103,179 18 11
hio.................... 132.065 136.554 163 167 115,468 119.901 16.422 16,476 12 - T

Incldna ...-.-.. _...... 94,930 93,920 407 479 94,518 93,437 - - 5 5rnois...._.._.._.__.. _ 146.162 127.540 17 13 64.788 71.918 81.356 55.608 1 1Mlschigan ...... _... 81216 78,520 230 125 66,374 65.881 14.591 12.494 22 20Wisconsin..-........... 49.538 47,899 1,539 1.330 36,503 37,171 11,495 9.397 1 1
East North Cntral_ 503,912 484,434 2,356 2,114 37.,651 388,30 123,83 93'75s 41 37hfi wnesota--..---.... .. 36.596 35,816 833 673 22,449 23.499 13.316 11.644 r)

towa .. _.._.. .- _ . Jj33.457 33,256 929 891 28,887 28.597 3.640 3.768
Mssoun .. ._.. 51.413 53,442 655 1.027 42.171 43.898 8.587 8.517
North Dakota.......... 2.573 5,825 - - 2.573 5,825 - - -
South DakotL ............ 3,865 3.316 - - 3.858 3.305 - - 8 12
Nebraska................... - - - - - -
Kansas...................... 36,108 35.152 - - 27,500 25,366 8.607 9.786
West North Central- 164,015 166,807 2,418 2,592 127,439 130,489 34,150 33,T14 8 12

Delaware.................. 6,056 8,165 - - 6.056 6,165 --- -
Mrynd .__.-_........ 41.660 42,191 1.422 1,740 26.916 27.114 13,312 13.331 8 7Disictof Counrbia_... 230 244 - - 230 244 - -
Vigixa ...-......... _.... 59,765 58.426 (937) (440) 34.166 33.282 26.525 25575 11 9West Vra ............ 91.678 89.605 303 361 91.375 89,244 - -
North Caroina........ 102.562 105.517 1.692 2.773 66.919 67.491 33.951 35252
Soum Catina......... 51,298 48,689 (91) 855 18,690 17,149 32,699 30.686 -_
Georgia .................... 76.586 75,320 1.114 2.012 60,513 58,401 14,959 14.906 1Florid -.-................... 130,500 132.901 - - 101.496 103.272 28,981 29,560 23 68South Allntc...._ 560,333 559,057 3,503 7,301 406,362 402,361 150,427 149,310 42 a5
<enudcy.............. 44.978 43.602 284 311 44.693 43.291 - -_
7ennessee ...... .... - -
Alabara........__. 69.090 69.828 3.304 4.55 53.1M8 53.470 12,601 11.503
»>fwsw .....-... 28.463 27.891 - - 20.877 19.619 7,585 8271 - -East South Central 142,530 141,321 3,58 5,167 118,755 116,380 20,186 19,774 -
Aansas-._...._.._ 29,964 28464 158 190 16,886 15.177 12.920 13.097 - -
Louisiana............_.... 50.782 52,995 - 37,671 36.567 13.112 16.428Oktahore.._..._.. . 35.606 36.871 - - 35,606 36.871 - -
Texas......__._..___. . 237.939 240.982 47 178 209.673 2112 284 218 29.518 2 2
West South Cetr. 354,292 359,312 205 367 299,334 299899 54,249 59,043 2 2

MMua ....... ........ 21,623 22,008 5.607 5.445 16,016 16.563 - - I
Idaho............. ..... 8.610 8,652 8487 8,62 123 - -
Wyoming ...------ 29.774 31.031 1 1 29.774 31.030
Colorado............. 22.215 21.404 43 92 22,171 21.310 -2 1New Mxico......... 21.621 21,646 - - 21.621 21.645 -

-Amna...._.__..._... ~ 42,465 41,023 33 32 20,867 19.508 21.565 21.483 -Utah ....... ... .. 17,235 16.306 243 301 16,992 16.004 -_ENevada. ____..._ 18,293 17.836 48 59 18.246 17,778 - (1) (1)Mouta...__.... 181,37 179,905 14,462 14.581 145.09 143.839 21,56 21.483 2 2
Washi gon............ 12,271 12,478 5,305 4,296 6,966 8,182-
Orego-...__......... 14.998 15.470 8.904 8.958 6.094 6.512 - -Cafoma..........__.. 56,294 80.409 16.925 21,424 6.792 25.228 32,547 33.729 29 28Paciflc.-.,_,, 83,564 108,357 31,135 34,677 111.82 39,923 3547 33,729 29A ...._......... 149 147 68 67 2 7' -9 0
Hawai-............... 0.452 68,301 19 14 5.713 5,592 - 717 95Alaska & Hwain._ 6.60 6,449 87 81 5,715 5,593 - - 7 775
Not.; TOtW mfy' rXV l =m co, cofmmpmW~nas C" so rpwmVw--

·'TdOaWdbes ene'ra6n by wkd (199 -03" Gwhl 19- 17.4 Gt4)ad gere , by-oW (17998. 0.8 G"W,; 1M9-O. eGWh)-,'/u
r

c s Cotu Tirt,3 wx omle C yI.Cc*l PFlam (f19. 1,263 G1 19-99 60,189 GWPQh).
( ) D,.ors ncga.w v*u. Less IUw 9, hPorrdi Iht .d P*»os'w
Sour: U.S. Drparneof EerW. Enrm Ihftoi .Adi-israicw. A&VY, Powr Ptat Reort (E4-759,L
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f GENERATION SECTION i

TABLE 17

Generation
Total Electric Utility Industry and Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Month and Type of Prime Mover Drtng the Generator
1996 - 1999 - CGgaWa3hou

Tot Bectric Ut y Indusry Investor-Owned Eectric UIfle
Coentrc~iai IFtiNear intsir Caeritional Nudw InfernalYear -Momh Totaw + ydr Stos+i Steam Conlt.f TotabI Hy& Stean,+ SWen Carn

YEAR - 1996
January .... 268267 28.562 176.678 62.942 84 206.470 6.840 142.071 57.493 66Febuary .... 244,997 29.566 159.422 55,928 81 187,818 7.876 128,869 51.008 64Madr ..... 247.500 31.901 160.048 55.474 76 190807 8.738 130.349 51.657 64April...... 225.950 30.090 145.458 50.325 76 173.192 828 118.907 452 67May...... 251,078 31.75 164.069 55.637 95 191.974 8.4 132,961 50784 83June. .... 268.164 29.858 180.713 57,496 94 206.307 6.726 147267 52.242 71Jy-...... 2288,860 27,069 200.725 60,953 110 222741 5,534 162832 54,95 8August .... 290,052 24,581 203.888 1.477 105 225757 4,809 166.06 54799 81Septm er... 250,120 20,493 174.931 54,593 101 194.978 4,381 142.109 48.410 78Octber.... 240.082 20.943 168.429 50.612 97 187.318 4.762 137.339 45,135 82Nov.-b.. 240.539 21,707 166.624 52132 76 188.346 5.410 136.315 46.558 62Dec[ber... 257.541 28.496 171.508 57.159 78 197277 7.644 139.108 50,459 65TobtL ..... 3,073,149 324,541 2,779 674.7 ,074 2,372,985 79,155 1,684.19 608.770 863

YEAR -1997
Janray. ... 273.583 30.739 13.854 58.914 6 209.120 7.862 148.581 52616 61February... 233,755 29,548 153,480 50,658 68 176229 72 123,732 45204 58Mch.... 243,939 32,916 160.535 50.414 73 184,039 8,745 130.654 44,577 63Apri...... 230.404 30,094 154,917 45,313 80 173984 7.765 125,820 40329 69May...... 242.710 32,342 163271 47,032 64 181.529 7.783 131.450 42240 56June ....... 266.062 32.452 181.435 52.095 79 201.853 6.909 148.074 46.809 61
Juvly . . . . 303,697 29.755 216,457 57,352 131 233.053 5.297 176.135 51.530 92Augus.... 293.835 25220 207.424 61,084 106 22869 4.607 168.085 55.093 84Septe"ber... 256.136 21.859 191.503 52.586 87 20.042 4.624 155,999 47.347 72Ocober.... 2252,934 22.984 182,889 46.961 79 195.8.65 4,830 149.033 41.936 a6November... 244.758 21,561 171.600 51.535 62 188.073 5211 138.48 44337 55December.-.. 267.286 23.983 187.787 55,457 59 205.827 5.738 151.405 48,631 53Total ...... 3,119,098 333,455 2,155,251 629,420 963 2,35,4 76,607 1747,436 560,649 791

YEAR - 199r
January. .... 265.435 27.482 179.757 57.889 125 191.668 7.469 139.010 45.049 62February .... 235.340 28.776 155.349 50.999 125 167.782 7.770 120.370 39.548 62Marcd ..... 256.575 30.252 172,147 53.711 135 185.039 6.552 134,563 41.947 72Apr ...... 232,457 26,889 157.843 47.503 150 169.190 8,359 123,949 37,008 88May.... 265,077 30.981 182267 51.496 160 189.405 7,549 141.317 40.689 82
Jue. . ... 291.029 30.216 204.933 55.732 179 211.003 7.132 159.730 44.344 88Ju .y. 3. .. 317,521 26.708 229,062 61,499 20 232,812 6,108 178.335 48.554 103August. .. 312538 23.282 228.711 60.369 206 232.731 4.664 179.602 48.587 110Septternb.. 279.198 19.621 202355 57,206 170 208.387 4,310 158.339 45.690 89OctOter.... 251,380 17,537 176.508 57,429 141 188.402 4.020 137.891 46,060 76November... 239,089 18.595 163.229 57,372 138 178.034 4.432 126.979 46.057 73December... 266.532 24,062 180.018 62,497 135 195,961 5.728 139.778 49.933 70TOta ...... 3,212,171 304,403 2,23 190 673,702 1,871 2,350,414 76,092 1.73)962 533,485 97YEAR- 1999

January. . . 2.75,048 27.169 182.322 65.399 156 198,974 6,199 140,706 51,991 75February.... 239.,535 26.545 155.640 57.235 113 17375 6391 120.597 45.319 67March..... 258.666 29,681 170.274 58.578 130 187.397 6.847 133.225 47253 70Apr...... 238.647 25,104 165,066 48,315 160 172,395 6.144 127,276 38897 76May...... 254.185 26,487 171.740 55,809 146 183,820 6776 131.689 45.782 71June...... 280,479 28,118 190,138 62025 196 203,164 6.003 146.600 50.463 9
.uhy. .. .. 317,927 27,248 223.848 66,519 309 232,483 5.169 173.679 53.499 133August . . .. 308.541 23.434 217.026 67.842 237 224.856 3.912 166.301 54.538 103September.. 261.941 19.220 181.902 60.666 151 190.627 3.545 138.064 48.945 73October.... 243.815 18,233 170.350 55,099 132 178.022 3.688 129.931 44,338 63November... 235.701 19,462 155.843 60.285 109 169.674 3.770 118.15 47.691 60
Decerber. 259.189 23,230 168,578 67265 114 184.048 4.50 125.883 53.598 59Total...... 3,173,674 293,932 2,152.727 725,036 1.953 297, 582313 50

Pete: Tori~me no' equj e w um ce orpientz dwe to me ldgi md V.
*l&ckA.*s g.e6 bt y ,dind =f .- S~. T..& 12 kw drt m&-Lkdu, Cor*,vimt rwtws, wd CWbkwd C.d:. Pb
Sobrr eUS. Vep bS DeP ' nE-py Enr-y Wmb-n A-*b.i&.. AIcviV pPD Pbw Report (ELI-759)
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/ SECTION I 
GENERAT

TABLE 18
Index of Weekly Electric Output

Total Electric Utility Industry
(Excuding Alaska and Hawai)

Seasonaly Adjusted - 1982 Average = 100
1989-1999

Week
Ninbtf 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 199 19991.... 27 127 139 I2 129 143 152 148 135 145 1492. . . 122 120 122 125 130 139 138 151 147 146 153 .... 117 114 122 131 134 142 133 139 160 148 1504 ... 116 117 130 134 131 151 142 142 146 144 1395 .... 18 119 125 127 133 138 139 154 150 145 1446.... 134 119 116 127 134 147 150 157 144 146 145

7 .... 124 119 123 129 132 142 144 144 150 147 1458 .... 132 128 126 127 143 141 137 141 143 146 151
9. .. 129 130 128 127 144 137 14 141 145 146 158

10 .... 132 126 125 124 139 143 139 147 146 150 154
11 .... 123 122 130 132 139 140 133 144 148 151 164
12 .... 127 125 125 131 144 137 134 140 147 154 156
13 .... 122 131 127 134 137 137 138 146 145 15614 .... 128 129 12 132 135 137 138 12 144 153 154
15 ... 128 1 30 129 129 133 137 139 141 147 148 156
16 .... 125 129 131 131 133 133 142 144 149 148 156
17 .... 126 129 125 126 128 136 139 143 146 146 154
18 .... 127 131 127 128 128 33 140 145 144 15219 ... 122 126 127 28 129 132 43 151 14 148 15220 .. .. 122 130 137 129 129 130 143 148 141 150 150
21 ... 130 127 131 129 124 135 143 156 143 156 15222 . . 129 23 142 122 126 130 143 142 141 156 155... 122 128 129 122 119 136 150 145 138 154 154
24 . . 119 128 130 126 129 142 139 147 138 143 163
25 .... 124 129 132 125 127 144 140 145 139 147 140
26 .... 124 130 132 124 130 144 138 145 52 1S3 14877.. 127 134 137 129 137 135 134 144 147 154 15828.... 127 126 129 129 135 138 147 138 138 147 157
-9 .... 118 124 135 137 139 143 146 146 153 153 1443 .... 127 125 135 129 135 136 154 145 146 156 158
31 .... 127 125 129 132 141 138 152 142 146 150 165
32 . . . 115 120 129 129 134 137 150 153 144 151 158
33 .... 121 130 130 134 135 141 157 143 144 152 15534 .... 127 131 132 126 143 140 148 149 143 151 155
35 . .... 130 140 142 134 146 144 145 143 141 160 154
36 .... 125 138 132 132 150 129 142 148 147 158
37 .... 130 141 142 134 130 143 140 148 151 152 157
38 . .- 125 130 141 140 134 139 139 140 159 163 150
39 .... 121 128 131 140 139 138 138 144 152 16.4 14940 ... 125 131 134 134 135 143 143 142 153 164 15t
41 .... 127 138 135 136 39 137 14 14 160 156 152
42 ... . 129 132 133 136 137 140 142 146 150 152 159
43 .... 125 131 134 138 38 39 143 146 149 151 154
44 . . . . 126 129 134 136 135 138 1 149 151 151 153
45 .... 126 131 142 138 140 137 148 149 149 148 15046... . 124 127 133 136 137 138 148 152 152 14 149
47 .... 126 123 130 139 137 135 141 12 158 148 153
4 --.. t129 128 131 133 135 134 145 151 148 142 146
49 .. .. 131 12 127 134 132 133 142 149 148 142 156
50 .... 137 126 121 137 131 138 148 146 154 146 15551 .... 142 124 127 130 131 141 141 152 147 156
52 .... 136 134 121 133 142 132 147 146 146 158 165er . ... 125 128 130 131 135 138 43 14 147 151 13b Se aas m b...d Id 5 n n t Sd, So' _he rd wa I 1994, 

9flC 
n )Ma yd 53 S13a1

Th 49 bM r & basd cm Ecfin wi kecbkins z wee8 Eb...t 1QI 
Re3t2
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GENERATION
~,--------------- ----- _ ----- __________________SECTON in

TABLE 19
Weekly Electric Output - Total Electric Utility Industry

(Exduding Alaska and Hawa)
1997-1999 - GigawatUhmri

Percen Percentweek Week Chage week CEnded 1999 Ended 1998 9J Ended 1997
Jan. 2 . 64.171 Ja. 3 . . . 61.946 8 J 4 57.896 7.0

9 . . 70.366 10 .. 81.852 13.811 .. 6.741 (5.9)
18 -.. 68.36 17 ... 65,9l2 3.8 18 . . . 71.867 (8.3)a23 . . 63.563 24 . 65.198 (2.5) 25 . . . 66257 (1.6)30 ... 64.258 31 ... 64547 (0.4)

Feb. 1 66.073 (23)Feb. 6 65·044 Feb. 7.. 64,943 0.2 8 . . 63,054 3.013 ... 63,977 14 . 64,408 (0.7) 15 65.844 2-2)20 ... 64,404 21 62,g 2.7 22 ... 61.026 2.727. . . 66.347 28 . . . 61.327 8.2

Mar. . . . 61.225 02Ma. 6 ... 63,625 dM. 7 .. . 61.959 2.7 8... 60.38 2613 . 65,531 14 . 64.390 1.8 15... 59.387 8.4
20 ... 62,379 21 61,674 1. 22 - - 59339 3.9
27 60,520 28 . . . 59,649 1.5 29 . . . .

Apr. 3 58.622 Apr. 4. . . 58,695 (0.1) Apr. 5. . . 55.754 5.3
10 58.742 11. . . 5625 4.4 12 . . . 56.543 (0.5)17 5934 1 56,175 5.4 19 . . . 5699 1.4)24 .. 58,935 25 . . . 56527 4.3 26 . . . 56.464 0.1May 1... 58.751 May 2... 56,601 3. May 3.. 56.016 0.9
8 59.075 9. . . 58.363 1.2 10 . . . 56659 30

15 60,227 16 ... 60,832 (1.0) 17.. 57.177 .422 61.823 23 - 64,533 (4.2) 24 - 5.640 10.0
29 ... 52 437 30 664258 (2-8) 31 58.024 10.7

June 5 , 64740 -Jun w
e 6 . 66.333 (2.4) .June 7 59.520 11.4

12 71,971 13 64,74 12.0 14 . . . 61.893 3.819 . . 66.604 20 70.713 (5.8) 21. . . 67,042 5.526 70,063 27 77,400 (9.5) 28 72.792 6.3
.ndy 3 . . 74.&630 Jiy 4 . . . 72.841 2.5 My 5 69.519 11.310 . 77.746 11 73 85,6 5. 12 69.507 6.3

17 7. . . 73,996- -- .--- 77,565 (4.6) 19 - * - 77,48 0.
24 . . . 81,144 25 - - - 79,676 1.8 26 . . . 7451 6.431 84773

ALug A ug. 1 . 76.391 11.0 Aug. 2 74.982 1.979240. . . 75425 5.1 9 . . 718 0
14 79.310 15 77.764 2.0 16 7 14381 4.5
21 ... 77,982 22 . . 76,283 2.2 23 72,763 4.828 77.050 29 . . . 80,335 (4.) 30 . . . 7113 12.9

Sept 4... 74253 Sep.t 5 .. 75.728 (19) Sept 6... 69.145 9.511 .. 73.044 12 69,817 4.6 13. . . 68,26 2.318 . . . 67,221 19 . . . 71,93 66) 20 69,830 3.025 3.508 26 . . . 68-881 (78) 27 . . . ,64036 7.6Oc. 2 ... 65,869 Oct. 3. . . 67,849 (29) 4. . . 63,525 6.8
9 . 62.576 10 . . . 63,058 (08) I . . . 64.585 (24)

16 . . 64.792 17 . . . 61583 5 18 . 60.550 1723 . . 62.696 24 ... 60.858 3.0 25 . . . 59,922 1.630 . . . 62 561 31 .. . 61,192 2.2

Nov. I. . . 60,971 0.4Nw- ... 62.748 Nov. 67 . 61,577 1.9 8 . 60.970 1.0
13 .. . 62,652 14 . . . 61.761 1.4 15 . . . 625 (1.3)
20 ... 63.804 21 .. 61.512 3.7 22 . . . 64.60 14.9)27... 60,765 28 .. 58,753 3.429 . 60.073 (2.2)

Dec- .... 5,68 Dec 5 . . 60,029 9.3 Dec 6. . 62.97s (4.7)11 . . . 67.347 12 .. 63,764 5.6 13 . .. 67586 (5.7)18 68.160 19 65.135 4.6 20 . . . 66.015 (1.3)
25 - 679'00 26 65,747 3.3 27 60720 8.3"

.W'scd b' o:rw Lo e f ew d-.. '; by - -,- Lb ..
I ltwrguws re teasd o7 tw nrt LtNL np JsynJam rd et wW Fer v q cavreg tusinie6 s~pev dhl

"t7hey -a fe' ezpR-a d AD a s'ned l wmW'of d Om catomwn U~ e SL A es das e am kr 52 wege" ,.e I' 0a, bj , c Awy,,rekDt* net - MW fU:se3 etm 7indbu na. Uyb do nof 1AM A Mas M Oa abeectc W1y kat h &Ofn h, oa b e d
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FVEL SECTION IV
TABLE 21

Sources of Energy for Electric Generation
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Year and Energy Source
Ggawatthours

Tobl
Year GH _' Co Fud O Gas Nud r Hdo O
1979 ...... 2247.359 1.075,595 302.94 329.486 2565155 279.790 4.387
190 ..... 2.286.414 11,61.969 245,547 346.233 251,121 276.039 5506
191...... 2.294.812 1.203.554 206070 345.777 272674 260.684 6.054
192 ....... 2241.211 1.192,379 148,423 305,260 22.73 309213 5,164
1963 ..... 2,310,28 1,59,424 144,499 274,098 293,677 332.130 .456
1964 ...... 2416,304 1.341,61 119,808 297394 327,634 321,150 8,638

5 ...... 2469,841 1.402,128 100,202 291.946 383,91 281.149 10.724
1986...... 2,487.310 1,385.831 136,585 24.508 414,038 290.844 11.503
197 ..... 2572,127 1,463,781 118,493 272621 45,270 249.695 12267
198 ..... 2.704.250 1,540,653 148.900 252801 526,973 222.940 11.984
1969 ..... 2,784.304 1.553,661 158,318 266^8 529.355 265.063 11.309
190 ...... 2.808,151 1.559.606 117.017 264.089 576,862 279.926 10.651
199 ..... 2.25.023 1,551.167 111.463 264.172 612565 275.519 10.137
1992. ..... 2,797219 1,575.895 88916 263,872 618,776 239.55 10,200
1993 ..... 2,882.525 1,639151 99.539 258.915 610.291 265.063 9.565
1994 ...... 2.910.712 1,635,493 91.039 291.115 640,440 243,693 8.933
1995. ..... .994.529 1,652.914 60.44 307.306 673,402 293.653 6,409
1990 ...... 3,073,149 1,737,368 66.962 262,335 674,729 324,541 7,214
1997 ...... 3.119,098 1.788.532 77,115 283.108 629.420 333,455 7.468
1998 ...... 7 3,212.71 1807,480 110.158 309,222 673.702 304.403 7,206
t999...... 3,173,674 1,767,679 86,929 294,31 725,036 293,932 3,716
tc*: Trofi ny t uMe W fconwsa do b midcp endw mnri.V

mn by pe keun c kxAded i lftm 19ti 79 o 19lO. ad I3 tof97. In 19A 1 ad 1986 peibnumn coie hiudd in coa
7 tdvxr v i by m wd nos*. hd Wid 1 -
S5rcs: US. DEepwiwl o EnOW- EngW hk*awut A-br* P nt'y Pbaw PlWr Repd /ELA-C759.
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TABLE 22
Sources of Energy for Electric Generation In Percent of Total

Total Electric Utility Industry
By Year and Energy Source

fear Coal Fuel Oi Gas Nudcear Ho Oter1979 ..... 47.9 % 13.5 % 14.7 % 11.4 % 124 % 02 %1980 ..... 50. 10. 15.1 11.0 11 0.1981 ...... 52.4 9.0 15.1 11.9 11.4 0.3198. ..... 532 65 13.6 1Z6 13.8 02198 ..... 54.5 63 11.9 1 14.4 0.31964 ...... 56.5 5.0 12.3 13.6 133 0.419. ..... 56.8 4.1 11.8 15.5 11.4 041986 . ... . 56.7 5.5 10.0 16.6 11.7 0.5197 ...... 56.9 4.6 10.6 17.7 9.7 0.519 ..... 57.0 5.5 93 19.5 2 0.41909 .. 5. 5...- .-7 9.6 19.0 95 0.410 ...... 5.5 42 9.4 20.5 10.0 0.4991 ...... 54.9 3.9 9.4 21.7 9.8 0.499 ..... 56.3 3.2 9.4 22.1 8. 0419 ..... 56.9 3.5 9.0 21.2 9-2 0.31994 ..... 562 3.1 10.0 22- 4 0.3199S .... 552 2.0 10.3 22.5 9.8 0.21996...... 56.5 2-2 8.5 22.0 10.6 021997 ..... . 57.3 2.5 9.1 20.2 10.7 021998 ...... 56.3 3.4 9.6 21.0 9.5 0.21999 ....... 55.7 2.7 9.3 22 9.3 0.1"~e: Tora",n'~ eOquWsmm o~ mmr, d cv po-n, i m du ep,Soute. U.S. bD tnevm dEneva Enip hnbor Ad s~aE ,6.Y A ~F~~ t R PI Rst (E4-759). a s z in rab* 21-
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r SECTION IV

TABLE 25
Consumption of Fossil Fuels for Electric Generation

Total Electric Utility Industry
By Year and Knd of Fuel

Tota Foss Fuel
Fued 04 in Coa NetGeanewt Lbs. oCoal (Thousand Gas Equivalents by Fuels- Heat Rate- Coaln(Thound 42-Galn (l lion (Th (kWh n (Bu per peYear Shod TOa) Bamls) Cubic Fee) Shot br) XOD's) kWh)1979 ..... 27.317 523256 3.490.517 837.371 1,7.029 10470 0.9811980..... 569.453 420214 3.681,595 916.952 1.753,749 10,4.9 0.9601981 ..... 598936 351111 3,640.154 922.133 1.755,401 10.506 09921982 .... . 593.666 249.771 3.225.518 858.889 1.644,062 10,517 0.9961963..... 6211 245,497 2.910.767 067.621 1.67.021 10547 09931964..... 664,399 204,479 3.111.342 909.156 1.758.882 10.385 0.9901985 ..... 93.841 173,414 3.044,083 926,793 1.794276 10,429 0.9901986 ..... 685,056 230,482 2,602,370 907.720 1,770.925 10,423 09891987 ..... 71T,894 199,378 2.844,051 944,420 1,854,895 10,354 0.9811968 ..... 758,372 248.096 2.635,613 984.969 1,942.353 10,328 0.9841989 ..... 766,88 267,451 2.787.012 1.004.964 1,978577 10.312 0.9871990 .... 773,549 196,054 2,787.332 98,300 1,940,712 10.366 0.9971991 .... 7726 184,886 2,789,014 987.469 1,926,801 10.322 0.996192. .... 779,860 147.335 2765.608 983.484 1.92.883 10.340 0.9901993..... 813,506 162,454 2682,440 1,017.086 1.997.805 10.351 0.9931994 ..... 817.270 151.004 2.97.,146 1.033,575 2,017.646 . 10,425 0.9991995 ..... 829,007 102.150 3.196.507 1.039.174 2.021.064 10;173 1.0031996 ..... 874.616 112.565 2.727.173 1.063.756 2.066.666 10,176 1.0071997..... 898.,332 124,739 2.955.694 1.103.037 2.148.756 10,081 1.005199..... 910,867 178,614 3,258,054 1,147.317 2.226.860 10.360 0.9961999 ..... 894,120 143,830 3,113,419 1,113,614 2,150,989 10,30 1 1.012Mo.- As 1994. daa hXdAh s O* S cnM EBcW NW COmnrd d Cy[~ Plays ,w a fcta; of 50 MW or mo,.aB@W;. ( In t se2. tvtn cm ftme sba hn CoWBn*vt hI 190. Coai Eq-.iwf a caaed on b*e ba, of Batu ingad df grln dait+ExcA 0 CmQi, d. wa. a.r nudea Aei and ,de pcroelut cok.

f-E ed07e (as 0f 1994, based on I mce ).

Sot,,* U.S. D-parm dEnw. wy Itanfwrron Admsr-,IW ALntlV, P-W PLW Repo r (E/ 7J)- FedeC EneW Regtakry Cwm sMYxRepwx V f t and OCaft o cFmta I EI*et* Plat (FERC-423)
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' FUEL SECTION V

TABLE 26
Consumption of Fossil Fuels for Electric Generation

Total Electric Utility Industry
By State and Kind of Fuel - Year 1999

Total
Foss Fuel Net

Coal Fuel 0 Gas inCoal Generaton Heal Lbs. of
(Thousand (Thasand (Milion Equivaents by Fuels Rate- Coal

Short 42-Galon Cubic Thousand (kih in (Btu per perStatlDMsion_ Tom) Barrets) Feet) Short Ions) MrRions) kWh) kWh@
Total Un St . . . . 894,120 143,830 3,113.419 1,113,614 2.150,989 10,301 1.012M ain e . .. - 1,133 273 673 9.838
New Harpshire. . . . 1,341 2,663 572 2.140 4.859 10.723 0.806Vmnt ......... - 64 250 10 40 6,375 -
Misactmet...... 427 600 8.141 3.589 2.240 9.112 0.795Rhodeland...... 19 9
Core diac -...... . 10,008 13,095 3.450 6.974 11.157 NMNew Englad ...... 1,768 14,486 22,057 9.451 14.76 10,624 0.803
New York.... ..... 4,412 20.243 181,823 16.465 39,867 10203 0.806N Jersey ........ 2.583 1.205 32.650 4.150 10.042 10,323 08O09
Penmsyvania. ....... 34.558 5.597 10.376 36.390 89.556 9.955 0.808
Mjdle Atantic ..... 41,554 27,045 224,849 57,005 139,466 10,053 0.0Oh. . .. ....... 52,122 985 11.105 52841 124,067 9.969 0.849
rx a . ....... 55.105 555 7.655 55,625 113.776 10.696 0.981lilno s ........ . 35,995 722 40,716 38,403 68.333 10.726 1.109

hian ........... . 33.615 2.620 51,122 35.879 72.849 10.150 0.973wV~scnsinw .. ...... . 23,450 341 14,077 24.340 41,133 10.681 1.175East MNoth Central. ... 200,288 5,222 124,675 207,088 420,157 10,390 0.979
Mr'w,esota ... 17.114 201 6.595 17,555 29.564 10.036 1.207Iowa. ........... 20.071 299 5.249 20.480 32.438 11.513 1257Misoud .......... 36,546 703 19.427 37.863 63.128 10.755 1.193Nort DaLkoa. . 24,540 81 24.576 28,650 11.276 .715South Dakotoa. ....... 2,159 59 2.527 2,159 3,879 9,161 1.175ebas .......... 11219 70 4.555 11.509 18171 11,293 1.261
Kansas....... 18,888 632 35.889 21.216 32.846 11.261 1274West North Central. .. 130,38 2,044 74,241 13S,357 208,678 10,939 1.7Delaware ... ...... 1.244 2059 19.878 2.504 6,239 10.543 0.901
Maryland ........ 10,931 7.117 16.399 13.334 34.58 9.929 0.745Dist o Columbia... - 547 - 133 230 10.778

.v...... 12,427 4,873 23,457 14.616 37,378 10.001 0.783West :::::: ....... 36,093 321 385 36.184 91,375 9,980 0.792Norh Carora ...... 26,507 632 10,504 27,093 69.704 9.207 O.T73
South Carolina. . .. . .. 13,666 807 5.118 14.054 35.881 9,218 0.775

----- -*- - -- - 31,506 1.416 20.537 32.759 76,385 10.423 0.851Ftnd ........... - 26.090 56.225 319.274 54.242 135.232 9.277 0.832South Atlantic ...... 158,463 73,997 415.634 194,920 487.015 9,693 0801
Kntucky .......... 34,710 220 5.590 35.013 79,102 10.404 0.884Temesee......... 23216 1.042 3.460 23.479 55.957 11,488 0-841Alabar a .. . . . . . 33,428 295 20,918 34.471 75.251 8.838 0.913M_1 ppi . ......... 6,022 4,978 101.623 12.232 23.784 10,528 0.924
East South Cntra9. .. 9735 131,592 105,195 234,098 10173 0.85

Aanss .. ..... 14.974 260 40,088 17.431 28.518 10,308 1.217

Montana -. .. . 10198 30 289 10,227 16.017 11,005 1.276Idahoma. .........
Wy MWg ........ .. 25.639 85 167 25,677 41.781 10,694 1.229Cdok ado. . . .. .. 17,7046 72 19.155 18.739 34.687 10.,08 1.086New M ,c .1 6..... 1 472 35,581 18,220 31,412 10,473 1.156Auizon.a. .. .. ... 19.025 88 50.875 21,557 42.597 10.652 1.001
vtaha. . . ;. .. . 14,580 52 6,478 14,894 34.669 9.655 0.855Nevada . .... 7.763 73 65.105 10.781 23.679 10.261 0.918Mountain....... . 11,44 472 177.649 120.095 22.,842 10489 1.072

Washngton. 5.707 19 6.693 5,714 9,244 9.T70 1.319Oregon .: .2,:.*. -.. 154 15 ,2372 3,474 6.465 10.142 1.165
Cadffmial... ... ... 120 144,655 8.712 13,970 10,723Pac*fic ...... 7,8B60 155 174.639 17,900 29,678 10,300 1.172
lask. *. ........ 140 1,464 30.529 1.948 3.793 5.386 1.795Haa... . ... 11,195 - 4.162 6.430 10.491
Alasa a . .H.a.. 140 12659 30529 6,110 10 ,9 1950qre: ^^^-*.*-- ......"Ofe: TOW may aol e9uW anm, s __3"o. W kWpeto aj,,*v. *Exriu-3 g e. W M .wase. 5d nud rear Avs. , and 1.AAs
^less m 5s at"f'"r" d *ue s 42-g.1 14-4,65 8.712k* ,lf. 97t0wxan x ,

Soire: U.S. DeParw*r OEr. w Wy Enwbr bfnwtn Adwaiw,. Abft"y Pbwr PWaaM RWpo (ELA-759).
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SECTION IV

TABLE 77
Fossil Fuels Used for Electric Generation

Total Electric Utility Industry
Fuel Burned Under Boioe and by Internal Combustion Engines

1996- 1999 by Geographi DMson
Composnx.s Av.'ge Coal (a) 0-(b) Gas(c)CPst C Co Codt

BS PW per SW cost 8bs abs Cost Btu Btu Cost B
CM- Nt t cn- per per C- per per Cm

L ked Sta;S i !. ;;:S 1f sw 1 1 i 26 10 6 3 1..
1996 143.8 1.49 1036 125.2 25.64 10.241 213.6 13.55 15106231999 1441 1.48 10.301 121.6 24.72 10.163 252.7 1603 151.058 257.4NewEng ... 19 

275 1.03g199 , 1 t1.7 1 1 3 24 3 0.62 149395 27 96 1028
t199 67 13 5 9 1 .3 7 10.o 13 . 2 8 9 1 0.6 11 3 8. o 2 145.641 27 6.7 a13 1.0 1 9

1997 124217 2139 90.39 0 13. 43267 10,56 238.3 13.52 151.952 235.6 17 1. 72

1998 200.7 .11 10.532 17.9 4294 0S589 203.5 17.0 151.95 23.7 192 1 82

»«N»«le m. , 1999 19.3 . 15.9 26.;; 10.56 33 <.4 20.36 144969» 251J. 2.6 820

1 99 16 99 1 4. 7.03 10 8 . 15.53 9 18. 43 6 2 84 3 2 92 i40o. 1g 2 4 2 2 .3 19 0 227 160.39 1.064 10. 91.7 1.39 .3478 4106 150.3. 27.8 260 180301996 918 1.06 10.0 3 12.5 33148 12.638 297.4 15.62 1420 795 2811 2.2 1.025
1999 133. 1.38 10.3 1307 27.58 10,53 35.5 2310 142.955 249.7 1.99 7601996 1327. 1.67 0 0.9 2 149 9 37.51 68 .259 288.7 18.72 145 1275 230.6 3.12 1 30199 179.39 1.34 1079 12.6 3 6. 7 12.56 33 2036 144.969 27 213 2.06 0MWest ~ 1998 9. 1.57 .82 14.1 15.53 1 209.2 17 1500 279.3 293 18

1997 194. 1.00 10.551 91.7 1539 1.34 3 - 21.46 117.461 2634 2.36 10981996 91.83 1.35 10.0773 12.9 14291 8.388 292.6 17.46 12.079 224.1 225 1.032S ft r 1999 91.1 1.00 10.139 87.3 14258 .0 317 359.5 21.59 15.6955 249.5 251 1.008W est S o h ^c rS19 96 18 . 1.89 10 4 1 1 29.1 20.1 7,78· 4 7 -
2-4 -3 

7 2..9 2.63 1 .0 127
1997 184.97 1.7 19.820 12.7 35.58 52 360912 . 10237 145,031 206.3 2.73 1021996la . 1.80 9.693 141.1 31.34 734 249.5 15.89 15.27 2296.6 233 1.040

-- --- _ 1999 174.5 1.38 10.19 1 2. . .8 3 259 16.0 149.207 249.0 279 1.025

.199 110. 1.31 10,130 112.0 21.82 19,74 289.8 32.44 15. 9607 263.4 2.73 1.02

1997 130.3 1.22 10,344 10.7 2915 91.- 3 532.79 31.1 1569.4392 24.5 233 1.0

1999 lISA 1.22 10,489 106.1 2 03 19.7 6 48a7.2 28.33 155.451 247.5 253 1.024

1996 238.7 2.34 9 .82 4 5 2.92.8 399 6 26 0 10

1997 184.9 1.81 10.101 1.7 ,19.69 7.765 361.5 20376 1347.93 260 2.74 1.0261998 160.0 218 10.033 123.4 23.30 7.37 250.1 15.80 150.442 257.5 2.33 1,021999 174.5 216 10.39 120. 23. 7.84 255.9 16.07 149.492 249.0 2.65 1.0121997 118.3 1.22 10,346 110.7 2(.57 8.77; ;32.9 J~~r~ 1JO~l~n'" . - 1 ,020Absb, . 1 9 9 6 144.63 0.79 5.440 WA 2 A 9 2 5 A 3 A 139 14 4.5 1.45 1,0201997 174.0 1020 10.460 107.3 WA8 9WAo$ 4239 24A69 1N/A 67 230. 74Z36 1.000
. . ...... 19961 .7 1.8 1.0 5,924 W 29.89 139.9AA 179 .6 1.8 1.000- 3 5 . 5 2 2. 1 1 4 8.7 1.8 1 76997 21.5 1 I6.8 15 2519 8.1 3 494 29060 49,351 290 04 7 ,.

69 209A 10.300 140.8 23.77r 8444 413 25.59 140.14 211. 42 1.0125

1gg9 j5.5 3.1 8.i 9 53.5 220.8199 34. Z5 .39 73 265 149,351 7 a
1~999319.9 3.36 10.491 - . 3419. 20.08 149,49.2 -. 1) ~ A~ ci, aa ci, Mid ~ a owatg dta ~ widpe u 1,0 ,

sowv~a: U. S. Dp~e~ e fro neldfrsrW. tinpy I A ·nit Pot.' ,, 2 1 . 9n rj Co1495 29
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/ FUL SECTIN

TABLE 29
Receipts and Average Delivered Cost of Fossil Fuels

Total Electric Ublity Industry
Fuel Buned Under Boaes and by nternal Combustion Engines

By Sate -Year 1999

G O n L A=_ ^ r,,Clost _ - _Cost
pe at pM pMr PK*t» Ftu OW Mfun Bun MLMn
OW p U p M OW Copst fW au Cost OW 8 CAW 8W

Con Nt PM Con pM pM Con pa per Con- pe paSbWIDMsimn sumed kWh kWah ined Ton Pound surned SBu Galan mmd MCF Cu t
2 13.163 2 7 16.03 15i 257PN S "" * . ., 5.. 177. 1 -. 9 7

Nw sL . ... 172.0 1.84 10.723 1515 3.79 13,133 213.6 13.75 153, 261.0 267 1.024
Massachduset....2172 1.9 9.112 173.4 45.63 13.160 2432 1531 149.853 265.3 2.72 1.02
vehmon1L. ...... . 2 ,
Crnecu .A..... . 231.0 2.58 11157 169.3 4585 13.41 223.5 130 152337 267.3 2.74 1.025

wEn gn. 2973 2.21 10,24 156 41322 13,147 213.4 13.34 15354 2.1 274 I',aewor.l21 . . ..... 96 2. 1.012Jer......196.2 2 83 10,32 14.4 38.23 13.150 2882 1807 149.297 296.9 3.06 1.031Peinns).van .... 136.4 1.36 9.956 29.9 32.61 12,562 269.1 19.96 150,039 293.1 3.03 1.033

. 1375 7 1.2 32.4 11.918 391. 22.71a.112.6----- IVA 1.20 10.66M 111.0 23.58 10,820 426.3 24.57 137245 289.3 2.97 1.026oi.......... 1414 1.60 10.726 143.7 77.47 9.560 345.0 21.13 145.807 2362 241 1.022Narthi ........ 132 1.40 110.150 130. 7.39 10.4 29.2 18.11 1349.118 2. 3 . 1.53 60Wconi~ .... 104.3 1.11 10,61 102.3 166 9,115 413.7 242. 1.O,70 20.5 2.93 1?.010

NW Oakcra.. .... 733 0.83 11 .76 73.0 9.56 6.547 4172 24.34 13.876 404.0 42 1.042South Dakoa.. ...... 0.86 9.161 93.6 16.16 .630- -Naebrs a........57.4 0ss 11293 56.4 9.42 8.498 431.5 24.95 137.673 281.1 2.0 995Kwansa....... . 1& 122 11,21 95.4 16.47 8625 319.0 19.77 147.609 234.1 2.38 1.010West North Cana 9-". 1.00 13 87.3 15 $.347 35.. 21.59 12,9 24.5 2.51 1.006
Deb e....2.. .. 1 2.35 10543 158. 41.12 12.93 243.9 15.46 150,9999 30.3 298 9Mrnd.------ -15.9 1.5 9,929 137.9 35.69 12.93 257.4 1633 151.073 3076 320 1.040Disuc iof Cokimbia-- 339.5 3.86 10,778, - 339.5 20.43 143279 - -Vigiia.... ----- 46 w-W I0j0 14 ;;g1Wgfra .19.6 1.50 10.001 14.3 34.11 12.702 229.9 14.54 150.662 299.7 3.17 1,066West Vrg a. ..... 1. . 1.19 9,960 1182 2922 12,31 463.5 7.0 139102 299.8 3.00 1,000NODt Canrob ..... 145.4 1.34 9.207 143.8 35.80 12.450 39.4 23.12 138.171 283.3 292 1.031South Calina ..... 142.2 1.31 9218 141A 36.29 12.809 406.7 23.60 138,151 347.3 357 1.028Gm .a....... 156.9 1.4 10.423 154. 3629 11,740 389.6 22.66 138'495 249 2. 1.032-
Flrda.-. 2139 1.96 9.277 156.9 39.08 12299 245.6 15.63 152.090 297.2 2.10 1.024So-uth A- ... 63 141.1 34.84. 123 249.7 15. 151520 29. 6 3.08 100AKeakcky . 6 ....... a25 1.1 10a.4049 106.8 24.9 2.1 149552 34.4 . 1.0Teessee.... .114.0 1.31 11,488 113.1 26.32 116 I5 393.3 23.11 139,900 - -Atd a.. 14.... &4h 1.31 8.838 147. 32.36 10,963 326.0 19.05 139,143 295.1 2.9 1.011Mu --i- -.--- 161.3 1.91 10,528 155.2 34.34 11,062 154.1 10.2 157.968 242.6 2.49 1.027East Sorth Cba. 128 1.3 1013 1232 203 11,76 181.1 11.4 15,611 245-.2 252 1~ ArkansasL. 15...63o 131 I.8 145. 219 L ,5 33 19.47 14.807 253.0 250 1a20L-Bia a... .. 0.71 2.16 10,607 139.86 2.479 8, 3 -429 21.5 154471 249.0 2.59 1.039Oklahoma. ... 7.. 8 1.65 11.164 91 15.7 8.619 495.5 292 14250 71.7 79T:S- ........ 17.8 1.88 10,705 120.0 18.01 7,506 39.0 22. 138003 2465. 251 1.021.West South C03 174.5 1*7 1071 1 13M 7 256,9 16.07 149432 240.0 245 1,025Monta.3. 0.1 1.006 1226 8.435 491.0 28.89 140 2.02Naha .......... 1

WY- 9.......7 8 0.82 10, 694 76.2 339 8.784 4176.0 27.81 139,162 372.3 3.9 1.044Coas do....... 10.4 1.214 10.8 985 1920 9.749 543 30.92 135.379 2569 2.5 1.032New Mexiw.....1435 1.50 10.473 132.9 2427 9.132 502.3 28 136.000 2282 2.31 1.013Afk ........ 147.4 1.57 10,62 132.7 2721 10257 479.0 27.95 138,692 264.3 2.67 1.011UWthl . .... 15.5 1.02 9.66 103.1 23.96 11.620 5136 30.14 139,722 253.8 265 1.43Nevada ... .. 157.9 1.62 102s1 129.4 29.13 11257 4526 26.45 139.110 2423 251. 1.0371 10489 106.1 20.69755 23.33 138.459 247.5 2.3 1.024washkig~n .156.3 1.53 9.770 -156.0 25.65 824 7.S 28.1 1,000Orgo. ... .. 139.9 1.42 10.142 107.9 934 8.961 414 24.35 140,000 193.6 1.96 1.012Cafnia..72. 292 10,723 327 19.91 144,857 272.5 2.76 1.012Pacc....... .209 2.16 10,306 140, 23.77 8,444 4132 24.43 140,747 261.8 2.65 1,02Alaska ~... 150-J3. 
- 1593 1.59 1.000l... 319.9 3.36 10.491 319.9 20.08 149,492Alask. S H1w4.6 ... 262.8 2.43 8.593 - 319.9 200 143,492 11 000s3.5o& r lm2.08 27,0br I2j. 3.O 1,000

SI* r F~derI Enrpy Rogut.Uoy Cbfmt".w AftE R.pop dCof Cwd 0t6 a d Fwaf f.,Bs* Pb,~t (FERCf4Z"
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SECTION FUEL

TABLE 31

Average Cost of Fossil Fuels Delivered to
Steam-Electric Utility Plants

By Ye
(Cents per Mion Bu)

ResJdul Nabal AI Fos
Yew Coal r Gas Fuebl
199 ................ 145.5 331.9 2321 te.
1991 . ............... 144.7 24.5 215.3 160
1992 ................ 141.2 247.5 2328 159.0
19 .. ............. 135 2362 25&0 1595
1994 ................ 13515 240.9 2230 152
1995 ................ 131.8 25.6 19.4 145.3
1 99 ................. 12.9 303.4 264.1 15.9
1997 ................. 127.3 278.8 276.0 1522
19 ................. 125.2 216 23.1 1438
199 ................. 12 23 257.4 144.

ps Eifrtfpl W g u QOIrbLZ ar kwBww*n09jl»9gfra
7xs >7S q u s p, Did ohI ma

SoeCv U.S. fpm d w. Envy *zwH»mI Athbl Eo I C^iw.
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SECTION V ENERGY

TABLE 32
Energy Supply and Disposition Balance

By Year
(Ouadron Bhu)

1978r 1979 1980r 1981r 1962r 1983r 1984r 1985r 1986r 1967r 1988r
TOTAL SUPPLY ........ 82.05 3.91 82.15 s0.91 7809 77.07 80.82 81.06 81.18 83.55 s7.5

Total Production ....... 63.14 65.93 67.24 67.01 86.57 6411 683 67.72 67.18 67.76 69.03
Coal .............. 14.91 17.54 18.60 18.38 18.64 17.25 19.72 1933 19.51 20.14 20.74
Natural as (Dry) ....... 19.49 20.08 19.91 19.70 18-32 16.59 18.01 16.98 15.54 17.14 17.60
CudeOir........... .18.43 18.10 1825 18.15 1831 18.39 18.85 18.99 18.38 17.7 1728
Natural Gas Plat Lquids .. 2.25 229 225 2.31 2.19 2.18 227 224 2.15 222 2.28
Nuda. ............. 3.02 2.78 2.74 3.01 3.13 3.20 3.55 4.15 4.47 4.91 5.86
Hydr . ............. 2.94 2.93 2.90 2.76 327 3.53 139 2.97 3.07 2.83 2.33
Bomass+ ........... 2.04 2.15 2.48 2.59 2.62 2.83 2.88 2.86 2.84 2.82 2.94
Olher Renewables+-. .... 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.22 023 022

Totl import . ....... . 192 19.62 15-97 13.97 12.09 12.63 12.77 12.10 14.44 15.76 17.56
CudeOl. ........... 13.46 13.82 11.16 9.34 7.42 7.06 7.28 6.81 9.00 10.07 11.00
Refined Petrolem Producs.. . 436 4.11 3.50 3.30 3.36 3.57 4.15 3.80 420 4.09 4.75
Natural Gas. ......... 0.99 1.30 1.01 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.85 0.95 0.75 0.99 1.30
Other .............. 0.44 0.39 0.30 0.41 0.36 0.44 0.49 0.54 0.49 0.61 0.51

Adquatments. ......... (034) (1.66) (1.06) (0.07) (0.57) 0.94 (0.79) 124 (0.44) 0.03 0.97

TOTAL DISPOSITION. ..... 82.05 83.91 82.15 80.91 7.09 77.07 80.82 81.06 81.18 83.55 87.56
Total Exports ......... 1.93 287 3.72 4.33 4.3 3.72 3.80 4.23 4.06 3.5 4.42

Coal .............. 1.08 1.75 2.42 2.94 2.79 2.04 2.15 2.44 2.25 209 250
Other............... 085 1.12 130 1.39 1.84 1.68 1.65 1.79 1.81 1.76 1.92

Total Consumption 80.12 81.04 7.43 76.58 73.46 73.35 77.02 76.3 77.12 79.70 8314
CoaW. ............. 13.89 15.10 1539 15.89 15.30 15.88 17.06 17.47 1724 18.02 18.89
Natural Gas (Dry) ....... 20.00 20.67 2039 19.93 18.51 17.36 18.51 17.83 16.71 17.74 18.55
Refined Petroteun Products.. 37.97 37.12 34.20 31.93 30.23 30.05 31.05 30.92 3220 32.87 3422
Nudear ............. 3.02 2.78 2.74 3.01 3.13 320 3.55 4.15 4.47 4.9t 5.86
Hydro.. ............ 3.14 3.14 3.12 3.11 3.57 3.90 3.80 3.40 3.45 3.12 2.68

iornass+ ........... 2.04 2.15 2.48 2.59 2.62 2.83 2.88 2.86 2.84 2.82 2-94
OlherRenewables++ .... 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.17 020 022 0.23 022

k Tr may y t mquW mam o c, pormt* m &epaVW fm .
' bdlus Leew Cdat
" hWauei cb* purrd szkowrya, mpr^ tssrita bW , pewld sogs hcy pvdctnc ninu ,cagy und fbr pufvpi

* )ard dwaz. h Vat am es.d.
- ftkdes gecm 7 Kh ad vad

)EE b enr ma s i t. EEn
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SECTON V ENERGY
TABLE 32 (cont)

Energy Supply and Disposition Balance
By Year

(Quadrion Btu)

1989r 1990r 1991r 1992r 1993r 1994r 1995r 1996r 1997r 1998r 1999p
TOTAL SUPPLY ......... 89.47 8921 8929 90.54 91.65 93.25 9545 98.56 8 985 985 100.42
Total Production ....... 69.48 70.85 70.52 70.06 6837 70.83 71.2 72.58 72.53 7.55 T2.
Coal.. ............ 2135 22.46 21.59 21.63 20.25 22.11 22.03 22.68 23.21 3.72 23.33
Naural Gas (Dry)....... 17.85 18.36 18.23 18.38 18.58 19.35 19.10 19.36 19.39 19.29 1930
Crude Oi. ......... . 16.12 15.57 15.70 15.22 14.49 14.10 13.89 13.72 13.6 1324 12.54
Natural Gas Plan Lq. . 2.16 2.18 231 2.36 2.41 2.39 244 253 250 2.42 2.51
Nuclear. ............ 5.68 6.16 6.58 6.61 6.52 6.84 7.18 7.17 6.68 7.16 7.73
Hydro . ............ 2-88 3.01 298 2.58 2.85 2.65 3.18 3.56 3.68 3.30 3.16
Biomass+ ........... 3.05 2.67 2.68 2.83 2.78 2.91 3.04 3.10 2.98 2.99 3.51
Oher Renewables+. .... 0.41 0.44 0.45 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.43 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.44

Total Imports.......... 1. 18.95 18.50 19$8 21.50 22.73 22.54 23.99 25.52 2.86 2692
Crude . .......... 12.60 12.77 12.55 1322 14.75 15-34 15.63 16-26 17.87 1892 1882
Refined Petroleum Products. . 456 4.35 3.80 3.75 3.76 3.90 3-23 4.01 3.87 3.99 3.91
Natural Gas ......... 1.39 155 1.80 2.16 2.40 2.68 2.90 3.00 3.06 3.22 3.64
Other ............. 0.41 0.28 0.35 0.45 0.59 0.81 0.78 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.75

Adjustments. ......... 1.05 (0.59) 0.28 0.90 1.79 (0.32) 1.63 1.98 0.80 10.48) 0.98

TOTAL DISPOSmTON ...... 8947 89.21 39.29 90.54 91.65 93.25 95.45 98.56 98.85 985 100.42
Total Export. ......... 4.77 4.87 5.16 4.96 4.28 4.08 4.54 4.66 4.57 4.34 3.82
Coal ............. 2.64 2.77 2.85 2.68 1.96 1.88 2.32 2.37 2.19 2.05 1.53
Othe. . 2.13 2.10 2.31 228 2-32 2.20 2.22 229 2.38 229 229

Total Consumption 84.70 84.34 84.13 85.58 8737 89.17 90.91 93.90 94.28 94.61 96.60
Coa. ............. 18.96 19.11 18.78 19.19 19.80 20.02 20.09 20.96 21.49 21.68 21.76
Natural Gas (Dry)....... 19.38 19.30 19.61 20.13 20.83 21.29 22.16 22.56 22.53 21.92 22.10
Refined Petroleum Products.. 34.21 33.55 32-85 33.53 33.84 34.67 34.55 35.76 36.27 36.93 37.71
Nuclear ............. 5.68 6.16 6.58 6.61 6.52 6.84 7.18 7.17 6.68 7.16 7.73
Hydro . .......... 3.00 3.10 3.18 2.82 3.11 2.94 3.45 3.88 3.90 3.51 3.35
Bioass* ........... 3.05 2.67 2.68 2.83 2.78 2.91 3.04 3.10 2.98 2.99 3.51
Olhef Renewabes++... .. 0.42 0.45 0.47 0.48 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.46 0.44 0.44 0.44

No e: rt rmay rn equ. mw> dWnrnpoawi iWdFepdt *O ,mB

-kx*Edft hycf*1ec*t puff* d 9am WO re-ftp r VW porwe d mtp W e faTvc & MOd¶ WIOW fi d W PS·IP
*Wood wdwdow H . Vda wum S

ndes 9geienrm. Wari aind d
* ces cor ne' icpfxy
p Prrmnary. / Re.isrt
0 Denotel negaoe v-MLI
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SECTION V]
ENERGY SALES

TABLE 38
Energy Sales - Total Electric Utility Industry

By Year and Cass of Service
Clgwa-u3w

Evor to Toeal Sdeg Ow
Canada Satn I d Pub. AWL. Stoadb kTotal t Umml l ar O an d dea- d

^Yw Sales U
M

exio Culr m s Rps',eni, Commeiar: mndai Lo SW.- RaM m
1979. 2.086.582 2.182 2.0.4.400 695.996 494.723 817.617 14,792 49.604 4. 7.412190.. 2.130.190 4.096 2.126,04 734,411 524.122 793,812 14832 48.24 425 631961. . 2.152.506 1.832 2.150.674 730.4T9 521.690 879.641 14.683 53.737 4,1 6.3019g2. 2103,281 3.540 2.099.741 732.678 516,5 7,.398 14, 238 5.745 4g 43198&. 2.163.124 3.337 2.159.787 75.293 545.601 782.9864 13.944 57267 4.30 .3f
1984. 2283.143 2.56 8 2.20.505 782.60 578.083 835.486 14206 5,894 4.483 5,81985 . 2310.847 4.965 2.305.882 72.875 605.865 820,301 1444 62.165 4.704 5196 S . 2r.56.. 0 4.818 2.354.744 20.015 621.965 818.982 15s.037 1.88 46 5.171967.. 2.441.364 5.81 2.435.483 846.457 658.445 843.709 1 63.047 4. 4.54119 2.561.228 7.067 2.554.161 886.070 697.832 881.790 14.609 64,560 5.07 4m196.. 2636.138 15,135 2.621.003 B96.802 715.915 912.772 14,570 69.3 5.294 4.3161990. 2.704502 2D,2S 2683976 915.799 738.863 31.877 15215 72,1 5255 4.1901991. 2.745.12t 8.540 2.736.586 948.807 753291 934.906 15.3 78.0 5253 21992.. 2.743.785 8.866 2.734.929 99.296 755.658 94925s 15.795 7720 5.166 2.W1993. . 21 .,410 10.655 2.849.755 144 03.094 96.611 18134 5375 71119914. 2,936.391 6.328 2.930.063 1.00.492 83308 9024 18.462 2 5.78 2,91995. . 3,01.616 9.147 3,007.459 1042.399 863501 1,006,178 17.87 69.29 5.411996. . 3.13.004 9.020 3.03.984 1.08235 87.086 1.28427 18037 9 5302 2451907. . 3.154.164 15.560 3.138.604 1.078.605 929.031 1.027.667 19,739 75 3 5.321 2617

Pr7aung a s·cn; dm'ssw ss iSbIs 5dup.^, 'u p5,2 2, 6 1.
Incw'u~i -,,vs 3 , , 2 1t 14 :~F' b 07 ~ 1,w ' 140,761 970,61 I, 017,71 15,w 91Ctu .MWW

SlartiV wh :990. data for OUlerw Pu AuUOxies. Rafoads and Ra"Vjys and Inl n4rtlnem mW al combined in T'Oe SaLet'$~c Ed-MM EAcc ;mAie &W VU.S. DepwVme of EV EW ) &wbur ato, A, AnW m L Eb r yt Rqpat (E14.4.a). we E 9 POWW Amxl)JB, VOV I. Tabb 43

TABLE 33
Energy Sales - Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Year and Class of Serv ice

:~ - . - Ga to
Total Spueet 0 wE

Sala to Sad Pub. Ajht FRas ds rbrTotal Sabl for Uqnafta l-my and 00w mud depal.
Year Sales Ralao Cusomer ResideniA Corweciale *dusar L40ou Sales Ro y mw
1979. . 1.719.640 117.40 1.602232 509 39511 4.031 54 4.16 2103 131960.. 1.732.553 118745 1.613.808 532.025 4085 823.472 1020 34449 ,156 2119e61. . 1.745234 116248 1.628.986 527.119 420,014 828.481 10.31 37.623 1,839 Z82983. 1.701,020 109.798 1.591`224 530.713 431598 57.3 10.716 36.97 1,924 2.92193 1.749.915 109,540 1.640.375 548.080 445.300 57.405 10.445 38.395 929 2.Z
1964.. 1.841.19 104,168 1.737.027 563.703 473.470 643.466 10 40.760 2045 3204195 .1.8,71.702 102.773 1.768.929 573.253 498320 838.513 10.339 43565 2252 67
1966.. 1.913,8W 105,60~21 16.061 594,019 518,639 6317.116 10.348 42.948 2.261 Z29
1957.. 1.66233 106,675 1,87956 18496 544.616 658417 10,39 43,196 23

196..2.076.3 109.468 1.969.05 M648522 575.617 685.836 10.399 44.415 2.39 1.88196.. 2,12,.953 108.601 2021.352 557.956 93.020 7.108 1D.441 48.433 1913
1900. . 2167,684 107.140 2060.744 667,563 610.415 717.356 10.475 51.021 2.486 1.4291991.. 2233.5 133.329 2.100.2s26 692427 623.195 715496 10.505 54.860 2.549 1.19419U7. 2247.951 146.785 2,101.166 675.435 624.463 728.943 10.57 58.155 2506 1.0819' . 2348320 173.139 2175.181 717.485 663.865 733.482 46.162 2 7 80
1994.. 297.,952 154.723 2.233.9 724,843 693622 753.50 10.763 4.669 2724 1.027
INS5. 2.4799.04 192.694 2286.370 75078 S714.136 759.624 10.661 48.069 2.531 47#1996 . 2.623.0 288. 2335.683 770.726 73126 77W 11.857 46.56 2.532 7101997.. 2.786,521 397.233 2.369.288 767.530 748.000 789.958 11.319 49.6 2.357 432
1990. 2.851915 424.102 2.427.733 796267 770512 795,971 11282 53.701 WA WA
1999P-. WPA WA 2,397.707 8283 76,13'"3" 7 7 10,374 53.797 WA WAN,': T

frmyrmf emW am d'rOm d iS mofm x ,iotdo. A p WA. A/ita. / IA

C --a,4in wd ,,.L. h-a - ' . : -''-no m wI yf-)e Is Cf S, ar cb6
S211hg OM 11ft aft AV O& W .. a- , 1

d -l .. dkpaieisp a - Of cm Oda .' d Ma, 1r S..
SOe-M Eftm Ekc* h ' km d .V 0.-s- v adEns.W &-W~ I*m ~ Ady*,irbo 'um l Oeckk 9 amc Rspot (EM-s
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ENERGY SALES SECTON VI

TABLE 40

Energy Sales in Percent of Total
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Yea and Clas of Sevice
SeeN and 0w PuOc Rairoads n-
rw Authi and ad depa

Yew Resaidl Cmrc i usbtw aLe Lh0o 0 Saes' RFwas mntal
197g 9 ...... 33.4 23.7 392 0.7 24 0.2 04
19 0 ....... 34.5 24.7 37.3 0.7 2.3 0.2 03
19 ....... 34.0 24.2 38.1 0.7 25 0.2 0.3
192 ...... 34.9 24. 3&7 0.7 2. 0.2 02
1983 ...... 34.7 253 363 0.e 2.7 02 02
1984 ....... 34.3 4 36.6 0.6 2.6 0.2 0.3
196S ...... 34.4 26.3 35.6 0.6 2-7 02 02
196 ..... 34.8 2.7 34.8 0.6 2.7 0.2 02
197 ....... 34.8 27.0 34.6 0.6 26 02 02
19i. ..... 34.7 27.3 34.5 0.6 25 0. 02
1989. ...... 343 27.3 34.8 0.6 Z6 02 0.2
19 0....... 34.1 275 34.7 0.6 27 0.2 02
191 ....... 34.7 27.5 34.1 0.6 2.8 0 .1
199. ...... 34.0 27.6 34.7 0.6 2.0 0.1
1993 ...... 34.9 282 33.6 0.6 2.4 02 0.1
199 ..... 34.4 28.5 33.8 0.6 2.4 02 0.1
1995....... 34.7 28.7 335 0.6 22 02 0.1
1996....... 33.0 313 33.1 0.5 20 0.1 0.0
1997 ....... 34.4 29.6 32.7 0.6 2.4 02 0.1
1998 ...... 34.8 29.9 3.1 0.5 2.7 WA WA
199 ....... 35.3 3 31.4 0.5 2. N/A N/A
B8adan *s daM iM Ta 3a.
'Benig ijt 199 , faOsb tcr Oh Aj :rc Ra D and Ra ary e px au rar# camwd im .V S*.-

Chart VI-B
Energy Sales to Ultimate Consumers

Total Electric Utility Industry
by Year and Class of Service

Gigawatthours

1994
Totl Sakes 2.930.063

Other.

3.3%

iT-^ ~C ,,,, CTi S£^. I IRelial

1989 il 
3 4

.49 o 
1 9 9 9

Toal Sal 2.62.03 28.5% Tt 3.

3.6% . 3.3%
ResiderW

2Z-3aa^l Atnd t
3

a338 30.0% 35.3%

34.8% 31.4%

Industtal Indusri

Based on Tables 39 and 40.
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ENERGY SALES SECTION V

TABLE 41

Energy Sales
Total Electric Utility Industry

By State and Clss of Service
Yea 1999 - Gigawatthors_

To 1 SI ret and
Linrrt Highray Other

SbtteOvicMn CaIstefs Residential Coruercda l indusbtis aUghi Sales
Total Unbtd Sla.. .... 3,235b99 1,140,761 970,601 1.017.783 15,894 90.860
M.mL .. ........ 11.944 3.704 3.491 4.687 50 11
New Hamp . ....... 9.723 3.572 3.512 2.510 38 90
VenanL ........... 5.527 1.999 1.B96 1.587 20 25
lascxadsee.l....... 47.821 17.392 20.459 9.409 398 162

Rhodt e: d . ... .... 6.655 2.663 2.701 1.137 38 115
Connedi ......... 29803 11.619 11.834 5.836 141 373

New Enbnd ....... 111,472 4049 43,893 2.177 686a 778
New Yr. ... ..... 129.834 42,538 49.366 25.202 1.040 11.686
Newr Jay ......... 70.582 24.550 32,436 13.071 508 17
PanrwytvwirL. ........ 96023 41.244 24.799 28.879 438 663

ldd Afau ...... .. 296,4139 108 32 106D601 67.152 1,987 12,36
ONo .............. 164.271 46.629 39,461 74,293 738 3.150
hdat ........... 96735 28.806 20.161 47,230 350 190imnoL ............ 132.237 39.623 41.891 41.612 244 8887
MkhigL .......... 1048 30,661 35.062 38,806 535 414Wbcnsh. .......... 63.547 19.502 17.638 25,665 324 419
EaMt North Cntra .... 560,270 16,220 154212 225.608 2,190 13.039

·- mwob .......... 57,399 17.996 10.909 27,764 274 454
Iow' ............ . 38034 11.867 8.269 16.499 152 1.247

wSOSrL ........... 68.976 27.766 24,042 16.122 266 780
NaF3Lakoal........ 9.112 3.307 2.350 3.013 56 387
SotOh Dakob ......... 7.922 3.302 2.291 1.949 55 326

braska .......... 22.810 7,929 6.661 6.883 202 1,134
».«sas............ 33.820 11.347 11.822 10,215 173 263
West North r ..... 238,733 83,516 66,343 82,445 1,179 4,590

Delawae. .......... 10.494 3.532 3.348 3.559 41 13
m - A ^.......... . - - 59.086 23.342 24.988 9.936 290 529
Dbtid o Couri ..... 10.418 1.643 8.146 249 97 282
V1goia. ............ 93,032 35.779 26.968 20.269 355 9.662b~ Vlhl ......... 27,144 9,452 6.473 11.126 71 21Nah ao ....... 115,015 43.648 35.069 34,165 443 1.690SacutCarotna ....... 73,304 23.699 16.585 32,117 146 757
Gewg -- ..... - 112,656 41.767 34.093 35.255 552 968Flod. ........... 187.270 93.846 69.056 18.579 729 5.061
South Aardtle ...... 688419 276,708 224.77 165,256% 2,725 19,003

Kew dcy ..........- 79.098 22.548 13222 40.054 286 2.988Temrssee ......... 93.180 35.425 25.228 31.493 984 51Alabamrr.... ...... 80,401 27.048 18,145 34,533 388 288hmbs -ipp......... 43.980 16.321 11.151 15.735 283 489
East South C ral ..... 298,653 101,342 67,741 121,816 1,941 3,.16

-rkaLra, . -- - 39,789 14.045 8.374 16.680 151 538
L iar .......... 78,267 26.426 17.581 31.484 357 2.419Ok( ahoma .......... 46737 18.301 12.398. 13,271 227 2.539TO ai ............ 301.844 106.591 79.388 99,741 1.112 13.012
Wst South Ce ... 466,63 167,3 117.742 161.176 1,.47 18,50M rtna. ......... 12.132 3.664 3.025 5.108 49 286MM ............ 21.848 6.806 6.450 8.295 42 253Wp0rir ..... . .... 11.782 2.025 2.514 7.065 32 146Cdoeaodo...... .... 40.571 13.131 17.006 9.521 231 682

New Mexi ......... 17.996 4.645 5.887 5.922 107 1.436AaZOn ........ ... 57.662 22,517 19.776 12,456 689 2223ULt h ............ . 21.879 6,236 7.82 7.568 79 714Nva.dL ........... 26253 8,386 6.049 10,861 152
Mountin. ......... 210.123 67,411 67.990 66.759 1,381 6.54

Watshi;on. ........ 94.155 32.817 23,009 34.624 329 3.377Ogm ........... 46.996 18,058 14,912 13,558 173 294
Cariormn .......... 211,981 74,490 78.154 49.596 1.376 8367

cf ........... 353133 125365 116.075 97,777 1,87 12,038
AIa ka ........... 5.29 1.866 2,385 844 25 173
Ha i ............... 9381 2.689 2.887 3.748 57Auask & H a ..... 14,674 4,555 5,273 4,5591 81 173
Not: TtM maIy ni .vl .m, d', inwan da b i. ' ndhevlV iaou.~.
SOurc U.S. Dapwrrwhcn s wv, efww- &»Wt bnntn>)A~iii<»tliu~ir A E tn Rrfia1EM-fei
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SECTI)N VIENERGY SALES

TABLE 42

Energy Sales
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By State and Class of Service
Year 1999 - Ggaatthour

Ta to Seat and
Liramte HO OhMaStbateiDvi~sn Cstuimsa Rasidenha CaTVTrdg hw _ Ughig Sales

Total United Sta.... . 2,7.707 80234 763J13 T7.7r8 10.374 - 3.T5M a-- ............. 11.422 3.559 3.433 4.378 47 4New Hyt*mr ....... 6.956 3.158 3.272 241 35 90Vwn. ........... '4.588 159 1.62 1.383 13 6Maasean . ...... 40.985 14.873 19.010 6,52 247 3Rhode Ind........ 6,13 2.638 2,696 1.126 38 115Connacflo .. .. 2..7.99 11.125 11.362 5.196 116 200New Etand. ....... 100560 34,913 41,39 21,331 496 418
New Yorss . :......... 94,052 3690 39,102 19 097New J(~l. ......... 6g.55 24.057 32.099 12.34 502 13
Pennvan........ 92.602 39.061 24.099 28.366 433 63MddA Aantc...... 256159 95.0= .300 60.409 1,315 3.37
Ohio............. 149.099 39.995 36.382 69.011 66 3.050
ndianria. . ........... 705 21.065 17.178 42,092 288 82

ns. C............ 122,149 34,788 39,42 39,479 27 631
..... .....-------- 93529 27.382 31.803 33,699 470 175GVo .......... 53,518 15.611 15.549 21.754 266 338Eat Cra .... 4000 138,841 139.. 20 1,892 12

..e.s oa. .... ...... 39,233 9,122 6.241 23,495 159 217Iola ............. 28979 7,812 6.422 13.687 120 939
AsmuoLe........... 47.874 17.335 18.925 10.957 222 435Noh Dakota ........ 4.515 1.32 1548 1215 48 2Souh Dakota. ....... 4,428 1.453 1.512 1,397 33 31Nebrasa........ .. 4 4

.ansas. .... .. 24.531 271 9.17 6.917 141 22West North Centra .... 1955 4624 4329 76 723 ,715
OebW ........ 8.243 2.499 24843 2,863 36 2

We. vrgiritp.... .... 26.998 9.382 6.428 11.119 71 18Norwh Caroba. . .. ... 495 29.352 71,415 30,109 328 1,291

Georia - - - - - - - --. . --- 74.685 20.984 25.003 28.014 399 285Floida ..... 143.974 72082 54,587 12,513 501 4.92
SouthAa ...... . . 37,112 2.700,188 1D70 133,1600 .131 16,355

1estcky... .... . 44.029 1226 9.173 19.636 152 2.803Tennessee ....... 1,804 662 364 732 8 39Alabama ......... 50.157 15.699 12,314 21.943 19$ 3ssispi ....... ... 22.061 7.002 7.003 7.653 114 289East 1.......0...2. 1.0 54Z. 49, 472 3,135.2
AIas..... . 24.756 1060 6.394 9.859 121 323.L-ouitsiaana.... ...... . 567.620 19,993 14.660 30.446 3231

O8aMm .. .. .. .. .. . 35.486 12328 9,872 10,694 117 2.475
238.33 77,604 64,318 86.6s3 915 - 8713West South C*a"ML. . . 36,097 179 9524 137,68 1,476 13709

MCre 6.....0..... .Z4 412 1.464 43 34
Mahe.....19,276 5588 5.815 7.833 37 2
WnfWI9......I... 8.488 1.159 1.489 5.762 20 59Cdow.ad ......... 24,855 7.537 1199 5.018 172 130

New h m s .... . . .1..'2,663 443.429 4.079 87 635
Arimna. . .. . . . . . . . 31.443 12065 Ii18o 7.770 12 301U .h....i........ . 17.. 4.747 5.549 7.024 5 469
Nvada......23320 7,870 5,563 9,152 149 586Mountan......... 143.7 44,4154 48,4350 481 689 2.1

.Wa .lon.. .... 30.287 13,434 10,766 5.73 10 13. ... .. 33.591 12680 11.721 9.043 146..j ...... .. ... 153524 58.419 60.111 33.617 874 503acifn. ........ 0 43 62597 4 1,1635 1,322 SAlaska.........441 1692 135s7.7133 57 1 60Hawai . .... 9,381 2.689 2887 3.748 57 .Alaska&awa .... . 9.22 2,85Z 302 3,05 58 8o
Mblaw T.....m. 134 Mqi~ nmi dcini-wts -* b b =e, 4541ew,-, 4

Sovrce US. Depmrbnwvf o(&a-y EaWWk*urnavwi Ad,*mvwM nAirmaxWca Lml) Repaf(EL4-M-es
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ENERGY SALES SECTION VI

TABLE 4

Energy Sales
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Ouarte and Cass of Servi
1993-1999 - GCgawahoa

Totl 1 Stee and Ran oadS bier-
Ultrrt HIhway o0w and dep-

Ye-OQuarr Cuaunes Residemij Coamawtia hndustal ti SaeI' Ra'ray mrl
YEAR-19S

Fir uater..... 695.964 256.905 189.039 224.191 4,665 19.102 1.458 596
Second Ouarr. . . 668,791 211.788 192176 239,610 4.299 18,57 1.380 45
Third Qua7 ..... 91.800 291.7 27283 251.239 4.324 16.164 1.115 738
Fourth uarW .... . 693.20 234.114 194,596 24171 4.847 15.832 1.424 732
TotL .. .. 5..5.. 2M 994144 803.094 956.11 18134 .869M5 5376 2.711

YEAR-994
Fist Qarter ..... 719,796 267.325 196.814 231.218 4536 17.703 1,569 631
Second Quarer. 6932927 220.834 202239 245.480 4.355 17.824 1.486 706
Third urter. ..... 06095 288665 234,333 260,833 4,402 15,789 1,200 73
Fouh Quarter..... 711244 231.668 200.122 252724 5.169 19.25 1,533 772
Tota ........ 2230,063 1,008.492 833,508 90,254 13462 70,572 5,T7 2,983

YEAR-1995
Fist Quarter ..... 723.517 262060 199,573 239.704 4,195 16.315 1.429 221
Second Cr . .. 702,938 222001 206,067 251,193 4.334 17.415 1,316 613
Thid uarler. ..... 848.036 313.033 247.928 261.977 4.401 1.92D 1.146 631
Fourth uartr .... 732.978 245.25 209.934 253.304 4.958 17.278 1,590 529
Tow ........ 3,00,44 1.042399 863,501 1,0,1 17 ,8 6,29S 5.481 2.094

YEAR-19f
Fist Quarter..... 773.128 290.273 212,302 246.991 4,544 17,032 1.482 504
Secon Qarter. . . 735.893 240.120 214268 258.071 4.422 17.083 1275 65
Third Quarter ..... 838,749 301.108 244.760 267.606 4.263 18.953 1.295 763
Fourthuaer..... 74.214 250.856 215.756 255.760 4.809 17230 1250 553
Tot ........ 3,093,984 1,082, T7,06 1,02,427 1,037 70,299 5,302 2.475

YEAR.1997
Frs Quarter ...... 765,451 278,342 217.018 244.961 4.785 18.005 1.580 645
Second Ouaer. . .. 728.977 227,505 220.157 256.315 4.925 18.014 1,322 643
Third Q er ..... 869869 312.064 261.907 268.50 4,959 20.605 1.161 719
Fourth artr .... 77T4.478 260.693 229,949 257,883 5.070 19,000 1.258 610
To . ........ 138604 1,078,605 S29,3 1.027.667 19.73 75,623 5.321 2617

YEAR-1998t
Fb Qurter .... 768.015 274,497 221.037 248.013 4.090 20.379 N/A N/A
Second QuO er. . 771.132 249.566 234.864 211,729 3.738 21,238 WA WA
Third Quarte ..... 923.121 347.783 77.586 269,742 4.163 23.828 WA WA
Fourth uartr. 777,551 255.890 235.042 260.555 4,279 21.784 WA WA
Tot ........ 3239818 1127,735 961,28 1,040.03 1t2M 88 7.229 N/A WA

YEAR-199
Firls uarter ..... 779.218 286,628 225.600 241.630 3.776 21.584 WA WA
Second Ouarlr.... 768.076 249.904 235.903 256.369 3.856 22.044 WA WA
Third Quarer ..... 920,397 349.259 276.422 265,614 4.333 24.769 WA WA
Fourth Ouatr .... 768,208 254.970 232.76 254.170 3.929 22.463 WA WA
Tota ........ 3,35,99 1,40,71 970.61 1,017,73 t1.4 90,160 NWA WA

PNao Toarwy t ot su am dcmPertcnsl M di heiindf xtmnp.
rt rwd
V * ANW .

'Beginir iq t dl br Or Puikc *Aul.h s Rmhs rnd RatvTps aid brLptwr ar n dcm h (08w Se&
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SECTION VI ENERGY SALES

/ TABLE 44

Energy Sales
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Quaer and Cas of Srvice
1993-1999- C-gWa S

Totl bto Stnre ad R2aa Int-
-Utraw hgw Y O1e and 0cde *

Year-uater _ C rrne Residenrta CoWnecM IdustaW U.LS g Sae' RaWay ment
YEAR-1993

FiWst Or ... . 536.035 157.947 157.024 178.195 2.848 11.135 656 187
Second uer.. 510.077 152.320 156.639 1425 - 2509 11,301 617 218
Thi uarer.... 600.446 208144 1e7764 189.171 2568 12295 584 277
Fourt uat... 528.623 169.074 160.438 t83.860 2.907 11.431 591 178
Toa. ...... 2175,181 717,485 663,65 733,42 t02 46.162 2.447

YEAR.1994
FWst Ouarer ... . 549.82 19,077 163720 178.312 2,721 1120 733 213
Second Quarter. 530.725 159.113 16.765 187.730 2.5T 11,612 61 265
ThirOuar...... 614.457 206,762 194,655 197.155 2.631 12.261 676 318
Fourth Quarer .. 538165 165892 166.582 190.34 2J32 11.590 654 231
TotL ...... 233X22t 24843 693.62 7T3J80 10,763 r 48.6 Z724 1.27

YEAR-1995
Frt Ouater ... 551.843 188,716 165,537 12.479 2.720 11.600 692 99
Second Quarter. 535..85 160.383 170.452 190.057 2.478 11.802 568 146
Third OularW .- 643,068 225142 204.705 196.761 2.518 13.187 649 105
Fouh Quatet. .. 55.573 176,636 173,442 190.327 2.945 11.481 622 120
Tot........ 2.26,370 S 750,r7 714.134 7s9.624 10.6"1 48063 2.531 470

YEAR-1996
Frs Ouarter ... 582.243 206.698 175.015 185.408 2,987 11.2z 2 708 145
Secnd Quarte.. 556.366 170.985 176,636 193.725 2907 11.316 609 188
Third Or r. ... 633,262 214.413 201.772 200.882 2,802 12555 619 219
Fourth Qurter. 5.63,12 178.630 177.62 191.990 3,161 11.413 597 159
TotM. ...... 2,3S5,83 770,726 731.2 772.006 11,857 48, 2,32 710

YEAR-1997
Frt Ouater ... 578.636 197.705 176098 189.402 2.742 11.916 641 131
Second uarter. . 555.391 164,101 178.449 197.665 2.748 11,738 590 101
Third uartr ... 651.584 220.631 209,393 204.498 2.881 13.546 557 99
Fourh Quarter... 5. 3.677 185.093 184.060 198.393 2967 12,491 571 102
Tot ....... 2,368,288 Y7,30 748J00 789 58 11,319 49,692 2,357 432

YEAR-199Ba
Frt Quartr.. .. 574,768 193.061 176.692 189.811 3,046 12.159 WA WA
Seand Quarter.. 581017 177.040 186.875 201.231 2.711 13,159 N/A WA
Third Quarter.... 687,853 243,922 220224 206.233 2.679 14.795 NA WA
Fourh Quartr. . 584,095 182.244 186,721 196.696 2,846 13.588 WA WA
ToW...... 2427,733 79267 770,512 79571 11,22 53,701 WA WA

YEAR-1)99
Fi Quartr.... 567.666 194.653 175.179 182.852 2801 12,181 WNA WA
Second Quarer. . 573.303 178500 185,274 193.853 2.493 13.183 WNA WA
Third uarter... 680.229 245,934 218,338 196.673 2.463 14,821 NA WA
Four Quarr. . . 576509 183,747 186,122 191,411 2.17 13.612 WA WA
Total ....... 2.397.707 02,34 73,913 766,789 10,374 53.797 WA WA

WA - NW mmvb.
Nof: Towm n/cd ,sqW man dcmvxMnfb Am to xfa b &dpw nx, r
*Beping W 1994 db C O Pu AP , 0dcr Rno aRd r a rwa d lhmr rt a0 i OU S .
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ENERGY SALES SECTION VI
TABLE 4S

Average Annual kWh Use Per Customer
Tota Electri Uity nJs Investor-Owned Eledric UUIes

Tote TotB

Year Custome Resd CCamW In&t Yew Cuslomew ResidantW Corncrrmt huxtrtW i
1979. 23,481 8,843 53,197 NA 1979. 23287 8,360 54.594 NWA
196. 23.167 9.025 54,538 WA 1980. . 22.949 8.539 55210 NA
1981. 23.026 825 53.402 1.669211 191. 22.753 8,311 55,742 WA
19a2 22197 .,743 522S 1.431.408 1982 21.940 8261 56379 1.512,487
198n l3. 814 5322 1.567,077 1983 22293 8379 57.003 1.534.956
1984. 23.152 8.978 55.205 1.661,28 1964. 23,173 500 59270 1.622.100
19e5 . 22903 8,906 56,109 1.598,675 198 23.149 8487 60.517 1.69S809198. . 23,071 9090 57.161 1,625,242 1986. 23.201 6627 61.462 1.72461
1987. 23.472 9.236 58.409 1.719.914 1967. 23,653 8.81 62,801 1.813.58198. . 24,167 9,498 60.437 1.784.084 1968. 24.325 9.082 64,748 1J82.303
1989. 24,359 9,470 60,576 1.793.286 1989. 24.543 9.063 65212 1.868.8751990. . 24.551 9508 61277 1.793,467 1990. . 24,627 9,056 66.796 1.82797
1991. 24,691 9.719 61.565 1.779766 1991. 24.796 9.280 6.560 1,809,5541992. 24.350 9.392 61.22 1.747274 1992 . 24.530 8.949 65.998 1.820,737
1993. . 24.870 9.864 64.424 1.758.234 1993 . 25.090 9.394 69.470 1.877,728
1994. . 25.190 9.868 65.656 1.703.065 1994. 25,423 9,378 71352 1874,409
1995. 25,448 10.042 66,821 1.757.621 1995 . 25.666 9.583 72181 1,930,0861996. 25.784 10275 67.250 1.757,938 1996 . 25,875 9.713 72575 1.922.5121997. 25.694 10,072 68679 1.825.789 1997. 25.905 9.552 72.697 1.961,101998r. 26.119 10,371 70,017 1.932558 199er. 26.420 9,875 74.120 1,977.00
*999s. . 25.837 10,8 s 6,508 1,930,072 1" . 2594 997 , 73,214 1,970,148B8-d ion. bs dX. min Tis 3 .d3W .r9, did a/la4T.' n/ NdAL4. 6ed. PR . pPi -

Chart VI-D
Average Kilowatthours Used

Total Electric Utility Industry
Kiowattho
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Based on Table 45. as shown above.
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SECTION V1 CUSTOMERS

SECTION VII
CUSTOMERS

TABLE 47

Ultimate Customers
Total Electric Utility Industry
Avrage- By Year ad COas of Servic

To; Sb wald Raimads nbkr-
Urt a o ay OH w ard dqpt.

Year Custme R Rsientta Conmw Indusa- Uki*h g Customwe RBaay» nr
1979 .. 89.771.95 79.620.180 9.386.572 477.874 12428 158,098 30 5.003
1900. .... 92653,471 153,162 9.696.809 484.652 142724 16.120 30 5,974
1981 ..... 94.011299 83.304.355 9.847 .60 516.96 14151 197.187 31 4.419
1962. .... 95250268 84,371.779 9,976,274 533,635 148678 21675 31 2,80
1963. ... 96.985.531 85.842.195 10256.449 500215 153.65 219.,79 31 3,103
1904. .. . 99.371,026 07.938995 10.565.239 525.692 139703 199,393 29 1,975
19B5 ..... 101.579271 89.819.726 10.920.861 499.728 158307 178.759 28 1.862
1986. ... . 02952.793 90,994.586 11,114,300 4986254 161,377 182257 28 1.91
187 ..... 104,624.233 92399,323 11.386.008 487.572 165.188 184.39 27 1,74
s19. . 106.411,256 93.921.875 11.637.444 491J92 169,792 188,954 228 1871

1989. ... . 108.468,242 95616.026 11.976.449 506597 176215 190.954 28 1.93
1990 . ... 110.102,079 97.033.887 12,135.373 50,145 199.444 222.86 29 2,303
1991. .... 111.434108 98184250 12.288.449 513727 211.43 233.916 29 2.29
1992. .... 113.060.193 99.635.244 12461.309 529.701 21328 239.048 29 2534
1993 .... 115216,208 101.307,528 12.533.045 536.458 429.361 39574 29 10213
1994 ..... 116907.312 10729,353 12763940 567,801 431,167 403.974 106 10869
1995+... 118.180.005 103.04.131 12922598 572,466 447.461 423.310 116 9.q23
1996 .... 119.995,213 105.334,712 13.190,904 585,019 447,66T 425319 144 11,448
1997+.... 122.154.887 107,093.51 13.527.117 562,862 407.020 553.167 145 11,075
1998.... 124,040.512 108.736,845 13,832.662 538,167 36,028 564.810 N/A WA
1999. ..... 125,242,53 09,817,057 13.963,937 S27,329 380.96 553.S22 WA M/A
*Begirw l mys r o b1mnn y~ cri wuvcu ,nxjl rc Dean b d)3. ren Wt NMA tp Av~ih~C`vuwcmi wnd niodttb "rm nw ~f- cgniprab~ n aim yw-r b , y as due ID ~ i)m ae c~inkU f ev
7'vi~, h I9P4* dab l' O6a.A &tEs~ Rmiveds mdR'.ah~ w kdvrpwb mvrsI midcm ie ,.Vu Qidawmalr mC'hl!
Sew,- 5'm E Et.ir i > e mad c t.S. Depan*e dvb 6iEpw. En«y» h iicnA, Amrfl ec * UV Rqv AmfW
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CUSTOMERS SECTION VI

TABLE 48

Ultimate Customers
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Average By Year and aass d Service
ToW Ste and Ramboabd hW

Ulmt HMohb Ower and dpa-
Ye C Ctw *'usso d ResBr L Cumkm Indsa U- Raay mm
1979.. 69,581.540 61.676.402 7.290.125 372407 108149 134.171 23 2
90 . . . 70.996,53 62.90285 7.459,59 375.540 123.59 134.565 23 253

1981. . . 72.037264 320.699 7579.344 389.646 112.061 135.049 23 269
19e2. . r. 7.9 29s 64.648.32 7.70.142 378.016 113.251 136484 23 442
1983. . 74.247.76 65.716.130 7.886.57 387.75 115.170 139233 23 450
194. - . 75.709.055 66.967.481 8.066.025 396.304 117.874 140907 23 477
1965 . 77.203,a21 68,234.704 8.340.862 363,757 121,395 142,621 23 441
196 . 78.717.500 69,548.070 8.535.188 364.294 123525 145.957 22 460
1967.. .. 80,232,499 70826s.711 8768.20 360.468 127.644 149.022 22 444
198s .. 81.673.876 72036.602 ss65299 367.854 131.711 151.898 21 425
1989. .. 83.029.027 73.177.333 9.181.076 376790 137,579 155 770 22 490
1990. .. 4240,074 74.223521 9,332439 383.418 140,521 159.689 22 457
1991. . 85138,027 75,37.580 9,395.616 386.70 147289 170.785 23 463
1992 . . ,221.811 75.995.426 9.522074 384,88 146.301 173,414 23 464
1993.. . 87.324291 76,5.77 9.823.413 383.005 238.23 12 792 23 485
1994. ... 8s.433.75 T7.B24.272 9.790.478 38383 240.467 189.471 23 459
19954.. . 89.081.691 78.354.056 9.893.634 393.570 243.764 196180 87 501
196. . . . 90.267307 79.349.510 10.076,313 401.561 251.470 187.928 77 385
1997.. . . 91.45.72 80,350.086 10,2 23 402.812 25.813 198.600 9 121
199*. . . 91.880360 80.630.612 10.395.516 402,615 257,399 203.218 WA WA
1999... . . 9240,8587 11.11534 10.433.991 389.04 255.995 213.463 WIA WA
*&gh> p hi 19tiu u i'ua ,.w5' azwape ajlWW4 I asDe,'n 7 r r.w ,Pntrd WM P A v _ _

* tBinihy 199. 4da b O f Fi e LrEif RIavds isrd l.ysr ad Itct ,ai rty · cinvd h ilttsd WAerl Qf' am.
Soevr Edi, k'cb a( d U.S. D p. f MO EnEty. Erefrw`i~-a.; A evr'*wm.W'SAmu~ E)ctD Lty Rtepa ts (E-I.A-e~
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TABLE 49

Customers in Percent of Total
Total Electric Utility Industry
Average- By Year and Class of Service+

See and Raads Inder-
Highway Oer and depad-

Yer aReaside CoRmiswr Indusia LUg CustMs Raflways" mentm
1979 ....... 887 10.5 0.5 0.1 02 0.0 0.0
19 0........ 88.7 10 0.5 0.1 02 0.0 0.0
1981....... 88.6 10.5 0.5 0 02 0.0 0.0
19B8 ....... 8.& 10.5 0.6 0.1 02 0.0 0.0
1983 ........ 8.5 106 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0
1964 ........ 85 10.6 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0
19S ......... 3 10.8 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0
198. ...... . 8.3 10.J 0.5 02 02 0.0 - 0.0
1987 ....... 883 10.8 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0
19 8 ....... 882 10.9 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0
1989 ........ 2 10.9 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0
1990 ....... 88.1 11.0 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0

S91 ........ 81 11.0 0.5 0.2 02 0.0 0.0
1992 ....... 881 11.0 0.5 02 02 0.0 0.0
1993 ....... 87.9 10.9 05 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0
1994 ........ . 109 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0
1995* ........ 7.8 10 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0
1986 ...... 87.9 10.9 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0
197 ...... 87.7 11.1 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
19g+ ...... 87.7 11.2 0.4 0.3 05 WA WA
1999 ....... 7.7 11.1 0.4 0.3 04 NWA W/A
Ht: Total i .rEnl amm loi, 4b1 .0lo em in r Rrisd. VA HN Ari8.
*Bes Mig Ph 1W. nM w ran yl y 'e Mcusmw nr as d fOcw w bwr r wn).
' Beg»i eiVr 1i9. *frO PLb AA.eP S Rbvdar d RaArMy3 arlntrpwmndo a# cnw, in Oe 'tm0r Cvuom. rtau.
- Lrs in omdn oa ode pmc
B oned an e dat TalE 47.
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SECTION VI CUSTOMERS
TABLE 50

Ultimate Customers
Total Electric Utility Industry

Average- By Slate and Class of Serv - Year 1999
Tol Stret and

LU at Highway OthStmta::)ivi~,m QnCustoMes Residenfl C vieij Pdustria UUng C-,_f ,
Tota L Untd Stat. .... 112242.53 109A,817,57 13,96337 527.32_ 380,968 _ - 553,92
MIae. ........... 723.516 625.988 76264 2.6796 17958 630Newtr Hm ...... 23962 531.87 83245 3.302 4.895 45VmoauL . ........ 322.197 28014 40.164 440 724 555Mssade...... 2...... 3 2.495,675 306.208 13.871 6.969 4.350Rthod a b nd ....... 4.794 419.188 45.393 2.498 689 26Coit A* ....... 1,503282 161.589 130.813 5,916 3.294 1.670Nm Enrg dad ...... 84.4 5.714.M2 6782.087 28.703 34 » 7,71
Nw rYOrM ......... 7,499.171 6.601592 855.942 8.536 13,125 19,976NewJsw y ........ 3.805478 3.147.J64 433.754 13.060 10743 5

ar ...... * 5,104,483 4562.s 445 o$10 2 5e 23.901 5.G91 2,188MM Ad -----::::: 16.209.30 14,311.0 1,799,54 45.4s , 2955» 2219
O h . ..........*.. 5.197.242 4.630.0D4 517.069 29.990 7.690 12.439i-a .. ........ 2.816.941 2.505.377 284254 18.309 86 6 2.715i& .. ........... 5.139.907 4,22423 481254 5.390 4.413 642Agm ........... 4.534231 4.06891 450.7S2 13,515 6.554 5.319vscorhL ......... 2.571264 222.906 271,363 5.367 5.502 6.126Emt North Cerdl ... 2.25M.585 1809,851 2,04.692 72.571 30445 S3,026
hP ot ......... 2.275.795 2,017.362 224.404 11,067 6242 16.720o-a............ 1,416,67 1.228.606 167.576 3.971 2.23 14281Mtoird .......... 2736945 2.405.51 308.178 9.590 3,332 10.594Noh Da-kot ....... 341.197 286.494 47,679 1.859 894 4271Soulth Dakto ........ 379.689 318.578 50.131 1.884 1.296 7.800Neraska. ......... 885.715 718,240 117.810 8,421 3,178 38.066KaIsa........... 1,330.034 1. 118.271 180.990 13.781 2.593 1U399M a North Cr . -... 9,36,2 01,092,802 1,096,768 50,573 1971 106.131
Dea war ......... 370.500 331.047 37.983 551 726 193
MaBrt. .......... 2.174.889 1.952.497 213.306 7,633 1.279 174Disict of Colnbia .... 219.923 193,822 26.069 1 30 1Vkbwua ........... 3.062.559 2.715.550 299,282 59284 3.236 39.207West V a ....... 943,.913 813.330 116.154 11201 1.305 1.923North Caob ........ 4.006.103 3.474.399 500.602 12.771 11.696 6,5SoaC ln ....... 2.012.085 1.724.911 256.724 4.900 6.959 8.591Geogi;........... 3.732.145 3.295.924 392.919 10,967 10.433 21.882F ak.. ........... 7.961.361 7.001.021 862.939 23.353 25.798 4.a250
South Atanc ...... 24,43,478 21502,501 2.715,978 76,681 61462 126

Kenfr
Cky ......... . 1.991.347 1.734.903 227.020 6.883 9-355 13.18$

Te
r

ses.......... 2.747.901 2.363.365 370.445 1.758 12.237 96ama .... ....... 2224.999 1.900,692 304.125 6.378 4.362 9.442Ma-ssl ipp ......... 1.345.963 1.152.329 179.959 4504 2183 6.988East South r ... .. 11,310.221 7.151.2 1.081.549 19523 28137 29712
Aai asa......... 39280 1,159.684 139.604 25.771 1.685 12.536iUa s a1ur ....... . 2.041.874 1.791240 213273 15.419 2541 19.401Okbhoa. ......... 1,729389 1,495.399 203.523 15,334 2413 12.720Txas ........... 9.032.925 7.832.319 1.040.684 65.431 11.966 82.525W.t South Ce l. .. 14143,W 12,278,642 1,597.084 121,59 18605 127182

"ntara .......... 480.628 393,329 69.060 4.254 3.854 10131:ho............ . 617,058 516.525 90,798 6,56 511 2657Vrpm*V.......... 271,125 218.068 45501 3,805 731 2280Coorado.......... 2.047.712 1.712.891 235.962 2.787 85,218 10.854NHMOadko. ..... 26,832 712064 102.233 6.165 5.36A rtJu .......... 2.121,707 1.896.943 200.359 5.136 11.096 8.173Utah ............ 833.806 738.880 80,840 8,731 3.547 1.08
vada .......... 870.800 760.262 108,077 392 711Mo nta ... ..... 8.069.668 9.7'23 93230 38J02 106,333 41.80

^wo s ....... . 2.707.232 2.390.364 272.983 19.386 8,164 16.335re .. .. ---. ..---- 1,635,114 1.408.927, 203.161 11,850 2.037 9,139Caf f c ...... .. 12.,899380 11,326,501 1,487.329 40.654 36.678 8.218Pa .......... 17,241,72 15.125,.792 1,963,473 890 4679 3392
s
k
a

L -.. ...... 2W 2 69831 227247 36.536 473 957 4,618

HAtnlrfas IL wMg.. ... 691,412 590,»927 8.22 _ 1,134 5,211 4.618
'Iber G ^I~rlnkrS~bs l ~l^!**''r..--- '--·

ScO-e: U.S. c4'&IC* of wro EnApy &Wbm~km ArT , Amu EWBk* MMUY Repi (eIA.E1).
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. CUSTOMERS SECTION vnI

TABLE 51

Ultimate Customers
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Average- By Stale and Cas of Service -Year 1999
.*~"~~Total Ssbt and

Stabvfmn Customs Rsld*nWc CommeIn dusbtr iaitn Cusxtg ome
Total United Sb .... 9M,4057 I1,115,934 10,433,991 3.204 255. 95 213,463
Maie . ............ 695.022 602.161 72.25 2.516 17.713 7
New a ... .... 542.784 463.446 72.814 3.244 2.629 631
Vaenwnl ........... 247.095 214.036 32.402 72 267 318
Massadhsetts....... 2.W.487 2.173.333 272,914 7.785 5.454 1
RJoxr ae ........ 463.751 415,483 45.078 2.477 688 25
Cannectsi ......... 1.436,491 1.304.991 121.B03 5.734 2.777 1,186

New EngandL ....... 5,4.4610 5,1T73450 617.135 21,l 29-26 2,16 g
Now Yort ........... 6.26,541 5.507.926 729.661 7137 8.064 16.743
New Jesy ......... 3,540,274 3.089.881 426,943 12955 10.494 1
Penmsytvana. ....... 4.824.355 4.305,720 489.793 23.201 5,359 282
Mddle Atan. ...... 14634,170 12,903,527 1,46 7 43,293 23,937 17,026

Oo .............. 4.509,578 4.011.171 45.745 27,741 7281 7.640
ndar. .......... 2.112.116 1.861.861 231.068 14.732 3.810 645

atios. ........... 4,649,503 4.180.697 441,410 3.233 552 23.611
Michigan. .......... 3. .111 3 1.0 3.1.054 396994 11.447 3.396 1,220
WbSccni 2.......... 2.122.833 1.863.062 230,957 3.590 4.569 635

East Nth CWnaL .... 17,388141 1,517,865 1,756,174 60,743 19,608 33751
.M nnsota ......... 1.352560 1,185.159 153.176 8.75 3.032 2,918

wa............. 1,030,060 883,157 133,448 2.540 1,004 9,911
MlsaurL ........... 1.751.194 1.524.032 213.860 7.198 2,400 3,704
North Dkota ........ 211.133 175,968 33,402 759 405 599
Soulh Doa ......... 203.436 168.201 33.544 543 566 582
Nebraska. .-...... - - - - - -
Kansas............ 902528 787.033 108.678 6.357 238 222
West Nrth Cr tl. .... 5.450,11 4,723,550 676,10 23,672 7,645 17.936
eaware. ......... 264269 236,99 27.341 308 320 t

Marytand .. ........ 1,986.771 1.782.119 196,459 7.344 846 3
Distid oCou i ...... 219.923 193.822 26.069 1 30 1
Vfirginla . ...... 2.543,417 2.250.681 256.912 4.168 2.451 29.205
West Vgina......... 931.792 803.404 114.718 11.193 1.294 1,183
North Caroia. ....... 2.691.092 2291.419 376.716 10,870 10,244 1.843
S h Carona....... 1,166.013 982.056 174,295 3,863 3,466 2.334
Gcorga. ........... 1.9182155 1,728.195 241,276 9.254 3,425 5
Foida............ 6,055.612 5.351.932 656.033 19.659 4.927 23.061
SoutlAanth ...... 17,841,0 15A. .926 2,069,19 6e,6w0 27.003 57,636

Kwlyd........... 1.113.081 950.884 142.218 4.529 5.675 9.775
Teessee .......... 44.255 39.144 4.742 202 125 42
Alabama. ......... 1.303.541 1.112.007 185,851 4.982 700 1
MisissippL......... 582.434 490.693 84.356 3.768 547 3.070

Ea South Ceontl . .... 3,043,311 2,2728 417,167 13.481 7.047 12.B88
Arkansas. ....... ... 798.825 678,151 94.935 23,342 566 1831
Lo rsin ia......... 1,564,091 1366,599 167,754 14.476 2263 12999
Okabo a. .......... 1.143,901 988,374 129.745 13.563 1.723 10.496
Texas. ....... .... 6.253.652 5.435.297 721.400 46.110 8.050 42.795
West Seuth Cmt.aL ... 9.760,469 8,48.421 1.13,834 97T.491 12,602 18.121

Montana.. .......... 320,186 261.246 51.752 3,512 3510 166
Idaho. .. .......... 516.461 430.139 79.927 5.937 439 19
Wyovrn ....... .. 170.612 139,737 27.317 2.925 521 112
Ccrado... ........ 02 1.052.831 138.017 381 83.677 96New Mxtco. --- -579,.073 507.473 66.627 3.030 539 1.404

ftona............ 1,.25.112 1.076,275 122,218 4,681 918 1.020
ah ........... .. 630.968 563.259 56.141 8.388 3.152 28

Nevada........... 822915 720,374 101,203 1,169 115 54
Mountain. ........ 5,520,32 4,751, 3343,202 30.023 92,871 2.899

Waashnl......... 1.221366 1,075,563 132,727 11.074 1,967 35
MOrOM.....1.217.448 1,049.155 156275 10.764 1.254
cawornil: . ......... 10,040.653 6.856.944 1,147939 7.413 28270 87
PXcrBc........... 12.47,467 1081.,662 1,431941 292U1 31,491 122

Atlska .... ....... 24,554 19.791 3,737 101 9 916
Hal i............ 421,581 363.680 52.966 661 4.254
Alaska HalW ..... 446,135 383,471 54T23 762 4,2639

Am~: Cvoftwwr. Aar SbaWnWd tfw LV rw O.nrd M m' ne may 0ed* Ue nmbe~r dmav. aor - cno. a o frcm fcuaifrmw
Sovr U.S. Derfran4 ofEnwe Cin h*.nlimionM AMmil»s,.~ Am, E bcK UWfty RpWo (Erl ).
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EVENUESS SECTION VI"
TABLE 56

Revenues
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Year and Clas of Service
Thousands of Doars

Total Exports I Toal
Revenue Caaa ain S reel ad Other Ravads btr

ram aNd Ubmam Mr y R -r aNd depart
Yea Sates* Msadic*v Custknw Residenflal Comercial* IdHatil' Oghing nues- Rafwayr manW
1979.. $79.649,846 9.609 $79.640.237 $30.798.693 $22264.356 23.25.,487 918.157 $1.517.333 188.628 5177.583
1960. 95.505.802 43.421 95.42.381 37.50.92 27.369,963 27318.770 1.041,00 1.811.085 207.683 135.000
191.. 111.028.011 26.838 111.001.173 42.824.457 31.325.322 33.030.093 1.168.691 2.247.307 238,554 166.749
192. 121,57.243 13.012 121.586231 47.188,127 34.150.840 35.881.745 1.254.430 2.633.749 291.751 183.569
193. 129.596.75 7,874 129.588801 51.226246 37.103.377 38,611.630 1.324.955 2.864.037 296.766 161.790
1964. 143.114.300 21,796 143.092.504 56.116.141 41.253.720 40.795.789 1.375.931 3.044.623 302.725 203.574
198566. 149.187.568 25216 149.162.352 5591,751 44.060,554 41.367.847 1.478,092 3.163.473 313.1665 189.470
198r . 1S2480.811 13.688 152.467.123 60.910.603 45.4102586 40.906.054 1.496.431 3.214.164 311.971 215,614
19e7.. 155,733.643 33.407 155,700,236 63.049.059 46.745.107 40.630.608 .509,246 3273.260 301.835 191.321
198. 162.449.065 61207 162,387.858 68,402.539 49.141.145 41,561,302 1.503.799 3,3086,314 296,215 174.544
1989. 1.e1903,112 276,332 169.626,780 68.760.042 51.561,710 43.745.803 1.544,298 3.518.362 328.974 167,591
1990. 176.928.812 460.863 178.467.949 71.666.27Z 54.193.002 44.865.804 1.833.369 3.610.237 337.620 161.537
1991.. 185220,296 102,631 185.117.665 76.350.757 56.847.134 45.860,777 1.689.600 3.894,210 338.050 126,137
1992. 187.399.044 115,975 187.283.068 768392219 57,969.047 46.760,653 1.739072 3.929.403 363.067 129.587
1993.. 197.991.799 134.547 197.857.252 82.438.503 82.040.225 48,591203 2.031.192 4.29.446 382.505 146.178
1994.. 202,597,119 81,671 202.515.442 84.517.347 64.432.340 46.816,060 2.024.512 4.158.918 416.269 149.997
1995. 207.651.577 93.058 207,5568519 87.597.523 66.477.471 46.8913.380 1.962.316 4.122.624 376.718 106.486
1996. .212390.487 97.300 212.293.187 90.465,389 67.801.618 47.356.592 1.836.493 4.309.243 361.507 160345
1997. . 215.254.141 117,091 215.147,050 90,881.203 70.458.832 48.690,273 2.184.639 4.428.541 376.108 127.454
1998. 218.490.595 128,009 218.362.586 93.166.443 71.772.470 46,560,216 1,875,735 4.987.722 WA WA
1999.. 215,647.371 174,544 215,472,827 93,142,367 70.492,058 45,055,529 1,809,785 4,.73,088 WA WA
*'cJfdss o0/'xw vbft r *n*xs. Sobur.C: DepvrtmntS of Enewy. Eneivy Infonmeatm Adm'inistan AmnuMs Rp ore af lrrematier/l
JDCnC InportExport Dat (FE-7B1R).
Pas. see Tabl 57 for ocher nots

TABLE 57
Revenues

Investor-Owned Electric Utilities
By Year and Class of Service

Thousands of Dollars
ToWa
kmn Sblt and Other Raroads nter

7o131 Olher Uba Hghtway Reve- and depart-
Year Rvrvwe Revenu+ Customrs Residenlial Cormmroeal, Industal' Ugh&ng nues" Raways mental
1979. $68.151,992 $4.274055 $63,877.937 $23,613.621 $18.463,690 $19.801,718 3716209 $1,137.987 $80.002 $64.710
1980. 80.635.823 4.460,469 75,175,354 28.492.402 22,351.012 22,970.668 819.762 1,362,136 111.552 67T,22
1981.. 94266.325 5.497,327 88.768.998 32.622129 26.370,929 26.906.678 933.861 1.641.632 120.124 93.645
192. 101.692.973 4.585,135 97.097,838 36,138.384 29,603,969 28322.848 0223 .04 1,775.494 130.340 104.329
1983.. 109.446.384 6.581.164 102865.220 39.067.481 31.336.661 29.275.314 1.057.872 .899.057 126.300 102.53
1964. 120.090.160 6.752.03 113.338.077 42.474.833 34.720.332 32.605.010 1.119.279 2.144.129 142.578 131.916
1985. 125.547.432 6.711.160 118.836.272 44.651.261 37241.520 33204216 1.159.701 2.285.783 157.728 136.064
196. 127.552.448 6,477.978 121.074.470 46.241,943 38.382.364 32.618.323 1.177.95 2,334,092 156,846 1S6294719'7. 129.437.054 6.124.194 123312.860 47,962,072 39,437.180 32.110.727 1.198.413 2,320.690 147.336 138.454
1988. 134.555.680 6,315324 128340.356 50.472.415 41,237.149 32.739.382 1,181.148 2.343,706 150,151 116.336
1989. 140,883.099 7.005070 133.78.29 52325,314 43.440.937 34.132.516 1,212,529 2,499.378 158,725 108.631
1990. 146,171.868 6.61,043 139.480.B25 54,549.75. 45597.299 35278.242 1.240.369 2,548,938 163.490 102,7'9
1991. 153.9D03,.744 ,68.0,684 147243,060 58.500.848 48,129.855 36.158.888 1.284.624 2.854.065 177.900 T7.0o1
1992. 156.565,938 ?.810.634 14.755304 58,312.162 48,974,855 36.972.947 1.316,109 2931.984 177,165 70.081
1993. 162.318.898 6,018,042 156300.856 62658.939 52.386,777 38.594.605 1.429.027 2.990,518 169,517 72.473
1994. 167,600.009 8083.338 159,516,671 84.008.355 54,796.207 368248,314 1.367.705 2,825,027 197,0968 73987
1995. 172.680,719 9.046.502 163.634.217 66.596.508 56285,488 3862908167 1.330,924 2.909.831 175,949 37.350
1996. 183.409.866 16.856,791 166,563.075 66.307.900 57.235.666 36.515.696 1.421.332 2824.253 173,364 74.864
1997. . 194.653.613 26.083,409 168,570.204 68,587.739 58,493.914 36.940.321 1.416.458 2.929.311 172.639 29.822
1996. 201,191.014 32.674.022 168.516.992 69.056.079 586.303.190 36593,244 1.407.374 3,157,105 NA WA
1199. 195,517,M 31852,075 163,64,.g 675,8 56,2S7,443 34.747270 1,303.00 3,050,611 WA NLA
*+/chtso im- nw hm, sales to nrm-rAsor-o*wmd aelctic uaies. tm, arpoxvt and o Aer eJic mwnmies.
Nes for both TeO 56 and Tab 57:
Total masy nt equal sum of cop-nents d t independuVn rongn.G WA Not Ava]ahb
COm· r ia and lidusfawe nolt w oyconpwrab on a ywr-b-year basis de to changes fo one casscation to another

"Oeginning in 1998, dat for Ot er PlAe AiCo/tes. Raeioads and RaAways. and Infordepamentam as af cotniked in he '6herRevnues' colu.
So.rcs. Ecison EAric hsrtf and U.S Department of Enery. Enery kftrmaion Armisration Annual EecUic JWty Report. (ELA-61).
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SECTON VUI REVENES

TABLE 58

Revenues in Percent of Total
Total Electric Utility Industry

By Year and Cass of Senvice
Sbd mard Ofwr Pu. Rad bt-

smm»y Au,./ aId Vdepa
eYa RasideM Ccmmrd In*andtlW Ugr Oher Sabe Rays mrnm

1979 ..... 3. 7 20.. 299 1.1 1.9 02 0.2
1980 ....... 39.4 2L87 265 1.1 1.9 0.2 0.1
191 ........ 3.6 2 29.7 1.1 2.0 02 02
1992 ....... 318 2&1 29.5 10 22 02 .2
193 ........ 395 2" 2&3 1.0 2.2 0.3 0.1
1984. ........ 39.3 28 2 .5 1.0 21 02 0.1
19S. ....... 39.3 29.5 27.8 1.0 2.1 02 01
19M. ....... 40.0 29.8 26. 1.0 2.1 02 0.
19. ........ 40.5 300 2&1 1.0 2.1 0.2 1
196 ....... 40.9 30.3 25.6 0.9 20 02 0.
1969. .... . 40.5 30.4 25.8 09 2.1 02 0.1
1990........ 40.7 30.7 25.4 0.9 2.0 - 02 0.1
199 ........ 412 307 24.8 0.9 21 02 0.1
1992. ....... 40 J 31.0 25.0 0.9 2.1 02 0.1
1993 ....... 41.7 3.4 23.5 1.0 2.1 02 0.1
1994........ 41.7 31.8 2.1 1.0 2.1 02 0.1
199. ....... 422 3.0 22.6 0.9 2.0 02 0.1
1996........ 42.6 31.9 223 0.9 2.0 02 0.1
1997 . ..... 422 32.7 21.7 1.0 2.1 02 .1
1996 ...... 42.7 32.9 21.3 0.9 2.3 - A WA
1999 ... . .. 432 3.7 2.9 0.8 3 - A WA
Basd an ,wawu Lmb oi Tabb M

_eW- iwn 19M. da tr Oew PtAI A0we RIds md Rm and r- s san cd,.p an 9 Ow niPew0 A.esPubk cbyin o,Tmr Sai' NWA N* Avab.

Chart VIII-B
Revenues

Total Electric Utility Industry
by Year and Class of Service

Thousands of Dollars

1994 Revenues
ToW S202.597.119

3% Oher
tbW 2 3 %

:q4___m^da 23%42% Resldentil

1989 RevenuesJ 199 Revenues
Tobl 169.903,1121 ToW 215.647I371

32%
C) ,r 3%

COlhw 3%

41% 21%
I 3 ~%rlb) 0» 3% 43%

Resk*en*a

30% CowWdl 333
Commrdcal

Ater Tbe many am to c% .. M to ndepnte mniong
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REVENUES SECTION VII

TABLE 59

Revenues
Total Electricity Utility Industry

By State and OCass of Service
Yea 1999 -Thousands of Dobars

Toal from Sree and
Ulmnate hwray Otr

SteDCvisionu Custmner ReskdmlM ConmrT, hrolx ttrialu yi" RB rm"u
Tol Unitd Staa .... 2 15,472,27 3.142387 t70,Z03 ,s8 S45,05u, 2o51,807S 54,S7,08

bn *........... 1.167,145 484,235 366,983 300,998 14.062 867New Hanshi . ..... 1.142.138 494.489 400.130 231.160 8.848 7.513
Vemnont ......... 568.267 243,174 202441 116.673 3.785 2.194
0M0aiachussOU ...... 4,382360 1.754.839 1.821.322 729295 61.296 15.606
Rhode Island ........ 600,056 269,654 229.166 84.012 7.406 9.816
Connea:ic ....... 2.968.057 1.331,601 1.147.003 433.167 26.517 29.769
Now Engbland ...... 10.2,023 4.S7792 4,167.045 1,89.30 121 t1 65765

New Yr ......... 13.503.004 5.665,031 5,522.906 1.202.549 161.400 951.118
New esey ......... 7.04.224 2.797.622 3.160.077 1.005.072 89794 1.659
Pnsynia. ....... 7.382.B14 3,79,617 1.958762 1,508.290 67.706 38.437
Mdde Atbnct. ..... 27.920,02 1252,270 10,641,74. 3.715,311 313.302 i91.214

o ........... 10.516.499 4.045.743 3.025.175 3.213.686 63.380 168,515Indana .. ......... 5.116,823 2.005,285 1.219.651 1,839,587 39.929 12,371
nois . .......... 9.225.563 3.500.292 3.095.070 2.067.756 16.917 525.528

Miigan ......... 7.367.391 2.676,360 2754.868 1,859.753 72.354 24.056Wbi:onsi ........ 3.514.796 1.425.681 1.036.965 999.326 31.496 21,328
East North C l. . . . 35.7.1,072 13.653.361 11.131.729 10.000.101 224.076 751,7W8T

Mlknesota ......... 3.343.791 1.334,265 6M.291 1,266.701 28.959 25.575
kowa ............ 2254.954 991.100 533.486 642.276 20.372 67.720Missour ......... 4.184045 1.976.459 1.435,557 706.586 23.739 41.704.%odrh Dakota ....... 500.472 214,782 145,345 121.601 4.034 14.710
SuhDakob. ....... 503.007 245.035 153.394 88.692 4.734 11.152Nebratka ......... 1.211.755 517.099 362.245 245.943 19.400 67,068
Karnas .. ......... 2.102264 867.435 738.912 457.057 18.307 20.553
West North CtrBl. .. 14.100.28M 6.14.175 4,057,230 3.5SWI54 119,545 248,482

Debwave .... .. 748.909 323.774 247.563 168.424 5.836 1,312
srLn .......... 4.157.85.3 1.59,318 1.703.324 423,368 44.B07 27.036osidstr Colutia. ... 776.523 131.395 608.812 11,439 3.584 21.293

Vki na........... 5.454.492 2.677.381 1.497.523 778.452 38.'30 463.006Wes V . ...... 1.382.944 593.022 358.303 423,248 /.016 1,55; C'aro ia ....... 7.411.703 3,486.165 2221.310 1.560.387 48.267 95.574
So Caoa ...... 4.085.478 1.790295 1.045.120 1.196,059 13,802 40202

r .a. ......... 7.024.803 3.158,846 2,272.403 1.463.147 63.286 67.121Florida . ....... 12.819,403 7.253.310 4.297.425 885.802 85.521 297.345
South Aanc. ..... 43.860,108 21,373,506 14251.783 6910.325 310,249 1,014.244

Kentucy ......... 3.296.834 1.257.441 696.494 1.195.898 24,589 124,412Tennessee ...... 5241.811 2.246.6126.2 156.422 1,31.701 87.680 2.396AMabar ........... 4.456.054 1,901,352 1,187,496 1,319.741 31.557 15.90Mississipp .. ....... 2.485.558 1.102.038 690.480 631832 27773 33.435
Eat South CentraL.. . 15,482,257 ,07.443 4,160,892 4A6.172 171,99 17,151

Arksa ......... 2.261531 1.042.900 487.564 687.903 12.867 30.297Lo~uktan .......... 4.550.22 1.881.756 1,158.,708 1,337,720 33.091 138.951Okhma........... 2,511.063 1.208.052 68189 478.252 16.694 116.170Texas .......... 18243.045 8.201.199 5.179.341 3.963.859 130.647 767989
W t South Cm maL . . 27,565.65 12333,907 7,517.508 6,47,744 1»3,299 1053.407

Mwon .......... 607246 248,557 192.204 1453273 7.034 14.178atho ........... . 70,00 358.072 271.119 227.595 3.758 9,464Wyowg. ......... 506.161 128,341 132.737 235679 2.665 6.739Colorado ......... 2.414.525 968.893 953.802 416.659 38242 38.929New Mexic ....... 1.184.403 400,567 443.119 251.874 11,027 77.796Artzona .......... 4.170.220 1,921,753 1.484.420 628,398 54.350 812WUWah........... 1.063.740 391,213 385,090 254.101 8099 25237Nad. .......... 1.555.643 597.709 402.593 517,603 9.272 28,466
Mount ......... 12,31,94 5,01.155 4,65.04 2,677,182 132,447 282,078

Wasiton........ 3864.147 1.673.433 1.119,207 935,938 28241 107,328O ........... Z2,88,908 1,038.066 736.939 480.665 16.784 14.432Cal foi.a ..-. 19.791.632 7,978.446 7.855.607 3.551883 160657 245039
Pacifc ......... 2 42687 10,689,947 9,711,753 4968,506 205.2 366.799

Alaska ........... 517.414 208.179 219.462 61.735 4.868 23,150IIw3i........... 1.123.125 384.432 367.807 363.684 7,2
Alaska 8Howau... . 1.64039 592.611 587,289 425.419 12,070 23.150

Mct: Tot may S · 0l sm . cm.Iw f xvjcrf dak to h tcpmndep man&g-
Sow.t edoB., Ocbie h. a wd U.SO RptmefdEne.. Enw lny I'd.m Adm.n ln ^ n Elecb b^ r Rrx (EZ4-dS1)
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SECTION VIII REVENUES

TABLE 60

Revenues
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By State and Class of Servic
Year 1999 - Thousands of Dolars

Total Seet and
LUnmateW iray Othe

StlatDiMviion Customrea Residen lal CommaTia id Ugiung Reveues
Toal United St. . . $163,664,990 6 S2 64 55,217,443 $34,747,270 $1303,00 $3,050,611
M ........... 1.130,074 470.398 36205 283.423 13.684 364
New Hapi ..... 1,028.929 426.680 365.048 221,470 8,252 7,479Vemo .......... 470.541 194.687 174.574 97.704 2.906 4701Massaduets ...... 3.767,061 1,S23,908 1,677,314 519,964 45515 340Rhod Island........ 596.333 267.342 228.742 83.073 7385 9.791Ccnnedin. ...... 2,831,020 1,285,820 1,106,975 392,110 24,171 21,944

New Englmd ..... 9.823,958 4,169,.35 3.14.858 1,"7.764 101,913 40388
New YodL ......... 10372.996 4,498.791 4.451299 1.079.615 86,831 256.460New Jsey ........ 6.960.003 2.72.379 3.129110 988.510 88.649 15Pennsylvar. 7.053.796 3.576.477 1.89.562 1,474.089 67260 36,407

WMdde Abnt ..... 24.38.794 10.817,47 9.479,971 3,542,214 242.740 294222
O ........... 9.540.434 3.563,937 2.805.641 2955.996 54,763 160,097l n di ........ 4.183268 1,484.866 1046.642 1,610.766 35,173 5.821nas .......... . 8.492505 3.081.126 2907.415 1.977.696 14,563 511,705hi0g an.. ...... 6,704031 2,410,382 2527,043 1,691,015 64,873 10.718WL scs ......... 2,966217 1.156.340 921,823 846.104 26,065 15.885
East North Catr .. . 3188 11,45656 1,5 1 1,208564 9,081,S7 15,437 704,22

Mlesota ....... 2,227937 716.975 406,537 1.071.533 20.487 1405kwa ........... 1.705.679 683,147 424,598 525.720 18,084 54130Misoi......... 2965,298 12,696 1,145819 502.771 20,664 23,344North Dko ....... 257.403 102.810 94.148 53.336 3,479 3,630Sout Dakot ....... 290.801 114.755 105,490 65.418 3225 1.913N asa ........- - -
.Kansas ........ 1.,47,435 606.704 547.748 305.664 15,982 1.337
Wet North C4 . ... 8,924,551 3,497,089 2,724,340 2,S24.442 51,921 9,759

De are ........ 571874 232.446 203.552 130.710 5.105 61Mf yb d ....... .3.858.529 1.770,980 1,627.525 399,043 43.313 17,668Distid Col C ia. . . 776.523 131,395 60.812 .11.439 3,584 21293V'gia . - ..... 4.666.015 2.199.537 1.350,067 640.796 33,916 441,699YWet Vr ........ 1371,432 585.593 355.064 422.820 6.946 1.009North Carona ..5.,325.126 2t235.812 1.639.944 1349.042 36.315 64,013Soh Conaro.6n ...... 2,630.163 1.014.036 748.497 829.376 11.356 26,898Geor ........... 4.367.92 1.520.488 1615.241 1.174949 43208 14.006F a .......... 9,43204 5.592,957 3,359,928 581,974 63,521 244,824
South Atntc ..... 33,410,758 15,283244 11,508,630 5.54.0149 247,264 31,471

Kentucky ........ 1.773251 628.607 450.496 563,35 14,21 115.975Tennessee......... 79.430 32,747 10233 25.553 1.139 1.758Abba ......... 2811.117 1.145.646 807.098 843090 15,112 171ssisi. ..... . 1206.554 470.948 404.865 302904 11907 15,930
East South Cora. . . 5,870,352 2,27748 1,680,692 1,734899 42.979 133,34A r ansas ........ 1.449.,22 626.730 360.336 436.061 11,114 14,781Lo ana ......... 3,831,613 1,427,841 962.711 1280.919 30494 129.648Oklahoma ..... .1.802.642 780.768 523.150 375.321 11,583 111.820Texas .......... 14,166,874 5,982.296 417,421 3.358,353 110.404 539,400
Wes South Centrl. . . 21,20,151 8,81 3022,66 55054 163,95 79564

Nw Meo ....... 6 836,401 287,128 331.864 172,324 8631 36'2S4Ar ........... 2.495,03 ,10,T5 915,509 433.718 14,033 2286Ut h ......... 6J.. 639 293338 282,076 229,484 6.429 15.512N ...aa ....... 1,447,188 567.763 377.103 471,077 9,053 22.192
Moutai ........ 8240 3,330.63 3,029,080 1,976,09 79,57 109281

Wash o....... 1.695.513 792.616 641,579 246.866 13,553 599Oreg ........ 1.718007 763242 592.622 347.513 14630 -Cao b ........ 14.998.724 6415.341 6.096284 2337.140 112474 37.485
PAic ......... 18,412244 771.19 73048 2.931519 140957 38,84

Alasa ........ 51.922 2,323 20.33986 4,29 235 6.697Nmawa. .......... 1123,125 384.432 367,07 363.684 7202 -
Atls & He ...... , 1,175,047 404,75 3880 367,953 7,437 6,697ore: To^ema nr eiua p d o Sii .~. .
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SECTION VII REVEUES

TABLE 63
Average Revenues Per Kilowatthour Sold

Total Electric Utility Industry
Cent Per Kilowattbou

Tota Ste and Rakoads
UbMrat HKgwray Oher and

Year Cusomems Residential Conmerdal Indusria Ughtln Revenues Raays
1979. .... 3.82 4.43 4.50 2.91 6t1 3.06 4.43
190 ..... 4.49 5.12 5.22 3.44 7.02 3.75 4.88
1961 ..... 5.16 586 6.00 4.03 7.96 4.18 5.67
192. .... 5.79 6.44 6.61 4.66 881 4.72 6.80
1983 .... 6.00 6.83 6.80 4.68 9.50 5.00 6.90
1904..... 627 7.17 7.14 4.88 9.69 5.0 6.75
195. .... 6.47 7.39 7.27 5.04 10.08 5.09 6.68
19s. .... 6.47 7.43 7.22 4.99 9.96 5.19 6.65
1987 ..... 6.39 7.45 7.10 4.82 10.49 5.19 616
1988..... 6.36 7.49 7.04 4.71 10.29 5.12 5.83
199 ..... 6.47 7.65 720 4.79 10.60 5.07 6.21
1990 .... 6.57 7.83 7.33 481 10.74 4.96 6.42
1991 ..... 6.76 5.05 7.55 4.91 10.81 5.12 6.4
1992 ..... 6.85 822 7.67 4.93 11.01 5.09 7.03
1993 .... 6.94 8.29 7.73 4.87 11.20 6.07 7.12
1994 ..... 6.91 838 7.73 4.73 10.97 5.89 7.19
1995 ..... 6.90 6.40 7.70 4.6 10.97 5.90 6.87
1996 ..... 6.86 8.36 7.64 4.61 10.1813 6.83 2
1997..... 6.85 8.43 7.58 4.54 11.07 5.86 7.07
199. .... 6.74 8.26 7.41 4.48 11.52 5.72 tA
1999..... 86.6 .6 7.26 4.43 11.39 5.47 PA
BWd n a dM h Tahe 38 ,d rrwmn dab a Ta 56.
WMA Nb oa
*Bp*ini F.- 1990. dab r Ordc PuUc Auhowts Ravoads d Rar'ya ai Ifrlntpantawd mu a cwnbtd rn Otd R0ew s.R

TABLE 64
Average Revenues Per Kilowatthour Sold

Investor-Owned Electric Utilities
Cents Per Kilowathowur

Totl Sbeet and RalboadsMutimt Kr9oway Or aVWYeaw Customes Residental Cmmecial Iustr Ughin Revenues Rwaes- ys
1979 .. 3.99 4.63 4.68 3.06 6.60 3.33 3.80
1980 ..... 4.72 5.36 5.47 3.68 7.58 3.95 5.171961 ..... 5.45 6.19 628 429 8.55 436 6.20
198 ... . 6.10 6.81 6.86 491 9.54 4.80 6.771983 ..... 6.27 7.15 7.04 4.90 10.13 5.22 6.
1984 .... 6.52 7.53 7.33 5.07 10.78 5.26 6.971985..... 6.72 7.79 7.47 5.20 1122 5.25 70019t6. .... 6.70 7.78 7.40 5.12 11.38 5.43 6.94
1967..... 6.56 7.75 7.24 4.88 11.53 5.37 6581B ..... 6.51 7.78 7.16 4.77 1.36 626
IsOM ..... . . 62 7.95 7.33 4.83 11.61 5.16 6.401990..... 6.77 8.17 7.47 4.92 11.84 5.00 6.
1991..... 7.01 .46 772 5.05 1223 5.20 6

2. .... 7.8 e.63 7.4 .07 12.42 5.04 77993 ... 7.19 8.73 789 4.99 13.13 648 693
99..... 7.14 883 790 4.81 12.71 6.05 724
195 ..... 7.16 .87 788 47812.48 605 6-951996N.... 7.13 8.86 7.83 4.73 11.99 5.88 6.851997 ..... 7.11 .94 7.82 4.68 12.51 5.94 7.32
1998r .. . . 6.94 8.67 7.57 4.60 1247 5.88 NWA
1999 ..... 6.3 .50 7.37 453 12.57 5.67 WABanen safes daf in Tabe 39 am evwae datp a Tm* 57.
tA lkd .mtb.
' a8grvrg ?IN9. daft h Olf Afri 4 A Rbar-i R da ndcl R , q rd hapwr are an Jmbwn OtW ReYente
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5=VEMJES SECTION VW

TABLE 65

Average Annual Revenue Per Customer
Totar ecic Uty Indusly Investor-Owned Eecbic Utlies

ToWta ToWl
: lBmu a Uxkab

Yew csw Rudi Cu nwnwa bki w Y¥e Cusbfne Reld "t Conmerzal Indru
1979. . . 897.17 391.30 2.394.04 WA 1979. . . I.41 5387.34 S256.09 iWA
190. . 1.40.22 461.81 2,48.00 WA 190. . 1.08328 45729 3.02255 WA
19. .1. 1,1.44 517.39 32.2 W6726.27 1901. . . 1,239. 51438 3,499.79 WA
192. . 128529 563.09 3.452.36 666.67 192. . 1.33&79 562.54 3.67.11 $74.32Z38
193. . 1.34.80 601.77 3. s014 73,7514 19 . 1.397.10 599.44 4.011.4 75.21920
1984. . 1.452.2 64375 3J39.57 81.11E33 194. . 1,511.99 640.47 4.34635 B21T9329
1985. 1.48157 65811 4,0042 80.21.32 195 1.55.15 661.10 4,522.88 88394.19
1986 . 1.49381 675.17 4,126.94 81.176.66 18. . 1,553.65 671.60 4.54855 8.389.35
1987. 1,500.59 67.95 4,146.61 282,.13 197. 1,551.79 683.65 4,547.3 8447.85
198 . 1,536.46 711.78 4,25593 8408.9 188 . . 1.58424 706.82 4.6383.4 88,89.76
199. . 1.576.46 724.50 4,36281 85,945.62 1989... 162.50 720.74 4,777.05 90,211.75
1990. . 1,614.22 744.03 4,494.39 86.347.48 1990. 1.66.85 740.04 4.914.86 89,897.13
1991. . 1,670.24 782.06 4,64595 7,321.60 1991. . . 1738.56 784.80 5.140.47 91.449.11
1992. 1.667.46 772.10 4,68121 86.071.00 1992 - 1.736.64 77258 5,176.04 92350.18
1993. . 1,726.69 817.92 4.97687 85,633.79 1993 . 1,802.6 820.39 5,481J3 93,68291
1994. . 1.73297 527.03 5.07S55 80.515.50 1994 . 1,815.91 82817 5.636.78 90.161.86
199 . . 1.75.29 843.87 5,14428 81,949.84 1996. . 1,36.90 849.94 5,889.06 92,227.9
1996. . 1.78B.18 858.84 5.140.03 80.95223 1996 . . 1,64511 860.85 5.68022 90.934.37
1997. . . 1.7T1.2 848&62 S,26&71 82291.55 1997. 1.843.11 853.62 5,706.03 91,70611
19e. . 1,760.41 85681 5,18862 86,516.30 198 . . 1,833.91 858.45 5.608.49 90.888.92
199. . 1,720.44 848.6 5048.1S 85,441.02 1I99. .. 1771.10 841.71 5,394.62 87T7.78
-Badonm u d r kh Tabf 56 and 7, icd cmar di ern Tr*j47 W id4

;/A NPd ' abk
f not
p Pgwala y.
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SECTION VIII REVENUES

TABLE 66

Revenue and Use Per Total Ultimate Customer
By State- 1999

Tow 8e8ic Uly lnwAustry Invsor-Owned Elecric UpUes
Awg. Amul Avg. Re'er.w Avg. Annual A A nuia Avg Revenue Avg. Arenu
Revenue per perkWh kWh Usper Revenue per per kWh kWh tUs per

Stats lvdion Custormer Sold Customw usomrer SoMd Cusner
Total Unltd SWe.. $1,720.44 6 64 I 2537 $1,771.10 683 I 25,947
Maine........... 1613.16 9.77 16,508 1.625.95 9.89 16.434
New Hasha ..... 1,830.46 11.75 15.582 1,895.72 11.49 16,500
VeWonL ......... 1.763.73 10.28 17.155 1.904.29 10.26 18.559
Ma ssahe ..... 1.55013 9.16 16.915 1.531.655 9.19 16.664
Rhode Island. ..... 1.22.74 9.02 14,225 1,285.89 9.02 14.260
ConnecticuL ....... 1.97438 9.96 19,825 1.970.79 10.11 19,490
Nw Engnd ..... 1,74.13 9.71 17,235 1,630.8 .7T7 17,20

N Ycrk. ........ 1.800.60 10.40 17,313 1,654.51 11.03 15.001
New Jersey ........ 195653 9.99 19,576 1.965.95 10.01 19.633
Pennsyana...... 1,442.42 7.67 18.812 1,462.12 7.62 19,195

MddWe Atnt4c.. . 1,722.49 9.42 '18,2 1,666.43 9.2 _17,504
Ohio ............ 2,023.48 6.40 31,607 2.115.59 6.40 33,063
ndiana .......... 1.81145 5.29 34,341 1.960.61 5.18 38.210
8I9oi........... 1,794.89 6.90 25,727 1,826.54 6.95 26.271
MIcOlgan........ 1,629-25 7.14 22z82 1,678.48 7.17 23.417
Wisconsin........ 1,366.95 5.53 24,714 1.397.29 5.54 25.211

East North Cen .rL . 1.7 14 .31 27,55 1,833.80 6'.31 28,698
Minnesota ........ 1.469-28 5.83 25.222 1.647.20 5.68 29.007
owa ............ 1,591.71 5.93 26.5847 1.655.90 5.89 28.134
M1 ui. ........ 1,52873 6.07 25,202 1,63.30 6.19 27,338
North Dakota. ...... 1,466.81 5.49 26,707 1,219.15 5.70 21.383
South Dakota ....... 1,324.79 6.35 20.866 1.429.45 6.57 21.758
Nebraska........ 1,36811 5.31 25.753 - -
Kansas .......... 1.580.61 622 25.428 1.637.00 6.02 27.180
Wet orth CnraL.. 1,505.47 592 25,411 1,637.25 5.97 27,437

Dehawar ......... 2,015.95 7.12 28,323 2163.96 6.94 31,191
Maryland......... 1,911.75 7.04 27,167 1.942.11 7.00 27,726
Disbidct of Cdamtbia. ... 3.530.89 7.45 47,370 3.530.8 7.45 47.370
Virginia .......... 1,781.02 5.86 30,377 1.834.55 5.75 31,888
West Vlb...... 1,466.12 5.09 28,757 1.471.82 5.08 28.974
North Carolina ..... 1,850.10 6.44 28.710 1,978.80 6.02 32.884
South Cac'ina. ..... 2,030.47 5.57 36.432 2.256.60 5.47 41,261
Georgia......... 1.2-24 624 30.185 2.203.61 5.85 37,679
Florida.......... 1.610.20 6.85 23.522 1.625.47 6.84 23.775
SouthAtlantic. ... 1,791.42 6I37 28,115 ,187Z69 6.22 30,105

Kentucky ......... 1,66.58 4.17 39.721 1.593.10 4.03 39.566
Tennessee ........ 1,907.57 5.63 33.910 1,794.83 4.40 40,775
Alabaa. ....... 2.002.72 5.54 36,135 2.156.52 5.60 38,478
Mississ .pi....... 1,846.68 5.65 32,675 2.071.57 5.47 37.877
East South Cemral. . 1,63.04 5.22 35,698 r 128.94 4.97 38,711

Aransas ......... 1,688.62 5.68 29,709 1.813.94 5.85 30.993
Louisiana..... . 2228.46 5.1 38,331 2.449.74 5.67 43,233
Oklahom. ........ 1.451.99 5.37 27,025 1,575.87 5.08 31.022
Teas ........... 2,019.62 6.04 33,416 2.265.38 5.95 38.095
West South CmdtrL .. 1,949.02 5.91 32,391 2,177.16 5.80 37,01

Montaa ........ 1,263.44 5.01 25,242 1,156.87 6.12 18,14
dabho .. ......... 1,409.93 3.98 35,404 1.446.91 3.88 37,323

Wyonm 1......... 186689 4.30 43.457 1.98427 3.99 49.750
Colorado ......... 1,179.13 5.95 19,813 1,147.47 5.89 19,494
New Mexico ...... 1.432.46 6.58 21,767 1,444.38 6.61 21,867
Arizona .......... 1,96550 7.23 27,177 2,070.35 7.94 26,091
Uah ............ 1.2776 4.86 26.240 1.310.43 4.63 2,284
Nevada ......... 1,76.45 5.93 30,148 1,758.61 6.21 28.338
Mountan. ...... . 1,33.14 5.89 26,039 1,544.23 5.92 28,076

Washington ........ 1427.34 4.10 34,779 1.38821 5.60 24.798
Or ga- .....-. 1,398.82 4.87 28,742 1.411.15 5.11 27,591
Calomia ......... 1.534.31 9.34 16,433 1.493.80 9.77 15,290
Pacific ......... 1,504.65 T7.5 20,481 1,475.40 8.47 17,421

Alaska .......... 1,917.55 9.78 19,615 2.114.60 11.79 17,941
Hawai.......... 2,664.08 11.97 22,252 2.664.08 11.97 2252Absita A HawaHi.. . . 2,72.74 11.18 21,223 2.632.84 11.96 2M-01
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r REVEI U ES SECTION Vnii

TABLE 67

Revenue and Use Per Residential Customer
By State- 1999

ToW Elisclc UiLy kBydar Inveskcr-Owned EecOic U1l.U
Avg. Anmul Avg. Revnue Avg. Annru Avg. Armua Avg. Revnu Avg Annual
Revwue per per kW kWh Use per Revenue per pwkWh kWh Use per

Sataivlion Cutmer Sold QCUSta Crasteomrer Sold Custmnsr
Total United Sbt .. $848.16 8.16 10,388 8,41.71 LSO 35 9,8»7
Maie .. ......... 773.55 13.07 5.918 781.18 13-22 5.911New np re. ..... 929.71 13.B4 6.716 920.67 13.51 6.814
VemntL ......... 867.51 12.17 7,130 910.53 12.50 7,285Massachset...... 703.15 10.00 6.969 701.18 10-25 6.843
Rhode san ...... 64328 10.13 6.352 643.45 10.13 6.350ConnecClL ....... 97798 11.46 8.533 965.31 11.56 8.525Nw Engand ..... 801.10 11.18 7,1664 30.85 11.2-i 7,135
New York. ........ 856.13 13.32 6.444 816.78 13.76 5.935New Jersey ........ 88.74 11.40 7.799 890.77 11.44 7.786
Piesy-....... 630.61 9.19 9,040 630.63 9.16 9.072Middle A n .. .. 856.09 11.31 7,561 839.12 11.30 7,42
O io ............ 873.80 8.68 10.071 888.50 8.91 9.971kIdita . 8. 00.39 6.96 11,497 797.52 7.05 11'314
11116s . ......... 757.24 8.83 8.572 736.99 8.86 8.321

igpn .......... 659.51 8.73 7,S56 673.09 8.60 7.646
',, o l e. ........ 624.50 7.31 8.542 614.07 7.41 6.290East North Ce.-l. .. 7338 8. 9.1290 753.75 8.42 ,947
M eso b ......... 661.39 7.41 8,921 604.96 7.86 7.698
owa . ..... 806.69 8.35 9.659 773.53 8.75 8.845Missoi. ........ 821.73 7.12 11.544 835.09 7.34 11374Morth Dakota. ....... 749.69 6.50 11.542 58425 6.30 9272SouhDakot. ...... 769.15 7.42 10.365 68225 7.90 8.639Neratkau......... 719.95 6.52 11.040 - - -

Ktansas ......... 775.69 7.64 10,147 770.87 7.34 10.509
West North CentraL .. 759.46 7.36 10,320 740.33 7.67 9g659

Debware ........ 978.03 9.17 10.669 963.69 9.30 10,574Maryland. ....... 1,003.49 8.39 11,955 993.75 8.41 11.810
Disblct oi Columbia .. 677.92 8.00 8,475 677.92 8.00 8.475
Vn ..ia 985.94. 748 13,176 977.28 7.41 13,187West Vinrta. ...... 729.13 627 11,622 728.89 625 11,663.O Carol a ...... 1,003.39 7.99 12563 975.73 7.62 12.809Souh Carona ..... 1,037.91 7.55 13.739 1,032.57 7.49 13.788Geor ia ..... .. 958.41 7.56 12.672 879.81 7.25 12.142FKxa.......... 1,036.D04 7.73 13,405 1,045.04 7.76 13468South Atlart ... 994.00 7.72 12,869 978.4 7.63 12816
lKntu. ..k.. .724.79 5.58 12996 661.08 5.13 12.898Temesee ....... 950.60 6.34 14.989 836.58 4.95 16,912Alabama ... ... 000.35 7.03 14.30 1,03025 7.30 14,118
;,sss;pl....... 956.36 6.75 14,164 959.76 6.73 14.269Eat South Central . . 909.7 8.42 14,171 7 6.39 13741
rnsas ...... . 89.30 7.43 12,111 924.17 7.78 11885

Louisiana...... . 1,050.53 7.12 14.753 1,044.81 7.14 14.630Okahoma. ........ 807.85 6.60 12.238 789.95 6.33 12473Texas .......... 1,047.10 7.55 13,865 1,100.64 7.71 4,78
West South CetraL .. 1,004.50 7.37 13,630 1,04124 7.47 13

M'onb.. .. 631.93 6.78 9.316 555.19 7.06 7.862Iaho ......... 693.23 13.177 679.68 5-23 12.992Wy-oia ........ 586.55 634 9.255 512.01 6.18 8,291Corado ........ 5665 7.38 7,866 5328 7.49 7,159
NewMexico. ....... 5.2.56 .62 6,523 56.80 8.36 6,767Arrona ......... 1,013.09 53 11.870 1.030.29 9.19 11,210tah ........... 529.47 6.27 8.440 520.79 6.18 8,428
NH-evadae*.786.. .. T19 7.13 11i 0 0 78.15 7.21 10,925Mounrdan. ...... 721.63 7.44 9,700 701.00 7.49 9,356
Wasnhiono ... 7.... 700.07 &.10 13.729 736.93 5-90 12.490

- -Oregon-.- ----- 736.78 575 12,817 T27.48 6.02 12086Calforia. ....... 704.41 10.71 6.577 724.33 10.96 6,596Pacific......... 706.74 8.53 8,2_ T725.86 9.43 7,698
Alaska .......... 916.09 11.16 8.210 1026.688 12.00. 8.555Hawa ........... 1.057.06 14.30 7,394 1.057.06 14.30. 7.394Aluaska & awafi. ... 1,002.85 13.01 t7,708 1,055.50 14.16 7,454
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SECTION VIII REVENUES

TABLE 68
Revenue and Use Per Commercial Customer

By Stabe-1999
Total Becbic UMy Indry _ rinvetor-Owned Eeic UINe"

Avg Annual Avg. Revnue Avg. Annual Avg. Amual Avg Reveme Avg Annual
Revenue per per kWh kVh Use pr Revenue per pr IWh kWh Use per

Slate/Divslan Customer Scw Cmi ~ Custol mrd Customa
Total united Slate .. $5,048.15 7.2 . 69,508 $5,394.62 7.37 73,214
Maine. ......... 4.812.01 10.51 45,777 4.9B7.33 10.55 47.274
New npst . . . . 4,80666 11.39 42.191 5,013.43 11.18 44.934Vwnont ........ 5.040.36 10.67 47,217 5,387.75 10.74 50,155

tMasadicsMnB .... . 5,947.99 8.90 66,815 6.145.94 8.82 69.657
Rhoe slad,...... 5.04149 8.49 59.495 5,074.36 .48 59.809ConnectL ....... 8.768.26 9.69 90,462 9.08824 9.74 93.279

NFw England. ..... 68109.26 9.49 64 5 63 46 9.46 7,027
New YorL ....... 6.45243 11.19 57674 6100.59 11.38 53.590NewJersey ........ 72541 9.74 74.779 7.329.10 9.75 75183
Pennsylvania...... 3838.77 7.90 4.601 3.878.30 7.88 49,202&Gddlo AttWc .... 5,1 ::12-23 9.96 59,224 5.75805 9.95 57,884
Ohio ............ 550.62 7.67 76.317 6156.16 7.71 79,829
bane ......... 4290.71 6.05 70.924 4,529.58 6.09 74,343
lbo 6.......... . 431 26 7.39 87,045 6.586.65 7.45 88,456Mt gan......... 6,111.72 7.86 77,785 6,365.44 7.95 80.109WlConins . ...... 3,821.32 5.88 64.998 3.991.32 5.93 67,326East North CetrL. 5,552.84 7.22 76,926 5,12.96 7.219 79,SA9
Minnea. ........ 3.06720 6.31 48.612 2.654.05 6.51 40.744owa ............ 3,183.55 6.45 49,345 3,181.75 6.81 48.127M sso ........ 4.65,21 5.97 78,014 5,357.80 6.05 88,494North Do ....... 3048.41 6.19 49,285 2,818.63 6.0 46.346
Souh Dakota. ...... 3059.86 6.70 45692 3.144.8 6.97 5.088Nebraska ........ 3,074.82 5.44 56.541 - -
Kansas ......... 4,082.61 6.25 65,320 5040.10 5.97 54.464
West North Cntr... 3,699.26 8.12 60,49A 4,029.44 6.22 ,

Deto wa.L*re ...... 6,517.73 7.39 88.150 7,444.94 7.16 103.990MaryLand . ........ 7. 35 6.82 117.149 8.284.30 6.80 121.741Distid a C-Ambia.. . 23,353.87 7.47 312,487 23353.87 7.47 312`;87Vi .. ....... .. 5.003.72 5.55 90,109 5,254.9 5.46 96,314
'West VIrgia . ...... 3,084.72 5.53 5.532 3,095.10 5.52 56.032North Ca a ..... 4,437.28 6.33 70,053 4,35326 5.98 72.774Sou Carolina. ..... 3,918.36 6.30 62.181 4294.43 6.14 69969Geoa ........ 5,783.39 6.67 86.770 6,694.58 6.46 103.630Fkrida. ..... . 4,979.99 6.22 80.023 5121.58 6.16 3,207South Atlantic. ... 5,247.39 6.34 82,742 5,5021 8,514
Kentucky ....... 3,067.99 5.27 58,243 3.16764 4.91 64.499Teesee. ....... 4,282.48 6.29 68.101 3845.00 5.01 76,690Alabama. ........ 3,904.63 6.54 59,661 4,342.72 6.55 66,25M'ssipxu . . .--. 3,836.87 6.19 61,965 4,799.48 5.78 83,017East South CLenr .. 3.347.16 6.14 62,638 4,021.82 5.82 6,1
ArkL ansas . . .. . 3.492.48 5.82 59.985 3,795.61 5.64 67,351
Losiana.... . 5,432.98 6.59 82,436 5,738.83 6.57 87.393Okahorna ..... 3,399.59 5 60,919 4,032.14 5.30 786,07Texas......... 4,976.86 6.52 76284 578.33 6.49 ,89.15WeOt Soith C. . 4,707.02 6"8 73,723 5,407.11 .32 85,5
Montana ........ 273. 15 6.35 43,804 302645 49 4.09daho . . . 2.985.96 4.20 71.034 2,997.18 4.12 72,75
Wporri....... 2,917.23 5128 55,257 2,797.60 513 54.520Cdorado ... .. 4,042.18 5.61 72071 4,709m 5.42 86,931
New Meile.o. .57,5... 4,334.40 753 57,588 49.92 4 66.48~Ark .. . .. .. . 7,406.80 7.51 98,705 7,490.79 .19 91,476Uah. ........... 4,763.61 5.29 90,062 5.024.42 9637Nevada . ........ J.M. ~606 66 55.968 3.726,20 2.0 54.96

Alaska ........ 6.00728 920 65286 5,458.39 15.39 35.475
"o .. ....... 6,941.59 12.74 5,494 6941.59 .74 54,494Alaska & Haw i. .. 6.560.28 11.14 58,898 5,843.57 1.145 53,241
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* REVENUES___________________________ SECTION ViI

TABLE 69
Revenue and Use Per Industrial Customer

By State - 1999

Total Eleclc Uxty Indusrty Inves-Owned Elecrbc LwUie
Avg. Anal Ag. Revenue Avg. Annal Avg. Anual Avg. Revenue Avg. Anual
Revnue per per kWh kWh Us per Revenue per per kWh kW Ue per

StateWDivi Cuslmr Sold QCu m Customner Sdd Cusom
Total Unbd Sta .. $85,441.02 4.43 1.,30,072 8,S29n.71 4_.3 I 1,970.14

aie. ........ . 112.480.57 6.42 1.751.339 112.648.25 6.47 1.740,085
New Hanrpsr ..... 70.00060 9.21 760,296 6827.65 922 740.073
Vennon ......... 265165.91 7.35 3.607.836 1.357.000.00 7.07 19206.444
Lasschuse ..... 52,576.96 7.75 678337 66.793.06 7.59 880.102
Rode Isbnd. ..... 33.631.71 739 455.29 33,537.75 7.38 454,421
Connc ... 73.219.57 7.42 986.397 6a.38333 7.58 90.196

New Engond. .. 6... 6 031.60 7T.3 n76793 73,197Jt 7.49 977,4t1
New York ........ 140.879.69 4.77 2952448 151,270.14 5.62 2.691.436
New Jery........ 76958.04 7.69 1.000,846 76.303.36 7.70 990.698
Pennsytvaia...... 63.105.73 5.22 1208260 63.535.58 5.20 1 w605

Bddl. Atlan tc. .... 1,7T73.76 5.t3 1,475,90 e81,el8 MS 1,395,351
Ohio.. ......... 107.1559 4.33 2.477257 106566.94 4.2 2.47.678
dbiana ......... 100.474.47 3.89 2,579616 109,337.90 3.83 2,857.148

........... 387.33878 5.02 7.720.272 611,721.62 5.01 12,211.161
Mkhian......... 137.606.59 5.05 2.723.527 147,725.60 5.02 2,943.31
vicostL. ....... 1886,198A25 3.89 4.781,939 235,683.57 3.89 6.059,554
Eat North Cetrr .. 137,79758 4.43 3,108791 149,508.21 4.41 3391.895

Mhso. ....... 114457.49 4.56 2.508,753 129.49039 4.56 2.839288
loa. ........... 161,741.63 3.89 4.154.885 206,976.38 3.84 5.388,448
Miss r.......... 736579.46 4.38 1.681.106 69.848.71 4.59 1,522,7
North Dakoa. ..... 65,412.05 4.04 1,620,508 70,271.41 4.39 1.600.803
South Dakota. ..... 47.07R43 4.56 1.034.488 120.475.14 4.68 2.571.94
Nebraska ........ 29.205.91 3.57 817,412 - -
Kansas ........ 33.165.74 4.47 741,204 48,083.06 4.42 1,088152
Wes North Cetral . . 69,777.47 4.28 1,630,211 98,334.45 4.38 2,2437
Debaware......... 305,669.69 4.73 6,459,804 424,383.12 4.57 9.295064
arylad........ . 55.465.48 4.26 1.301.731 54.335.92 4.20 1.293.237

Disbictd of Colbia. . . . 11.439.00000 - 4.59 249201,000 11.439.000.00 4.59 249.20.000
Vlirgla ... .... 147,322-48 3.84 3,835,944 153,741.84 3.T5 4,099.331
West Vwiniam. . .. .. 37.786.63 3.80 993.333 37;775.40 3.80 993.347
Norh Caroina.. .. .. 122.182.05 4.57 2.675.192 124.106.90 4.48 2.769.890
South Car;fin ... . 244.09367 3.72 8.554.472 214.697.39 3.82 5,619.976
Gorgia ......... 133,170.75 4.15 3.208.812 126.966.61 4.19 3,027210
Florida. ........ 37,930.97 4.77 795.579 29.603.44 4.65 636.505
South Atntic .... 1 4.1 2,155,114 83,11055 4.16 1,997,5S9

Kentucky ........ 173.746.62 299 5.819297 124,387.72 2.87 4.335,683
,Tenn sse...... 750,114.33 4.19 17.914,233 126,500.00 3.49 3,623,515
:Aabahma......... 206.920.82 3.82 5.414,387 169.2722 3.84 4,404,434
Mirissip. ....... 140282.42 4.02 3.493,590 80.388.54 3.96 2.031.038
East South C ral. .. 228,764.64 3.67 6,239,591 128,692.16 3.47 3,706,261

Arkanas ........ 26.692.91 4.12 647.226 18.681.39 4.42 422,379
Louiina. ..... 86,757.90 4.25 2041,892 88.485.70 4.21 2,103.212
Olahoma. ........ 31,188.99 3.60 865.466 27.672.42 3.51 788,443
Texas. ..... . 60.580.90 3.97 1,524.372 72.833.51 3.87 1.879.915
West South Certr . . 53,33.Bt 4.01 1,321,601 55, o.30 3.96 1,412,251

Monna ........ 34.149.74 2.84 1.200.753 16,64322 3.99 416.814
Idaho .. . ...... . 34.62.6 2.74 1,263.27 35.65.38 270 1.319.341
Wyomir. ..... 61,93929 3.34 1.856.658 63.577.09 323 1.989.867
Coorado ........ 149500.90 4 38 3.416.192 559,627.30 425 13.170,785
New Meio. ...... 40,855.47 425 960,617 56,87261 4.23 1,346,071
Arona. ......... 122.351.64 5.04 2.425,276 92.654.99 5.58 1.659.867
th. ........... 29,103.31 3.38 . 866.810 27,358.61 327 837,344

Nevada. ........ 381,150.96 4.77 7.997.591 402.974.34 5.15 7,2B.758
Mountam....... 6.S.9. 4.01 1,721,440 65,1m9.51 4.11 1.602,125

Wash ........ . 482z79.07 2.70 1.786,020 22,92.40 4.13 539386
Orgon ...... 40,564.14 3.55 1,144.174 32284.75 3.84 840082
Cafrria. 7... 7,36&60 7.18 1,219,924 315,275.87 6.95 4,534,832
Pe c. ......... 69,112.62 5.08 1,360,092 100,219.45 6.03 1,62,93

AskL ......... 130,517.97 7.32 1,783,791 42.267.33 7.46 566,881
Hawai. .......... 550.20272 9.70 5.669,728 550,202.72 9.70 5.669,72

Alaska & HawalL . . 375,149.03 9.27 4,048.874 482.877.95 9.67 4,9931,36
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,FINACN AL SECTION

SECTION IX
FINANCIAL

TABLE 70

Construction Expenditures
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Type of Plant
MUlonM of DonlaR

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 198" 199

Steam .......... $7.572 $7.496 17221 S7.82 S5.860 S5.569 72.5 S4.333 54.478 $3.946 S4.044Nudear ........... .. 9,855 t1,045 12785 16.461 18208 17.478 1.553 13.426 9239 5272 4.768C he r .....- ---...... 5 i a la 3 t 095 2 M24 llEl iTo ........... 121 1938 20,9t2 2,339 24,935 23"93 21,t 18483 14S,3 93 9Tran n......... t090 2.353 2270 220 2,371 2250 1.863 1.761 2.066 1,942 2512Ci rl:: .......... . 4,334 4,483 4,606 4.827 5,021 5.899 6,.590 7.248 7.457 5224 8,685G _ 'N...c -. Zf 9 I7 1 14lU9 Lis l a J IS 120 IM
Sublt1 ......... 2S41 27.011 29 .124 33602 33,S 33,43 31,091 29,29 2 25,.53 21,851 23,97Niear Fue ........ 138 .12 1i66 1 748 I 1Z9842 2S 14 i2 Az
GRAND TOTAL ... S21 2 283 2 S'3069 13 350 .51 l is l S4 31 .023 S27.03S &S3Z2i

AFUDC inded n TOTAL S3,593 $4.365 $5,358 5$6612 $7,816 $7,923 56.941 $5.659 S4.579 S2711 32241

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999p

Steam ............ 3.951 $4.108 S4.082 $5,053 $5.146 $3.580 S2.707 $2.050 $2.327a.......... 3.37 3.209 3.090 2409 1.845 1.913 1,598 1.650 1.595Oth .-- ---- 1-05 -L-0 1M183 I= 37 189 1_B' _1_5 2 Z
Totl ........... 833 8,325 85 9399 8,870 7,313 ,890 5,513 6,063 DataTr an ion........ 2441 2294 2.610 2.647 2.572 2,476 2,113 2,645 2546 notDston ...... .... 9,100 .780 8,653 9,017 9.195 8.316 8.368 8.709 10262 AaiabbeGwweratce16aneous . - 2719 ZLi 2MZ9 Zii 244A5 =2;I ZMfi 252Z 2.5 at *m
Sub ........ 22.537 21,815 22.419 23,582 23,080 20,196 18,757 18,S 21 22 of PrinNudea Fuel ...... 1 54 z .125 fi 152 1 4 1.1 .427
GRAND TOTAL .... 241 -Ln i 4LU S2S 27 124. t21.E48 M $ 2021 $20 . 22.

AFUDC incded in TOTAL $1,708 $1.132 $1.347 $944 $645 $492 $465 $462 $423Noe T rmay notr qu sum d, cawprmt Ab to ides mu nxr---
A ta has bn re e d a t b t f , D rVw a 50 staM basis. now i/udAs nuctw r lan ruolae fth alw ofAROJDC Jr VW WOWf
Cms-3dfm -erwitr r

ea. a? gmaW eV gu &aoo
w

t *sp 0N br' fz V nro z Anf d .tes rf riaonf red estaft w d aa nesesy aSqctThu "g.un.s 9-A -W.Y spay r ,u-cea,,w addBM and be& f FWnt fo ' ra m er, as o exuis.g pm) as mwe as As nWW ranseu*:C

pPrenw.y. D0ya 6 Vpv^lng. P e h r ma. a e Stkir D0pWcvr .o, p02-50-5572. Ia pda
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SECTON IX F4NANCAL

TABLE 71

Combined Balance Sheets - December 31st
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Iterompany Tranactions Eminated
Mions of Dolfa

1994 1995 1996 1997 199r 1999
ASSETS
UaM Pnt

Ebcdic ........................ $546.540 $561,377 5585716 $590.027
Othw .......................... 3 3730 41490 546

Total Uflty Pla .................. 50,766 598,62 627,20 644,9
Acuniubled Provitskn fI: D)epnaon

and Amnrtliaan ................... 21669 215 803 2 2i23 1
NMt Wlity Plnt ................... 379,097 32,879 390,184 32,615

Construcdc Work in Prge ............. 1 15.3 . 1233L 1354
Nudear Fuel ...................... 19.407 18.632 15.438 14.668
AccunWrated Pwis ft Amortzaion

of Nudea Fuel Asse.fmes ............. 1374 13405 91 8 42
NOt Nuder FueL .................. 5.65 5,227 6,521 325
Nm Tol Utility Phnt ............. .... 404.07 403.42 408.791 41480

Olth Property and Inrvstenr ........... 27.961 31.384 52.644 74.226
Toal Cuner and Accued Asset. ........... 44004 47229 49.830 61.135
Toal Defened Deb. .................. 3.i 7.67 8763 i 9.536

Total A.rset ... ............... .559.93 .33 .598. S"m 3 9 ee nert Pag
CAPITALZATION AND LIABILITIES
CapitafaSon:

rCommnon Cap SIoL ................ 564.687 67T,189 189.427 $ 80.944
Othe Paid-n Capital
Exduding Retained Evnings". ............ 46,026 43,650 35.865 40.333

Retained Earngs .... ................ i52 S7 57379 66161
Tol Common Capita Stoc Equy ....... 11,065 169,156 182,671 187,439
refeed Stock. . .................. 23.123 21.420 18.590 19.272

LongaTerm Debt
Martgage Bonds .................... 12213 120.198 120.757 116.154
Oe Long erm :Debt ................ 5432 54816 6046 844
Total Log-Term Dbt. ................. 1745 175.014 jL 11738
Tota Captalaton. ......... ....... 375 365,590 382,516 404.108

Totl Other Non-zurent Liabibes .......... 9.479 10.955 6.427 6.127
Toal Curren and Acwued iabas... ......... 55.385 57.869 64,668 78,496
Contiburon in Aid dCeoonuclon ........... 179 192 274 198
Dferred Inc Taxes ................ 90,728 94.716 99.007 94.847
Deerred Investmet Tax Credfi ............ 13.335 12029 10.870 11.893
Oter Deted COed ................ 26.033 2U831 35140 42708

Total Capitalation and ULabillt. ....... $55 9,893 $569,733 $598,902 $63837
N3:C ro(Wmayrnc eqmuumi d crpw damin ndevr nse~ DIa b'pwar d»m~.k.eBl» 1es,,. Dfat bsd)r wi ta'
amfd by eAet LOS*. daw of i rponra * ceasoWdad tea.L
010 v rosisi c Net f tW Ly rh'a beew rib di # old ianr bWz m l b Sddt* V1 d oI Lbjm Sias"ik Reat

)rii eda m'fhnm be mn oeidr s ibr iiw
es. 1990 YP fan P~ryd hrs nzmi_ _ * & ds (J1993. - a~S5 1994.- 845J1 ,
19a6- .atZ57 nl J $- 1. n; 1997 - 11. 1WT- f1S.2 n- 19 St1.354mln).
~7Ld Prnmm an Cm snd PFdi S~tdE
rRvdwa pPn*mfy. Cm.c dlbOnr llSrn otd 199p n l M ati dp*in. PldaM ctacowr wb l a ww.ee WOrecrcal f
Sh DleP wtimn 202-53-557Z br2kp
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SECTION I FINANAL

TABLE 718

Combined Balance Sheets - December 31st
Investor-Owned Electric Utilites

Interompany Transaons Efiminaed
Mibons of Dolars

199w 1999P
ASSETS
Gno Pmepiy ead .EquW. .............. 60.063 f6S334
Lss A amBd Dspedmmn ............. _..... BB26 e6

Me PropMy hI S9vk. ............... 39.799 390,97
CStuchon Wct*I Pwtms .............. 11.742 13.834
O mr p ty ...................... 3.366 4.014
NMI dar Fuel ..................... 6 433

NM Popwty and Equtpwn ............ 409523 413,t2
ToWa lnmitsn. ............... ..... 8.596 106o564
Tar QCur Asets. .................... 82.65 96266
Totad Deferred De.b .................. n10531 126074

To ) wAus . ...................... $6 .061 $742.056

CAMPTALATIN AND UABJTIES
Comma, Sbto ................. ...... 134.359 118.09
Reamd Eamogs ......... S ...... ... 542a

Taot Ccwmmo Equity ................. 1M3,an 12
ToW Peftdetw Don B a ............ 24.175 25765
Toal Long.Taem Debt .................. 29 226

Totl Capbkson. ................. 419,46 439.
Curmd L sbRlm

ToW CAunl UbiBis ................. 19265 138.560
Total t0 r Uabtis and Deteked Ceit ...... 15L328 1

Tolt Calplf uon a ndUabilll. ........ 6M.,061 S742.056
**A TobmltruW no dgum smr do eww f _ mun

'5x De * anmic u4rym .WL, ;esmd P.e F' CCsYrpel v tkr p9&awd ImPpr floE i.aw altbmf poe*i9 P,,ea :.cwrc Ow wesb of mofw, or ca~ff .

So.a: EE1 Fia Depwtmnt
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JfANClAL SECTON IX

TABLE 72A

Combined Income Statements - December 31st
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Ltn mmpany Trascaions Ek ed
IMbons of Dolars

1993 1994 1995
Elec-c Deartment One_

Operano Revenues. .................. 3... T1e7-. 17 r s1
Opeai Expenses:
Oper atn..... ................... 77,906 80.93 81.148
PMintena.L ...................... 12288 11.981 11.77
Deprdation and Depo ............... 16,707 17.978 18.803
Amortizatin Charged to Operafn. ........... 954 1.171 1.028

roperty L s Charged bo Operaian. ......... 229 244 159
Derred Expenses' .............. ..... 381 539 853
Taxes Oim Than Income Taxes. .......... . 12.980 13.316 13.548
Federal nc Taxes .................... 7.144 351 9.824
State Income Taxes .................. . 1,153 1,337 1.508
Defered Income Taxes:

Fedeal ......................... 2,744 1.715 1.512
Stab ........................... . 242 53 51
Iwstnent Tax Cred Adstent. ............ 1452) ( 510

Total Operatng Expees ............... 132-.7 13.173 139.700
Operatng Ince ..................... $30,044 30,744 S32,981

Afl Decinarrmnte
Operatng Revenues ................... ,1 S63 lM S192210
Opea Expenses:
Opeation. ......................... 92.712 95,492 94.868
:-enane ................. ..... 12,876 12.587 12.373
Depreciaton and Depkeon. ............... 18.019 19,359 20.145
Amorzation Charged bk Operation ........... 995 1.233 1.074
Popety Lsses Charged to Operalon. ......... 330 259 178
Defersed Expenses .................... 384 559 917
Taxes Ohe Than Inmne Taxe .............. 14,113 14,491 14,713
Feera Incme Taxs ................... 7,260 8.669 10,141
SteIncxnex Tax .................... 1.195 1.390 1.590
Defterd Income Taxes:

Federal ....... ........ ........ 3.120 1.980 1.830
Sbate ..................... ...... 269 69 24
nvesent Tax Credi Adjusment ........... 47 (52) 5

Total Operang Expenses ................. . .SOT2 155.56 157
Operating hIcoms .................... S31.339 $32,65 34,83
Ota rncome (Nonperati) Net. ........ (317) 1 1.12243
Awane far Oter Funds Used Duing Cbstucton. .. .s9 321 31

tncme Before Interest Charge (Grom kome) ... 31 34.13 343
ntrest Charges:
Ireest on Lor-Tenm Debt . .......... 13.783 13.302 13.006Intrest on Short-Tenn Deb. ........... 308 400 453
Amoratiaton d Deb Discount Expense and P reiu. 482 473 577
Oaer Interest Expense .. .. 842 820 1.021
AorKwm fIBomirwed Funds Wbed Dudrg 556 464 43

nterest Chage ................ .... 4 1431 . 14.1
Ikm Before Exraordlnay bmr .......... t17, 19.541 21,831
Exaod ry ns. ................... 2

Net Incomr. ....................... 17,417' 19,663 20,995
Pefed Dividend Charges ................ 114 1624

Avalble for Common Stock .. . .. . 15,703 18,039 19.4
Common Ddnd. ................... 14744 IS116 388

NM Income After Dlvdeds ............. S2 9 $222 $4,093
tn ** FrMne Cd * o* fw n c p 3xe8.raTo may. oer "'3 0u o r _.-- hxbpb m Soe a d9 r p o, m*..DOendhirm Tarn mw a F t > Rd)- wrS (paeL riawn m Spavy Rrtd) 7* t SbC (ps.uz ' pIW 7*Ni.VTper)Rda~7

' dE~ m s' i Ri D. erv -it (f1992--,; m123 j*t -,193i-:34 : 1995.- 4,e).
E arenay Ifamt'wns'idg Qamwi_ EBsh d da~g. u q vaI~p*r

f) Ot)fns cr' -negaoer ,vmw.
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SECTION IX FOAANCLAL

TABLE 723

Combined Income Statements - December 31st
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Intenmenpany Trwlsanaol Emsi U*ud
MUNMofsc Dollars

1996 1997r 199l8 %p 1
Opwrlir Rsvnum
El a d i c ........................... 5171.345 5183.164 5190,474
Gas ................... .......... la-w 22.006 19.590
other ................... .......... 10- 2i6 0-B1 3811

Total Opertng R avemas ................. rTN 3234-M SML3l

Oprsofra Expwaftr
Opmation & UakLeanne .................... 117,214 142,550 157,990
Deprsiallon A A m wm .................. 23.423 26.096 27220
Taxe s ......................... 27.481 26.265 24.306
O06W .................. ............ LM im MM

Toa Operating Exppns ................ . 2111 12UAI431 214-TU
Operatinga .h cv..... .35,090 33,7 $33,666 Soo nesA Page
M@et, hcoe IL Deductlorm for Ruvh" I OM9
AFUUC ( OC E uy) .................. )..... 384 240 185 ad
Otto" ................. ,,............. LM MN 1 Pranin l Mmhw 1g99
Tota Income S orv, bItanst Chaerge .......... . 3 13A 12 35- Dow

h~nlws Chargm
Inrst an LnTngTevm Debt ............... 13.379 14.077 14.548
Oer Interest Expense .................... 2.528 3.745 3.356
AFUDC ................... O......... am I= iz
"at hnyterst Chars .................... isI I17

Incame Before Extraordinary "lmm .............. 20.877 18.521 18.057
Extaorsnarwy "offss...................... M19 ~ 3-03 4U1

nET CEOI.E1.............. 1A........... 21157 S1548 16
RETAINED EAR#NGS

kL-anc. Janwy I ...................... 59.884 64.655 62,304
Net b zone ......................... 21.187 15.487 16.680
Pf and Pc Dividends Deared ....... ...... 1.122 726 456
Conwvion Stor DMdends Delred ........... 14.835 14.305 14283
Affusteenb .................. . La 1-240) I
Balance. Decerner 31 ..... $.. ...... . $65,019 563.871 265251

ttPe: T~ may net msiqwla tcampwgs di te B6 w )rpr v
b ,bcd 'upovbrp Wwb wl b gted h,.e Mdc~laSYi'J' shacs hi 1Tm* 7

p Pn,*w'. CwepCf b~ te' I9~l wi 1W9 ne mi etiib 16n Wph~ Pb.,. dCA1c mI we~b ate or cdCL~ Ut.l
as Decpabtmp an Y2-5908Z f ipdYw

( Dermles afti or nepadkfve wm.
Exfrao~rtwy Dnaijde ah. ~V tigu aypnxb' 7Er~aanyi yIlene iAt* rmdjrp* Effab ofs drw * in mouptho po

Sfmrc: LtIama SWraftM Repot FERC Fum 1; kAvxWRapm
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SECTION IX FINAtN

TABLE 72C

Combined Income Statements - December 31st
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Ir dmipany Transactons aEnol
MlUoD Of Dolbn

199e~ 1999p

ToMt R rrSu 2m S322
Operrtng Everi-

Enagy Expenses .................... ..... 93,891 106.5-6
Opraion & Mahnteannce ..................... 73,983 84.820
Depreciatin & A ztio .................... 2& 48 30.337
Otr Operat Expense .................... 39.422 488i0
Taxes (nrot Incomne)- Total .......... ...... . 13.611 13.198
bIan Taxes: Federal and O0her .............. 11B 1 104

Totl Operatng Expwr, ................... S2'1.13 S293.5.
Operating hc e ......................... 3416 S35,37

Total Other Ihne ........................ 1719 5 7
hcome bmon Intert CharsM. ............... .935 $41,047

Nelt Inrst ExpeN. ....................... 7 (149
M Income befoo Prefemd Distrtbuaons ......... tiaS $22f4s98

Tol Preferrd D0liuiorm ................... 11.5741 177
nMETCOME ON COMMON .................. ST17094 S2

Extraod ary lens- Total. ..................... 11795 ( O
bnic- ae r Extrordinry tpm. .............. S15299 S19-22

Basic Ea'inos pe Share ............. .. ...... 1.76 S2.19
Basic Eamnng per Share after Extraodn.ary Items 11 ....... $1.58 2-203
Dkted Earnngs per Share. .................... $1.76 S2'9
Dated Eaing per Share after Extraonary s I. ........ 1.57 2.03
Duted Averag Shres (- ) . ........ ......... 9,736 9,47S
Anuazad CommDvn Dvidend ......... ........... 14.067 14.188
CoynMon Dcidends per Share .................... 1.45 1.r50

Duvbe o ,ced p EdEb bF ei nDw M aifrtf l.mo , I Tjb 7Z
p Pnamily. Ca rPo t1r nd191p r, t tSSle Mln oir dplns Paw ctdec* our6 rb Ml w_.M . t.o cr c Mh
SltfiCd DepVnnr eWn 202-50-Z57 t0Ibr wsl

( ) e mrelr or n cegaim wake.
''T.araruy »mmt' ncrk ni En~lsc"td a scurig9 in ounan paricipil
Softm EE Finw" Dteptiio
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FINANCIAL SECT)ON IX

TABLE 73

Detail of Electric Operation & Maintenance Expenses
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities+

Mons ofDof ar

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999p
Pm'aon. ..................... ,6f4.650 JG.761 SW601 s75,671 58253
Tran issis d Dibx. ........... 7.838 7.905 8.1 8.63 9,55 Da
CustoinAcco ................ 3.42 35 341 3.761 43.000 NolAvat
Cubme Srvic and bnamn......... 2.01. 213 1 1 '1.24 1 1.1 alkt
Sale. ........... .......... .. 225 334 427 444 504 dPrin
Am]stam a3nd GeneaL ............. 1448 1332 13754 13407 132

TotW Optta & Mablntwnca Expensm. . .. M s2934 9 1.2 11073 f13
Co d o Fh r ..................... 529.842 S28.548 S0.451 $30.713 530.548

C*:erd am lT qul mm n mm dlndnm
pPOmWr. arfM9p Ind teb l neaP d p* Pae dio web *f *ad t ,www.Ja.u o ce ft
Shsa DEirwnv m 2ca -s5S7Z ft &Vdmhm
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TABLE 74
Detail of Taxes - Electric Department Only

Investor-Owned Electric Utilities+
Millons of Doltw

1994 1995 1996
%ooper %c 0per. % O per.

Amount Revenue Amout Revenue Amount Revenue
Federa Taxes
hanem ...................... S8.351 5.0 % $9.823 5.7 % S9.724 5.6 %
Derred Taxes on hcome. ............ 1,715 1.0 512 0.9 1,496 0.8
0nw Defernd xInme Taxes. .......... (495) N/M (510) N/M (540) N
M-scelneow Taxes ............... 1 -309 1 Q2 L 21
Total Federal Taxes Chaged o Income. ...... 10.880 35 12.068 70 11901 67

Sbte and Loca Tmaes ........... 13407 f 3B64 L iL5 Ia
ToM Taxes ChB9 d to bmcom e............ 5a2IL JL % L. fM7 14 %

1997 199 1999p
% oOper. % dOper. % o(per.

Amount Revenue Amount Revenue Amount Revers
Faedel Taxes

I ..m .. . .. ...... . ......... » .510,166 5.6 % 11,030 5.8 % Data %OelDrud Taxes on Ibnme' . ............ 30 - 9.991 52 Not Avalble
Ohm Deferred InbTn Taxes. .......... (431) NM (9.772) Nm at tme
LMscetneor Taes. ........... . 110 6 13 f d of Prinng
ToWb Fedeal Tam Chawgd to Inome. ..... 10,876 59 12.362 65

Stale and Lcal Taes. ............... 13971 Zi 13180 9
Totl Tax Chwged to bom ........ 244 % S .S42 14 s %

: AW. Ttr q n qua auraxe daoir doa tt h*WroWmunrdl .

M'doD k" M Lz 0ear pwW ase cer, tbx Ia'IWyear.b0t ID d _ii Risni rr d _s ef a96
~ inw'n .rmd iar czdb nprcrf M dwrpos bP ar ne t u tt cairEmtf.
(_Dw. ons.Mpe vLm. MU Ncl Atmarri
pP Fnn*ry. DflA r1999p nl aM MMi cfie, Pase chdKr webst Ja www,.e. a, o dlf
5SUMNfcj Derpwm xn 202-57-M2. htr LlFo.
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SECTInN CiX FNANCIL

TABLE 5

Capitalization and Capitalization Ratios
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

WS do Dotas
1994 1995 199 1997 19999

CAPTAMAT OUTSTAMNDG
krtwgg Bfnd l ......... S122.135 120.19g S120.79 511.154 S9.2

h0r Lo*Tmo Det ....... 5232 S4 I 46 81244 9
T Lmog-Tm D...... ..... 175 175,014 112s t1 7,I 130 Doat

Prsmhd StdL .......... 2.123 21.420 1B.590 19272 1B,4 bAvi Av.e
Camon CapUr SoL .... .. 4M87 67.189 9.427 80944 77.170 a ft
01w Pd-h C dof Pv
E q*B* Raid EwEigr'. 4. 8 4 43.651 35.865 40.333 41.72

Rihsd E nib.I ......... 5 5M 123 5Z379 1614 L
ToI C.qpiiB ......... 55LM S.5.NS L2= 5404.1 0 98773

CAPrTALIZATK RATIOS
Modgma BondL ........... 33.5 % 329 % 31.6 % 28.7 24.9% %
OW Lofn-Tm Detb ....... 14. 15D 201 2..

TOW Imon-Tr Dbt. ..... . 47 47.9 47A 48J 4"
PrBa SdocLk .......... 6.3 5.9 4.9 4.8 4.6
Caomrn Capb Sxk[ EM*y ... 4. 4.3 l. 4.4 43
Tow CdbXan. ....... j % aJu 1 % % 3 P % %

1'ck Ar, m T Caftr fM dpm rewW Soa_ b rI Ja _ Jd 5Cw, 1
p r. lbr Prc mM* j f f» PMs Gt* our M di p ,w.e wl a' cf .dr
SWfl 9p^rftmr 20B SM-M57Z r ift
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FINANCUAL SEXTION IX

TABLE 76

Statement of Cash Flows
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

Mions of Doda
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999p

Op adngActvWvs:

Net bCO .............................. $18192 2 71 214 $15.675 $17.51
bncasi Intr bxkudd in Net Incrr:

aprdaS . Depetion and Amrf . ............ 22,4 2325 24.840 28.075 29.490
Deferred ncoTne Tes Ne) .. ...... ...... ... 1435 1,137 1,437 (163) (1.191)
Alwanc f1 Funds Used Du*ig Cosb (Eqy ... 365) (218 ) (20) (190) (131)
Oth. ............................... (23) 2.088 1,347 1,975 421

Charnes m Wtrki Cap;ia Daf
Materiab and SupplBs, Fuel Inveories, Gas in Sorage ..... (254) 490 B 212 (389) Nd
Accou Rec vae (NeL .............. ..... 222 (1.563) (687) (2563) (674) Avaale
06e Curr Adse. .................... . 864 109 (220) 3 (527) at d
Acrued Ta(n ........ ............... (491) 11 (130) 128 38 dPRin
Accor Pyable and Oer Curren LbJBtes .......... 1 2 2257 123 6i2 9 Sfl)

NM Cah Provided By (Used For) Opeting AclvteM . . . S44,00 1 44 S4 $49.652 $49,342 44,332

Ivisting Aclivles:
Consbucon Eendte (ead AFDUCEquiy). ........ (26965) (24.089) (22.27) (25.636) (27,39)
RPtdaefO t O(ler bnves . ................. (1.649) (239) (6,917) (13.689) (7.928)
SatedOf he vesbnents .................... 838 941 1.454 1.166 9,732
Oer. ....................... ... .... 1a l 5 351 L631) LZ

NM Cash Povded By (Used For) Inveting ActWit. ..... (29,75) (S29,005) ($33,081) ($44,11) ($31,.42)

Financing Activtles:
Issuance of Convmm Stock (Nt Proced). .......... 2.135 1.357 1.796 3.846 3.557
kManc Co Pnrtre Ierce S:~c (Nst PrOcn ). ..... 1,176 1,345 1,388 7.027 1,678
Redenip onf Peferrd/Pefr Stoc (Nt Pament) ... (2.019) (3.011) (3.044) (4.156) (2217)
Redenpeno od Lo-Tnm Debt (Nt Poceeds). ......... (1649) (16.180) (19.180) (24.477) (27.105)
Comnon Stck OMdsn . ..................... (15.212) (15.500) (14.968) (14,972) (14253)
PrOeniPreference Shlck ividends ................ (1.260) (1.353) (681) (640) (557)
Issuance cr Lon-Temn DeM (Net Poeds) .......... 15,552 15,639 18.153 30.037 33,462
Inzaase (Dereas) in Shot-Ter Debt (Ne). ......... 1.092 1,725 2.479 4.696 11.498
O0 r Fmanrig. .................... .. 11 613 (1 31 5 L12t161)

NM Ch Provided By (Ued For) Financng Actv ... (114,144 (S17,92) (515,375) 516 (s6,09)

NM Iw r e(Decrs)i) In C4 d C"h Eqlmenlt .... $107 i L Z 1. 196 6.499 i6.39
Ate ToaWnmay ei a sn o rcaeroanf* AI to idepnir Mwnidv.

Dinetu s.
p Prf r . DalJtois * Imp ,t vaIl &n rrtJ n Ph. crid d, CeS i_ * X_.wedi. av v dr
SbfifEc Depa*nef an 2M-S6 757 2.r wdvL
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SECTION IX - FINANCIAL

TABLE 77

Public Utility Long-Term Financing
Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Year, Type of Issue, Pupose and Type of Ulity
1994-1999 - Thousands of Dollars

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
ELECTRIC UIJTIE

Toal Lon-Term Det. ..... 7,.4Oo.104 $5,6704 57572.05 1 373.110 $16,4S552 $13.427.536
New CapiL ......... . 5.750.002 3.376.637 3.004.165 5.488.110 9,215.430 10.176.334
R efxn d. ........... 2090.102 2491267 2.747.900 885.000 .270.122 3,251202

Toal Peferred Stock .... »1,119,00 $610,000 $483,500 13,080,250 $2238,605 1,662000
New Capitl ........... 1,069500 610.000 383.500 2.930.250 1.079.000 612.000
RIeuAd*tg .......... 5.000 100.000 150.000 1.159,605 1.050.000

Toal Cemmon Stock ..... 1,149.l 70 n722.403 $954.477 $1,031,376 $2310,017 -
New Capital .......... 1,149.870 722.403 584.614 1.031,376 1,693.631
Ron.n. ............ - 369.863 - 616.386

TOTAL CAPAL ....... . 510,109,474 $7.200,307 57.190,042 $10.484,736 $21.034,174 $15,089.536
New Capi .......... 7.969.372 4,709.040 3.972,279 9,449.736 11,988,061 10,788,334
·Rf .u.......... . 2140,102 2.491.267 3217.763 1,035.000 9.046.113 4,301.20

GAS UTJTES*
Total Long-Tem D bt .... . 1,310900 9170,000 899,000 51,922.000 $4.075,500 $1,554,600

New Capital .......... 1240.800 795.000 499.000 997.000 1.935,500 1,434.600
Refun.* ............ 150.000 175.000 400.000 925.000 2.140.000 120.000

Toal efrred Stock. .... 105,000 S238,T50 $117,300 S547500 $100,000 -
New Capital .......... 30.000 238.750 117.300 547.500 100.000
Resntdbn........... 75,000

Total Common Stock. ..... S270,438 $335,951 5403.699 S42,67 S2,239,825 22206
;4ew Capil .......... 270.438 302,801 403.699 365.667 2236.525 22206
Rtefundig. ........... - 33.150 - 117.000 3.300

TOTAL CAPITAL ....... . $1,766,238 S1,544,701 $1,419,999 S2.52,167 $6,415,325 $1576J06
New Capita ........... 1.541.23 1.336.551 1.019.999 1,910.167 4,272,025 1,456806
Refuandg ........ 225.000 206.150 400.000 1.042.000 2.143,300 120.000

ALL OTHER UTMIES+
Total Long-Tem Dbt ..... $4536,600 6,071,015 $9,493,806 511,29,505 522,2760 513,091,126

New Capital .......... 2.086.600 1.676.015 5,545.200 8.354,108 15.982.760 10,591.126
Reunding ............ 2,450,000 4.395.000 3.948.606 2.935.397 6.540.000 2500.000

Total Preferred Stock. .... S102,300 S91.250 S1,145.000 2,396,900 $1.082,500 $580.000
Nw Capita. ............ 102,300 91B,250 1.145.000 2.096.900 1.082,500 580,000
Refudn .......- - 300.00 -

Total Common Stock. ..... $361,50 2.2 53,296540 S32,76,639 S2,116,350 53,10,409
Nw CapIat ........ . 361,550 2.302.909 2,667.478 3,776.639 804,350 2347,809
Re di ..... ....... ,- - - 1,312.000 862,600

TOTAL CAPITAL ........ 500,450 $,292,174 13,935,346 $17,463,04 25,721,610 1681535
New Capit ........... . 2.50.450 4,897,174 9,357,676 14227,647 17.869610 13518.935
Rehu in ............ 2,450,000 4,395,000 4.577.668 3235.397 7.852.000 3.362600

TOTAL UTIUTY FIANCIGI
Total Long-Term Deb ... 1.. 313.767504 $12.908,91 11419,7u 1 $1954,615 S43,03,812 S28062

New Capita .......... 9.077,402 5.847.652 9.048.365 14.839,218 27,133,690 22.202,060
Refid ........... 4.690.102 7,061.67 7.096.506 4.745.397 15.9.122 5.871.02

Total Pefrred Stock . ... $1,326,800 S1,767,000 51.745,800 $6,024,65 $3,421,10 2242,000
New Capia... .......... 1.201.800 1,767.000 1.645.800 5.574.650 2261,500 1,192.000
Refudi"n ............. .125.000 - 100.000 450.000 1.159.605 1,050,000

Total Common Stock..... 5,T1856 $3,361,263 $4,654,716 $5,290,683 $6,666193 $3232615
New Capita .......... 1.781.858 3,328.113 3.655.791 5.173.683 4,734,507 2,370,015
ReLxding. .. .. .. .. .- . . - 33,150 998,925 117.000 1.931.686 862600

TOTAL CAPITAL ...... .. $16.76,162 $18,037,182 22545,387 S38,899,94 53,171,110 $33,54777
NewCapital ..... . . . . . 12,061,060 10.942.765 14.349.956 25.587.551 34.129.697 25.764.075
Refuding ........... 4.815.102 7.094,417 8.195.431 5.312.397 19.041.413 7.783,802

0Catt,. » 1o le /deui<r b b.d l'purwe*nwaW dwiuce 'ruw. 'tuS Qosl ~ew Ieneaem V, . "TJWies'liaI« w.Me, b'wr "J.:d-Wes-not *irusdfra. t r ~=b__ frS nAsbogeadsj dpoLXU~ o'ndlbo~nds (inmIon sdols * r19. S556: 1M.9 S551; 1997 J;99 6 $1.'e;o
*19. $. .andr1994, Sl. 77 Swrxl PUFTr. Inc vUkly .rn Trnc.'
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FINANCAL SECTION IX

TABLE 7n

Weighted Average of Yields on Newly Issued Domestic Bonds
and Preferred Stocks

1979-1999
UUy BonPreftfd Sbdo

Electic Al Industrl AJ
Year Wand Ga TepWone _ tWat fWota UUas Bods _ UUlese
1BT9...... 10W5 % 10.2 % - % 10.84 949 9.76
19M ..... 13.46 1250 - 13.09 11.66 1228
191. ...... 16.31 15S 1830 15.16 15.11
1982 .... 14.93 1423 - 145 13.65 14.42
19z81 . ... . 12.70 11.72 - 1Z53 11.50 12.06
194 ...... 1425 273 13.33 1258 1316
1965 ..... 11.3 11.54 11.18 11.78 11.64 10.08
19&6 .... 9.6 91 6 9.45 9.38 826
197 ..... 9.7 9.4 9.3 75 9.29 7.83
198N ..... 10.03 10.05 1015 10.19 9.94 7.38
199 ..... 992 .6 - 9.27 9.51 9.24
1990 ..... 9.69 9.74 - 9.83 9.91 9.34
1991 ...... 9.06 8.95 8.89 9.03 .15 822
1992 ...... 12 7.67 &06 8.04 8.62 7.36
1993 ...... WVA NMA NA N/A 7.54 IWA
1994 ...... 7.47 9.18 - 0 8.86 6.61
1995 ..... 7.82 7.33 7.87 7.75 7.80 WA
1996 ...... 6.5 7.01 WA .97 7.58 7.46
1997 ...... .UA NA WA NA WA WA
199 ...... WA WA WA WA WA WA
199 ...... WA IWA WA MA MIA WA
MA hNo APv .
Sowt :A*xxy hmslcn Swc*..

78 EE S bt3a- Year,.* -Copyrg (C) 2000 EE
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SECTION IX FINANCIAL

TABLE 79

Moody's Average Yields on Utility Bonds and Stocks
By Moodys Bond Ratings and Stdck Ouaity Groups

1989-1999

BONDS PREFERRED STOCKS COMMON STOCWS
H ,gh Good Medhim

________BainR ________ 0Quamy __MY 92f
Over- aa a baa

MI- H»I4g Good Medumn E/P EP EP
End oMonf OQuaiy Aaa Aa A Baa ualOty Quality Ouality Yte RaIot Yied Ralo~ Yield Rado
1909
Decrntar... 9.33 8.93 929 9.46 9.2 8.88 925 9.38 5.83 8.69 6.57 8.79 7.68 &19
September.. 9.48 9.15 9.42 9.59 9.77 8.91 9.43 9.73 6.47 9.00 7.06 805 8.01 9.11
Ae ....... 9.36 9.01 926 9.53 9.64 8.93 9.37 9.73 6.41 9.15 725 7.79 6.14 9.77
Mardl ..... 10.21 9.96 10.06 1027 10.54 9.54 10.11 10.38 7.06 10.21 7.98 8.50 9.13 10.87

1990
Decemer... 9.58 9.18 9.43 9.73 9.99 9.08 9.30 9.54 6.60 8.75 6.84 6.62 7.89 6.62
September.. 10.04 9.75 9.88 1019 10.33 9.30 9.70 9.84 7.03 8.09 &91 7.71 9.12 7T29
June....... 9.68 9.38 9.62 9.77 996 9.17 9.46 9.71 6.79 9.55 7.16 8.48 7.94 6.59
March...... 9.79 9.51 9.70 9.84 10.10 9.18 9.47 9.63 6.53 9.47 7.18 9.00 6.46 7.22

1991
DecnTeI ... 8.60 8.20 .55 .71 8.92 8.23 8.34 8.57 5.56 7.26 5.73 6.97 6.63 6.13
Septmber.. 8.95 8.58 8.91 9.07 925 8.39 8.59 8.82 5.96 8.07 6.13 7.52 7.16 8.07
June ....... 9.42 9.13 928 9.54 9.72 8.77 8.89 9.19 7.08 &98 6.79 837 792 &31
Mardch..... 9.37 9.03 9.23 9.53 9.61 8.87 9.07 9.20 6.91 8.16 6.59 7.87 7.57 6.37

1992
December... 830 7.93 8.26 8.38 8.62 7.88 8.16 8.53 5.41 6.59 6.07 7.20 6.56 7.68
September.. 8.35 8.06 8.31 8.43 8.60 7.78 8.12 8.42 5.54 6.75 6.46 7.26 6.62 6.29June....... 8.60 8.24 .60 8.72 8.83 8.18 826 8.65 5.66 674 626 7.09 7.30 6.40
March...... 8.82 8.41 878 8.94 9.15 8.18 8.32 8.65 6.02 7.34 714 7.50 7.33 6.29

1993
December... 741 7.13 7.27 7.42 7.82 7.37 7.62 8.35
September.. 7.09 6.85 7.00 7.10 7.39 7.47 7.87 831 Not available
June....... 7.57 7.31 7.44 7.58 7.95 7.62 8.06 8.38
March...... 7.88 7.65 7.76 7.94 8.18 7.70 8.06 8.41

1994
December... 8.83 8.59 8.72 8.79 9.20 8.17 8.65 9-22
Seplember.. 8.80 8.57 8.69 8.79 9.17 7.73 8~25 8.85 Not avibble
June....... 8.51 8.27 8.42 8.51 8.85 7.60 7.90 8.62
Mari...... 8.05 7.84 7.98 8.07 8.31 7.24 7.65 8-35

1995
December... 7.10 6.82 8.92 7.14 7.53 7.00 7.08 8.00
September.. 7.58 7.37 7.44 7.58 7.94 7.05 7.35 8.15 Not avaiable
June....... 7.67 7.45 7.54 7.64 8.04 7.08 7.45 8.23
March ...... 8.39 8.17 828 7.36 8.76 7.42 7.91 855

1996
December... 7.56 7.30 7.43 7.57 7.95 6.92 6.96 8.15
September.. 7.88 7.63 7.71 7.89 8.28 7.17 721 8.12 Not avaable
June....... 7.91 7.67 7.72 7.91 8.35 7.21 7.26 8.08
Marnh ...... 7.79 7.52 7.61 7.80 824 7.18 7.23 8.07

1997
December... 7.16 6.99 7.07 7.16 7.41 NMA WA N/A
Septberw.. 7.60 7.45 7.54 7.56 7.84 WA WA NWA No avaable
June....... 7.77 7.55 7.68 7.72 8.12 6.67 6.95 8.20
March...... 7.92 7.70 7.84 7.87 8.26 6.98 7.01 812

1991
December... 6.84 6.43 6.78 6.91 724 6.23 6.50 7.37
Septiter.. 6.88 6.66 6.78 6.93 7.13 5.49 5.75 6.52 Not avaiab
June ...... 6.99 6.80 6.91 7.03 7.21 5.83 621 6.61
March...... 7.13 6.96 7.04 7.16 7.37 6.10 8.40 6.45

1999
December...
September.. Not avaable Not vaable Not avaibe
June ......
Marchi.....

Note: Y'dAC: show" mdr, .nd . toC aind ,omn~ -f ',;cv. s ; rwsragez often compas in eadc quy op.
·Ara4 d yied fr 'ec L, UW, h.t i eCdf fft Irtm 'Ap Y shorwnl.X
~RabO ip PeCw a otawtmn by cni~rig saiwig pw ijy by m ralt ce per shaut

Soue: dAy' hmrst Swere.
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.FNANCIAL SECTION IX

TABLE 80
Moody's 24 Utility Common Stocks

End-of-Month Averages
Septem- Norw Decam

Yea Average Jauary Fenary Mari Apr JW _y August ber Odober bet be
MARKT PRICE -WEI;HTED AVERAGE -5 PER SHARE

1967. 10.28 123.06 118.35 113.48 107.10 103.30 105.83 1044 10666 10.L 9 9.39 96.30 9424
1968. 97.67 102.-6 100.38 922 91.65 95.42 9688 9651 9627 98.81 101.32 99.67 10094
1969. . 110.45 103.23 99.81 9664 10249 107.29 111.25 117.12 11370 113.73 11628 119-35 1222
1900.. 112.61 116.90 116.81 11426 107.68 111.55 112.5 113.38 104.90 104.47 114.55 11.56 117.77
1991.. 126.97 116.65 121.00 123.29 12 120.48 119.19 124.25 127.80 132.77 134.13 137.81 144.02
192.. 137.32 1387 133.1 131.76 135.72 136.89 135.01 141.92 138.59 13a894 137.75 138.1 144.06
1993.. 151.22 144.48 152.9 152.36 150.37 149.20 151.26 155.07 158.79 155.80 153.40 144.20 14670
194. . . 121.6 142.60 133.20 17.00 127.50 11880 112.80 118.80 119.70 114.40 113.60 114.00 115.50
1995. . 130.53 124.10 123.50 119.90 12Z.90 131.00 129.70 130.30 130.00 137.50 138.00 13650 14290
199 . . 133-27 145.90 139.60 134.40 127.20 133.00 134-20 123.60 126.70 127.40 133.00 13820 13600
1997. .. 135.07 135.20 134.70 130.70 126.50 129.60 134.10 136.90 131.90 134.69 137.70 140.67 148.18
1998 . . 161.03 148.60 151.93 160.83 153.95 154.48 159.51 151.14 160.47 16813 164.59 17696 181.84
1999.. NotAvabb

DIVIDEND RATE -WEIGHTED AVERAGE -S PER SHARE
17. . . 9.12 9.09 9.09 9.09 9.12 9.13 9.13 9.13 9.13 9.14 9.14 9.14 9.12
1988. 8.87 9.17 9.17 8.95 8.98 899 9.03 8.6 8.6 9 6 8.69 8.69 8.71
1989.. 8.82 8.76 &78 6.78 8.80 .81 8.84 8.4 8.84 8.84 8.84 8.85 8.85
199... . .79 8.99 9.03 9.03 8.70 869 .72 8.72 8.72 8.72 3.72 8.73 8.7
1991... 8.95 8.87 8.91 8.91 8.92 892 95 .95 8.95 8.95 8.99 9.00 9.02
199 . 9.05 9.12 9.16 9.16 9.17 9.19 9-22 9.23 9.23 8.76 .79 8.80 8.82
1993. . 8.99 8.92 8.96 8.96 8.97 .98 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.04 9.05 9.04
1994.. 8.96 3.94 8.94 8.94 8.95 8.9.96 .96 8.9 8.96 8.96 9.01 9.01 9.01
1995 9.02 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.01 9.06 9.06 9.06
1996. . . 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9 9. 9.06
1997. .. 9.06 9.06 3.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06 9.06
1998. 7.83 9.06 7.85 7.64 7.69 7.64 7.67 7.67 7.61 7.51 7.59 8.01 8.01
1999... Not Avaabe

YIELD- %
1967. .. 8.58 7.39 7.68 8.01 8.50 8.88 8&3 8.91 8a64 8.91 9.29 9.49 9.68
1988. . . 9.08 8.92 9.14 9.40 9.80 9.42 9.32 9.00 9-03 8.79 8.58 8.72 8.63
1989. . . 8.02 8.49 8.80 8.90 8.59 8.21 7.95 7.55 7.77 7.77 7.60 7.42 7_22
1990. . . 7.82 7.69 7.73 7.90 8.08 7.79 7.75 7.69 831 8.35 7.61 7.49 7.44
1991. . 7.07 7.60 7.36 7.23 7.30 7.40 7.51 7.20 7.00 6.74 6.70 6.53 6.26

992 . . 6.61 6.71 6.88 6.95 6.76 6.71 6.83 6.50 8.66 8.30 6.38 6.37 6.25
1993. .. 5.95 6.17 5.86 5.88 5.97 6.02 5.95 5.80 5.67 578 5.87 627 6.16
1994. .. 7.41 6.32 6.71 7.04 7.02 7.54 7.94 7.54 7.49 7.83 7.93 7.90 7.80
1995.. 6.93 7.26 7.30 7.52 7.33 6.88 6.95 692 6.93 6.55 6.57 6.64 6.34
1996. . 6.81 6.21 6.49 6.74 7.12 6.81 6.75 .33 7.15 7.11 6.81 6.56 6.67
1997. .. 6.72 6.72 6.93 6.93 7.16 699 6.76 662 6.87 652 6.58 6.44 6.12
199.... 4.68 6.10 5.17 4.75 4.95 4.81 5.07 4.74 4.47 4.61 453 4.40
199 .. NotAvaab-bl_

-:Q w .wnwmg Orl e 12 ,'D'ms w ,d Ach.T 31. Am 30, Spg w3.rO. ?dDecnbw 31.
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SECTION X ECONOMICS AN OTHER

SECTION X
Economics and Other

TABLE 82
Consumer Price Index, 1979-1999

1982-84 Equabl 100

AS LnT Food and Beraga bHousing
Psreat Percenl Pecm

YeWar d Change Indexl OgChs dex Clhag
1979 .... 726 11.3 79.9 10.7 70.1 123
190... 824 13.5 8.7 8.5 81.1 15.7
1961..... 90.9 10.3 93.5 7.8 90.4 11.5
19g .... 965 62 97.3 4.1 96.9 72
1983... 99.6 3.2 99.5 2.3 99.5 2.7
1964..... 103.9 43 103.2 3.7 103.6 4.1
1985.... 107.6 3-6 105.6 2.3 107.1 4.0
1986..... 109.6 1.9 109.1 3.3 110.9 3.0
197 ..... 113.6 3.6 113.5 4.0 114.2 3.0
1988 . . 11&3 4.1 118.2 4.1 1185 3.8
199..... 124.0 4.8 124.9 5.7 123.0 3.8
1990..... 130.7 5.4 132.1 58 128.5 4.5
1991 ..... 136.2 42 136.8 3.6 133.6 4.0
1992.... 140.3 3.0 138.7 1.4 137.5 2.9
1993... 144.5 3.0 141.6 21 1412 27
1994 . 1482 26 1449 2.3 144.8 25
1995..... 1524 2.8 148.9 2.8 148.5 2.6
1996 .... 156.9 3.0 153.7 32 1S2.8 29
1997..... 160.5 2.3 157.7 2.6 156.8 2.6
1998 ..... 163.0 1.6 161.1 22 160.4 23
999.... 166.6 22 164.6 2.2 163.9 2.2

Transportam Gas and Elcbcy Elecicid
PFr. Percrn Perce

Year Index Chage hdea Change Index Chng
1979 .... 70.5 14.3 61.0 10.9 65.6 7.7
19 .... 831 17.9 71.4 17.0 75.8 15.5
1981.... 93.2 122 81.9 14.7 87.2 15.0
19.... 97.0 4.1 93.2 13.85. 9.9
1983 .-... 99.3 2.4 101.5 8-9 98.9 3.2
1984 .... .1037 410.44 38 105.3 6.5
1985 .... 106.4 26 107.1 1.6 108.9 3.4
1986 .. . 1023 (3.9) 105.7 (1-3) 110.4 1.4
197.... 105.4 3.0 103.8 (1.8) 110.0 (0.4)
198. .. 108.7 3.1 104.6 0.8 1115 1.4
1989 . .. 114.1 5.0 107.5 28 114.7 29
199 ... 120.5 5.6 109.3 1.7 117.4 24
1991 .... 1238 27 112 30 121. 3.7
1992. . 126.5 22 114.8 2.0 124.2 20
1993 ..... 130.4 3.1 118.5 32 126.7 2.0
1994..... 134.3 3.0 119.2 0.6 126.7 0.0
1995..... 139.1 3.6 1192 0.0 129.6 23
1996..... 143.0 2.8 122.1 2.4 131.9 1.8
1997. .... 144.3 0.9 125.1 2.5 132.5 0.5
196 .... 141.6 (19) 121.2 (3.1) 127.4 (3.8)
199 . . . .144.4 20 120.9 (02) 126.5 (0.7)
(I) D ftn vra. rRviRsd
Souc: U.S. Deprwnem of Labr. &vsu L6or s Mtyr Labor r R»w.
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ECONOMCS AND OTHER SECTION X

7~I TABLE 83

Producer Price Index -
Finished Goods and Selected Industrial Commodities

1982 Equals 100

Meta and Machinery Funire and Fuels and Rbald
Finished Goods Metal Produs andEqipment Household Durabtes Prodcts and Power

Percent wPe~nt Pvte Prn4Pt Percent
Year Index Chane Idex Cha Index COawe Index Chnge Index Chan

1979.. 77.6 11T2 6.0 142 76.7 9.1 8. 6.5 5.9 26.7
1980. . . 88.0 13.4 95-0 10.5 86.0 12.1 9. 9. 5 828 40.6
1981. . . 96.1 92 99.6 4.8 94.4 9.8 9&9 5.7 100.2 21.0
1982. 100.0 4.1 100.0 0.4 100.0 59 100.0 4.3 100.0 (02)
1983. . 101.6 1.6 101.8 1.8 102.7 2.7 103.43.4 5.9 (4.1)
1964. . . 103.7 21 104.8 29 105.1 2.3 1057 2-2 94.8 (1.1)
1985. . . 104.7 1.0 104.4 (0.4) 1072 2.0 107.1 1.3 91.4 (3.6)
198 . 1032 (1.4) 1032 (1.1) 108.8 1.5 10.2 1.0 69.8 (23.6)
1987. . . 105.4 2.1 107.1 3.8 110.4 1.5 109.9 1.6 702 0.6
1988. . O 00 2.5 118.7 10.8 1132 2.5 113.1 2.9 68.7 (5.0)
199. . . 113.6 52 124.1 45 117.4 3.7 1169 3.4 72.9 9.3
1990. . . 1192 4.9 122.9 1.0 120.7 2.8 1192 2.0 82.3 12.9
1991. . 121.7 2.1 120.2 (22) 123.0 1.9 1212 1.7 81.2 (1.3)
1992 . . 1232 2 1 119.2 (0.8) 123.4 0.3 122.2 O. 80.4 (1.0)
1993. . . 124.7 12 119.2 0.0 124.0 0 1237 2 80.0 (0.5)
1994. 125 0.6 124.8 4.7 125.1 0.9 12.1 1.9 7.8 (28)
1995. . . 127.9 1.9 134.5 7.8 126.6 1.1 128.2 1.6 78.0 0.1
1996. . . 131.3 27 131.0 (2.6) 1265 (0.1) 130.4 1.7 85.8 10.0
1997. 131.8 0.4 131.8 0.6 125.9 (0.5) 130.8 0.3 85.9 0.1
199r. . . 130.7 (0.8) 127.8 (3.0) 124.9 (0.8) 131.3 0.4 75.3 (12.3)
1999p... 133.1 1.8 124.6 (2.5) 124.3 (0.5) 131.7 0.3 80.6 7.0

Petemr Products
Coal Gas Fuels Eedic Power Crude Petrleumn Raed

Perent Percent Prcent Per cent
Year Index Ca Change Ind Change Index Change dx hange Index Chang
1979. 84.3 4.9 51.3 27.0 66.5 8.0 51.3 25.4 58.4 38.4
1980. . . 87.4 3.7 71.7 39.8 79.1 18.9 75.9 48.0 B8.6 51.7
1981. . 93.0 6.4 88.6 23.6 90.3 14.2 109.6 44.4 105.9 19.5
1982. . 100.0 7.5 100.0 12.9 100.0 10.7 100.0 (8.8) 100.0 (5.6)
1983. 100.5 0.5 108.1 8.1 102.8 28 92.9 (7.1) 89-9 (10.1)
1984. . . 102-2 t.7 104.5 (3.3) 1082 5.3 91.3 (1.7) 87.4 (2.8)
1985. . . 1022 0.0 98.7 (5.6) 111.6 3.1 84.5 (7.4) 83.2 (4.8)
1986. . . 100.8 (1.4) 83.2 (15.7) 112.6 0.9 469 (44.5) 532 (36.1)
1987. . 97.1 (3.7) '74.1 (10.9) 110.6 (1.8) 55.5 18.3 56.8 6.8
1988. . . 95.4 (1.8) 71.4 (3.6)- 1112 0.5 46.2 (16.8) 53.9 (5.1)
1969. 95.5 0.1 75.3 5.5 114.8 32 56.3 21.9 61.2 13.5
1990. .. 97.5 2.1 78.4 4.1 117.6 2.4 71.0 26.1 74.8 222
1991. . . 972 (0.3) 77.0 (1.8) 1243 5.7 61.9 (128) 672 (102)
1992. . . 95.0 (2.3) 75.9 (1.4) 126.3 1.6 58.0 (6.3) 647 (3.7)
1993. . . 96.1 12 78.5 3.4 128.6 1.8 51.4 (11.4) 62.0 (42)
1994. .. 96.7 0.6 72 7.3 128.7 0.1 47.1 (8.4) 59.1 (4.7)
1995. . . 95.0 (19) 65.2 (11.0) 130.9 1.7 51.1 .3 60. 2.5
196. . . 94.5 (0.5) 88.3 35.4 131.6 0.5 62.6 22.5 70.1 15.3
1997. . 96.0 1.6 95.1 7.7 1315 (0.1) 57.5 (8.1) 67.9 (3.1)
199e.. 93.6 (2.5) 76.6 (19.5) 129.9 (12) 357 (37.9) 513 (24.4)
t999p. . 90.5 (3.3) 8.4 11.5 129.0 (0.7) 50.3 40.9 60.9 187
p Pnir*y. r/.bfi
O DWW98 nL , I lw
Soum: U.S. DePW W d La/er. Baum d Labor Sbbsic P Pmducr Pnce hnets.
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ECONOMICS ANM OTHER SECTON X

f TABLE U

Circuit Miles of Overhead Electric Une of 22,000 Volts and
Above in Service - Total Electic Utility Industry

By State and Votage Groups

Cncat Mies NanrWa Circite Mon

Slate/ivisk 1998p 1997 1996 Vdtbge 1996 1997 1996

Toal Unitd Stbs. ... 714477 711,438 7M09 Toll. ......... 714,477 711.438 7039
-i ............ 3.843 3.S85 3.870 22.o0- 30,00 ... 104.713 103.740 101213
Ne H pshie ....... 2706 2706 2.756 31.000 40,000.. - 107.782 105.5 103
Vennt 2.........,151 2.1 2,146 41.000.50.00... 51,302 51.349 51.390

a=ssad setib ...... 6,528 6.509 6608 51.00070....00. ... 108,113 107.746 108.070
Rhlde Ltand ....... 628 646 702 71,000.131.000. . .. 7. 9.787 95.181
Connecei. ........ 3,025 3.025 3.056 132,0 43000 ..... 7089. 708S 7493 70,150
Nm Englbnd. ...... 1 81 18.914 19.138 144.000-18 0 . .. 25.432 25.38 25120

New YoIL ......... 20,795 2,786 21.464 189000-23.000 . .. 71.175 69.696 68,670
New Jersey . ........ .771 6.756 6,787 254.000-40.000..... 46865 49.338 4929
Pennsylv a ........ 31,503 30.253 26.343 401.000600,000 ... 2438 28,218 27.667

UMddle A tl. ..... 59,070 57.794 54,594 601.000-800,D000... . 738 2. 22. 561
Oio. ........... 24.663 24.725 24.643
Idana.......... 16,081 16.179 16,138
111n . ........... 21.042 20.744 20.164
Mit n .......... 25526 26,373 26.507
Wsconsin. ......... 12.276 12.489 12.514
Eat North Cehtl. ... 99,5 100,510 99967

MAnesola ........ 9.835 10.038 10,033
owa ............ 13.806 13,913 14.066
lssou .. .......... 11,409 11.319 11.649

North Dakota. ....... 7,638 7,641 7,641
South Dakota. ....... 8.353 8.353 8.357
Nebrska ........ . 15,607 15.546 15.567
Kansas ........... 10,443 10.440 10,392
West North Cntral. ... 77,090 77,251 77.705

Debware ......... 5,860 5.710 5,699 1998 resd and 1999 prenlmnary data not avlable.
Maytnd ......... 6.994 6.994 6.971
Oistrni o Cuntbia. .... 10 10 10 Plase Se the next pg fr It data fho tth
V·qinia ......... . 15,402 15,335 15246 North Amrican Eectric Reliabity Councl
West V rnia . ...... 9.488 9,465 9.414
Nort CarB ....... 27,117 27.613 27,683
Souh Carna. ...... 22,193 22.130 22.12
Gor ........... 31248 31.239 31.056
Florid. .......... 19.662 19.434 19.351
South Atlntc. ..... 137,975 137,930 137,641

Kentucky .......... -10,148 1007 10.049
Tennessee ......... 23.371 22.767 22.538
Abarna .......... 22.108 22.051 22.327
MPssissippl ........ 6.912 6,797 6,849

East South CentraL. . . 62,39 61,712 61,763
Aansas..... . 8. .50 8.110 7.962
Louisana ......... 13.484 13,237 13.366
Oklahoaa ......... 9.911 9.911 9.909
Texas ............ 66.759 65.673 62,452
West South Cntra .. 98.304 96931 93.689

Montana .......... 10.927 10.988 10.968
a..... .. . .. 13,677 13.346 13.393

Wyonrfg. ......... 6.519 6.540 6,508
Cdoorado. ......... 8.147 8.274 8289
New M o. ....... 8,203 8.201 8.103
Arizona........... 15.146 15.120 14.441
Uah........... . 105 103 8.103
Nevad ........... 8,751 8.403 8,356
Mountain. .......... 7475 78,974 78,161

Washigton........ . 20.486 20.350 20.229
Oregon... ........ 12.184 12.090 12.099
Caifomnia ......... 46.163 48.313 45.440

Pacifc. ........ 71833 71,753 77,768
Alaska........... 824 770 769
Haa........... . 1.899 1.899 1,899
AJaska Haaw. .... 2,723 2,669 2,668

Note: Total may ndo equal su df pcmnns hdu to indepdende rorun t.
'Does nol indude mres of l operated ty opatatves.
p PAWiinay
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ECONOMICS AND OTHER SECTON X

/- TABLE ST

Circuit Miles of Overhead Electric Une of 22,000 Volts and
Above in Service - Investor-Owned Electric Utilities

By Slate and Votage Groups

Cia Mes Noml CkO Mste
Sate/ivisio t 199ep _ 1997 1996 VcdIge 199p 1997 1996
Total Utnfd Stat' .... 57,88 576,50 569.446 Toal ........ 577T84 57508 5644

ine ........... 3,816 3.858 3-,3 22000 30,000... 7957 79,547 77,165
Nmw Hapshi. ...... 2.706 2.06 2756 31.000-40,00... 98216 9.527 93.678
Vermnt ......... 2.038 2.031 2.030 41.0050. ..0 . 47,851 47.878 47.893

assadHtu.ft...... 6,131 6.113 6.212 51,SO- 70,000 .. 86,92 86939 7.324
Rhode Islad ....... 628 646 702 71.000-131.000.. 77.66 77.898 76.464
Coed a ........ 2,991 2.991 3,023 132.000-143000... 65,544 65194 64,895

· w Englnd ...... 1,311 1.346 18,56 144.000-188000. ... 10.369 10383 10,253
New Yo. ......... 1090 16.00 1.759 a9.0-2S3.000. ... 51,86 51.342 50.603
New Jersey ....... 6,762 6.746 6.778 254.000-40000 ... 39,632 40.684 41,Z70
Pens4yva. ....... 31.415 30,155 26255 401.000000,0. 17588 17.560 17,495
Mkd AU c d ..... 56,27 54,991 1,791 601.00 ,000 ... 2.583 2.566 2.406

Ohio ............ 23 23,944 23.863
Idna. ........ 15.377 15.484 15.440

s............ 20,639 20,342 19,765
Mdian. ......... 2552 26.093 26230

scosin. ......... 12.059 12.271 12296
Eat North Cft t ... 97,215 9,135 97,594

MT9........ 9,112 9.292 9.289
Iowa .1......... 113 1,8 1 1584 11.734
ASMI. .......... 10.481 10.410 10.744
Norh Dakota ....... 551 5,585 5.584
Seuth Dakota........ 4.194 4.195 4.192
Nebraska......... 94 94 94

ansas ........... 10,161 10,158 10,104
Wet North Central. ... 31,004 51,317 51,740

Deaware .......... 5.635 5.635 5.624 1998 rev d and 1999 pr.rmlnay data not avaable.
Maryn.......... 6.78 6,978 6.955
Dbtict oCoknb .... 10 10 10
Vtina. .......... 14930 1.1.,867 14777
West Vgiia ........ 9,488 9,465 9,414
North Car..... 26.315 26.828 26.903
Seuth C a. ...... 18.571 1 18.563 18,632
Geaia --. .......... 29,191 29.184 29.072
Fboria ........... 14.195 14.147 14.099
Souh Atnt ..... 125,313 125,666 125,486

;eL -. K ........... 86909 7,999 7,961
Tensse........ 326 316 316
Aabarb ......... 18,903 18.856 19.124
MIssissi. D ......... 4.875 4.774 4.857
Eat South Cemra. .... 32,173 31,45 32259

Aiansa ..... 7..508 7,468 7.323
Losana ......... 13,347 13.113 13242

tahomta......... 8,228 8,233 8,230
Texas . ....... . . 59.595 58,662 55.479
Wat South CamraL . . 88,678 47A75 4.274

M tana. ......... ,16 8,196 876
Iaho. ........ . 12,675 12.396 12444
Wyomin ......... 4.391 4.412 4,381
Cdorado. ......... 5,181 5.311 5.283
New Mexio ...... . 7,896 7.902 7.800
AmrizJ .......... . 7.378 7.352 7,352
Utah ........... 7,671 7.671 7.671
Neva........... 7.400 7.192 7,164

Mloune n. ........ 60.763 r0,432 60W280
Washto......... 4,567 4.551 4.S23
Ortgon.......... 5.916 5.856 5,877
Cadrnia .......... 35.613 35.785 35.047
Pacc. ........ 46,096 46,192 45,448

Alaska......... .. 166 11---
.w . ........ . 1.899 1.899 1899

AIaska &Hawal .. 2,065 2.010 2,010
N:te: Total may not equ a sumn rcowponent due to independenl undg.
'Does not bncAde mies c Fne opeated by coperatives
p Prvminary.
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ECOOMICS AMN OTHR SECTON X

TABLEU 8
Number of Electric Department Employees

Inveso-Owned ecbd Uies
Yea Amws Al DecomrtW 31 Yer AvmAsg A Decrmeb 31

19&6........ 529.654 5338,42 199. ......... 491730 484,T2
198 ......... 523.868 52484 199 4. ......... 48.453 454219
186. ........ . 52362 52D62 1995. ....... WA' 441.134
199 ......... 51654 513.534 1996........ WA' 417.t70
1990........ 511.701 510.595 19 ......... NA' 403,964
199 ......... 510.016 50.820 1998 ........ WA' 358.82
e19 2. ........ 506,056 498.334 S19p ....... WA' 334,381

rRs
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FOREWORD

About This Report
The North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) Board of Trustees formed the Reliability Assessment
Subcommittee (RAS) in 1970 to annually review the overall reliability of existing and planned electric generation
and transmission systems of the Regional Councils.

This Reliability Assessment 2000-2009 report presents:

* an assessment of electric generation and transmission reliability through 2009,

* an assessment of the generation resource adequacy of each Interconnection in North America,
* a discussion of key issues affecting reliability of future electric supply, and

* Regional assessments of electric supply reliability, including issues of specific Regional concern.

This report reflects the expertise, judgment, and interpretations of the RAS members. In preparing this report,
RAS:

* reviewed summaries of Regional self assessments, including forecasts of peak demand, energy requirements,
and planned resources,

* appraised Regional plans for new electric generation resources and transmission facilities, and
* assessed the potential effects of changes in technology, market forces, legislation, regulations, and govem-

mental policies on the reliability of future electric supply.

The data in this report reflects conditions that were projected as of June 15, 2000. Detailed background data is
available in NERC's Electricity Supply & Demand (ES&D) database, 2000 edition.

The majority of new generation additions over the nptew years are expected to be constructed by the rapidly
growi_ mercant genera ;duy. r IR s claboa wi e Eeci wc ul ssocation
(EFSA) to capture as much Inormation regarding merchant plat additions as possible. In some cases, data
available from EPSA is used in this report to suplement da bmitted by the Regions.

Assessment Time Frame
RAS views this ten-year assessment in two time frames: the near term, consisting of the first five years and the
long term, which is the balance of the ten-year period. While the near-term represents a fairly accurate forecast of
future conditions, the longer-term assessment must be considered more an indication of future trends than an
absolute. Assessing reliability beyond the near term is extremely difficult because of the level of uncertainty and
quality of information provided for modeling and analysis. The uncertainty in the data is due primarily to the
reluctance of some industry participants to establish long-term firm energy commitments in light of an uncertain
future or to reveal future plans for competitive reasons. Similarly, transmission plans projected more than five
years in the future are tentative because justification studies usually have not been completed and regulatory
approvals have not been received.

About NERC
On November 9, 1965, a blackout left 30 million people across the Northeastern United States and Ontario,
Canada in the dark. In an effort to prevent this type of blackout from ever happening again, electric utilities
formed the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) in 1968 to promote the reliability of the
electricity supply for North America. This mission is accomplished by working with all segments of the electric
industry as well as customers. NERC reviews the past for lessons learned, monitors the present for compliance
with policies, standards, principles, and guides, and assesses the future reliability of the bulk electric systems.

Reliability Assessment 2000-2009 Page 3
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NERC's members are ten Regional Councils encompassing virtually all of the electric systems in the continental
United States, Canada, and the northern portion of Baja California North, Mexico. The members of these Re-
gional Councils come from all segments of the electric industry - investor-owned, federal, rural electric
cooperatives, state/municipal and provincial utilities, independent power producers, and power marketers.

NERC is in the process of transforming itself into a self-regulatory reliability organization (SRRO) that will have
the responsibility and authority to set and enforce compliance with mandatory standards for the interconnected
bulk electric systems that apply throughout North America.

Since 1968, NERC has relied entirely on voluntary efforts and "peer pressure" to ensure compliance with its stan-
dards. This voluntary arrangement is simply no longer adequate. The users and operators of the system who used
to cooperate voluntarily on reliability matters are now competitors without the same incentives to cooperate with
each other or comply with voluntary reliability rules. Little or no effective recourse exists today under the current
voluntary model to correct such behavior. No single bulk electric system reliability standard can be enforced
effectively today by NERC or the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). FERC is being asked to make
decisions on reliability issues for which it lacks both the technical expertise and clear statutory authority.

Reliability rules must be made mandatory and enforceable, and fairly applied to all participants in the electricity
market. To meet this need, NERC and a broad coalition of industry organizations have proposed the creation of a
single, industry-based SRRO to develop and enforce mandatory reliability rules with FERC oversight in the
United States to ensure the SRRO and its affiliated Regional reliability entities operate effectively and fairly. The
proposal follows the model of the Securities and Exchange Commission in its oversight of the securities industry
self-regulatory organizations (the stock exchanges and the National Association of Securities Dealers). As the
industry evolves toward full competition, the SRRO will have to examine traditional reliability planning practices
ad policies to ensure that they are still applicable and that they continue to result in reliable electric systems.

I/

y )
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Near Term (2000-2004)
Near term generation adequacy is deemed satisfactory, provided new generating facilities are constructed as an-
ticipated. After several years of decline, projected capacity margins show a marked increase over the first five
years of the assessment period, as merchant generation developers respond to price signals and other indicators of
market opportunities. While electricity demand is anticipated to grow by approximately 60,500 MW in the near
term, new resource additions totaling from about 109,000 to 193,000 MW are projected over the same period
depending upon the number of merchant plant projects that are assumed to be in service. This would result in a
range of capacity margins from 15% to as much as 27% in the United States over this time frame. NERC, the
Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA), and the Regions are taking steps to address data collection issues
related to projected merchant power plant facility additions.

In the near term, the transmission system is expected to operate satisfactorily. However, a reliable level of opera-
tion will be highly dependent upon continually increasing coordination with surrounding systems and proper
transmission system operator actions. Transmission congestion will worsen and as a result, transactions will
continue to be curtailed until other appropriate congestion relief methods are implemented. The continuing

upward trend of NERC Transmissad ading Relief procedures (TLRs during a relatively mild sur e
reM ll-tc-fonnefi 'jndi v e' e ppv' various areas of the transmission system.

ewmajor~ftran snssion system acility additions are planned for the near term. As competitive electricity markets
continue to develop, it is likely that the transmission system will be operated at levels of power flws and i
configurations not previously experience

The ability to transfer electric energy across some interfaces is at times hampered by insufficient reactive power
support. It is imperative that reactive support enhancements keep pace with the demands being placed on the
transmission systems to maintain reliability. Distribution systems also must maintain adequate reactive power
support to keep air conditioning and other inductive demands from creating voltage problems on the transmission
system. Reactive power support must be planned and coordinated among generation, transmission, and distribu-
tion. To accommodate the widely varying flow patterns and associated reactive demands that have become
commonplace with open-access transmission use, the reactive support systems also must be far more versatile.

Customer demand has continued to grow and actual demand growth rates experienced over the past few years
have been significantly higher than the current base projections. A strong economy in North America coupled
with hotter than expected weather at peak times has driven electric demand and energy to grow faster than
projected.

Long Term (2005-2009)
Long term generation adequacy is more difficult to assess than the near term, but if current trends continue, long-
term adequacy will also be satisfactory. This adequacy is dependent upon the continued response of merchant
power plant developers to market signals to construct new generating facilities (and Lieir ability to obtain the
necessary siting approvals) in areas with declining capacity margins. Timing of new capacity additions will
continue to be critical. Capacity additions are increasingly being driven by market signals and not the
maintenance of a prescribed capacity margin. This will likely lead to fluctuations in capacity margins that reflect
normal business cycles experienced in other industries.

The reliability of the interconnected transmission systems in the long term will be highly dependent upon the
location of new generating resources. Unless proper incentives can be developed to encourage investment in new
transmission facilities and siting problems can be resolved, few new transmission facilities and reinforcements
will be constructed. The lack of necessary additional transmission facilities and reinforcements will require that
either new technologies be developed to alleviate transmission congestion or that generating facilities be located
and dispatched in a manner to minimize the use of constrained transmission corridors. The close coordination of
generation and transmission planning that resulted in the highly reliable electric systems of North America must

Reliability Assessment 2000-2009 Page 5
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now be accomplished through different means and coordinated among many different entities. Market demand
signals and regulatory factors will dictate the location and timing of generation capacity additions, and will also
influence the planning of needed tranmission additions.

Page 6 Reliability Assessmet 2000-2009
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ASSESSMENT OF RELIABIUTY

Definition of Reliability
NERC defines the reliability of the interconnected bulk electric systems in terms of two basic, functional aspects:

I. Adequacy - The ability of the lectric system to supply the aggregate electrical demand and energy require-
ments of the customers at all times, taking into account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled out-
ages of system elements.

2. Security - Te ability of the electric system to withstand sudden disturbances such as electric short circuits
or unanticipated loss of system elements.

Demands and Resources
The average annual peak demand growth over the next ten y cars is projected to be a relatively modest 1.9% for
demand and 1.9% for energy use in the United States (Figure 1). The projected growth in demand is similar to the
projections of the last several years. Both projections are substantially below the actual growth rates experienced
over the last ten years as demand continues to be driven by extreme weather at peak times and a strong economy.
High and low bands around the base forecast show a range of the forecast uncertainty to account for weather, eco-
nomic growth, industry deregulation, and other industy issues. Actual demand and energy growth rates experi-
enced in the United States over the last ten years have been significantly higher than the current base projection
and have actually been closer to the rate calculated as the high band for both demand and energy.

Figure 1
United States Peak Deand Forecast BandwidthsForecast Bandwidths2000-2009 Projection Forecasts cannot precisey pred

he future. Instead. many irecast
· ~1. IM hou~w, ~ -of W-Suwri mattach probabilties t the range ofI-- e1rt possible outcomes. Each base

it_"_-- -* b"a ,_____ - demand projection, for examnp,
-_ I- - represents fe midpoint of possib

_-- - _a _< future outcomes. This means that a
)_ '- future year's actual demand has a.

,- 4j 7 50% chance of being higher and a
7The__00_____________-" - 50% dhance of being blower thane '. --: - .- - - forecast value. Capacty resources

^^ -- ,.__i__r _ are planned for the 50% demand
roao . ______ .^^ ____ _ _________ _ ^ projections.

For planning purposes, it is useful
w ^ _____as___________ ______ _ _____ to have an estimale not only of the

t9 ts~ 20 45 mnid opo possibe future
outcomes, but also o the

United States Not Energy for Load obab
2000-2009 Projection that midpoirt A ordgyNERC'« Load Forecasting Wortfg

5,N »Mnrof mIwm> Group develops uppe and lower
_-------o--------- ~ ~80% confidence bads arond te

A-- a NERC-agegateddemand4,0 _ -- 1 proectons. Therefore, thee Is an
_- *m p '- - 80% chance of future demand

4-- ,400I < ___ ___________ __ . ;: occunrrig withIn these bands, a
'. ..' ... ' 10% chance of future demand

_4.coe_________________ ..I.. occurrng below the wer band.
and an equal 10% dcance of future

,,(;„e~ _' : : : .- 'demand occuring above the upper
3-----"------- -' ~t :.*'*-.'.band.

2 
.SSSot ti*S 2000 205
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ASSESSMENT OF RELIABILITY

Uncrtainty in the demand forecast projected by the NERC Load Forecasting Working Group (LFWG) has shifted
and increased the range of the bandwidts from 12 to 2.4% last year to 0.7 to 3.1% this year. Similar increases in
energy growth rate uncertainty are reflected in the shifted bandwidth range from 12 to 2.4% last year to 0.6 to
3.0% this year.

The projected ten-ycar peak demand growth rate in Canada of 1 2% (Figure 2) is equal to that cxperienced in Can-
ada over the last ten years. Energy growth in Canada is projected to be 1.3%, equal to the growth rate exprienced
over the last ten years. Forecast uncertainty is shown by the bandwidths around the base forecasts in Figure 2.

As in the United States, uncertainty in the demand forecast has increased the range of the LFWG forecast band-
widths from 0.0 to 2.7% last year to -0.4 to 2.8% this year. Similar increases in Canada's energy growth rate un-
certainty arc eflected in the increased bandwidth range from 0.0 to 3.0% last year to 0.4 to 2.8% this year.

The method of developing and reporting demand forecasts will undergo major rvisions to keep pace with the
evolving market Demand forecast data collection is addressed further in the Reliability Issues section of this
report

Figure 2
Canada Pe*a Demand

2000/01-2009/10 Projection

1ft - --- - '

-a4, -

_ ____ _____

- _- - - __ __;___ . -

200-2009 Proection

I _ """'*..___

W -l_

a *R Assesmen_ 2_00-2_29 35
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ASSESSMENT OF RELIABILITY

Resource Adequacy Assessment
Capacity adequacy in North America over the next ten years will be highly dependent upon the construction ofnew generation resources and innovative use of controllablc demand-side resources. Most of the new genrationis expected to be constructed by merchant developers. Merchant generators have announced plans for over191,000 MW' of new capacity over the ten-year period. While some of that merchant capacity was included in thecapacity margins reported to NERC by its Regions, much was not

Projected capacity margins in the United States show a sharp increase from 2000 to 2004, reaching over 18%, asmerchant capacity continues to come on line to serve growing demand. The margin erodes during later years toless than 14% as demand continues to grow and reported capacity additions dwindle. Margins in this assessmentshow a marked improvement over those of the assessments of the past three yeas, due mostly to the amount of
new merchant capacity projected to come on line. Although the aggregate capacity margin for the United Statesappears adequate, there may still be isolated pockets of the country that may experience capacity shortfalls due tolocal limitations to generate or import power.

Figure 3~Figure ~3 Capacity Margins
United States - Summer

so Pme -1

is -

1997 - 1999

1998 - - 2000 -

1997 199 2001 2003 20s 2007 2009

Figure 3 shows the capacity margins as reported to NERC by the member Regions. The impacts of differing kv-els of merchant capacity additions upon projected capacity margins are depicted in subsequent areas of this reportAs merchant generation is completed, it will serve to increase the reported margins. The data reported by theRegions represents their best estimate of projected new resource additions, balancing the amount of announcednew merchant plants with the likelihood of each project actually being built and meeting its target in service date.

Resource planning is changing in the United States as the industry restructures Generation developers are primr-ily driven by financial incentives and not the maintenance of resource planning margins. Shifing incen tives cou-pled with short lead times to construct new generating facilities, make the near term projected capacity marginincreases more understandable. The fact that few capacity additions are indicated beyond 2004, does not meanthat additions will not occur, but rather that these decisions have not yet been made or are being withheld forcompettive reasons.

- As reported by EPSA as of June 15, 2000. Fun her amounts of new merchant capacity annoumnceents have been madesince that time

Reliability Assessment 2000-2009 ae 9
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ASSESSMENT OF RELIABILITY

The profile of the projected Canadian capacity margins (Figure 4) has improved compared to the recent past andis projected to remain relatively flat, at approximately 8%. It is important to note that the Canadian systemsreach their aggregate peak demand levels in winter.

The market has begun to respond inFigure 4 eCapacity Margins areas of capacity deficiencies, as
Canada - Winter evidenced by over 20,000 MW of

new merchant capacity that came on
24 P'_ _ line to serve demand in the United

States this past summer. Merchant
1997 - -* 19 - -I _ generation will continue to play a

2 -_ .. 196 - - 2000 - major role in the future power supply
„--~ _ ~_ ~~_ __ __ " "of North America, as shown in Figure

4. Additional information on
*_____ -- -_ -_______ announced merchant generation

.. "-.-_._" _ ' *. .capacity additions, compiled by the- ------------ 14---- _" '*-., -~Electric Power Supply Association
12~______________________________ (EPSA), was used in this report to

gauge the level of reliance on new
10s ____ ____ ___o___ merchant capacity. EPSA is tracking1917 1999 2"001 20 29 207 209 plans for over 190,000 MW' of mer-

chant generation additions that havebeen announced for construction in the United States by the end of 2004. About I 1 ,000 MW of new merchantcapacity is planned before the end of 2002. About 78,000 MW ofthe total is in the Eastern Interconnection, withabout 16,000 MW in the ERCOT Interconnection and about 16,000 MW in the Western Interconnection.Although not all of that capacity is assured of being constructed, it is obvious that its impact on future reliabidtywill be critical.

Figure illustrates the possible range of projected capacity margins for the United States over the next five years.Since it is difficult to accurately predict the exact number and in-service dates of future capacity additions mer-chant developers will actually construct, this report provides the reader with a range of potential values. The an-nouncement of a new merchant generating facility does not necessarily guarantee its construction, for a variety ofreasons, including market prices, the ability to obtain suitable interconnection and transmission accessagreements, the ability to obtain financial backing and other typical business factors. In some cases, a singledeveloper may announce several projects, even though only one will be built. Such announcements are madebecause developers cannot be assured of obtaining all the necessary permits to build, forcing them to alternatelocations as a contingency plan. In other cases, economic conditions may change, making a project unprofitableand leading to its cancellation. For example, the recent increase in natural gas prices may cause developers toreview previously announced plans for generation construction. Regardless, the Figure clearly illustrates that pr-jected generating resources should be adequate to serve the overall demand in the United States, even if only 50/oof the announced plants come to fruition. Even though the overall capacity will be adequate to serve demand,there may be pockets ofNorth America that may experience deficiencies as new resources come on line to meetdemand or if transmission limitations prevent the delivery ofenergy to demand centers.

2 - All EPSA generation values arm as of June 15,2000. Further amounts of new nmrchant capacity announcements havebeen mde since that ime.
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Figure S NERC is working with EPSA and the
Untp d States Energy Information Administration of the

Capacity Margis - Summer U.S. Department of Energy to improvc its
SoB Pmmr___________ ^ data collection methods to more accurately

n^. iiw _n.. capture merchant plant generation additions
pA ....L.W p ="" for inclusion in its reliability analyses. In

* ----e\ - the futur, NERC and EPSA will work to
sM ., b, . add a more detailed screening process to

3 ______4____ I estimate the probability of new projects
being completed by their projected in

25 ____,___._T service dates.
a

Is ,/ ~r Figure 5 depicts a period of only five years,
i^ J'SS£5!'SjL] since new capacity additions dwindle to

-0_ 2ti ' 2M - zero after that time frame. The short time
frame is a direct reflection of the shrinking

planning horizon in today's more competitive electricity industry. It should be noted that substantial amounts of
ew merchant capacity have becn announced above that which is shown in Figure 5 since this report was

published and more announcements are being made almost every day.

Figure 6 overlays the projected capacity resources for the next five years on the projected load. As in Figure 5,
there are three resource lines: one showing projected capacity resources without the inclusion of any announced
merchant generation ("Net Caprcity Resources Less Capacity Not Under Construction"), one indicating the best
*-stimate of the Regions including some announced merchant plants ("Net Capacity Resources"), and finally, and
one indicating the future resource situation if all announced merchant generation is constructed and brought on
.ine as announced ("Net Capacity Resources Inclusive of Merchant Capacity"). Though it is highly unlikely the
highest capacity resource line will materialize, it is important to note that projected resources exceed the high
band load projections, resulting in adequate capacity margins even if the majority of the announced projects are
Dot built.

Figure 6 United States
Capacity vs Demand - Summer

ICI"TuXnds of W

TO

a.oo 22 2 oe zoo

3 - All EPSA gcneration values are as of June 15, 2000. Furthe amounts of new merchant capacity announcements have
been made since that timc.
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Table 1: Demand and Capacity as Reported by the NERC Regions

Reserve Capacity
Total Net Planned Margins Margins

Internal Internal Capacity (% of (% of
Demand Demand Resources Net Internal Capacity

Region (MW) (MW) (MW) Demand) Resources)

Summer - 2000
ECAR 97,557 94,072 107,451 14.2 12.5
FRCC 37,728 34,832 40,645 -16. 14.3
MAAC 51.206 49,325 57,831 17.2 14.7
MAIN 51.271 47,165 55,984 18.7 15.8
MAPP- U.S. 32,899 30,606 35,373 15.6 13.5
MAPP- Canada 5,504 5.310 7,126 342 25.5
NPCC- U.S. 53,532 53,450 63,077 18.0 15.3
NPCC - Canada 44,569 43,383 68,191 57.2 36.4
SERC 151,065 142,725 160,780 12.7 11.2
SPP 39,383 37.807 43,111 14.0 12.3
Eastern Interconnection 564.714 538,675 639,569 18.7 15.8

WSCC- U.S. 116,440 112,177 136,274 21.5 17.7
WSCC - Canada 14.529 14,121 21.890 55.0 35.5
WSCC - Mexico 1,595 1,595 1,922 20.5 17.0
Western Interconnection 132,564 127.893 160.086 25.2 20.1

ERCOT Interconnection 54,817 51.697 65,423 26.6 21.0

United States 685,898 653,856 765.949 17.1 14.6
Canada 64,602 62,814 97,207 54.8 35.4
Mexico 1.595 1,595 1,922 20.5 17.0
NERC Total 752,095 718,265 865,078 20.4 17.0

Summer - 2004
ECAR , 105,105 101,230 114,862 135 11.9
FRCC 41,004 38,164 46,652 22.2 18.2
MAAC 54,288 52.406 74,496 42.2 29.7
MAIN 54,697 50,567 62,530 23.7 19.1
MAPP - U.S. 34,040 31,488 35,399 12.4 11.0
MAPP - Canada 5,788 5,580 7,186 28.8 22.3
NPCC - U.S. 56.280 56.205 79.967 42.3 29.7
NPCC - Canada 47,336 46,132 74,887 62.3 38.4
SERC 166,505 158,441 179,345 132 11.7
SPP 42,715 41,056 46,966 14.4 12.6
Eastern Interconnection 607,758 581,269 722,290 24.3 19.5

WSCC - U.S. 126,477 122,151 157,805 29.2 22.6
WSCC - Canada 15,282 14,874 23,238 56.2 36.0
WSCC - Mexico 2,017 2,017 2,602 29.0 22.5
Western Interconnection 143,776 139,042 183,645 32.1 24.3

ERCOT Interconnection 61,129 57,932 71.978 24.2 19.5

U.S. 742,240 709,640 870,000 22.6 18.4
Canada 68,406 66.586 105.311 58.2 36.8
Mexico 2,017 2,017 2.602 29.0 22.5
NERC 812.663 778.243 977,913 25.7 20.4
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Table 1: Demand and Capacity as Reported by the NERC Regions (continued)

Reserv Capacity
Total Net Planned Margn Margins

Internal Internal Capacity (% of (% of
Demand Demand Resources Net Internal Capaity

Reion (MW) (MW) (W) Demand) Resourrcs)
Wnter - 200010

ECAR 86,455 83,331 108.339 30.0 23.1
FRCC 40,894 36.814 43.916 19.3 162
MAAC 43,139 42,307 60,815 43.7 30.4
MAIN 39,742 37.491 55.607 48.3 3Z6
MAPP - U.S. 27.363 26273 33.770 28.5 22-2
MAPP - Canada 6,713 6.535 8,216 25.7 20.5
NPCC - U.S. 45,294 45.170 65,355 44.7 30.9
NPCC - Canada 60,436 58,202 70,477 21.1 17.4
SERC 134.488 128.273 163,139 27.2 21.4
SPP 28,375 27.452 42.651 55.4 35.6Eatern Inteconnction 512,899 491,848 652,285 3Z6 24.6

WSCC- U.S. 102.435 101,096 137.376 35.9 26.4
WSCC- Canada 17,779 17.371 22.035 26.8 212
WSCC - Mexico 1,120 1,120 1,680 50.0 33.3
Western Interconnecton 121,334 119.587 161.091 34.7 25.8

ERCOT Interconnection 44.287 41.418 67.856 63.8 390

United States. 592,472 569.625 778.824 36.7 26.9Canada 84,928 82.108 100.728 227 18.5
Mexico 1,120 1,120 1,680 50.0 33.3
NERC Total 678,520 652,853 881232 35.0 25.9

Winter - 2004/05
ECAR 92,429 89.193 113,364 27.1 21.3
FRCC 44,638 40.551 49,267 21.5 17.7
MAAC 45,767 44.933 79,309 76.5 43.3
MAIN 42,432 40.155 62.783 56.4 36.0
MAPP - U.S. 28,192 26,952 34,729 28.9 224MAPP - Canada 7,039 6,831 8,216 20.3 16.9NPCC- U.S. 47,506 47,369 82,193 73.5 42.4
NPCC- Canada 63.342 61,090 74,961 22.7 18.5
SERC 145,638 139,007 185,832 33.7 25.2
SPP 31262 30,275 48,406 53.3 34.8Eastr m Internon nctin548,245 526,356 737,060 40.0 28.6

WSCC- U.S. 110,945 109,543 158,713 44.9 31.0
WSCC- Canada 18.872 18,464 23,107 25.1 20.1WSCC - Mexico 1.420 1,420 2.610 83.8 45.6
Westem Interonnctn 131,237 129,427 184,430 42.5 29.8

ERCOT Interconnection 49,642 46,696 72.359 55.0 35.5

United States 638,451 614,674 884,955 44.0 30.5
Canada 89.253 86,385 106,284 23.0 18.7Mexico 1,420 1,420 2,610 83.8 45.6NERC Total 729.124 702,479 993,849 41.5 29.3
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Interconnection Analysis
The Interconnection analysis examines the resource adequacy of the three Interconnections in North America.
Trends are examined in projections of demand, capacity resources, and generating capacity needs.

The Interconnection margins and resources in this section are not simple additions of the constituent Regions in
each Interconnection. Interconnection Capacity Margin and Net Interconnection Capacity Resources are terms
specifically defined for this Interconnection analysis. These terms are used to quantify the generation within an
Interconnection and the ability of the Interconnection to import resources from neighboring Interconnections. Net
purchases and sales are not included in this calculation because all purchases and sales are limited to the resources
within the Interconnection or by importing over the HVDC ties with the other Interconnections. A new 200 MW
HVDC tic is planned to be in service in 2004 between SPP and WSCC. No other plans to increase the Intercon-
nection tie capability were reported. The tie capability between ERCOT and the other Intcrconnections was
assumed to be constant throughout the assessment period.

Although Interconnections exhibit satisfactory aggregate capacity margins, there may be isolated pockets within
them that may experience adequacy problems from time to time, depending upon weather, generating unit avail-
ability, demand, and the ability of the transmission system to move power from generating sources to demand
centers.

The Interconnections
The electric systems in the United States and Canada comprise three Interconnections:

Eastern Interconnection - the largest Intercon-
nection covers an area from Quebec and the Mari-
times to Florida and the Gulf Coa st in the East and
fror Saskatchewan to eastern New Mexico in the
West It has HVDC connections to the Western and
ERCOT Interconnections.

Western Interconnection - the second largest
Interconnection extends from Alberta and British
Columbia in the North to Baja California Nort,
Mexico, and Arizona and New Mexico in the South.
It has several HVDC connections to the Eastern ESt
Interconnection. ERCOT

ERCOT Interconnection - includes most of the
electric systems in Texas with two HVDC
connections to the Eastern Interconnection.

Page 14 Reliability Assessment 2000-2009
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Interconnection Table Legend
The following legend is applicable to all of the Interconnection tables listed in the section.

Internal Demand Sum of Internal Demand plus Standby Demand (monthly coincident)
for the Interconnection

Interruptible Demand & DCLM Sum oflntcmruptible Demand and Dirct Control Load Management
(DCLM) for the Interconnection

Net Internal Demand Interconnection Internal Demand less Interconnection Intrruptibk
Demand and DCLM

Generating Capacity Reported by Sum of Projected Utility Generating Capacity phis Projected
Regions Merchant Generation Capacity for the Interconnection as reported by

the NERC Regions
Interconnection Tie Capability Import Capability of the Interconnection's HVDC ties to other

Interconnections
Net Interconnection Capacity Interconnection Generating Capacity plus Interconnection Tie
Resources Capability
Interconnection Margin Net Interconnection Capacity Resources less Interconnection Net

Internal Demand
Interconnection Capacity Margin Interconnection Margin divided by Net Interconnection Capacity

(%) Resources, expressed as a percentage

Planned Capacity Additions Not Planned Capacity Resource Additions Not Under Construction as
Under Construction reported by the NERC Regions
Nel Capacity Resources Less Sum of Projected Utility Generating Capacity plus Projected
Capacity Not Under Construction a Merchant Generation Capacity for the Interconnection as reported by
Reported by Regions the NERC Regions plus Interconnection Tie Capability less Planned

Capacity Not Under Construction
Resulting Interconnection Margin Net Interconnection Capacity Resources less Capacity Not Under

Construction less Interconnection Net Internal Demand
Resulting Interconnection Capacity Interconnection Margin divided by Net Interconnection Capacity
Margin (%) Resources, expressed as a percentage
Announced New Mer t Ca pa Annnced M hant Capacity Additions not included in Net

Capacity Resources reported by the NERC Regions
Net Capacity Resources Reported by Sum of Projected Utility Generating Capacity plus Projected
Regions Plus Announced New Merchant Generation Capacity for the Interconnection as rported by
Merchant Capacity the NERC Regions plus Interconnection Tie Capability plus all other

announced Merchant Generation Capacity
Resulting Interconnection Margin Net Interconnection Capacity Resources less Interconnection Net

Internal Demand
Resulting Interconnection Capacity Interconnection Margin divided by Net Interconnection Capacity
Margin (%) Resources, expressed as a percentage
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Eastern Interconnection
Demand in the Eastern Intcrconnection is projected to grow at 1.7% per year, which is well below the 3.0%
growth experienced over the last ten years (Figure 7) Uncertainty in the demand forecast has slightly increased
the range of the bandwidths from 12 to 2.4% last year to 0.5 to 3.0% this year.

Figure 7 Eastern Interconnecton Peak Demand
2000-2009 Projection2000-2009 Projection
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2000-2009 Projection
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Reporled capacity margins for the Eastern Interconnection are above those projected last year for the first few
years (Figure 8). Margins climb sharply in the near term and decline in the latter years of the analysis, as numer-
ous merchant power plant projects come on line in the next five years. The number of announced merchant plants
dwindles in the latter half ofthe assessment period, but as presented earlier in the discussion of Resource
Adequacy (pp. 9-1 ) this does not necessarily mean that additional resources will not be added after 2004.

Figure 8 Capacty Margins
Eastern Interconnectlon - Summer
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Figure 9 shows a range of possible capacity margins for the Eastern Interconnection, with the variable being the
amount of assumed merchant generating capacity additions. The margins reported by the Regions in the Intercon-
nection indicate an improvement from about 14% in 2000 to 17% by the end of 2004. These margins include a
number of merchant projects for which the Regions have a high degree of confidence to make it to completion.
However, EPSA is tracking a significant amount of announced merchant capacity in addition to that included by
the Regions. If all of this capacity is included, margins will soar to 28% by 2004.

Figure 9
Eastern Interconnection

Capacity Margins - Summer
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No: all announced merchant generation will be completed, but Figure 10 indicates that even if only a small por-
tion of it is built and put in service, resources will exceed even the high band load projections for the next five
years, resulting in adequate capacity margins. Unless new transmission facilities are constructed to alleviate
congested transmission paths, the location of future generating resources will play an important role in their
dliverability to end-users.

Figure 10

Eastern Interconnection
Capacity vs Demand - Summer
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Table 2 - Eastern Interconnection - Summer

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Itml D danei d 564.714 577.474 588,010 598,210 607,758
lterruptfb Demand & DCLM 26,039 26.262 26,603 26.311 26,489
Nrt lntrndr Darnd 538.675 551.212 561.407 571.899 581269
Gtmmerti Clpodfl Reported byG Tr d Capdty Rporte by 622,568 642,202 667.500 686,345 700,971

Iter fio Tie Capbiity 1.850 1,850 1,850 1,850 1,850
Net laterceooar6 Copcify 624,418 644.052 669,350 688,195 702,821
Reasourtes
laterteomectlo Masrt 85,743 92.640 107,943 116.296 121,552
ltterTcOnecIo Capaty Marpn (%) 13.7 14.4 16.1 16.9 17.3

Msed Capdcty Addikios Nt Ud2er96 3,026 9.750 16,574 24,027

Nd CapVcity Resurces Le Cpadcty
Nd Bider ConstructWi as Repored 624.122 641.026 659.600 671.621 678,794
by Reg __
RaNdda Isterrmnaectk Maris 85,447 89,814 98,193 99.722 97.525

Resfalg lottrwoonectio Copodry 13.7 14.0 14.9 14.8 14.4

Anouoced New Merca nt Cpadcity 12,172 41,484 73.989 100,387 164.807

Net Capacty Resoures Reported by
.Rcgpeions A*nouc:d New 636.590 685,536 743.339 788,582 807,628
Mertcbln Capbcty

Raestitg InmterDetito Margin 97.915 134,324 181,932 216.683 226.359

Resutiq nlBtercomectiow Captiy ,Resu Jterco tl Capait15.4 19.6 24.5 27.5 28.0M argin (% ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _
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Table 2- Eastern Interconnection - Summer (continued)

o 2005 2006 2007 200 2009
I.trmal DmDsd 618,329 629.892 639,914 650,162 659.519
lattmutpdeM Dand & DCLM 26.489 26.588 26,280 26,156 25.984
Nd ItrMel Dmirid 591.840 603,304 613.634 624.006 633.535

Genftlq Capaity Reported by 708.737 713.595 718.089 721.634 725.435

Intt.cortect.o T1 Cap abl 1,850 1,850 1,850 1850 1,850
Nrle Imroasectl- Cjpacdey 708.587 715.445 719.939 723.484 727.285
ResUSrr ____________ _____________

IntwToactioB Msrli 116.747 112.141 106.305 99.478 93.750
lItroru tioD Capalty Mars (%) 16.5 15.7 14.8 13.7 129

lanard Carpacty Addition.s Nt Uader 32,520 38,322 45,851 49.920 52,231
Coatrcto
Net Cspa*dty Resorus La Capadly
No4 Unde Camtrnctl a R<ported 676.067 677.123 674.088 673.564 675.054
byi _________ Re
Reldsl tintrrcoeMctlf o Moarzi 84,227 73.819 60.454 49,558 41.519

Resld.g Ita"oaectdo» Capaciy '125 10.9 90 7.4 62
Magi (%)

ABnooacd New Mercbrat Capsacty 104,807 104.807 104,807 104.B07 104,807

Nd Capadty RResoarce Rperted by
Regoe Pus Announced New 813,394 820.252 824,746 828.291 832.092
Mercbant Capacity

Rm1tiag Interrouectioa Marpn 221.554 216.948 211,112 204,285 198.557

Reeulg IentercrtnwecDi Clpaotq 27.2 26.4 25.6 24.7 23.9Margi (%) _______ ___ ____ ___ ____
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Western Interconnection
As in the other Interconnections, resource adequacy of the Western Interconnection will hinge largely on genera-
tion capacity additions made by merchant generation developers. Due to the nature of the Western
Interconnection's bulk power system Oarge demand centers separated by long lines), the location of the
generation additions will be key to their energy delivcrability.

There have been a number of operating emergencies and alerts in the California area during summer 2000. Based
upon the data contained in this assessment, it is expected that this condition will improve over the longer term
(beyond the next five years). As indicated in the WSCC Regional section, uncertainties remain regarding portions
of California due to the geography involved.

Figure 11 Western Interconnection Peak Demand
2000-2009 Projection
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Western InterconnecUon Net Energy for Load
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Demand in the Western Interconnection is projected to grow at 2.1% per year compared with the 2.4% average
growth expericnced in the West over the last ten years (Figure I I). The current growth rate projection is greater
than the 1.6% growth rate projected last year.
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The projected Western Interconnection capacity margin shows a significant increase (Figure 12) for 2000 through
2004, as new merchant capacity goes on line. The margin then declines just as sharply over the remainder of the
assessment period, due to a severe drop off in reported capacity additions against the backdrop of continued
demand growth.

Figure 12
Capacity Margin.
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Figur: 13 shows a range of possible capacity margins for the Western Interconnection, with the variable being the
amnornt of assumed merchant generating capacity additions. The margin reported by the Region indicates an

improvement from about 20% in 2000 toFigure 13 Wcste'n Intrconnectson 25% by the end of 2004. These margins
include a number of merchant projects for

3 _______________ _ which the Region has a high degree of
p.,_~ _ ,in,~.%L_ ,.. confidence to make it to completion.

PI Ah n-n M.&-w / However, EPSA is tracking an additional
\,I _- ;_ ~~ ~ ) 2,100 MW of announced merchant capacity

in addition to that included by the Regions. If
all of this capacity is included, margins will
approach 26% by the end of 2004.

by Rsi .- Figure 14 indicates that projected resources
will exceed even the high band projections

15 ________________________________ iofor the next five years, resulting in adequate
0ee 2a 2zM me 21ee capacity margins.

Wsten Intorconnction
Figure 14 Capacity vs Dwand- Summwr As can be seen in Figures 13 and 14, report-

Dinp~~relm~ VWing entities in the Western Interconnection
_ "" %_ 1C.c*, -- have captured and included the majority of

us S _S.zt ^ "* 1 _ - announced new merchant gcneration being
In -; b ^ iiS__ * "._ *tracked by EPSA Western Intcrconnection

IT* .'s~n^^^^^^~ _ ,J~~g^ ~ ~reporting entities are confident that a high
_fi= '^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^--^ s i - y^ percentage of this capacity will be built

.2 ______::.:-' -:. -.. ____
m ., no

3W 2 20 3W 20 30
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Table 3 - Western Interconnection - Summer

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
Idnernal Decand 132564 135.366 138,077 140.891 143.776
Interrup(ibe Dems.d & DCLM 4,671 4,708 4.707 4,731 4,734
Nrt Ieterul Dneand 127,893 130,658 133,370 136,160 139,042
Gerstgt Capadty Reported by 159,570 165.400 174.396 182,530 183,599

lntcrro mtioe Tk Cap«blty 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080
Nrt ItircomaeiJku Capacky 160,650 166,480 175,476 183,610 184.679
Rasoarrcr
InlrTomacttico Mar 32.757 35.822 42.106 47,450 45,637
Int]rroanetoro Capadty MrgnS (1%) 20.4 215 24.0 25.8 24.7
]Pe»oed Cspldty Addbions Nt UnderCMted Cpadqty Additions N Under 870 1.594 3.720 5.655 6.424Contrucou,,
Net Capaity Rerorces LO Capadty
Not Undr Conitrtlo a" Reported 159.780 164.886 171,756 177.955 178255by Repowa__ _ _ _ __ _ _
Resulting Isterconnect Mar&i 31,887 34,228 38.386 41,795 39.213
Reutani~ clnrrctcertbe Copoityh /MReting Int ction Cap y 20.0 20.8 22.3 23.5 22.0Ma-rga (%)

Amoaonced New Mcrtbant Capadity 766 1.404 2,094 94 24 2,094
Net Capadty Rnoeerce Reported by
Recgios iP Annoenced New 161,416 167,884 177.570 185.704 186,773Merchant Capadcy

Rasldtig Intertonuectio Margin 33,523 37.226 44,200 49,544 47.731
ResdftiB latrrronecrrton Capmdty
Marsutg l(%)ty 20.8 22 2 24:9 26.7 25.6
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Table 3- Western Interconnection - Summer (continued)

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
lterlmn De"asd 146.795 149,803 152.757 155.848 159.186

tetrruptiDb Dmand & DCLMI 4.737 4.742 4.745 4.746 4.74J
Nei Ilernl Dtem4a 142,058 145,061 148,012 151,100 154,438
CGeaHraig Capaty Rrportd by 184,504 184.907 186.354 187.224 187.936

Iatertonarcttlom k Capabiliy 1080 1080 1080 1080 1080
Net btcrconaectlo Capaity 185.584 185,987 187,434 188,304 189.016
RP osT

lattcrr TeM co M arei 43,526 40,926 39,422 37.204 34,578
Iatrroen ratir o Capacty Margim (%) 23.5 22.0 21.0 19.8 18.3
rLianned Capocty Addiions Not Vadtr
Con.aact A dsoo a.l 7,367 8,127 9025 9.025 9.025
Nc Capadty Resource La Capadty
Noi U Fad Coatr.cru as Reported 178,217 177,860 178,409 179.279 179.991
byoa _ _ _o
ResuJitlda tuleronaMeco Margn 36.159 32,799 30.397 28,179 25.553

Resvnlg ltarodectloa Capacity20.3 18.4 17.0 15.7 142

Afanoerd New MerdhDt Capacty 2094 2094 2.094 2t094 2094

Net Capadty Rcsraes Rrported by
Rgios Pnu AoanBced New 187,678 188,081 189,528 190,398 191,110
Merdctkl Cspmyr

Resriatfig Jteronertion Marpg 45.620 43.020 41,516 39.298 36.672

Resldingl In%)orvction Capacity 24.3 22.9 21.9 20.6 192Mar-g (%) 2 4. 3 _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ERCOT Interconnectfon
Despite high demand growth experienced over the past few years due to a robust economy and higher-than- ex-
pected temperatures, planned and announced capacity additions are expected to provide adequate capacity
rsources in ERCOT for the near term.

Demand in the ERCOT Interconnection is projected to grow at 2.8% per year, compared with the 3.2% average
growth experienced in ERCOT over the last ten years (Figure 15). The high and low bandwidths assume normal
long-term weather patterns. Actual peak load growth in ERCOT has been exceptionally high during the past sev-
eral years primarily due to record-breaking temperatures. However, the demand forecast for ERCOT of 2.8% is
very conservative and assumes normal temperatures and some tapering off of the economy and population growth
in the state.

Figure 15
ERCOT Interconnection Peak Demand
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The reported ERCOT Interconnection's capacity margin (Figure 16) exhibits the same phenomenon as the other
interconnections: a sharp increase in the near term as merchant plants come on line followed by a commensurate
decrease in later periods due to a lack of proposed new facility additions.

Figure 16
Capacity Margins
ERCOT- Summer
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Figre 17 shows a range of possible capacity margins for ERCOT. with the variable being the amount of assumed
merchant generating capacity additions. The margin reported by the Region indicates a slight decrease from about
22% in 2000 to 20% by the end of 2004. These margins include a number of merchant projects for which the
Region has a high degree of confidence to make it to completion. It is important to note that in ERCOT, unlike the
other Interconnections, the capacity margin adjusted for "projects not under construction" matches that
irpresenting the best estimate of the Region and the two lines in Figure 16 overlay each other. In other words, the
projected margins reported by ERCOT include only those capacity additions that arc currently under construction.
EPSA is tracking a significant amount of announced merchant capacity in addition to that included by the
Regions. If all of this capacity is included, margins will exceed 36% by the end of 2004.

Figure 17
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Not all announced merchant generation will be compclted, but Figure 18 indicatts that cven if only a small por-
tion of it is built and put in service, resources will exceed even the high band load projections for the next five
years, resulting in adequate capacity margins.

Figure 18
ERCOT Interconnection

Capacity vs Demand - Summer
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Table 4 - ERCOT Interconnection - Summer

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
laterua l Detad 54.817 56.501 58.079 59.637 61.129
.ltlcrpeb IDem)and & DCLM 3,120 3,087 3,127 3,161 3,197
Nd ltermal Dm*and 51.697 53,414 54,952 56,476 57.932

Ccs-ti Capacty Rported by 65.439 69,839 71,715 72,090 72088

hmltawaseti. Tik Capabt4y 856 856 856 856 856
Nd Inetrroanetoe Capaciy 66.295 70,695 72,571 72,946 72,944
Retewrces
lterea»ecdtle M!s!V 14,598 17,281 17,619 16,470 15,012
btrtcwritl.ti Capity Margi (%) 220 24.4 24.3 22.6 20.6
nmnd Capacity Addltia Nd Uud
Cocnrbcto __________
Nd Capacdty RP.orroc Les Capadty
Nt UdKr CetructiM as Reported 66,295 70.695 72,571 72,946 72,944by Re.___
RnrMalt ltar»Umnect-on Marnir 14,598 17,281 17.619 16.470 15.012

etullnag IlDtTercoUCtio Capacdty 22.0 24.4 24.3 22.6 20.6
M .art (%)__ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ABunnDced New Merchant Capadly 2.076 8,628 16,068 18,468 18.468

9 Ndt Capacity Resorms Rrported by .
! gsocsr M* , An-Oanced New 68,371 79,323 88,639 91,414 91,412
Mcrthin Capacity

RRensil t InterDneafto . Marqi 16,674 25,909 33,687 34,938 33,480

RJulting bItrremertiro Capacity 24.4 32.7 38.0 382 36.6
M are s (% )__ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 4 - ERCOT Interconnection - Summer (conlinued)

i_____ __, 2006: _2005 200 2007 2008 2009
htrwtm D mud 62.772 64,496 66.268 68.089 69.959
IbterrapMl Demknd & DCLM 3.234 3.257 3.281 3.305 3.329
Net lteral Dedinsd 59.538 61,239 62987 64.784 66.630
Cne.tfal C~prdlt Rrto~rd b7Gnwrutiug CCapcty Rriertd by 72,588 71Z73 70.174 69.614 68,670

I.terco.ecrdio T C1apbt 856 856 856 856 856
Net Int'rODe cCoi Capadty 73.444 72129 71.030 70,470 69,526
Raoires
Irtmt tmection Margz 13,906 10,890 8.043 5,688 2,896
loterctanerm a Capacity Mari (%) 18.9 15.1 11.3 8.1 42
B~timmd Clpmdt7 Addtlonr Nr Umdk-Csed C^pady Addo500 50 500 500 500

Net Cspadty Resw rcae Lc Capadty
Not Uder CouStrtlo ua Rerprtd 72,944 71.629 70,530 69.970 69,026
by Rt:o"'s'
ReMit lettrCoeecdlo Mlarg 13,406 10,390 7.543 5,186 2,396
RuntSrE !mtcrrt'ctckom CnucHTReasidag Iter sectio Cp y 18.4 14.5 10.7 7.4 3.5

A aooaced Ntw Merchant Capity 18,468 18.468 18,468 18,468 18,468
Nrt Cpaity Resoures Rrported by
Regio Plu Anuouaced New 91,912 90.597 89,498 88.938 87,994
Mertmba» Capacity

RPaMsul IlttrtoDne, on Marg 32.374 29,358 26.511 24,154 21,364

Rldoi(g )tafrocrlon Capadty 35.2 32.4 29.6 272 24.3
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Transmission Adequacy and Security Assessment
The trnamission' system of North America is expected to perform reliably at least in the near term. Procedures
and processes to mitigate potential reliability impacts appear to be working effectively for now. However, the
loadings on the transmission system are increasing as customer demand for electricity increases and as the system
experiences new loading patterns resulting from increased power transfers.

The transmission system is being subjected to flows in magnitudes and directions that were not con teplated
when it was designed or for which there is minimal operating experience. New flow patterns result in an increas-
ing number of facilities being identified as limits to transfers, and transmission loading relief (TLR) procedures
have been required in areas not previously subject to overloads to maintain the transmission facilities within oper-
ating limits. NERC TLR is called by security coordinators to curtail transactions that cause transmission facility
overloads or violations ofoperational security limits. Transmission facility overloads or operation at levels near
security limits do not necessarily translate into an unreliable or unsecure transmission system; this may instead be
an indication that the transmission system is fully utilized and will not support any further economic transfers of
energy. There are several steps or classifications ofNERC TLR, ranging from Level 0 to 6.4 Curtailments of
transactions do not occur until Level 3 (non-firm) and Level 5 (firm).

Figure 19 depicts the number of TLR events for the past four years as reported to NERC. As can be seen, the
number has steadily grown as power transfers have increased and the transmission system has become more fully
subscribed. The reader should note that the Figure portrays only the TLR Level 2 or higher events and not each
individual TLR, as an event may have multiple TLR levels. Transaction curtailments occur at TLR Level 3 and
above, so the Figure includes events that did not result in transaction curtailments. Further, curtailment of firm
demand occurs at TLR Level 5, so the Figure should not be interpreted as indicating events resulting in firm
demand cwtailments, as these events are very rare. (The Figure has been included to illustrate the overall trend.)

Figure 19
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4 - For more information regarding NERC TLR and its levels, please visit http-J/dr.nr.com.
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Maintaining System Reactfve Capability
A significant challenge to the transmission providers will be to maintain adequate levels of reactive support for
the transmission system in the new open-markt era Unlike real power (MW), the reactive component of power
(Mvar) cannot be easily transmittcd over distances and must be supplied locally. Without adequate reactive
support, parts of the system can be susceptible to potential voltage collapse or instability. Sources ofreactive
power include generators, synchronous condensers, transmission lines, capacitors, and very specialized reactive
support devices generally known as static var compensators (SVCs). Demand for reactive power is driven by the
size and type of demand, power transactions across the transmission system, and the loading of transmission
facilities.

Many utilities made concerted efforts to improve reactive support as demand grew by adding shunt capacitors on
their distribution and subtransmission systems. However, there may have been a falloffin maintaining such distri-
bution reactive improvement programs in recent years. Reactive support programs must be ongoing as demand on
the distribution system continues to grow, and a chief component of that growth, air conditioning, particularly
requires it Most air conditioner demand is motor load, requiring significant reactive power. Because of its
interaction with the transmission system, reactive support is one area that distribution companies cannot ignore if
reliability is to be maintained on the bulk transmission system.

The physics of transferring power across a transmission line causes it to consume reactive power, with increased
transfers resulting in increased voltage drop across the line. When heavy power transfers occur across a trasmis-
sion system interface and transmission lines are heavily loaded, voltage in the area of the interface can become
depressed if sufficient reactive supplies are not available to the system.

When transfers of power follow a consistent directional pattern, it is relatively easy to plan and justify cost for the
required reactive support for the transfers. Significant reactive support was added on the bulk system to enable
higher transfers fom ECAR to MAAC and the VACAR Subregion of SERC in the early 1990s. However, under
open access, transactions are being done in large numbers across long distances, and often in directions that were
not anticipated when the transmission system was planned and built. Also, the direction and amount of transfers
has become much more volatile, changing daily, and sometimes hourly. Consequently, planning reactive support
enhancements for improving transfer capability is now extrbemly difficult

There is currntly no incentive to increase the levels of reactive support on the bulk power systems. In fact, there
are disincentives, because generators are paid to produce real power, not reactive power. There is a tradeoff be-
tween producing real and reactive power because reactive power generation decreases as the real output increases.
A recent spate of nuclear unit upgrades effectively lowered the units' reactive power output capabilities.

In the long term, transmission providers need to reevaluate their systems in light of open access, including plan-
ning for necessary reactive support. Business is increasingon the transmission system, but very little is being
done to increase the load serving and transfer capability of the bulk transmission system Most of the transmission
projects planned over the next ten years are intended to reinforce parts of the system to alleviate local problems
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Table 5- Planned Transmission

lTrasnmdson C ircuit Mias 230 kV and Above

2000 200-204 2*5-209S 2009 Total
Existing Addition Addlous latafed

ECAR 15,843 301 156 16299
FRCC 6,618 203 213 7,034
MAAC 7,049 58 95 7202

AIN 5,699 303 - 6,002
MAPP- US. 15236 494 49 15.779
MAPP-Cnad 5,846 219 282 6,347

PCC- U.S. 6,456 228 5 6.689
NPCC - Caad 28,806 335 13 29,154

SERC 30,541 1,401 696 32.638
spp 6.499 428 305 7.232
Easteru IrterconDmltou 128.593 3.970 1,813 134,376

WSCC- U. 56.836 1,335 482 58.653
WSCC- Cnad 10.714 (22) 48 10,738
WSCC- Mcxco 431 - - 431
Wesctra Ierconnecteto 67,981 1,313 528 69,822

ERCOT Itlerconrctiol 7,033 710 111 7.854

United Staes 157,810 5,461 2111 165.382
Canada 45,366 532 341 46,239
Mexico 431 - - 431
NERC Total 203,607 3,993 2,452 212,052

Only 8,445 miles of transmission facility additions (230 kV and above) are planned throughout North America
over the next ten years. This represents only a 42% increase in total installed circuit miles and most of these ad-ditions are intended to address local transmission concans and will not have a significant impact on long distance
power transfers. Newly announced transmission projects have resulted in an increase of 1,467 circuit miles over
last year's projection.

Four significant EHV transmission projects have been proposed in ERCOT through the ISOs planning process
Those projects are funded by a unique Texas-mandated cost-sharing formula for ransmission projects. However,
appropriate conditions do not exist in all Regions to encourage transmission system additions and reinforcements
to support the needs of the competitive market New Regional planning entities and approval processes must also
be developed to deal with the need for new transmission lines for an open market

More information regarding the challenges of siting and building new transmission facilities can be found in the
next section of this report.
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Market Transition
The North American electric industry has built an impressive record of reliable electric service. Traditional verti-
cally integrated utilities, with an obligation to supply clectric servicc and regulated as natural monopolies, pro-
vided an effective structure for electricity supply. However, concern over the ability of monopoly service to pro-
vide incentives for cost minimization and innovative products and services drew legislators' and regulators'
attention to the economic advantages of competitive markets for generation.

As a result, the electricity industry in North America is in the midst of a major transition. Bundled monopoly ser-
vice is being replaced by a competitive marketplace for generation at the wholesale level, and, where states and
provinces have adopted restructuring mandates, competitive retail markets are developing as well. While
transmission and distribution services continue to be provided by utilities, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 ex-
panded the authorization for nonutility companies to build and operate power plants that were established previ-
ously by the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's
(FERC) issuance of Orders 888 and 889 in 1996 allowed these competitive suppliers open access on a nondis-
criminatory basis to the bulk power transmission system. In addition to open access, FERC Order 888 prompted
utilities to establish independent system operators (1SOs) to operate the power grids. Most recently, in Order
2000, FERC has urged transmission owners to join regional transmission organizations (RTOs) to improve the
engineering and economic efficiency of the transmission grid. These developments have given rise to new
opportunities and challenges, as the structure and function of the industry continues to evolve toward fll
competition.

'.o obtain the benefits sought through competitive markets, many important and challenging implementation'is-
,oes must be addressed, including Interconnection policies, market power, stranded cost recovery, and ongoing
narket interventions. The rapid changes bring many challenges to all of the market participants as they react to
tconomic pressures while simultaneously maintaining the reliability of the power system.

High Market Prices and the Integrity of Interchange
An unexpected threat to reliability materialized in late July 1999 when system frequency on the Eastern
Interconnection dipped to one of its lowest levels in history (59.93 Hertz). This occurrence was later shown to be
due to significant under-gcneration by at least two control areas in the central United States during times of very
high energy prices. Control areas with a significant market exposure will effectively take energy from the rest of
the Interconnection when prices are high and replace it when prices are lower if they do not purchase the cnergy
to cover their obligation. NERC operating policies require that systems short of power shed load to protect the
integrity of the grid in cases where no purchase power is available, but the experience of July 1999 shows that
abuses driven by spikes in energy prices can alter behavior, leading to a significant threat to reliability. NERC is
dealing with this issue by clarifying the roles of the various players in the control area function and encouraging
the pricing of inadvertent energy exchanges at prevailing market prices. Additionally, at least one Region has
taken steps to address this problem.

Incentives to Construct Transmission
The transmission grid was originally designed to transmit the output of the generation units over fairly short dis-
tances to the local load centers. With the recent idustry restructuring and the development of regional wholesale
markets, the utilization of the transmission grid has drastically changed to try to accommodate a large volume of
energy transactions over very long distances. This trend towards a dependency on the transmission grid to
facilitate not only economic but also emergency energy transactions is expected to continue into the future.

A robust, reliable transmission system is needed to develop a competitive market and to achieve its full benefits.
There is a heightened interest in this area by regulators and legislators at the state, provincial, and federal levels
during this transition. The challenge before them is to enable market participants to build transmission and
generation projects in optimal locations (from both a transmission and generation perspective) in order to obtain
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the maximum benefits of competition while maintaining reliability. This will require both financial incentives and
aid in dealing witb siting issues. The recent FERC decision to allow an alternative methodology for determining
the allowed return on transmission assets and FERC Order 2000 may stimulate additional investmnnt in
transmission

During the 1960s and early 1970s when technological improvements enabled (and encouraged) the construction
ofextra-high voltage transmission lines, the justification for constructing the lines was the reliability benefit eve-
ryone would realize due to reserve sharing. By tying Regions together, any individual Region would be less vul-
nerable to blackouts and system collapse because it would be able to access the reserves of its neighbors. Al-
though the new lines certainly facilitated inecr-utility economy transactions, the volume of such economy transac-
tions was relatively low and the central purpose of the lines remained to enhance reliability. To the extent econ-
omy transactions occurred, all customers benefited. As such, the use of eminent domain (the legal basis by which
land may be acquired for public use) to acquire the rights-of-way these lines used was acceptable.

The changing electric market may be breaking down the social compact behind the principle ofeminent domain,
affecting new transmission line construction and may change the way in which reliability is maintained. Public
opposition to the construction of transmission facilities and regulatory uncertainties for cost recovery on transmis-
sion investments limit new transmission facility additions. The gap between the transmission expansion need and
:he proposed construction of transmission is widening. To support the reliability of the bulk power system, proper
incentives must be developed to encourage transmission construction

One way to relieve transmission congestion is to build new transmission lines. This solution to the congestion
?roblem requires new interrgional transmission lines to accommodate what principally will be transactions -
between geographically separate areas. The segments of the population impacted by the new transmission line
construclion will not be the same segments that are benefiting from the profits the new lines create. This disparity
will increase the legitimacy of the political opposition to new transmission line construction. The fragmentation of
Ahe industry into segments not easily identifiable with the familiar local utility may make matters worse. The step
to limiting the power of eminent domain (to, say, lines with a demonstrable public, rather than private, benefit)
may be an easy one for legislators.

Assuming permission to build transmission facilities can be obtained, who will fund and promote the develop-
ment of new transmission projects? Varying approaches are currently being applied. ERCOT is sharing the cost of
the transmission system equally among all loads. Alberta issued a Request for Proposals for generation projects
that would decrease the need for additional transmission lines and construction is now underway on a number of
projects. Additional incentives are to be paid to the generation constructors based on the avoided cost of the
transmission projects that would have been required. There is also the possibility of Independent Transmission
Projects.

Other approaches to address transmission system limitations and congestion include the construction of new gen-
eration in demand centers, the implementation of advanced transmission technologies, or economic incentives for
customers to voluntarily reduce their loads. Those interested in system reliability may have to consider ways to
encourage such local solutions (wbich may themselves have construction and sighting problems similar to those
of transmission construction) to avoid being forced to depend on new transmission construction as the only
solution for deteriorating system reliability.

Market Price
In contrast to the stable energy prices of the traditional regulated utility with an obligation to serve the demand of
its native load, the provision of electric energy in an open market environment will necessarily reflect the
potentially volatile prices of the commercial market. As price spikes have indicated in the past, the market price in
the short term may become excessively high. These high prices may result in situations where providers, unsure
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of recovery ofcosts, curtail service to customers, or consumers will no longer be able to afford the service. In the
absence of an obligation to serve, high market prices may jeopardize continuity of electric service in the sense that
unaffordable prices may discourage providers from purchasing and delivering energy to consumers.

Consumer Response to Pricing
A fundamental component of electricity markets, and one that has been conspicuously absent in the regulated
utility environment is consumer demand price response. At present, most electricity customers have no exposure
to real-time energy prices; they are served under fixed-price tariffs. This fixed-price arrangement worked fine
when market prices were less volatile than they are today. Now it has become very risky for suppliers who may
not be prepared to serve at any price. To mitigate this financial risk, create an efficient and effective electric cn-
rgy market and improve the reliability of electric supply, some or all electric customers will have to be exposed

to market prices and suppliers will have to develop effective financial hedges to allow them to provide fixed-price
contracts without assuming undo risk.

Some load serving enttities have experimented with this trade-offby designing interruptible load tariffs in which
customers offer to have their service curtailed if the utility supplier runs short of capacity. Many of these tariffs
also specify that such interruptible customers will pay market energy prices when the supplier's price exceeds a
certain threshold. With the recent experiences with summer price spikes, some utilities have expanded these inter-
rupible programs by allowing customers to bid their fium load into the market. This allows utilities to mitigate
their price risk by paying their customers to curtail service to firm load.

These experiences with market pricing have been instructive. Offered the possibility of high energy buy-back
prices, many electric customers have found it more profitable to shut down than to continue operations. However,
tie price at which customers arc willing to discontinue their service is usually significantly greater than traditional
;ekctricity prices. Because this value is still much lower than the price spikes seen the last two summers, it is nev-
ertheless in the utility's interest as well as the customer's to exploit the benefits of customer demand curtailment
progams.

Ultimately, if every electric load saw instantaneous real-time pricing, demand would be balanced with supply and
customers would be willing to discontinue their service or reduce their consumption as prices rose. In such a
perfect world, the feedback mechanism would serve to reduce consumption and promote adequacy.

In California this summer many retail customers were exposed to market prices and saw a doubling (or more) of
their electricity bills. The early experience in California exposes the difficuhy of developing a market that will
ensure adequacy; prices are volatile in evolving electricity markets and may result in prices that are much higher
than those expected by consumers. The adequacy problem will not be solved in the near term by merely
convening it into a price problem.

Load Forecasting
Traditionally, load forecasts have been crucial in planning to meet the needs of vertically integrated electric utili-
ties. A credible load forecast is necessary in the planning and operation of transmission and generation facilities,
revenue and expense forecasts, and in developing forecasts of financial requirements. Regional transmission
organizations (RTOs) may be responsible for reliability in the future and, in a market environment, demand fore-
casts will continue to be crucial for the RTOs. Load serving entities, providers of last resort, transmission
providers, transmission planners, system operators, and those attempting to assess reliability will also continue to
have a need for accurate load forecasts. In those states in which there continues to be a "minimum" reserve
requirement, for example, there must be a forecast of demand to balance against the forecast of supply to compare
the resulting capacity reserves with the minimum requirement. This-forecast should include the amount of load
that is expected under contract and the type of service such as intrruptible load. Several states such as Texas,
Florida, and New York have a minimum capacity reserve that must be maintained. In addition, the stale
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regulatory bodies in some cases use reserves in their evaluation of the performance of electric utilities in their
jurisdiction. Utilities must show that prudent actions were taken to ensure adequate resources were being
developed to mcet firm contracts. There have been recent lawsuits because a utility was unable to supply firm
load as contracted

Tbe role of load forecasts in generation planning will change as the electric industry evolves towards full compe-
tition. With the increasing dependence on merchant generation, capacity expansion will not necessarily be driven
by the load forecast, but will be more influenced by market price signals. Even though market prices will be key
to the developer's decisions regarding locating merchant capacity, there will continue to be a need to forecast
trends and conditions within Regions for the developer to include in the decision process. In addition, it wil be-
come important to forecast the location of both the loads and supply so that those components of reliability are
balanced. Transmission congestion prices may be useful in helping to balance these concerns.

In a market environment, load forecasting will become a more challenging function for the industry. NERC's
Load Forecasting Working Group may have to address these forecasting issues to ensure forecasts are totally rep-
resentative of the needs of the Regions. Who will ultimately be responsible for the quality of the load forecast
given that multiple parties are involved in the development of the forecast of demand, supply, and resulting
market signals? How will the load forecast be communicated, and how can it be challenged?

In the future, factors such as price elasticity of demand and development of demand-side resources as a response
to market signals may have more marked effects on the customer demand for electricity. These factors are con-
trolled by multiple parties and will interplay with market conditions. Transmission providers who have historical
load information on which to base future demand may not be able to predict firm requirements since there are in-
lerruptible contracts, which are exercised dependent on the market price of electricity. There could be multiple
levels of reliability available to customers depending upon how much they are willing to pay and this will
increase the complexity of the load forecasting process.

Another difficulty in forecasting comes from the increase in the saturation of distributed generation. Even with
significant economic growth, there are some scenarios in which customer-owned generators can either decrease
contract use or result in a net input into the transmission grid. This could create or increase transmission conges-
tion in particular areas of the transmission system. Currently, state and national legislation is being considered for
certain renewable technologies that would result in net energy metering so that a customer who used energy dur-
ing on-peak periods could pay it back during low-cost off-peak periods and net its use to zero. However, if large
quantities of eergy are net metered, it is unclear who will pay for transmission and distribution facilities.

In order to provide a reliable forecast; the industry needs to maintain or develop an information system that will
accurately reflect the various market conditions. The RTOs or transmission providers can develop the load fore-
cast, but this will require the cooperation of a other involved parties. In addition, it may become important to
consider the consistency of load forecast information, such as the number of historical weather years or trends in
climate, that are considered in developing the forecast.

Firm Load: Firm Generation Obligation
Electricity supply to all customers can only be assured if all electricity retailers have contracted with sufficient
generation and transmission capability to ensure that customer demand can be served at all times. Without market
incentives, information, enforcement authority to penalize deficit load serving entities, or the technical capability
to select discrete customers for curtailment, retailers will have to implement load shedding when the real-time
generation market undergoes a supply shortage. Using this approach, system security can be maintained, but not
all customers are treated equitably.
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However, if the industry has the information pertaining to deficient areas and enforcement authority, retailers will
be able to differentiate themselves by their load curtailment performance, and those that spend more money to
acquire wider reserve margins will be able to offer more 'reliable" service. Retailers who arc able to aggregate
complementary loads (with non-coincident peaks) may be able to offer lower rates. Special rates could also be
provided to customers willing to help provide load reliefduring supply shortages, much like the intrruptible
contracts presently held by industrial customers, but perhaps spread over a wider cus tomer spectrum. Time of
Day" rates could also be offered to customers willing to pay for the extra costs ofmetring.

Regulatory and Legislative
U.S. Federal Legislation
Prospects for action on federal restructuring legislation will improve with the next Congress, although the timing
for that action, and the scope of issues to be addressed, ar still unclear. At least four restructuring bills were
intoduced in 2000 that have included a reliability title based on NERC's consensus legislative language, which
provides for the establishment of an independent self-regulating reliability organization to set and enforce
compliance with mandatory reliability standards for the bull power system, with FERC oversight in the United
,tates.

Among the other issues being considered for inclusion in restructuring legislation are: private-use restrictions on
facilities financed with tax-exempt debt; revisions to the Public Utility Holding Company Act and the Public
Utilities Regulatory Policy Act; portfolio standards for renewable energy; a federal matching fund to encourage
public-benefit programs at the state level; and possible new environmental requirements-

Legislation was introduced in both the House and Senate to resolve the private use restrictions on public power
and other restructuring-related tax issues faced by investor-owned utilities. The Electric Power Industry Tax
,Modernization Act reflects the recent agreement between the American Public Power As sociation, the Edison

Electric Institute, and the Large Public Power Council on industry-wide tax issues that they say need to beup-
dated to accommodate the emerging competitive electricity market. This legislation is needed to support partici-
pant's filing intentions to join regional transmission organizations and the expiration of IRS's temporary
regulation on private use in January 2001.

FERC
In December 1999, FERC issued a final rul encouraging the formation of Regional Transmission Organizations
(RTOs). The rule established minimum characteristics and functions that a transmission entity must satisfy to be
considered an RTO. The Commission describes four minimum characteristics of an RTO: independence, appro-
priate scope and regional configuration, sufficient operational authority, and responsibility for short-term reliabil-
ity. The Commission describes eight minimum functions that an RTO must perform: tariff administration and de-
sign, congestion management, management of parallel path flow, provision of ancillary services, maintain OASIS
and calculate Total Transfer Capability and Available Transfer Capability, market monitoring, planning and
expansion, and interrgional coordination.

The rule required eachjurisdictional utility to make filings with the Commission either demonstrating its partici-
pation in an RTO that satisfied the minimum requirements, describing its efforts to form an acceptable RTO, or
explaining its reasons for not doing so, and its future plans. FERC expects that RTOs meeting the minimum
characteristics and functions would begin operating the tansmission facilities no later than December 15, 2001.

On February 25, 2000, FERC issued Order No. 2000-A, reaffirming its December 1999 RTO rule. The rebearing
order retained the voluntary approach to RTO formation, as well as the deadlines set out in the final rule for
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filings due in October 2000 and January 2001. 11 also clarified the definition of"market participant," concluding
that those entities offering transmission srvices should not be included in the definition of market participant
since some might argue that a pure transmission company that was an RTO might meet that definition.
Independent governance of a "pure Transco" will be addressed on a case-by-case basis. The order also clarified
the respective rights of the RTO to file its rates with FERC, and of the transmission owner to file to recover its
revenue requirement In addition, Order No. 2000-A includes the ownership audit requirements in the regulatory
text and expressly includes cooperatives among the public power entities that must be included in the RTO
formation process.

State Issues
Twenty-five states and the District of Columbia have adopted restructuring legislation or regulatory orders and
almost all others are contemplating it at some level. However, the recent experience in San Diego with significant
retail price increases has dampened or postponed state interest in advancing retail competition. Several states and
local government organizations arc urging Congress to let states handle most of the restructuring issues. Among
the states that have embraced retail competition, many prefer that any federal restructuring legislation allow states
to take the lead on many implementation issues. Congress and the Adminisration indicated willingness to grand-
father existing state restructuring plans.

In the wake of FERC Order 888 and Order 2000, many state conmissions are concerned about the ambiguity of
jurisdiction over retail sales of electricity, particularly in states that have restructurd for retail competition in
Senration services. Stale regulators have expressed a desire to participate in Regional Transmission Organiza-
Lans, with particular interests in reliability, market monitoring, pricing, congestion management, planningand
interregional coordination. While each state has a somewhat different regulatory authority and structure, all states
will retain an ongoing interest and concern over reliability issues in electric service.

'1h map below shows the current status (August 2000) of state restructuring initiatives.
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Provincial Issues
In Canada, reliability management has been the primary responsibility of the utilities, which developed their ownstandards and participated in developing voluntary reliability standards through NERC. Although NERC's Stan-dards are recognized by the utilities as the industry standard in Canada, each provincial govermnent must grantapproval of electrical entities to participate in NAERO.

The National Energy Board's jurisdiction related to reliability is over the construction and operation ofinterna-tional power lines and electricity exports. In many cases, provincial regulators have broad jurisdiction to caurethat the electricity system is operated in a safe and reliable manner, to approve applications for new generation ortransmission facilities, to approve rates, or to impose operating restrictions on transmission facilities. In allprovinces, except Saskatchewan, provincial regulators oversee electric utility activities.

In the provinces of Alberta and Ontaio, responsibilities for reliability are clearly established as part of the regu-lator's mandate. In Alberta, under the Electric Utilities Act, the transmission administrator has responsibility forreliability management. The transmnission administtor is responsble to set standards and requirements for sys-tem support services and to make arrangements for those services. The tansmission administrator also may i-orporate charges for these services into the tariff. Such tariff must be approved by the Alberta Energy andUtilities Board. In Ontario, under recent restructuring legislation, the Ontario Energy Board will be an ilndcped-ent regulator for the electricity industry. The independent market operator will make market rules, includingreliability rules, which are subject to oversight of the Ontario Energy Board.

The reliability role varies in the other provinces. In British Columbia, under the Utilities Commission Act, theritish Columbia Utilities Commission has authority to make orders about matters it considers necessary or ad-.isable for the safety, convenience, and service to the public. In Qutbec, with new legislative amendmentsadopted in June 2000, the REgie de l'inergie has jurisdiction to regulate the transmission and distribution: ctivities of HydroQuebec to ensure that consumers are adequately supplied with electricity and pay just andreasonable rates. Furthermore, the transmission provider has to establish operating standards and technicalrequirements, including standards ofreliability for its transmission system, and submit them to the Regie dei'nergie for approval. The generation is open to competition for new loads exceeding Hydro-Quebec's curenttotal level, and Hydro-Quebeckeeps its hydraulic rights. New generation projects have to be approved by thegovernment In Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro may set standards and rules for the reliability of the transmission anddistnbution lines, and may refuse to connect any distribution or transmission line if the line is not operated inaccordance with those standards.

Fuels
Natural Gas Outlook
Natural gas is a clean burning, economical, and widely available fuel. These desirable qualities are thrusting natu-ral gas into prominence as fuel for electric generation Natural gas has historically been a major provider of e-ergy to beat North American homes and fuel industry. However, all forecasters of future natural gas growth prodie that electricity generation will be the market sector with the highest growth. Projected natural gas usage forelectricity generation in the United States by 2010 is expected to be 122 TCF or four times the 1996 level.
According to the Energy Information Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy, electricity generatorswerT third among the major users of natural gas for 1950 to the late 1980s in the United States. In the future,supply to electric generators could grow to become the largest or second largest consumer of natural gas by 2010,depending on the projection. The unknown in the variation in the future projections is the implementation of thecarbon emission reductions that could be imposed by the Kyoto Protocol. Carbon emission reductions wouldlikely cause the displacement of coal-fired soures with natural gas and renewables, which drives the futureprojections to higher levels.
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Despite the increased demands, it is apparent that the natural gas resources are available. Adequate rescrves exist
and will continue to exist although the level of reserves is dependent on prices and vice vesa. Higher prices will
likely drive reserves higher but may also cause some developers to reconsider the economic feasibility of their
proposed gas-fired projects. The vast majority of the United States supply will come from onshore and offshore
sources in the lower 48-state region. The United States is expected to be importing varying portions of its natural
gas supply during the assessment period, with Canada and Mexico being the main sources of the imports. Drilling
activity appears to be limited only by the significant investment and timing required to build additional drilling
rigs. Table 6 below contains a comparison of forecast U.S. long-run gas import requirements for Canadian gas
and illustrates the point about higher prices resulting in greater supply.

Table 6- U.S. Demand for Canadian Gas
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The various forecasts indicate that the needs for Canadian gas in the United States will likely range between 4 and
5 TCF by 'he year 2015 and rise to between 5 and 5.5 TCF by 2020.

Countering the general optimism about future gas supplies, there is some concern surfacing in Canada about the
ability to sustain high levels of exports to support a robust gas market in the United States. A study ofpotential
conventional gas supply from the Canadian Western Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) undertaken by Optimum Energy
Management Inc. (OEMI), indicates that potential supply from the WCSB to the United States may begin to dry
up in the 2009/2010 time frame if efforts are not undertaken immediately to bring alternate Canadian supply
sources forward The OEMI reference case shows the WCSB beginning to go into decline around the year 2009
and by the year 2014 roughly only half of the existing and planned WCSB natural gas export pipeline capacity
can be filled. By the year 2018, WCSB supplies are less than total Canadian domestic demand. (See Figure 20 on
the next page)
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Figure 20: Mid Case WCSB Marketable Natural Gas Supply and Canadian Demand
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IfWCSB export pipeline takeaway capacity is to be kept full, the conventional shortfall must be forthcoming
from frontier gas (including the Scotian shelf displacing WCSB supplies to eastern Canada), coal bed methane,
tight gas, imports, or various combinations thereof. The reference case shortfall that develops by the year 2010 is
assumed to be met by frontier gas or coal bed methane. The shortfall is 4 billion cubic meters a year, by 201 0, it is
75 billion cubic meters a year.

rAssessment of the Natural Gas Infrastructure
Capacity additions to the transmission pipeline system will be required to support the increased usage scenarios.
In the United States, the EIA expects that new capacity will be primarily out of Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma,
through the South, to the southern coastal states, primarily Florida, in response to growing consumption. Later in
the assessment period, capacity will be to the middle south. Adding capacity to the gas transmission system is
subject to an arduous process, especially for projects requiring a new pipeline. Given historical responses of the
industry to meet the need for capacity additions, EIA does not believe that pipeline capacity is likely to be a
problem even in the carbon reduction scenarios.

"Not only have the capabilities of the natural gas production, transmission, and distribution network
grown significantly since 1990, but the quality and flexibility of service have improved as well. Addi-
tional substantial growth and improvement are expected over the next several years. Expanding intercon-
nectivity within the pipeline grid, accompanied by improved services, will further integrate the natural gas
production and delivcry system, thereby helping to accommodate anticipated future demand." (EIA
Natural Gas Monthly, April 1999)

Coal
In the United States, electricity production is by far the largest use for coal, with approximately 90% of the do-
mestic coal production being devoted to this use. The future for coal use is tied to other factors, not the least of
which is labor productivity. If labor productivity continues to improve, larger markets for coal can be expected.
The EIA is forecasting that there will be increased coal use in the assessment period, particularly if oil prices in-
crease. However, the growth in coal use will likely come from Western mines, which produces coal with signifi-
cantly less sulfur content than most Eastern varieties. The penetration of Western coal into Eastern markets will
be dependent, among other things, on the ability to keep transportation costs in control.
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The transportation problems that plagued the coal distribution system in the past few years appear to have abated
Railroads in the United States deliver over two thirds of the total coal produc tion. Therefore, any problems in the
freight railroad community are likely to have dramatic impact on coal delivery, as occurred immediately after the
Union Pacific-Southern Pacific merger.

Planning Issues
Generation Forecasting
For the near-term, the majority of projected new plant additions will use natural gas-ired combined cycle tech-
nology. These plants can be built in a very short time and therefore the generation planning horizon has shrunk
accordingly. As a result of the short construction time requirements, there is an increasing trend to designate fu-
ture resources as "unspecified," or to rely upon "unspecified" energy purchases. There may be reliance upon
additional small stand-by generators and fuel cells to reduce generation resource requirements.

The industry is experimenting with changing the reserve margin requirements, sometimes in opposite directions.
New York is reducing their requirement from 22 to 18%, while some Florida utilities have committed to volun-
tanly increase the requirement from 15 to 20% by 2004. Some discussions even suggest that a free market should
meet the demands strictly based upon price signals and that reserve margin requirement is an obsolete concept

Environmental restrictions, regulatory renewable requirements, unit retirements, industry restructuring, and fuel
availability are just a few generation planning uncertainties on the horizon.

Generation Technologies Impacts
Despite the number of generation technologies that continue to be touted as commercially practical tools for fu-
ture application, there has not been a trend of wide spread installations. If a practical method for financing the in-
stallation of the devices can be developed, fuel cells, micro-turbines, renewables, and other forms of distributed
generation may be the technologies that will have the biggest impact on planning.

Existing units with connections to the transmission grid are prime candidates to take advantage of technologies
such as re-powering, steam injection, and improved cooling process to increase the plant's total output.

On the longer-term horizon, the nuclear industry remains a technology that could be practical, especially in the
view of predictions of increasing air pollution and global warming.

Distributed Generation - Resource Adequacy Effects
If distributed generation comes into widespread use as predicted, there will be a number of changes to the
planning process. First, there will be a need for more information from the distribution companies
regarding the number, location, and capacity.of the sources. This information is required to plan for the
protective relaying and reactive requirements as well as how the source might impact transmission capac-
ity requirements. Secondly, thee will be a need to develop interconnection agreements similar to the
agreements required for interconnection to the transrission system.

In addition to the distributed generation applications installed at the distribution voltage level, there is a
continuing trend in the number oftransmission level customers adding cogeneration to serve their
electrical as well as their steam requirements.

Renewables -NonDispatchability
Many regulatory agencies are mandating that retail energy providers entering the retail market provide re-
newable energy resources options to their customers. In some cases, the retail energy providers must meet
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a minimum percentage of their energy sales served with renewable energy resources. In Texas, the state
has legislated that an additional 2,000 MW of renewable resources be built by 2009. The Energy
Information Agency (EIA) estimates that renewable energy sources could account for between 11 and
22% of the U.S. generation market by 2020.

In many cases, the energy provided from the renewable resource is nondispatchable, i.e., when the sun
shines the solar power is produced and all of its energy is utilized. As the amount ofnondispatchable ca-
pacity grows, the remaining dispatchable units have to take a larger share of the responsibility of regula-
tion and load following. The renewable resource can contribute to the energy requirements over a given
time period, but the nondispatcbable renewable resource provides no assurance that the energy can be
delivered to meet peak demand.

Interreglonal Analysis and Planning
Regional planning will become an important tool to provide the coordination required between the generation,
transmission, and load entities. More focus will have to be placed on analysis of generation availability and the
ability to move energy from one Region to another.

The future configuration of "transmission companies" will also bring about a significant change in the scope of
transmission studies, moving them from the local to the wide-area regional studies. The Entergy proposal and the
.lliance proposal are examples of the new RTOs that are being considered for approval by FERC.

lectric Power Rescarch Institute (EPRI) began a Probabilistic Analysis of Reliability of the North American
lnterconnection' in 2000. The results of this study will provide additional tools for the wide-area analysis and will
potentially spotlight areas that need transfer capability improvement.

Environmental Issues
The potential reliability impacts associated with environmental policy and regulatory actions depend largely on
the details of their implementation, most of which are not yet known. Important factors in assessing potential
reliability impacts include the stringency of the requirements, the length of compliance schedules, scope of geo-
graphic applicability, coincidence with other regulatory requirements, the amount of generation needing
modification and retrofit outage duration, among others.

Generating capacity additions and transmission capacity availability will be critical to supporting increasing de-
mand as environmental regulatory requirements, particularly for existing plants, become increasingly stringent.
Announcements of new generating plant capacity commitments indicate that over 190,000 MW of new generating
capacity will be operational by 2004. While not all of this capacity may actually materialize, much of it is already
under development and is expected to significantly support increasing load in key regional markets. The ability of
new capacity to allay environmental-related reliability concerns depends on its geographic and temporal
coincidence with existing plants undergoing retrofits or shutdowns.

National Air Quality Standards and Goals
Over the next decade, requirements designed to meet national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) and protect
visibility in national parks and wilderness areas wil come into force. Many of these requirements are not yet fully
defined by the relevant regulatory bodies or are subject to further consideration by the courts, and thus their
impact on reliability is uncertain.

Over the next year and a half, resolution is likely of several challenges to rules addressing ambient ozone. The
broadest challenges, which are currently under review by the Supreme Court, relate to the role of cost in setting
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the NAAQS and legislative delegation to agency discretion in EPAs setting new NAAQS for ozone and
particulate matter.

Of more immediate concern for the Northeast, Midwest, and Southeast are two intertwined rules, both of which
impose NOx emission reduction requirements for the purpose of reducing regional ambient ozone levels. First isEPA's "NOx SIP Call rule, whicheffectively would require the extensive installation of NOx control technologyin as many as 22 states. While implementation of the SIP Call rule was held up by court challenges for more thana year, on March 3, 2000, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit upheld EPA's authority to require 19Eastern states and D.C. to reduce NOx emissions under the rule.

The appeals court's March decision allows EPA to go forward with its stringent NOx reduction mandate in 19states and the District of Columbia, requiring affected sources to achieve an average NOx emission rate of 0.15IbsymmBtu during the five-month ozone season. EPA will need to recalculate states' NOx budgets based on theremand portion of ruling. On June 22, 2000, the Appeals Court lifted its stay on implementation of the SIP Callrole, and set a new deadline of October 27, 2000 for states to submit their NOx implementation plans to EPA.
However, the court e xtended the original May 2003 compliance deadline for meeting the required NOx reductionsto May 2004. This extension should help utilities mitigate potential reliability impacts identified in previous RASreports related to NOx compliance. For states that do not submit their implementation plans by the October dead-line, EPA will impose a federal implementation plan or directly control sources through its "section 126" rule,which is an alternative approach to NOx reductions and is described further below.

Second, the "Section 126" rule effectively requires the same emission limits as the NOx SIP Call rule on the sameschedule, but it applies to a smaller area and would be administered directly by EPA rather than the states. It wasissued by EPA in December 1999 in response to petitions by Northeastern states under Clean Air Act section 126for controls on upwind NOx emissions, which the states demonstrated prevent them from attaining the one-hourambient air quality standard (. 12 ppm) for ozone. The section 126 rule differs from the SIP Call rule in at easttwo other key respects. First, section 126 empowers EPA to regulate sources directly, so state implementationplans need not be revised. Second, because it responds only to petitioning states, the section 126 rule affects only12 of the 22 states (and 60% of the emission reductions) targeted by the SIP Call rule. NOx reduction efforts arealso under way in states other than those covered by EPA's NOx SIP Call and section 126 rules.

To comply with the EPA NOx SIP Call, outages of significant amounts of fossil-fueled generation will be nec es-sary over the next few years to install the required NOx control devices. RAS directed a study of the potential re-liability impacts of those retrofit outages on near-term resource adequacy. Results indicate that increased outagecoordination in the Regions and the length of the retrofit window will be important factors in mitigating potential
reliability impacts. Additional details are contained in a separate report issued by the RAS.

The results of these analyses suggest that any reduction in the amount of SCR retrofits needed for compliance, oretension of the retrofit window, would lessen any potential reliability impacts of the NOx SIP Call. For example,application of alternative NOx reduction technologies or other approaches that do not require additional retrofitoutage time might reduce the number of units requiring SCR equipment, thereby reducing the impact of retrofits.Similarly, use of State Supplemental Allowance Credits proposed by the EPA could provide compliance
flexibility, again reducing the SIP Call impacts.

Starting in 2003, EPA is scheduled to designate areas that are in non-attainment with the 1997 revisions to theambient PM standards, which established a fine particle (25 microns or less, "PM2.") standard. In addition tonecessitating PM controls, these designations may cause states to consider additional controls on NOx and/orS02, which are precurs ors to fine particles, to meet the fine PM standard State regulations could require compli-ance within the decade in accordance with the Clean Air Act's "expeditiously as practicable" construct However,
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the agency's fine PM standard is currently under review by the Supreme Court, which increases the uncertainties
associated with the implementation and impact of the standard.

Fine particles are also significant contributors to regional haze. Under EPA's 1999 rules and schedules coordi-
nated with PM2.5 SIP plans, haze progress requirements will be established through multi-state planning bodies
and subsequently adopted by the States. Reductions of NOx and S02 emissions from the generating sector will be
evaluated and may be necessary to achieve compliance with both the NAAQS and the haze plans. In addition, in
the initial stage ofregional haze planning, power plants (first operational 1962-1977) will be evaluated for their
impact on regional haze in national parks and wilderness areas. Where appropriate, site-specific Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) on these plants may be required The regional body addressing visibility in the West
released draft rules for emission allowances and trading in August 2000.

Based on these developments, some additional requirements for S02 and NOx emissions are likely. The impact
on reliability of such additional standards is depcndent on the length of time allowed for compliance with the
standards and the number and type of units affected.

Plant Construction and MalntenancelModiflcation
For more than two decades, federal requirements for reviewing the air quality impacts of new, and modifications
to existing, facilities have been increasingly complex. Over the last decade, EPA has discussed and proposed, but
not finalized, revisions "reforming" these new source review (NSR) rules. The near-term outcome of these reform
efforts, in concert with the outcome of a major EPA enforcement initiative against 44 coal-fired plants for alleged
violations of these requirements, will have a decided but undetermined impact upon power generation. The re-
gime governing what activities trigger NSR, which can involve lengthy permitting and air quality evaluations as
well as best-technology requirements, largely determines whether and how operators pursue maintenance
activities.

fHazardous Air Pollutants
EPA is required to determine, by December 15, 2000, whether regulation of hazardous air pollutant (HAP) (in-
cluding mcrcury) emissions under Title mU of the Act, afler regulation under the other titles, is necessary and ap
propriate. This determination, if affirmative, would precipitate HAP regulation under Title Il, in which case the
appropriate Maximum Available Control Technology (MACT) level would be identified, and sources would have
three years after this level is set to comply.

By congressional directive, EPA contracted with the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) to review the science
on which to base a healtb-based reference dose for mercury, and must consider NAS's determination in its deci-
sion. The NAS releas ed the executive summary of its report on July 1 . The complete report is expected to be re-
leased before the end of August While the report effective ly validates EPA's approach to setting a public health
"dose" level for mercury, it also appears to suggest that EPA has not adequately demonstrated that mercury
emission reductions fiom coal-fired electricity generating units will reduce mercury exposure and health risks.

EPA is expected to decide whether to regulate HAPs from electric generation by the December 15 deadline, and
to follow any affirmative decision with proposed standards by December 2003.

EPA is evaluating the use of a cap and trading implementation regime should it decide to regulate HAPs EPA's
regulatory approach and the development of commercially available conbol technology will be the key factors
affecting potential reliability impacts. Since the reduction of mercury emissions would also result in the reduction
of NOx and S02, some have s uggested that EPA's efforts for reducing these emissions should be coordinated.
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Solid and Hazardous Waste
EPA in late May 2000 chose not to regulate coal combustion waste as hazardous waste under Subtitle C of theResource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). The man gement'ofsuch ash will therefore continue subjectto state law. However, EPA plans to develop national standards under RCRA Subtitle D to address coal combus-tion waste disposal in landfill or surface impoundments or placed in mines. These will include both the'remaining wastes" as well as "large volume" wastes previously exempted from Subtitle C regulation in 1993.These regulations may, in some cases, lead to increased management requirements for some plants in some aras.EPA has also said it will revise its May 22 determination including a need to regulate those wastes under RCRASubtitle C.

Water Quality
In July 2000, EPA published final revisions to the Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL) program, which statesuse to meet federal water quality standards. The new approach charges states with developing detailedimplementation plans for meeting each TMDL that they set Since load levels may include nitrogen oxides, mer-cuy, and other toxics, atmospheric deposition is one of the sources that states will consider and possibly restrictUpwind power generation is a major source of emissions that may cause water quality impacts in downwind wa-tersheds. EPA published its final TMDL rule on July 13. However, due to active congressional efforts to prohibitEPA from implementing the rule, the rule's status and effect remain uncertain.

EPA has recently issued a proposed rulemaking to establish uniform national technology-based requirements ap-plicable to the location, design, construction, and capacity of cooling water intake structures at new power andmanufacturing plants. The proposal maintains a categorical approach to encourage facilities to be built away fromsensitive waters and removes required (habitat or species) restoration requirements. Facilities located in watersjudged by EPA to be sensitive would be subject to requirements on intake flow volume, intake velocity, and recir-culation, and could be required to install additional technologies beyond closed-cycle cooling. EPA lists variousoptions in the proposal, among which is the opportunity to demonstrate that a chosen site will not significantlyaffect aquatic life and thereby gain less restrictive requirements. EPA is scheduled to propose and finalize rulesfor existing facility cooling water intake structures by the summer of 2001. No specific existing facility regula-tions have been proposed, but the agency could require expensive modifications to existing once-through coolingwater systems, including possible conversions to cooling towers or seasonal restrictions on operations. If costs aretoo high, some generators may elect to completely shut down certain units or take the units out of service duringfish spawning periods.

All plants using once-through cooling water discharge heated water to receiving waterbodies. Thermal dischargesare subject to pcrmit limits on temperature loads. Permitting agencies must review the thermal impacts of plantsin every permit cycle, which are generally five to seven years. As states examine the factors that are leading towater quality impairment, they must look at all causes collectively. Therefore, plants that discharge heated waterinto steams that are suffering impairment from other causes, such as metals or nutrients, may face additional rstrictions on their thermal discharges. These potential new restrictions could cause significant economic impactsat some plants, perhaps severe enough to lead to plant shutdowns.

The Administration has proposed a long-term strategy for restoring threatened and endangered salmon and steel-head in the Columbia River Basin in the Pacific Nortbw est. The plan does not call for breaching the for LowerSnake River dams at this time. Federal agencies will gauge the progress ofthe recovery strategy, while maintain-ing the dam-breaching option in the event that sufficient progress is not made. The proposed plan calls for habitatimprovement measures for the river and surrounding tributaries that improve stream flows, remove barriers to fishmigration, reform federally funded hatcheries to minimize harm to wild salmon while improving the suvial ratesof hatchery stocks, and cap harvest levels ofprotected species at current levels.
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Greenhouse Gas ReductionslLlmitatons
The possibility of carbon reduction mandates under the Kyoto Protocol continues to be a subject of considerable
controversy. Key members of Congress have continued to oppose its ratification, as well as EPA and others' per-
ceived efforts to implement the Protocol prior to its ratification. Legislative efforts to provide a framework even
for voluntary carbon-reduction credits have continued to lose momentum due to concerns that a crediting program
would lend support for the Kyoto Protocol. While EPA bad undertaken efforts to offer voluntary programs for
carbon emission reductions, possible limitations in its authority and Congressional scrutiny have slowed such ef-
forts. Other agencies, led by DOE, and some states are administering programs (e.g., promoting renewable
energy) that may effectively reduce carbon emissions.

The emission reductions required by the Kyoto Protocol could have severe implications for the combustion of
fossil fuels for electricity generation, which is a relatively cost-effective source ofcarbon emission reductions,
compared with other sectors.

Reductions of carbon emissions from the electric power sector could occur either through a reduction in the de-
mand for electricity, or through shifting reliance on more carbon-intensive fuels, such as coal, to less carbon in-
tensive fuels, such as natural gas, rencwables, and nuclear. There arc significant policy questions surrounding the
range of potential alternative technologies and fuels, including long-term availability, cost, safety, and disposal.

Other Environmental Issues
In certain situations, operating permits have been issued which limit the number of hours that an oil burning or
natural gas burning combustion turbine can operate, especially during peak load periods. These local permitting
restrictions could affect operation of peaking units when they are needed most

Presently nuclear generation provides over 20%0 of the electrical energy requirements in the U.S. and Canada.
Within the next ten years, 3,000 MW of nuclear capacity will face re-licensing in the United States. By 2015, al-
most 40% of the 103 nuclear units in the United States will face re-licensing. Nuclear generation can play an
essential role in a carbon-emiss ions-limited society by providing significant capacity and energy without carbon
emissions. This was recognized by the NRC in its recent re-licensing of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Plant

Significant retirement of nuclear capacity (whether due to inability to re-license, economics, or for other reasons)
could increase the need for emission reductions from fossil-fueled capacity, thus further increasing the potential
impact on reliability. The construction of additional rcnewables capacity and the degree to which nuclear plants
and other non-carbon emitting sources continue to operate will determine the extent of this impact on fossil-based
capacity resources.

Siting ofgenerating units is getting increasingly difficult due to environmental and public pressures. In Florida,
Illinois, and Indiana, for example, community groups have lobbied state officials for moratoria on the construc-
tion of new generating facilities on the basis of environmental concerns. While these efforts have been unsuccess-
ful, several developers have chosen to abandon selected projects due to local opposition Reliability could be
impacted if the construction ofmerchant plants is delayed or cancelled in significant amounts and/or key
locations.

Siting challenges can significantly contribute to difficulty and delays in building new transmission facilities Sit-
ing authorities may hesitate to grant approvals when they do not perceive benefits for their constituencies. Ameri-
can Electric Power's proposed 765 kV transmission line between West Virginia and Virginia is an example of the
regulatory difficulties the industry faces when trying to expand transmission system capabilities across multiple
state jurisdictions. This project, originaly scheduled for service in May 1998, continues to be delayed and is now
scheduled for service in hmune 2004. This delay increases the potential for widespread interruptions. Although
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operating procedures can reduce the risk of interrupons, the likelihood of such power outages will increase until
a system expansion can be completed
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ECAR
The bull electric systems in ECAR will continue to perform well in meeting the forecast demand obligations over a wide
range of anticipated system conditions as long as established operating limits and procedures are followed and pro-
posed projects are completed in a timely manner. There remains particular concern on the certification diffculties of
American Electric Power's 765 kY line between West Virginia and Virginia. which is needed to guard against the
potentialfor widespread interruptions. Announced capacity resource projects will satisfy the Region 's criterionfor
resource adequacy through 2004 ifar least 22% of the capacity in these projects are completed and adequate capacity
resources are available when needed, outside the Region. Tis assumes that the average annual generating unit
availability is maintained at or above levels experienced in recentyears.

As the industry moves toward increased competi- of up to ten years, and semiannual seasonal assess-
tion, ECAR's membership is striving to meet the ments are made for the upcoming peak demand sea-
challenge of maintaining the adequacy and security sons. Transmission assessments are performed
of its bulk electric systems. ECAR continues to re- regularly for selected future years out to the planning
view and update its organizational structure, govern- horizon and semiannually for the near term. If defi-
ance provisions, reliability assessment process, and ciencies are discovered during this process, the
technical documents and guides to ensure that reli- member system with the deficiency is asked to
ability is maintained in the changing environment explain what remedial action will be taken.
and that ECAR is in compliance with NERC Poli-
cies and Standards. Full ECAR membership has Demand and Energy
been opened to its associate members. ECAR also Throughout the assessment period, the peak total
continues to enhance its Open Access Same-time internal demand of ECAR members is expected to
Information System (OASIS) to improve the continue to occur during the summer with a 1.7%
maintainability and availability of the system. average annual growth rate, about the same as last

year. Current resource plans developed by ECAR
ECAR Assessment Process members project a reliance on direct controlled and
In ECAR, planning for facility additions is done by interruptible load management programs of about
individual member utilities. Regional reliability as- 3,900 MW by 2009 and plans also include about 300
scssments are performed to ensure that member MW of new passive demand-side management pro-
plans are well coordinated and that Regional reli- grams not controlled by system operators. With in-
ability criteria are met. The ECAR Generation trruptible loads and loads under demand-side man-
Resources Panel and Transmission System Perform- agement removed, ECAR's net internal demand is
ance Panel perform assessments under direction of projected to reach about 107,000 MW in 2009.
the ECAR Coordination Review Committee. The
results of these assessments are documented in re- Resource Assessment
ports available on the ECAR website, www:ecar.org. ECAR members develop ten-year capacity plans that
ECAR assessment procedures are applied to all gen- reflect the new capacity necessary to reliably serve
cration and transmission facilities that might signifi- demand and energy in the Region. These plans pro
cantly impact bulk electric system reliability. These ject additions of or contracts for about 10,400 MW
assessments consider ECAR as a single integrated of new capacity. Of the new capacity, about 8,700
system. The security impact of interactions with MW are projected to be short lead-time combustion
neighboring Regions is assessed by participation in turbines. Capacity margins based on the ECAR ten-
several interregional groups such as MAAC-ECAR- year capacity plan, for net internal demand, are ex-
NPCC (MEN), VACAR-ECAR-MAAC (VEM), and pected to be in the 9-1 1% range in the 2000-2004
MAIN-ECAR-TVA (MET). Generation resource timeframe, but decline to a minimum of about 7% in
assessments of the ECAR systems on a Region-wide 2009. If capacity reported as planned is excluded,
basis are performed annually for a planning horizon capacity margins will become negative in 2005.
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The ECAR assessment indicates that by 2004, there presently analyzing the reliability impact of the issu-
vi!l be a need to supplement the capacity presently ance by the EPA of NOx State Implementation Plans
under construction by an additional 15,000 MW of that are implemented by May 1, 2000. The ECAR
capacity resources. ECAR currently has an import Region has about 82,000 MW of active coal capac-
capability of about 9,500 MW. In the absence of in- ity. In a survey conducted by the Region, which
creased import capability, there will be a need for at covered 79,500 MW of coal capacity, indicated that
least 5,500 MW of additional generating capacity to about 52,300 MW needs to be retrofitted with selec-
be physically connected within the ECAR Region. tive catalytic reduction (SCR) equipmenc The po-
This requirement means that about 22% of the an- tential need to extend the spring and fall planned
nounced new merchant capacity in the Region will outages between now and 2003 to accommodate
need to be installed by 2004. ECAR annually con- these retrofits presents a reliability challenge for the
ducts an extensive probabilistic assessment of long- Region.
term capacity margin adequacy. 11 considers the Re-
gional peak demand profile and the generation avail- Transmission Assessment
ability of ECAR members to assess ECAR-wide re- The transmission networks in ECAR are expected to
liability against a criterion of one to ten days per meet adequacy and security criteria over a wide
year of Dependence on Supplemental Capacity range of anticipated system conditions as long as
Resources (DSCR). Supplemental Capacity Re- established operating procedures are followed, limi-
sources include assistance from neighboring Re- tations are observed, and critical facilities are placed
gions, contractually interruptible demands, and di- in service when required. The Michigan systems are
rect control load management. One of the most criti- in the process of installing phase-angle regulators
cal parameters affecting the adequacy of bulk elec- (PAR) in the remaining three interconnections be-
tric supply in ECAR is generation availability. The twcen the Detroit Edison and Ontario systerns but
2000 capacity margin assessment determined that the PARs will not have full impact until after sum-
the annual generation availability must remain at or mer 2000. With the PAR addition, the power flows
above 79% to meet the DSCR criterion throughout circulating around Lake Erie that have oflen limited
the assessment period. Actual availability in ECAR the ability of the Michigan systems to receive firm
has averaged 81% or better through the past five and purcases fom Ontario can be controlled to improve
ten year periods. It has not been below 79% avail- the transfer capability between ECAR and NPCC
ability in the past ten years to meet the demand (Ontario). Local transmission overloads are possible
requirements. during some generation and transmission contingen-

cies. However, ECAR members use operating pro-ECAR believes that the aging of generating capacity cedures to effectively mitigate such overloads. Cur-
will necessitate increased maintenance and length- rent plans call for the addition of about 456 miles of
ened outages. By the year 2009, about 66 of thxtra-high voltage (E tran ission s (230
capacity in ECAR will be 30 or more years old and kV and above) that are expected to enhance and
about 29% will be 40 or more years old. ECAR h t bulk ission network Inclded
members recognize the challenges in maintaining the in these planned additions is the American Elcctic
high levels of generation availability experienced in Power (AEP) 765 kV transission ne between
recent years but expect to meet them. As mnarns Wet Vrgia and Virginia. This project, oginally

~~~conr~inue to decline,~Wes Virginia and Virginia. This projec, originallycontinue to decline, coordinaton of maintenance scheduled for service in May 1998. continues to en-
schedules will become more important and difficult counter ctification difficultes although ome pr

Coal, the predominant fuel used within the ECARgress has been made during the past year. The earli-
Region, is expected to supply about 69% of the total 24 d ate t tris project can be compl iability is
electrical capacity requirements in the year 2009. p2 A thi rcgo nat c lessmenud of that a reliability risk
Although compliance plans to meet Phase I of te p acts of thes projc c on c l ud d t a rl ab ty sk

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) haveexists duc to the delay of this project. Although op-Clan Air Act Amendmnts of 1990 (CAAA) have crating procedurecs can minimize the risk of wide-
been implemented, some uncertainty still remains in cra hng procc ds m s ca n mini m i c he ni k of w idc-been implemented, some uncertainty still remains ji spread interruptions, the likelihood of such power
NOx regulation compliance. The ECAR Region is
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outages will increase until the project can be
completed.

Operations Assessment
Three security coordinators maintain reliability of
the transmission system in the ECAR Region. AEP
is the security coordinator that monitors power flows
between ECAR and Regions to the west and south-
west. Allegheny Power is the security coordinator
that monitors power flows between ECAR and the
Regions to the east and southeast The Michigan
Electric Coordinated Systems (MECS) is the secu-
rity coordinator that monitors power flows circulat-
ing around Lake Erie. Each of these security coordi-
nators works with security coordinators from sur-
rounding Regions and uses the NERC transmission
loading relief (TLR) procedure to maintain the reli-
ability of the interconnected transmission network.
Critical transmission interface loadings within
ECAR are also monitored and controlled by ECAR
members.

in ad&ition to the NERC TLR procedure, the rcli-
ability coordination plan (RCP) may be used by
ystcrns in eastern ECAR, MAAC, and the VACAR

Subrcgion of SERC to curail or limit west-to-cast
transfers to ensure adcqvate reliability in thai part of
the systen.

Two new control areas have been conditionally ap-
proved and are now operating in the ECAR Region.
These generation-only control areas are operated by
Enron, and will be considered for full control area
status after six-months of operation.

The East Central Area Reliability Coordination
Agreement (ECAR) membership currently consirts of
16full members and 34 associate members serving
either all or part of the states of Michigar. Indiana,
Kentucky, Ohio. Virginia, West Virginia.
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Tennessee.
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ERCOT
Near-term generation resource requirements will be met by the existing reserves of generation capacity of the
utiliti.e qualifiedfacility cogeneration plants, and new merchant plants. In addition, new merchant generation
capacity planned or under construction will add pproximately 5,000 MW in 2000. Beyond the year 2000, many
new proposals for generation resources have been made and as they are completed, will maintain planning
reserves at a reliable level While the majority of new resources are gas-fired, high-efficiency gas turbine com-bined cycle plants, approximately 200 MW of wind generation has been installed and 300 MW additional windgeneration has been proposed

The transmission system required to move energyfrom the generation location to the demand centers is adequatefor the near term. In 2000, during high demand periods, a number of transmission constraints may be experi-enced. and Transmission oad Relief Procedures may need to be invoked by the ERCOT Independent SystemOperator. The constraints will continue to limit some ofthe transfers until new transmission projects are com-
pleted. Future transmission requiredfor interconnection of new generation resources will be reliable only if sffi-
cient time exist to acquire regulatory approval, acquire right of way, and buildfacilities in the time period be-tween the commitment of the generator developer to construct and the completion of the new generationfacility.

Assessment Process The actual ERCOT energy consumption fell slightly
Thc Engineering Subcommittee produces and per- fro m 269,718 GWH to 268,622 GWH, a 0.4% de-
forms the power flows required for the members to crease. For the period 19901999 the compound
assess the reliability of their transmission systems. annual growth rate has been 2.8%.
An annual report is made to report transfer capabili-
ties and the results of selected contingencies. The The average annual growth rate in ERCOT's sum-
studies indicate that the interchange requirements mer peak demand is projected to be 2.7% for the
and contingency evaluation will meet the ERCOT 2000-2010 period. The projected annual growth for
Planning Criteria. The study work done by the sub- energy is 2.3%.
committee is not intended to be an exhaustive study
of all the contingencies that would be necessary to Resource Assessment
test the system and prove the reliability criteria. Loss-of-load-probability (LOLP) and loss-of-load-
Rather, it is the responsibility of each member to test hours (LOLH) reliability studies were not made intheir systems, and report to the subcommittee those 1999. The ability to continue making these types ofissues that might pose a future reliability concern. calculations in the future may be compromised by

the lack of data concerning perfonnance and forcedIn 1999, all of the ERCOT subcommittees com- outage rates and the inability to identify future
pleted the conversion of the ERCOT Guides, Proce- generating unit additions.
durcs, and Criteria to be consistent with NERC
Standards. The 1999 Phase I review of ERCOT The future resource that have been specified in thefound ERCOT in compliance with NERC Standards. Capacity-Demand-Reserve Working Papers as un-

specified have brought many new proposals for newDemand and Energy generation sources and interconnections. In the pc-
The actual 1999 ERCOT summer demand grew to riod since January 1, 1998, over 35,000 MW of new
54,913 MW from 53,689 MW. a 2.3% increase. This capacity has been proposed for construction in the
demand includes serving interruptible demands. For 1999-2003 time frame. While it is unlikely that aDthe period 1990-1999, the average annual compound ofthe proposed generation will be built the forecast
growth rate has been 3.1%. for new generation continues to improve. An
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estimated 5,000 MW of generation will be tive G & Ts and river authorities, four investor-
completed in 2000. In addition to the merchant owned utilities, 11 independent power producers, 22
plants scheduled to be built in the ERCOT area, power marketers, and 13 transmission-dependent
several plants will be built at the border of ERCOT utilities. ERCOTmembers serve over 12 million
and the SPP Region. In 2000, the 830 MW Tenaska customers (and about 200,000 square miles or 73%
Frontier Plant will be conn ected and be able to of Texas) and accountfor over 63.000 MWofgen-
supply energy to the ERCOT or the SPP Regions. erating capacity and 32,000 miles of tranmission

lines.
ERCOT should continue to have adequate resource
reliability as long as the entities responsible for se-
cining capacity resources allow sufficient lead time
in their acquisition process to ensure the capacity
and associated transmission support is available
when required

Transmission Assessment
The transmission system is expericncing constraints
duinrg high demand periods. The expected 2000
transmission line loading for transfers from south to
rorth ERCOT continue to grow and will require that
ERCOT implement Transmission Line Load Relief
Procedures. For long-term transmission planning.
ERCOT has approved new transmission lines to be
constructed to address these constraints and
strengthen the bulk transmission system to accom-
modate new generation and increased demands. The
timing of these new facilities will be important to
reliability. ERCOT is currently experiencing much
higher than anticipated demand growth rates and is
projecting annual demand growth at slightly higher
than 3% in the next few years. New generation is
needed and is being proposed by the generation en-
tities; however, timing again is critical. ERCOT con-
tinues to monitor and analyze transmission service
and generation interconnection requests to assess
reserve levels and propose new transmission projects
to eficiently transport generation to demand centers.

Operations Assessment
The ERCOT-ISO that went into operation in January
1997 continues to schedule and approve all transac-
tions and to make daily assessments of transfer ca-
pability and security based on load flow simulations
of the system that include expected outage
conditions.

The Elctric Reliability Council of exas (ERC07)
is comprised of six municipal G & Ts. six coopera-
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FRCC
The Florida Reliability Coordinating Council (FRCC) epects to have adequate generating capacity reserves and
transmission system capability to meet the Regional reserve margin standard throughout the 2000-2009
assessment period.

FRCC was created in October 1996 to ensure bulk electric system reliability in Florida. FRCC members regu-
larly exchange information related to the reliability of the bulk electric system in both planning and operating
areas. As a NERC Region, FRCC has developed aformal reliability assessment procers by which a committee
and working group structure is utilized to annually review and assess reliability issues that either exist or have
potentialfor developing. The Reliability Assessnent Group (RAG) administers this process and determines what
planning and operating studies will be performed during the year to address those issues.

RAG is also the mechanisfmor collecting assembling and assessing the Regional EI-411 Report, and the
FRCC Load and Resource Plan, which is submitted annually to the Florida Public Service Commission.

Assessment Process Demand and Energy
Within the FRCC Region, the members plan for fa- FRCC is hislorically a winter-pea king Region. How-
cility additions on an individual basis. However, in ever, because the Region is geographically a sub-
3ddition to their own databases, they use data devel- tropical area, a greater number of high-demand days
oped as a group under FRCC to assess the impact of normally occur in the summer. Therefore, it is possi-
neighboring systems and to adjust their plans ac- ble for the annual peak to occur in the summer. The
cordingly. FRCC maintains power flow, stability, projected annual net peak demand and the energy
and short-circuit databases for the use of FRCC and growth rates for Florida for the next ten years are 23
its members. and 2.11%, respectively.

Annually, the Reliability Assessment Group (RAG) Resource Assessment
reviews existing and expected short and long term Th margis for th tn-ya assessment p-
conditions within the Region. RAG, which includes riod (2000-2009) are at or above the FRCC reserve
planning, marketing, and operating members, makes ain standard of . le Resource Woring
recommendations to the Engineering and Operating Group (RWG), as part of its overall assessment of
Committees on the studies that should be conducted resource adequacy, determines reseve argi for
by the working groups for the next year. These rli- both summe and winter based on system conditions
ability studies encompass Regional generation and at the ime of the system seasonal peaks These sys
transmission adequacy and security including te peaks are assumed to be in the months of
import/export capabilities. Januamy and August for planning and assessment

purposes. The reserve margin is determined by util-Upon completion of the reliability studies, reports izing the ne of the total peak demand (which in-
that include results, conclusions, and recommeda- cludes the procted effects of conservation) minus
ions an: published. RAG monitors actions taken to ^ . ^ efrectsofconservation)mnustions are published. RAG monitors actions talken to the effects of exercising load management and inter-
meet reliability criteria as a resut of all study report pible loads during th pea demand periods.
recommendations. n-op ble loads during the peak demand periods.~recormme~ndabti~ons. ~FRCC members are projecting the net addition (i..,

additions less removals) of 1 1,418 MW of newFRCC has also developed a compliance program to ad d itions less exto va s) o f 1 14s 8 MO o f n ew

ensure member and Regional compliance with cap t y over t he n x t t n years. Ofthis, 10 9 71 M W

FRCC and NERC Standads are projected to be natural gas-fired combined cycle.
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The increased reliance on generation that requires a The Florida/Southern Planning Task Force performs
short build time, such as combined cycle and com- interregional transmission studies as required to
bustion turbine units that burn natural gas, is evident evaluate the transfer capability between the Southern
in the assessment This technology gives the demand Subregion of SERC and FRCC.
serving entities considerable flexibility in reacting to
a dynamic marketplace in today's changing and Operations Assessment
competitive environment. This changing environ- FRCC has both a Security Coordinator and an Op-
mict will continue to place more emphasis on crations Planning Coordinator who monitor system
increased efficiency of existing units. conditions and evaluate near-term operating condi-

tions. FRCC has a detailed Security Process that
Transmission Assessment gives the Security Coordinator the authority to direct
The FRCC Stability Working Group (SWG) has actions to ensure the real-time security of the bulk
completed an assessment of outage performance out electric system in the Region.
to 2005 based on expected power import fror the
Southern Subregion of SERC to the FRCC, and The Security Coordinator uses a Region-wide Secu-
found no problems. The SWG has also completed rity Analysis Program and a "Look-Abe ad" Program
and extensive investigation of delayed clearing to evaluate current system conditions. These pno-
faults. Only one potential violation of Category C grams use databases that are updated with data from
performance requirements was identified. Although operating members on an as-needed basis througbout
the overloads and low voltages can be eliminated by the day. The procedures in the Security Process are
a series of operating procedures, modifications are being evaluated and updated on an ongoing basis to
being evaluated that would mitigate this potential ensure Regional reliability, conformance to FRCC
violation. procedures, and adherence to NERC Standards and

Policies.
In the past, the SWG stu dies had identified a Central
Florida/South Florida swing mode that was poorly
damped for certain 230 kV and 500 kV circuit out- The lorida Reliability Coordinating Council
ages. The installation of power system stabilizers at FRC membership includes 3 members of wi

(FRCC) membership includes 34 member, ofwlhich
key plants in 1998 has improved damping of this 12 opere ConrolAra in the Florida ni- , ' . * ° 12 operate ControlAreas in the Florida Peninsula.swing mode to an acceptable degree in the near term. FRCC memership inc es invesor-owned lies

FIRCC membership includes investor-owned utilities.In the long term, some of the new units might c ,,.,.'~~~ ° ~cooperative systems, municipolr, power marketers.require power system stabilizers. and independent power producers. The Region
covers about 50,000 square miler.The FRCC Transmission Working Group (TWG) covers abo sare miles

completed a ten-year, intraregional study that com-
prehensively evaluated FRCC transmission system
under normal and outage conditions for the years
2001, 2002, 2004, 2006, and 2008 based on the ex-
pected power import from the Southern Sub-region
of SERC to the FRCC. The results of this study indi-
cate that any thermal or voltage violations can be
successfully managed in the short term by operator
intervention including generation redispatch, sec-
tionalizing, reactive device control, and transformer
tap adjustments. In the long term, violations of crite-
ria can be resolved by planned transmission projects
where there is adequate time to monitor trends and
construct required network upgrades. Individual
members plan to construct 416 miles of 230 kV
during the 2000-2009 assessment period.
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MAAC
Generation resources are expected to be adequate in the MAAC Region over the next five years. Requests to inter-
connect more than 38,000 MW of new generating capacity to the transmission system in MAAC by 2005 are cur-
rently being evaluated by PJM in accordance with the PJM Open Access Tariff MAAC believes that sffidient
capacity will be added to meet the MAAC adequacy objective that the probability ofdemand exceeding available
resources will be no greater. on the average, than one day in ten years.

Based on identified system enhancements the transmission capability over the next five years is epected to meet
MAAC Criteria requirements. In addition to the direct connect transmissionfacilities associated with new
generating capacity, several transmnsion reinforcement projects are expected to be in service by 2005. These
projects are currently being evaluated by PJM, through the PJM Rgional Transmission Expansion Planning
Process. It is reasonable to expect sufficient transmission will be added to meet the MMA C Criteria

Maintaining Reliability in the regulatory commissions and the Federal Energy

Changing Environment Regulatory Commission (FERC) have jurisdiction
within the PJM control area.

As the industry moves rapidly toward retail cus-
tomer choice, the Mid-Atlantic Area Council Implementation of the PJM Open Access Transmis-
(MAAC) is addressing the challenge of maintaining sion Tarff on April . 1997 faciitated the emer-
the adequacy and security of the bulk power electric gence of PJM's Regiona bid-based energy market.
systems. With wbolesale open access, some Re- the ation's fist.
gional demand is supplied under contracts that have
no commitments beyond the contract duration. It is MAAC Assessment Process
likely that under retail access there will be a dra- ssessment
matic increase in the number of these capacity con- Transmission assessments are perfomed regularly
tracts and a decrease in the duration of these con- fo selected tue years ot to the planning horzon
tracts. Retail customer choice is available to all cus- and semiar ually for the near-term system. Ifdefi-
tomers in Pennsylvania Similar regulations have ciencies are discovered during this process, the
been passed in New Jersey, Delaware, and member with the deficiency is required to explain
Maryland. The future challenge will be to develop a what remedial action will be taken Each year the
process to provide adequate capacity resources rec- necessary reserves to remain at a loss of load prob-
ognizing that a large amount of demand can switch ability of one day in ten years are calculated for the
suppliers on a billing cycle basis. MAAC continues ten-year planning horizon. An agreed to reserve re-
to review its organizational structnu, governance quircmcnt is then set for the planning period two
provisions, reliability assessment process, and tech- y ea in the future
nical documents and guides, to cnsure that reliability
will be maintained ID the changing envirnment, and The secuity impact of interactions with neighboring

that MAAC will be in Ml compliance with the Regions is assessed by paticipabon in MAAC-
NERC Planning Standards and Operating Policies. ECAR-NPCC (MEN) and VACAR-ECAR-MAAC

(VEM) interrgional study groups.

MAAC and the PJM ISOThe M id-AA landticAmCusniePJM eas established a Regional Transmission Ex-
Tbc Mid-Atlantic Area Council (MAAC) is unique pansion Process that will be utilized to enhance the
among Regional councils in that it contains only one bulk power sy if MAAC liabity as-
control area: PJM Interconnection, LLC. PJM's sessments or NERC Standards compliance deem
service aea includes all or part of Pennsylvania, system expansion ncssary.
New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and the
District of Columbia. Six state and district
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Demand and Energy Transmission Adequacy and
Net peak demand and energy forecasts for 2000 de- Security Requirements
crased in comparison t he 1 999 fiorcasts. Te net Based on identified system enhancements the trans-
peak demand growth rate recedes to 1.4% from last mission capability over the next five years is ex-
year's 1.6%. Geographic zone growth rates vary pected to meet MAAC Cteria requirements. In
from 0.4 to 2.4/. The energy growth rate also addition to the direct connect transmission facilities
shrinks slightly to 1.5 from 1.6%. associated with new generating capacity, several

transmission reinforcement projects are expected to
Installed Generating Capacity be in service by 2005. These projects are currently

Requirements being evaluated by PJM through the PJM Regional
Generation resources are expected to be adequate in Transmission Expansion Planning Process. While it
the MAAC Region over the next five years. Re- is early in the process at the time of this writing to
quests to interconnect more than 38,000 MW of new know just how many projects will actually be in-
generating capacity to the transmission system in stalled and the exact configuration of the projects, it
MAAC by 2005 are currently being evaluated by is reasonable to expect sufficient transmission will
PJM in accordance with the PJM Open Access Tar- be added to meet the MAAC Criteria.
iff. While it is early in the process at the time of this
writing to know just how many projects will actually Capacity Additions and
be built, it is reasonable to expect sifficient capacity Transmission Planning
will be added to meet the MAAC adequacy objective The members rely on PJM to prepare a plan for the
ofhaving sufficient capacity to insure that the prob- enhancement and expansion of transmission facili-
ability of demand exceeding available resources will ties to meet demands for firm transmission service in
be no greater, on the average, than one day in ten the PJM control area. Based on data from the trans-
years. mission owners and input from an Advisory Com-

mittee, PJM has the responsibility to prepare a Re-
The concerns identified in earlier assessments about gional Transmission Expansion Pln that consoi-gigeel Transmission Expansion Plan that consoli-
the continued availability ofALM appear to have dates the tansmission needs ofthe entire region into
been resolved. It appears that ALM will continue to a single plan for maintaining reliability. Te Plan is
be available in the retail open access market based subject to approval by the PJM Board of Managers.
on actual experience in 1999 with retail choice in
Pennsylvania. The MAAC staff coordinates the planning ofgen-

eration to meet combined peak demands of the PJM
There are, however, two areas of concern that war- control area. They coordinate planning of the inter-
rant monitoring by MAAC. One concern is the connected bulk power transmission system to deliver
possible effects of Environmental Protection Agency energy reliably and economically to customers.
regulations requiring abatement ofNOx by 2003 in MAAC staff also conducts many specialized plan-
all states within the MAAC Region. The extent to ning studies within the pool and with surrounding
which meeting these regulations results in retirement entities.
of existing generating units or long outages of ex-
isting units for capital modifications will be closely Relaying and Protective Devices
monitored and evaluated over the next two years. of te 18 M C R
The second concern is tbe extent to which atrie As a result of the 1998 MAAC R eiability Assess-be second cocr is the extent to which make ment, several initiatives were undertaken by the PIM
conditions may result in off-system sales of capacity s ral .tisere erte te P
and how that may affect availability of resources in Relay Subcommittee to review existing procedures.

MAAC, particularly during peak periods. To ensure and establish procedures for the collection and
. particularl during pea piomonitoring oficlaying and protective devices on theload-serving entities have access to available capac- ont b yg tn ddi-t

ity resources, PJM has established daily and monthly M A A C bulk power system n addition, the PJM
capacity marketsM hs e d dy ad m y Transmission and Substation Design Subcommittee -

investigated the nonfault operations caused by de-
fective 500 kV circuit breakers. As a resulth:
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* The PJM Relay Subcommitee has established oped to achieve compliance if the Region is
procedures for the collection of relay opation . found not in compliance with its deliverability
data at all voltage levels that will ensure compli- objective. A 200 MW margin was calculated for
ance with NERC Planning Standards the 2000/2001 planning period. Although sched-
requirements. ukd capacity additions should improve deliver-

ability, the region will continue to require care-
A review of the procedures for generator under- fui monitoring. Future margins will ultimately
frequency protection and underfrequency load depend on bow many of the announced projects
shedding data collection was conducted. The are actually completed.
PJM Relay Subcommittee database needs to be
supplemented with corresponding demand and The Delmarva Peninsula Subarea of Concctiv
generation data to become compliant with meets its deliverability objective for the plan-
NERC reporting requirements. Procedures are ning period with a margin in excess of 200 MW.
being put in place through the MAAC Infonna- When evaluated last year based on the demand
tion Management Subcommittee to collect the forecast available at the time, there was no mar-
required data. gin available during the 2000/2001 planning pe-

riod. The observed increase in the margin can be
In addition, the PJM Transmission and Substa- attributed to a number of transmission upgrades
tion Design Subcommittee initiated a review of and generation projects.
recent trends in circuit breaker performance as-
sociated with non-fault operations and multiple Reinforcement of the bulk power system in the
facility trips involving circuit breaker malfunc- Cardiff/Landis area of the Atlantic Electric sub-
tions. Several failure mechanisms have been area of Concctiv will be required by 2004 to be
identified for certain types of bushings that were in compliance with the dcliverability require-
applied to breakers from 1954 through 1986. ment. A potential reinforcement to bring this
The transmission owners recognize the situation area into compliance is the addition of a second
and are addressing the problem Transmission New Freedom-Cardiff 230 kV circuit and a 230
owners have been requested to provide reports to kV ring bus at Cardiff in 2004.
MAAC on action taken to address this problem.

The deliverability of capacity for cast central
Network Transfer Capability New Jersey Subarea needs to be carefully ana-
The concerns identified in earlier assessments re- lyzd. Transmission reinforcement plans have
garding capacity emergency transfer capability in been developed to achieve compliance if
certain subareas of MAAC have not been fully re- planned generation projects do not come to frui-
solved. As generation projects become firm, fewer tion. Future margins will ultimately depend on
or different transmission reinforcement projects will how many of the announced projects are actually
be required to meet subarea deliverability require- completed and the extent of tansmission rein-
ments; it is a matter ofbalancing the generation and forcements necessary for the subarea to meet its
transmission solutions to meet capacity emergency deliverability obligation.
transfer capability objectives.

Operations Responsibilities
In previous assessments, several portions of the The PJM staff centrally forecasts, schedules, and
MAAC bulk power system that were found to meet coordinates the operation of generating units, bilat-
the deliverability objective with little or no margin eal transactions, and the spot energy market to meet
and were retested for the 2004/2005 system with the demand requirements. To maintain a reliable and
following results. secure electric system, PJM monitors, evaluates, and

coordinates the operation of over 8,000 miles of
The deliverability of capacity for the eastern high-voltage transmission lines. The PJM OASIS is
PJM Region needs to be carefully analyzed Ap- used to reserve transmission service. Operations are
popriate reinforcement plans should be devel- closely coordinated with neighboring control areas,
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and information is exchanged to enable ral-timc
security assessments of the ansmission gid.

The Mid-Aulantic Area Council (MMC) serves over
22 million peop in a nearly 50,000 square mile
area in the Mid-Atlantic Region. The Region in-
chudes al of Delaware and the Distric of Columbia,
major portions of Pennsylvania, New Jersy, and
Maryland, anda smallpart of rrginia MAAC com-
pries less than to percent of the land area of the
contiguous United States but servs eight percent of
the electrical demand The re are full and 27
associate members of MAAC.
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MAIN

Demand and Energy improved import capability for MAIN and the
MAIN forecasts its summer peak demand for the WUMS subregion However, the western (Eau
2000-2009 period to increase at an average annual Ca m - A pin 345 kV) interface within the WUMS
rate of about 1.6%, slightly higher than last year's subregion continues to constrain MAIN and WUMS
projected rate. The actual Mid-America Intercon- imports from the west This reliability concern has
nected Network (MAIN) 1999 peak demand of been demonstrated in the Wisconsin Reliability As-
49,027 MW was about 7.6% higher than last year's sessment Organization report Additional details of
forecast. the MAIN assessment are contained in the NERC

2000 Summer Assessment report
The projected average annual growth rate of electri-
cal energy for 2000-2009 is 1.5%, slightly above For the planning horizon, MAIN expects its trans-
last year's forecast rate. Actual energy use in MAIN mission system to perform adequately if reinforce-
in 1999 was 243,278 GWh, which was slightly ments are installed as planned. This assessment is
higher than the 1999 forecast. based on historic and current analyses used to judge

compliance with NERC Planning Standards IASI
Resource Assessment through 1A.S4. Spcifically, for Standards SI and

More than 3000 MW of new capacity S2 all MAIN transmission owners assessed 2000
to be added within the M N Region summer and 2004 summner conditions as requestedschedukld to be added within the MAIN Re gion in

by MAIN; some owners also included assessments2000. It is expected that net capacity added in 2001 b y M At N ; some o w n er a so in c l ded ssessments
of other time periods. For Standards S3 and S4,will be even greater than in 2000. Given this large
MAIN made its assessment using its latest Regionalincrease in capacity, long-term reserve margins for MA made s

MAIN as a whole are projected to be within or exteme disturbace study for 2002, a Regonal
exceed the recommended range of 17 to 20% (14.5 study for December 31, 1999 and assessments from

in-house studies provided by MAIN trarsmissionto 16.7% capacity margin). The majority of plannedd b
capacity additions in MAIN arc short le.ad-time owners. Mitigation plans, including the use of opr-

c c C dombustion turbine peaking units owned by ating guides in MAIN, have been identified to pro-
merchant power producers. vide acceptable system performance if the planned

facilities arc not available when scheduled

MAIN is expected to have adequate installed gener-
ating capacity to meet its one-day-in-ten-years crite- Major reiforcmnts that may impact the adequacy
ion (0. day or less per year LOLE). is is bsd ofMAINs transmission system for the plaing

on the projected yearly reserve margins for MAIN, hozon clude the followng:
an assumed adequate import capability, and the as- 35 kV d c

* Lockport-Lombard 345 kV double cicuit linesumption that other Rcgions cany on average the (omplted su r 2000)
same level of resres as MAI. * Oak Creek-Arcadian 345 kV project (2001)

~~~~Transmission Assessment ton (MAIN)-Arowhead (MAPP) 345 kVTransmission Assessment hi (2003)ine (2003)
For the summer of 2000, MAIN expects intcrre- Burnham-Taylor 345 kV line (2004)
gional import capability lo be adequate, athougb it
is concerned about its lower-than-historic no- The impact of merchant generation has become a
simultaneous import capability firo ECAR. Within major concn. Uncertainties exist regarding size,
MAIN, the Wisconsin Upper Michigan Intercon- location, and in-service dates of these new plants. As
nected System (WUMS) import capability is inade- a result, the overall planning process has become
quate, Tbe early completion of Commonwealth increasingly challenging.
Edison's Lockport-Lombard (345 kV double circuit)
line due to an accelerated construction schedule has
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MAIN Assessment Process MAIN uses the NERC transmission loading relief
MAIN's individual member utilities plan their own (TR ) procedure as its primary lie loading reief
facility additions. MAIN pcrlorms Regional assess- tooL
meits, under the direction of the MAIN Adequacy
Cormittee (AC), to ensure that membr' plans are Progress is continuing on the MAIN Regional
coordinated to provide a reliable system The AC's Secuty Application Nerwor This system supports
Transmission Task Force performs sbort-tr= and a ]5,000 bus state estimator model with high-speed
long-term studies of the adequacy of MAIN's trs- contingency checking The system continues to be
mission system. Over a period of years these studies, refined and upgraded with enhancements
along with MAIN member studies, are expected to
test the system for compliance with the NERC MAIN is ow a rese rve-sharing group. The auto-
Planning Standards, specifically, Standards IAmSI mated callable reserve system is being redesigned
through IAS4. and will be incorporated into MAINNc t 1, MAINs

internal regional communication network
The AC's MAIN Guide 6 study group analyzes the
reliability of MAIN's generation system using te In the spring of 2000, each MAIN member who
loss-of-load-probability (LOLP) / loss-of-load-cx- srved native demand in the MAIN Region was
pectation (LOLE) methodology. This methodology agai audited by an independent auditor to deter-
accounts for load forecast uncertainty due to an fac- mine the status of the member's power supply
tor, including weather and diversity among NERC rsources for meeting its expected summer demand
Regions.

MAIN works with its neighboring Regions to ana-
lyze interregional reliability through its participation Net 43 m em be rs frince Mid-meric anerconnected
in the MAIN-ECAR-TVA (MET), MAIN-MAPP- Network (MAIN) include 15 control areas and 28
SPP MM S), and MAIN-SERC WEST (MSw) other organizations involed in Regional energy
groups. Individual MAIN members also initiate markets. MAlN is a summer-pealkng Region serving
studies with each other and with entities in other Re- population of20 million in a geographic area of
gions to assess and improve the performance of the 150,000 squar miles. MAIN encompasses portions
transmission system of Iow and Minnesota, most of Illinois, the eastern

third ofMissori, the eastern two-thirds of

Operations Assessment Wisconsin, and most of the Upper Peninsula of

The MAIN Coordination Center (MCC) in Lombard, Michigan
Illinois, is the security center as well as the OASIS
node for the region. (The MCC provides OASIS ser-
vice to MAIN members as well as Entergy, TVA,
and Associated Electric Cooperative.) The MCC
performs ATC studies for its members on a daily
basis and uses the NERC SDX (system data ex-
change) to model adjacent systems. Nearly all secu-
rity and ATC staffhave passed the NERC operator
certification test At least one ccrtified enginecr is on
shift at all times.

During the peak demand summer months, MAIN
conducts a morning conference call in order to coor-
dinate operations for the upcoming day. Adjacent
councils, their members, and regulatory bodies also
participate.
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MAPP
Planned resources in the MAPP- US area are judged to be inadequate to supply the forecast annual summer
peak demand growth through the next ten years. When demandforecast uncertainty is taken into account, the Re-
gion may be capacity deficit by 2001 summer and nearly 5,300 MW deficit by 2009 summer. MAPP-U.S. utilities
have committed to provide an additional 1,183 MWofcapacity during this period Most utilities in the Region
propose to install natural gas-fired combustion turbines with short construction lead-time to meet capacity
obligations.

In general, the MAPP transmission system is adequate to meet the needs of the member systems and will continue
to meet reliability criteria through the planning period. Because of the tremendous increase in power marketing
activity, however, the system is expected to continue to operate near its secure limit. Current studies at MAPP
have also identified potential restrictions thai may limit energy transfersfrom the Twin Cities (Minneapolis-St.
Paul) area to Iowa and Wisconsin.

The Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) Re- Demand and Energy
gion has significantly increased its membership with The MAPP-U.S. and MAPP-Canada combined 1999
the participation of three transmission-owning mem- summer noncoincident peak demand was 36,263
bers in Kansas, two in Missouri, and three in MW, a 0.7% increase over 1998 (35,998 MW) and
Wisconsin. These members have joined the MAPP 2.5% beow the 1999 forecast (37,196 MW). MAPP-
Reliability Council, Regional Transmission Corn- U.S. accounted for 6.8% above 1998 actual demand
minee, and Power and Energy Market, or all three. and 2.4% below the 1999 foreas MAPPCanada
In addition, 26 new transmission-dependent compa- was 11.1% above the 1998 actual demand and 0.4%
nies have joined the MAPP Power and Energy Mar- above the 1999 forecast
ket and the MAPP Regional Transmission Commit-

tee, or both. MAPP m embership now totals 105 The MAPP-U.S. summer peak demand is expected
members and includes 18 transmission-owning to increase at an average rate of 1.6% per year dur-
members, 59 transmission-using members, 75 Power ing the 2000-2009 period, as compared to 1.8% pre-
and Energy Market members, 15 associate members, dicted last year for the 1999-2008 period. The
and eight regulatory participants. MAPP-U.S. 2009 noncoincident summer peak de-

mand is projected at 36,999 MW. This projection is
MAPP Assessment Process 0.7% below the 2008 noncoincident summer peak
The MAPP Reliability Council and Regional demand predicted last year.
Reliability Commintee direct the annual assessment
of adequacy and security through the Council's Annual electric energy usage for MAPP-U. S. in
working group structure. The Transmission Reliabil- 1999 (164.356 GWh) was 3.0% above 1998
ity Assessment, Composite System Reliability, and consumption and 2.7% above the 1999 forecast.

Model Building Working Groups jointly prepare the
MAPP ten-year Regional Reliability Assessment Resource Assessment
The Reliability Studies, Design Review, and Oper- Generating system adequacy for the MAPP-U.S.
ating Review Subcommittees are committed to re- Region is judged to be inadequate over the 2000-
viewing MAPP reliability from near-term and long- 2009 period. MAPP-Canada will be adequate over
term perspectives to ensure the MAPP system can the ten-year period. Net capacity for MAPP-U.S.
meet the needs of its members. (committed and proposed generation additions,

uprates, and retirements) will provide an additional
1,183 MW of capacity in the MAPP-U.S. area for
2000-2009. Committed and proposed capacity
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additions (new) account for 897 MW, upratcs ac- plan are implemented. Current studies at MAPP,
count for 301 MW, and retirements accounts for 15 however, have identified potential restrictions on the
MW. The summer reserve margin is expected to be transmission system for outages of certain 345 kV
below the 1999 forecast and to decline from a high lines in the Twin Cities metropolitan area of
of 17% in 2000 to 14% in 2002 and 6% in 2009 Minneapolis-St. Paul such as Prairie Island-Byron or
when committed and proposed generation is consid- King-Eau Claire. These outages may result in system
ered. The MAPP Agreement obligates the member stability restrictions that limit energy transfers from
systems to maintain reserve margins at or above the Twin Cities to Iowa and Wisconsin
15%. In addition, when a 3% demand forecast uncer-
tainty is taken into account, the MAPP-U.S. area MAPP has seen a tremendous increase in power
may be capacity deficit by 2001 summer and nearly markcting activity resulting from open access and
5,300 MW defic it by 2009 summer. available low cost energy in the Region. This high

level of activity has stretched the existing transmis-
Because of the potential generating system inade- sion system to its reliability limits to take advantage
quacy, the Region must plan for additional resourcs of market opportunitics. MAPP members will con-
and carefully watch construction Icad times to ca- tinuc to take a proactive role in the planning and op-
sure that enough resources will be available to eration of the system in a secure and reliable
maintain Regional adequacy. The ability to import manner.
power may be severely limited in the near term
because of the lack of external resource availability. Operations Assessment

The MAPP Security Center has been fully opera-
Transmission Assessment tional with the impekmentation of real-time system
The existing transmission system within MAPP-U.S. monitoring of key flowgates, data collection at five-
is comprised of 7,239 miles of 230 kV, 5,742 miles minute intervals, and near real-time pre-contingency
of 345 kV, and 342 miles of 500 kV transmission analyses of system conditions. MAPP member sys-
lines. MAPP-U.S. members plan to add 342 miles of tens jointly perform interregional and intraregional
345 kV and 201 miles of 230 kV transmission in the seasonal operating studies under the direction of the
2000-2009 time frame. The MAPP-Can ada existing Operating Review Subcommittee to coordinate real-
transmission system is comprised of 4,578 miles of time operations. Subregional operating review work-
230 kV and 130 miles of 500 kV transmission lines. ing groups have been formed to deal with day-to-day
MAPP-Canada is planning for an additional 501 operational issues such as unit outages and schedules
miles of 230 kV tansmission in the 2000-2009 time transmission system maintenance. The MAPP Re-
frame. serve Sharing Pool continues to provide a benefit to

the Region through the sharing of generation during
MAPP member systems continue to plan for a rdi- system emergencies.
able transmission system. Coordination of expansion
plans in the Region takes place through joint model
development and study by the Regional Transmis-
sion Committee. This committee includes transmis- The Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) mem-
sion-owning members, transmission-dependent bership includes 105 uility and nomttiry systems.
members, power marketers, and state regulatory The MAPP Region covers all orportions of lowa
bodies. The Transmission Planning Subcommittee, Ilinois, Minnesota, Nebraska, North and South
in cooperation with the five subregional planning Dakota. Michigan, Montana, Wisconsin, and the
groups, has prepared the MAPP Regional Plan, 1999 provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewon The total
to 2008, to meet the needs of all stakeholders. geographic area is 900.000 square miles with a

population of 18 million.
In general, the MAPP transmission system is judged
to be adequate to meet firm obligations of the mem-
ber systems provided that the local facility im-
provements identified in the ten-year transmission
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NPCC
NPCCfaces the charge of ensuring adequate capacity as the industry transforms itself. Currently under study in
New York and New England are over 5,400 MW and 20,000 MW of merchant plant activity to be in service by the
end of 2002. The near-term challenge is to ensure the timely integration of this expected capacity and to fuly
inegrate this new generation into the network

NPCC Assessment Process and NERC documents, appending the NPCC-sp-
The NPCC Reliability Assessment Program brings cific portions of its Criteria and Guides to the Stan-
together the efforts of the Council, its member sys- dards and Requirements of the corresponding NERC
tcms, and the NPCC Control Aras in the assessment Operating Policy, creating an augmented, composite
of the reliability of the bulk power system. Over the NPCC-NERC document.
year, NPCC has developed an extensive set of Cri-
teria, Guides, and Procedures (NPCC Documents) Demand and Energy
that define reliable operation and planning within The average annual growth rate forecast for the
NPCC, and with which compliance is mandatory on summer peaking United States entities of NPCC for
the part of all NPCC members. The Reliability 2000 through 2009 is 1.2%, a slight decline from the
Assessment Program requires that all NPCC docu- 1999 forecast of 1.4%; projected annual electrical
ments are reviewed on a periodic basis to ensure that energy growth rate is I 2% as compared with the
they remain current and timely in their focus. As part projection of 1.5% for 1999. The average annual
of the Program, the Task Force on Coordination of growth rate for the winter-peaking demand for the
Planning is charged with conducting reviews of Canadian members of NPCC is 1. 1%, as compared
resource adequacy of each area of NPCC on an to last year's 1.2% forecast. The projected annual
ongoing basis. In a similar manner, the Task Force electrical energy growth rate is 1.2%, as compared
on System Studies is charged with conducting with a growth rate of 1.3% projected in 1999.
periodic reviews of the reliability of the planned
bulk power transmission systems of each area of Resource Assessment
NPCC and the transmission interconnections to New England
other areas. New England will meet the NPCC Resource Ade-

quacy Criterion of one day in ten ycais loss-of- load-
The primary objective of the NPCC area reviews is expectation (LOLE) for the period 2000 through
to idcntify those instances in which a failure to corn- 2009, inclusive, if future generating capacity addi-
ply with the NPCC Basic Criteria for Design and tions are fully integrated into the New England
Operation of Interconnected Power Systems (Docu- transmission system. If partial integration is as-
nent A-2). or other NPCC Criteria, could result in sumcd and a 50% derating of thse new generating
adverse consequences to another NPCC ara resoures is modeled to reflect transmission con-
areas. If, in the course of the study, such problems of sints New England system reliability could be
an inter-area nature ar deternined, NPCC informs below the one day in ten years LOLE criterion by
the affected systems and areas and moniton tbe the year 2006. New England also projects adequate
resolution of the possible threat to reliability. resources to meet its reliability criterion through

2005, assuming a high load growth scenario. Beyond
Through the establishment of the ComplianceMntrughn te enstablishment of th Commpitan e 2005, contingency plans wil be called upon should
Monitoring and Assessment Subcommittee, theis occur
NPCC Reliability Assessment Program has been
enhanced to ensure that NPCC will comply with the New York
NERC Planning Standards and Operating Policies as w York will m t th NPCC critrion of on day

New York will meet the NPCC criterion of one daywell as the NPCC Criteria. NPCC is also completing in losoloadxpctation (LOLE
in ten years loss-of-load-cxpcctation (LOLE)a comprehensive review and resructure of its oper- ug th 2002 priod at wich pointthrough the 2002 pcriod, at which pointating Criteria and Guides to better align the NPCC
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undetermined market solutions must be obtained, Clair 345 kV circuits. Together with the existing
including over 5,000 MW of proposed merchant phase-angle regulator transformer in the Keith-
activity. Waterman 230 kV circuit, these enhancements will

result in full PAR control of the interface, permitting
Ontario the distribution of power flows over the individual
Ontario is forecasting adequate levels of resoures interconnections to nearly match their ratings and
throughout the reporting period to meet the NPCC increasing the thermal capability of the Michigan-
adequacy criterion, with four previously laid up nu- Ontario interface by almost 400 MW. The phase
clear units anticipated for a return to service in the shifter for Circuit L4D (Lambton-St Clair 345 kV)
2002 to 2003 time period. remains in the manufacturing process and will not be

operational until late in the autumn of the year 2000
Quebec at the earliest
For the near term, Quebec projects adequate reserves
to comply with the NPCC LOLE criterion of one To further the coordination of interregional trans-
day / tIC years for the near term. Beyond 2005, over mission assessment, NPCC is a party to Inter-Area
2,500 MW of uncommitted hydroelectric capacity Coordination Agreements with MAAC and ECAR.
continues to be studied. Through these and a similar agreement among

MAAC, ECAR, and the Virginia-Carolinas
Maritime Area (New Brunswick, Nova (VACAR) Subregion of SERC, studies are regularly
Scotia, and Prince Edward Island) conducted among MAAC-ECAR-NPCC (MEN),
The reserve criterion for the Maritime Area is 20%, VACAR-ECAR-MAAC (VEM). All are performed
and adherence to this criterion demonstrates under the auspices of the Joint Intcnegional Review
compliance with the NPCC reliability criterion. As a Committee, composed of representatives from
result of the Sable gas fields, the Maritimcs Area of ECAR, MAAC, NPCC, and VACAR.
NPCC now projects increasing usage of natural gas
for electricity generation during the 2000-2009 Operations Assessment
period. Reliable operations within NPCC are achieved

through a hierarcbical system Criteria, guides, and
Transmission Assessment procedures developed at the NPCC level are ex-
The existing interconnected bulk electric transmis- panded and implemented at the area level by the
sion systems in New England, New York, Ontario, three Canadian control areas, the New York ISO,
Quibec, New Brunswick. and Nova Sand Nova cotthe ISO New England Inc. The criteria establish
NPCC Criteria and are expected to continue to do so the fundamental principles of interconnected opera-
throughout the forecast period. In the U.S. areas of tions among the areas. Specific operating guidelines
NPCC, planned transmission additions for voltage and procedures provide the system operator with
levels 230 kV and above total 333 miles, all in New detailed instuctions to deal with such situations as
England. In Canada, planned transmission line addi- depletion of operating reserve, capacity shortfalls,
tions during the ten-year forecast period for voltage line loading relief, declining voltage, light load con-
levels 230 kV and above total 343 miles in Qubec ditions, the consequences of a solar magnetic distur-
and 25 miles in Ontario. bance, measures to contain the spread of an cmer-

gency, and restoration of the system following its
A key project curretly planned in NPCC will loss. Coordination in the daily operation of the bulk
reduce the numbcr of calls for NERC transmission lectric system is achieved through recognized prin-
loading relief (TLR) procedures. Ontario Hydro and ciples of good electric system operation, communi-
Detroit Edison are in the process of enhancing the cations, and mutual assistance during an emergency.
transmission facilities on the Michigan-Ontario
interface. Additional transformation and total phase- Transtnegie, the New York ISO, the Independent
shifter control of the interface will be achieved by Electricity Market Operator (Ontario), and the ISO
adding phase-angle regulating transformers to the New England Inc. serve as the security coordination
Scott-Bunce 120 kV circuit and te two Lambton-St centers for NPCC. As such, each will exchange
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necessary security data through the Interregional States and central and eastern Canada Included in

Security Network (ISN). Futher, NPCC routinely the Membership Agreement are nonvoting member-

conducts weekly operational planning calls between ships extended to regulatory agencies withjurisdic-
ontrol area operators to coordinate short-term tion overparticipants in the electricity market in

system operations. NPCC establishes procedures for northeastern North America as well as public inter-

the exchange of security information discussed in est organizations expressing interest in the reliabil-
these regularly scheduled, prearranged conference ity of electric service in the Region. The geographic

calls. The NPCC emergency conference call mccba- area covered by NPCC. approximately one million
nim is a tool that augments the regular conference square miles, includes the state of New York the six

call process to enable operational security entities in New England states, and the provinces ofOntario,

NPCC and neighboring Regions to communicate Quibec. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

current operating conditions and facilitate the pro-
curement of assistance under emergency conditions.
These calls may be initiated upon the request of any
NPCC control area sy stem operator and are coor-
dinated by NPCC Staff. NPCC has also established a.
Memorandum of Understanding on Area Emergency
Assistance to facilitate area response to either a
forecast or actual shortage of operating reserves.
Through this Memorandum of Understanding, coor-
dination will be assured with neighboring areas, and
dear and efficient communications with participants
in all Regional markets will be established The
objective of the process is to maximize reliance on
the marketplace to provide emergency support,
thereby minimizing the need for emergency
transactions between the control areas.

Ontario and New York. together with other Lake
Erie companies, participate in the Lake Erie Emer-
gency Redispatch (LEER) procedure. The objective
of this procedure is to facilitate emergency redis-
patch among participants within the Lake Erie con-
trol areas to relieve transmission constraints that
could otherwise result in the requirement of another
Lake Eric company to shed firm load. LEER is im-
plmented only when firm load curtaihlmnt is imun-
nent The LEER procedure was originally approved
by FERC on May 12, 1999, and the Lake Eric Secu-
rity Process Working Group continues to rfine the
security tools used to activate the LEER procedure
to ensure they continue to meet the needs of the
Lake Erie system operators.

NPCC is a voluntary, non-profit organization Its
current membership, ofwhich there are 40, rpre-
sents Transmission Providers, Transmission Cus-
tomers, and ISOs serving the northeastern United
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SERC
Assessment Process Resource Assessment
The Reliability Review Subcommittee (RRS) of the Planned resources are judged to be adequate to meet
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council-Engineer forecast annual siumer peak demand growth for the
ing Committee (SERC-EC) annually assesses and 2000-2009 period. Net capacity additions within
reports on the adequacy of rliability studies coo- SERC for the ten-year period total approximately
ducted by the four subregions of SERC. The RRS 34,000 MW. These additions include combustion
also assesses the coordination of such studies with turbine units (40%), combined cycle (44%), and
other affected subregions or Regions, and the ability unspecified other (I5%).
of the planned systems to meet SERC and NERC
reliability criteria. The overall SERC capacity resource margin for the

ten-year period is 10-11.6% with a drop to 9.6% in
The RRS evaluates adequacy and security for a ten- the last year. Approximately 35% of the planned
year period based on the SERC "Principles and capacity additions in the next ten years are
Guides for Reliability in System Planning." Data for uncommitted, undefined resources.
this analysis is provided to SERC by the individual
member systems. In SERC, as in many other Regions of the country,

significant amounts ofmerchant power plant capa-
The RRS maintains a listing of reliability studies, bility are expected to be built within the next ten
recommends new reliability studies deemed neccs- years. Almost 5,000 MW of capacity has been an-
sary; reviews SERC reliability criteria (along with nounced with the expectation of completion over the
the SERC Planning Standards Working Group); acts next year. Based on a survey by EPSA, roughly
as liaison between SERC-EC and other groups 20,000 MW of merchant capacity is in various
within SERC and NERC, and serves as a stages of development targeted for completion by
clearinghouse for the exchange of information. the end of 2003. Of course, the amount of that

capacity which will actually be built is highly de-
In June 2000, the RRS completed its 21st annual pendent on factors such as market prices over the
review of subregional expansion plans and the proc- next few years; ability to arrange suitable intcmon-
ess of coordination of planning among the SERC nection and transmission access agreements; the
subregions and between SERC and adjacent number of other merchant plants that are being con-
Regions. structed; ability of the company to obtain financial

backing; and other typical business factors. In the
Demand and Energy long term, those same factors will help to set the
The SERC 1999 summer peak demand of 149,012 tone for development in SERC or other Regions.
MW represented a 4.6% increase funm the 1998 While a portion of this new capacity consists of
summer peak of 142,506 MW, and was around 1% modifications that create additional megawatts of
higher than forecast The 2000-2009 forecast of capacity at pumped storage, nuclear, and hydro fa-
average annual growth in summer peak demand is cilities, the SERC Region is relying heavily on
relatively unchanged from the previous forecast, peaking capacity that must be contracted for,
now projected at 2.36% growth. planned, and constructed in a short but manageable

time period.
Annual electric energy usage in 1999 was 768.4 Bil-
lion kWh, which was 2.8% greater than the 747.7 Based on its review of the 2000-2009 period,
BKWh ofelectric energy usage in 1998. The fore- SERC's committed capacity margins appear ade-
cast growth rate in energy usage is 2.4%. The his- quate for the Region in view of the significant com-
torical SERC growth rate (excluding the Entcrgy mitment by member systems to short lead-time re-
subregion) for the last ten years is 2.92%. sources. The Region and its member systems must
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continue to carefully monitor this capacity lead-time sharing of real-tim information have provided sig-
to ensure that proper resource dcvclopment is nificant relaility benfits for operating the system.
pursued to maintain Regional reliability.

Transmission Assessment
The existing bulk transmission system within SERC Southeastern Eltric Reliability Council (SERC)
is comprised of 20,558 miles of 230 kV, 753 miles mcmbership includes 37 members and 30 ssociate
of 345 kV transmission lines, and 9,230 miles of 500 members. The Region, represented by the Council is
kV transmission lines. SERC Systems plan to add located in 13 states in the Southestern United
1,829 miles of 230 V ad 26 iles of 500 kV States, and covers a area of approximately 464,000
lines in the 2000-2009 period. square miles. SERC is divided geographically into

four drerse subregions that are identified as South-
SERC member systems continue to plan for a reli- ern Tennessee Valley Authority (TA), the irginia-
able bulk transmission system. Coordination of Carolina Area (VACA), andEntergy.
transmission expansion plans in the Region is main-
tained by joint modeling efforts among member
systems. The ability to transfer power above ccn-
tractually committed uses both inta- and inter-re-
gionally, has become marginal on some interfaces
under both studied and actual operating conditions.
This is a reliability concern because it impacts the
geographic diversity of excrnal resources that can
be called upon during emergency import scenarios
:hat may result from large unit outages.

The increase in bulk power marketing activity re-
sulting from the transmission open access tariffs
continues to push the operating stale of the transmis-
sion system into conditions for which it was not
originally planned. SERC member systems need to
take a proactive role in advocating the continued
planning and operation of the system in a manner
that meets NERC and SERC reliability criteria.

Operations Assessment
SERC has implemented several mcasures in the last
few years to ensure reliability of the system. There
are five Security Coordinators in SERC- one in
each of the Entergy, Southern, and TVA Subregions,
and two in the Virginia-Carolinas Subregion. In ad-
dition, line loading reliefprocedues have been im-
plementcd since the simner of 1997. The SERC
ATC Working Group has continued to refine the
SERC ATC procedures to improve the overall
process and to comply with the NERC requirements.

SERC member systems jointly perform seasonal
operating studies and coordinate operations. The
establishment of Security Coordinators and the
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SPP
SPP will have adequate generation capacity over the short term. Beyond the short term, meeting the target mar-
gins will be highly dependent on the ability of the market to provide the necessary generation resources.

The bulk transmission system is adequatefor at least one year. Beyond that point, it is somewhat difficult to as-
sess the bulk transmission system because of the large nwmber ofproposed merchal t power plant additions in and
around SPP. The bulk transmission study performed recently showed marginally adequate transmission to handle
expanded growth in the Region. Should merchant power plant development continue, transmission would not be
adequate to handle extensive exports required to deliver the new power to other markets outside SPP. SPP has
already found that insufficient lead time eists to add ransmissionfacilities to accommodate some of the
generation additions and transmission requests plannedfor the short term.

Regional Transmission Arkansas and Texas. Oklahoma retail open access

Organization will occur July 2002.
SPP, under a collaborative effort, will submit a fihng - *SPP, under a collaborative effort, WIl submit a filiing The existence and participation of an RTO in marketto become a FERC-rcognized Regional Transmis- . o R .tto become a FERC-reognized Regional Transis-. operations is anticipated in the Arkansas and Texas
sion Organization (RTO) pursuant to their Order No. gene n p n

legislation. Generally, the generation portion of2000 and order on SPP's initial filing. SPP will be ion will be deregulated andtraditional utility operations will bc dcgulatcd andresponsible for Regional planning in coordination
.with affected transission owners and other Mcm- be available for the electric service provider to pm-with affected tbansmission owners and other Meor-

cure for delivery to end-use customers. The impactbers. This includes authority to direct transmission r
. . .,,.. . of retail opcn access on inlcr-control area scbedudingowners to construct transmission facilities in accor- retil open ae t no a d scheduling

and tagging from deregulated generation and eleczicdance with coordinated planning criteria, or, if nec- g from deregated gne n ad elec
* u ndr T- S pl m service provider procurement activities has not beencssary, under SPP's Tanriff. Such planning must con-

form uo SPP's own reliability Scquirements as well determined, but it is anticipated to increase. Reliabil-form to SPP's own reliability requirements as well
as those of NERC and each transmission owner, and ity is a major consideration toward development ofas those of NERC and each transmission owner, and
with all applicable requirements of federal or state t r ta a c c e s s

regulatory authorities. Together with SPP's market-
based congestion management/pricing mehanism,men rocess
such transmission planning and expansion rcspoasi- The SPP Reliability Assessment Working Group
bility enables SPP to administer efficient and r- (RAWG) reports directly to the SPP Board of Di-
able transmission service in coordination with state rectors in an "auditor" role. The RAWG reviews
and regional authorities consistent with the RTO (and summarizes in SPP's Annual Report) the many
Final Rule. detailed studies performed by SPP organization

groups throughout the year. The RAWG tracks nd

State Restructuring for Retail documents SPP bulk electric system reliability and
State Restructuring for Retail highlights aras that, if unsuccessfully managed, will
Access threaten service continuity.
Four of the eight states within the SPP Region have
current state legislation mandating retail open ac- Additionally, RAWG reviews member projections
cess. Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas of demand, capability, and capacity margin. RAWG
have retail open access mandated to begin as early as - analyzes bow future resource needs are planned and
June 1, 2001 (pilot project for Texas). New Mexico met such as through committed versus uncommitted.
has delayed retail open access until January 1,2002. new capacity, unknown or undermined capacity.
which coincides with full retail open access for units returned to service, and demand-side manage-

mcnt Furthermore, RAWG reviews loss-of-load-
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expectation (LOLE) analyses performed by another in maintaining the required capacity margin is very
SPP working group as well as studies performed by good.
the Transmission Assessment Working Group
(TAWG). Thb EIA-411 information does no reflect 7,735 MW

of merchant plant additions being planned for the
Demand and Energy 2000 to 2003 time period. These planned additions,
SPP is a sumner-peaking Region with projected an- by year, ar 1,852 MW in 2000, 2,611 MW in 2001,
nual peak demand and energy growth rates of 2.2% 2,172 MW in 2002, and 1,100 MW in 2003.
and 23%, respectively, over the next ten years.
Members continue to forecast similar growth of fu- These merchant plant additions would significantly
ture demand and energy requirements compared to increase the above-mentioned capacity margins. This
previous years. These growth rates ar consistent increase is approximately 1.7 percentage points for
with the ten-year historical growthrates of SPP. each 1,000 MW of the merchant plant capacity that

is added For example, if all of these merchant addi-
Members are focusing more on the short tern (two tions were made as planned, capacity margins for the
to five years), thereby shrinking the planning hori- 2001-2003 period would be between 21 and 24%. In
zon. This reduces the need for long-term (five to ten addition, only a small percentage of the planned
years) forecast accuracy. The projected growth rates merchant capacity would need to be added in order
for peak demand and energy over the next five years to increase the above stated 11.4% capacity margin
are 2.1% and 22%, respectively. The actual growth for 2003 to the 12% minimum required capacity
rates for peak demand and energy over the last five margin.
years were 2.5% and 1.8%, respectively.

As explained in the preface above and the

Resource Assessment "Transmission Assessment" section below, there
may not be sufficient !ead time to install the trans-The SPP reliability criterion requires members tocint lad t to sta trans-

maintain.ataminimuma % capacity margin. Ex- mission facilities required to accommodate themaintain at a minimum a 12% capacity margin. Ex- addition of some of the planned merchant capacity.pected capacity margins reflected in EIA-41 I data addon of so of he pl ed merhant capacity.
are 14.6% in 2001, 14.4% in 2002, and 13.8% in Though SPP has never experienced loss of finr2003. The capacity margins have a steady decline
anfr 2003 down to as low as 10.3%. customer demand due to a capacity shortage, lower

margins may challenge this trend in the future. Gen-
Excluding from the EIA-411 information uncom- cration reliability assessment is becoming very diRi-

cull in the increasingly competitive market place.milted purchases, sales and capacity additions and cl n the i cre as y competitive market place.
including only very certain capacity additions, the while ec on o m c th y stat es t hate marketplac
expected capacity margins are 13.7% in 200 1, i 2.7% will meet demands, system operators have had fre-
in 2002, and 11.4p % in 2003. quent difficulty finding access to resources,

regardless of price, in the past several years.

Regarding capacity margins beyond 2003, SPP
members, for the most par, ar assuming that the Transmission Assessment
market will provide needed resorces or that new, Only a few transmission facility additions of re-
presently uncommitted capacity sources could be gional significance are planned for the bulk tans-
made available by those members within a two- or mission system over the next ten year The addi-
three-year time period. tons being planned mainly benefit local areas and

have minor impact on subregiona or regional trans-
Current merchant plant activity is high and in stark fer capability. Te planned transmission facilities of
contrast to the almost non-existent activity only two Regional significance include:
years ago. Many of the proposed plants are complet-_
ing permitting and starting construction. The fore- 345 kV interconnection between the northern
cast for available merchant plant additions to assist and western subregions of SPP in 2001, which
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will increase the transfer capacity between these Operations Assessment
subregions as well as between SPP and MAPP, SPP has operated a security center since 1997 and is

the Regional Security Coordinator. Tbe security ce-
200 MWHVDC interconnection between SPP ter, located at the SPP offices, provides the exchange
and WSCC in 204, and of near real-time operating information and around-

a Substantial additional transfer capacity witbin the-clock security coordination
the west-central subregion of SPP in 2006.

SPP operates under the NERC Operating Policies for
For the purposes of OASIS posting of Available Transmission Loading Relief (TLR). These proce
Transfer Capability (ATC), transfer capability stud- d s include daily preemptive screening to help
is are performed monthly on the bulk tansmission member recognize eavy line loading. A major
system based on a sliding 16-month window. Tse of these procedures is to ensure that
calculations determine the most restrictive credible transmission congestion is alleviated by real changes
contingencies as recognized by each member in generation patterns not a mere shuffing of
company and/or the Regional transmission provider interchange schedules. SPP has invoked TLR on it

transmission facilities in recent years and expects
The bulk transmission system is shown to meet ap- tha it will continue in the future.
plicable NERC and Regional planning standards for
this sliding study window. In addition to the 16- Compliance EnforcementCompliance Enforcementmonth sliding ATC studies, coordinated sub-re-
gional assessments were performed for the 2000 The SPP Compliance Working Group has responsi-
summer peak, 2000/01 winter peak and 2004 sum- bility for ensuring compliance to NERC Standards

umer peak seasons to assess system performane and SPP Citeria. SPP maintains staff dedicated tomer peak seasons to assess system performance
based on applicable planning standards. This scries the compliance monitorng and enforcement process
of coordinated sub-regional analyses indicate limita- within the Region. Work is done prmarly though a
ions of the bulk transmission system in the soutb worig group strcture. These varous working

Louisiana area for imports and Kansas for exports. groups have spcifically assigned responsibilities.
The SPP compliance staff monitors progress on a

Regional generation interconnection procedures continuous basis and provides reports to NERC.
have been developed and approveral SPP members are curently performing vol-
procedures address the issues of lead time for adding untary compliance audits throug an indepndent
transmission to accommodate new generation and auditor in compliance with NERC standards.
also the needs of the merchant developers regarding
transmission planning studies to determine the
transmission additions needed to tie their planned
generating plants into the bulk transmission system. SPP has 54 members serveng all orpaus of
In some cases where extreme amounts of transmis- Arlansas, Loui a, Mississippi, Msouri. Kansas,
sion additions are required to serve the total planned Oklahoma, Txas, and NewpMcxo. The Rgion
capacity of new generation, other athcmatives may monitors, coordinaters, promotes, and communicates
be needed to meet the needs of both the transmission information on the reliability of th ectrity supply
provider and the merhant developer. systems through the dedicated efforts of more t

pro3 70people from member systems. The Board ofDi-

In addition to providing merchant developers with rectors has responsitililyfor overllpolicy dir-
an orderly means of approaching a transmission tion, and an adm inistrativ and technical saf lo-
owner, consistent methodology and Regional cated in l i tt l Rock Arkansas provides daytody
quirements will enhance the transnission analysis to cordina
ensure Regional transmission reliability.
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WSCC
Tranmission system reliability is expected to be adequate throughout the ten-year period based on the annual study
report and ongoing seasonal operating transfer capability assesments of major internes.

Projected resource capacity is expected to be adequatefor the assessment period throughout WSCC

Western Systems Coordinating Council's (WSCC) potential reliability problems and to coordinate
outlook regarding the reliability of the intcrcon- system restoration should an outage occur.
nected electric system in the West is presented be-
low for each of the four subregions that comprise the In the following text, several issues are mentioned
Western Interconnection - Northwest Power Pool that could pose significant challenges to the
Area Rocky Mountain Power Area, Arizona-New preservation of reliability in the Region to varying
Mexico-Southern Nevada Power Area, and degrees:
California-Mexico Power Area.

* competition and increasing pressures to reduce
The projected capacity margins and fuel supplies are costs,
anticipated to be adequate to ensure reliable opra- * changes in the structure of the electric industry,
tion in all areas of the Region. The capacity margin and
adequacy over the next ten years assumes the timely * uncertainty regarding demand growth projec-
construction of approximately 30,200 MW of net tions and the planning and installation of new
new generation. The capacity margin adequacy also generation.
assumes average weather conditions. If muhiple
areas peak simultaneously, portions of the Region Through active participation in WSCC and NERC,
may need to issue public appeals for customers to individual member participants will be able to
reduce their electricity consumption, and other manage these issues and maintain a balance between
measures may be instituted as necessary to ensure reliability and the economic pressures of
-that adequate operating reserves are maintained. The competition. WSCC provides an open forum for all
transmission system is considered adequate for firm entities that have a stake in the planning and
and most economy energy transfers. WSCC member operation of the interconnected electric system in
systems and other organizations routinely identify western North America, enabling them to actively
and study options for addressing generation capacity share in the responsibility of maintaining this
adequacy and transmission adequacy under various essential balance.
scenario including adverse weather conditions.
Concerns identified in such studies may appear to WSCC Assessment Process
conflict with information presented in de WSCC The evaluation of reliability within the WSCC Re-
section of this repot The WSCC narrative ddresses gion is performed using a comprehensive annual
adverse weather conditions but the data presented is assessment process based on the following
based on average weather conditions and, therefore, established reliability criteria:
may not be comparable with data used by others for
their study scenarios. * Power Supply Design Criteria,

* Minimum Operating Reliability Criteria, and
Under WSCC's Regional Security Plan, three sccu- · Reliability Criteria for Transmission System
rity cnters have been established for the Region. Planning.
The security center coordinators are charged with
actively monitoring, on a real-time basis, intercon- Adherence to these criteria provides an objective and
nected system conditions to anticipate and mitigae deterministic evaluation of the reliability (adequacy

and security) of the western interconnected system.
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Resource Assessment "WSCC Reliability Criteria for Transmission Sys-
Tbe resource assessment process in WSCC has been te m Planning." If study results do not meet the ex-
in place for many years and is prepared for the four pecled perfonnance level established in the criteria,
subregions of WSCC. A resource assessment on a e responsible organizations are obligated to pro-
Region-wide basis is not appropriate because of vide a written response that specifies how and when
transmission constraints. they expect to achieve compliance with the criteria.

Other measures that have been implemented to re-
Resource adequacy is assessed by comparing the duce the likelihood of widespread system distur-
sun of the individual member reserve requirements bances include: a southern island load tripping plan,
(determined by criteria) for a subregion with the a coordinated off-nominal frequency load shedding
projected reserve capacity. WSCC is currently and restoration plan. measures to maintain voltage
refining its resource adequacy assessment practice in stability, a comprehensive generator testing pro-
light of the changing electric industry. gram, enhancements to the processes for conducting

system studies, and a reliability management system
At present, the projected reserve capacity (margin) is (described in more detail below).
determined by subtracting the firm peak demand,
exclusive ofinterruptible and controllable load man- WSCC established a process used to verify
agement peak demand, fiom the net generation and compliance with established criteria. The process is
firm transfers. Net generation and firm transfers are summarized below, along with the key components
determined exclusive of inoperable capacity. If the to be monitored in this process:
projected reserve capacity margin exceeds the re-
save requirement, it is expected that projected re- * Compliance Monitoring - A voluntary peer
sources are adequate for the subregion. On this basis, review process through which every operating
projected reserve capacity is expected to be adequate member is reviewed at regular intervals to assess
throughout the WSCC Region for the 2000 through compliance with WSCC and NERC operating
2009 ten-year period. The assessment assumes that criteria. Control areas are reviewed once every
approximately 30,200 MW of net new generation three years.
will be buih when and where needed. WSCC's en-
hanced assessment methodology will place addi- * Annual Study Report - In accordance with
tional emphasis on transmission limitations between WSCC policy, the system will not be operated
assessment areas within WSCC. under system conditions that are more critical

than the most critical conditions studied. Secu-
Transmission Assessment rity assessment shall be an integral pant of
The member systems' transmission facilities are planning. rating, and transfer capability studies.
planned in accordance with the "WSCC Reliability - St
Criteria for Transmission System Planning." which roet Review an d R a ti g Proce s - S t u dy

establishes performance levels intended to limit the groups are formed to ensure project path ratings
adverse effects of each member's system operation comp ly w i h all estab lish ed relabiliy critria.
on others and recommends that each member system Operating Transfer Capability Policy Group
provide sufficient trnsmission capability to serve its P es - OpTeratig stis reviewd to
customers, to accommodate planned inter-area ro c s - p ra t g s d s ar r v w e d o c n-custpowers, toa anccommodate pit tans sne int r sure that simultaneous transfer limitations of

powerl o; trafer andto meet its transmissiono s critical transmission paths are identified and
obligation to othes. managed through nomograms and operating

Each yea WSCC prepares a transmission study re- procedures. Four subregional study groups pre-
port that provides an ongoing reliability-security pare seasonal transfr capability studies for all
assessment of the WSCC interconnectd system in -major paths in a coordinated subregional ap-
its existing state and for system configuration proac for su b mission to WSCC's O peating
planned through the next ten years The distubance Transfer Capability Policy Group.
simulation study reslts are examined relative to the
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Reliability Management System protective relay and remdial action scheme
WSCC officially implemented Phase I of its Reli- misoperation.
ability Management System (RMS) on September 1,
1999 after a 19-month evaluation period. WSCC's On the basis of these ongoing activities, tranmis-
RMS program is a first-of-a-kind sanction-based sion system reliability of the Western Interconnec-
program to maintain reliability, and represents a sig- tion is projected to be adequate throughout the ten-
nificant milestone for the WSCC members and the year period.
electric industry.

Northwest Power Pool Area
The program, developed voluntarily through a public The Northwest Power Pool (NWPP) Ara is corn-
open process involving the WSCC membership, the prised of the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
regulatory community, and other interested and Utah; the Canadian provinces of British
stakeboldcrs, provides for the enforcement of san- Columbia and Alberta; and portions of Montana,
tions for noDcompliance throug contracts that are Wyoming, Nevada, and California. Over the period
signed by WSCC and each RMS participant WSCC from 1999 through 2009, peak demand and annual
was granted a Declaratory Order by the Federal En- energy requirements are projected to grow at rc-
crgy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and received a spective annual compound rates of 2.1 and 1.8%.
Business Review Letter from the Department of Resource capacity margins for this winter peaking
Justice enabling WSCC to proceed with RMS im- area range between 11.5 and 19.4% of firm peak
plementation in early 1999. FERC issued an order demand for the next ten years.
on July 29, 1999 accepting the RMS contracts
Thirty WSCC members, representing a substantial The internal NWPP Area trans mission capability is
number of the WSCC control areas, have signed the expected to permit anticipated transfers among
RMS agreements. NWPP systems under most conditions through 2009.

Generation capacity in the NWPP area is also
Phase I of RMS requires compliance with the expected to be adequate over the same period to
following criteria: meet normal winter loads: Should very high peak

demands occur during a low probability extreme
* control performance, cold weather period, the Pacific Northwest may need
* operating reserve and operating transfer to rely on its capability to import power. During

capability, extreme cold weather periods, the import capability
* disturbance control, and of the Pacific DC Intertie is expected to remain at
* generating unit automatic voltage regulators and 3,100 MW. However, studies show that the 3,675

power system stabilizers. MW import capability on the California to Oregon
500 kV AC Intertie may be limited to under 1,000

Tbe control perform ance standards, operating r- MW for these conditions. For this reason,
serve, and operating transfer capability requirements emergency warning procedures are being developed
ar assessed monthly and the disturbance control for winter operation should extreme cold weather
standard and requirmnts for power system stabi- load levels occur. The purposc of the plan is to
lizrs and automatic voltage regulators e assessed facilitate communications and encourage regional
quarterly. actions in advance of a potential emergency. The

procedure will address progressive measures
Phase 2 of the reliability management system is intended to compliment current regulations and
presently under evaluation and development Phase policies, and to maintain load/generation balance
2 includes requirements for: involving control areas and load serving entities.

.;Additionally, the procedures include stakeholder and
* availability of operating limits to system public awareness communication plans.

operators on major transmission paths,
* protective relay and remedial action scheme

application certification, and
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Tbe transmission interconnections between the Summer resource capacity margins range between
province of British Columbia and the state of 15.8% and 24.4% of firm peak demand for the next
Washington have transfer capability restrictions that ten yeas.
ae adversely affected by transmission system con-
ditions in the Puget Sound ara Utilities in the area New generation was installed in the RMPA in 1999
are working together to idcntify ways to reduce these and 2000. Public Service Company of Colorado
system transfer capability restrictions while continu- (PSC) built or purchased 414 MW of new generation
ing to meet reliability requirements. System rein- in 1999, and the City of Colorado Springs added 73
forcements are being implemented to satisfy south to MW. PSC is also purchasing or constructing 356
north fin transfer requirements and to facilitate MW that will be on line by June 2000. A significant
increased north to south transfers under adverse portion of that generation ( I I MW) will be sited in
operating conditions. Also, methods are being the Denver/Boulder metro area so that voltage
worked on to more effectively address internal support from the units will be available to enhance
transmission constraints that continue to occur in area reliability. In addition, PSC plans to add 214
this area. MW in 2001. Platte River Power Authority is adding

80 MW of generation in 2002. The new generation
Agreement has been reached among Federal parties project includes a Rawhide-Timberline 230 kV line
involved in operation of the Columbia River Basin and upgrades to some existing 1 15 kV lines in the
concerning river operations for the next two years. Fort Collins area to meet projected peak demand.
These include the National Marine Fisheries Service,
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U. S. Bureau Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association,
of Reclamation, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Inc. is constructing a major 230 kV line from
and the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). Walsenburg, Colorado to Gladstone Substation in
Agreements for future years will be based in part on northeast New Mexico. The Pawnee-Story 230 kV
experience during this period. The net impact of the line rebuild and a few other minor projects has
present agreement is a slight reduction in generating allowed an increase in the transfer capability from
capability as a result of hydro generation spill southeast Wyoming to northeast Colorado from
policies designed to favor migration of anadromous 1,424 MW to 1,509 MW. Studies have shown that
fish. The agreement includes provision for locating new generation at Pawnee Station and
negotiating changes in the plan under emergency returning a 230/155 kV autotransformer at Wray,
conditions. Colorado to service may increase this transfer limit

an additional 79 MW. In June 2001, PSC will finish
BPA and eight investor-owned utilities are working construction of a major 230 kV transmission line
together to prepare a filing for a regional from Fort St Vrain to Green Valley Substation east
transmission organization known as RTO West in of Denver to access 685 MW of power located at
the NWPP area. The filing for RTO West is to be Fort St Vrain. WestPlains Energy is installing a 100
submitted in two stages, the first in October 2000, MVA 230/115 kV autotransforner near Canon City
and the second in the spring of 2001. If approved by in the third quarter of 2001. The autotransfonner
FERC, the implementation could begin as early as will improve voltages in that part of its system.
summer of 2001.

Hydroelectric gencration is expected to be slightly
Rocky Mountain Power Area below normal in the northern and central Rocky
The Rocky Mountain Power Area (RMPA) consists Mountains. Water inflows into the South Plate,
of Colorado, eastern Wyoming and portions of North Plane, Colorado, Big Thompson, and Green
western Nebraska and South Dakota. The RMPA Rivers are expected to be slightly below normal this
may experience its annual peak demand in either the year as snowpack is about 85% of normal in these
summer or winter season due to variations in river basins. Water inflows into the Missouri River
weather. Over the period from 1999 through 2009, are expected to be approximately 85% of normal thi
peak demand and annual energy requirements are year. Reservoir storage is in good condition and hy-
projected to grow at a 2.7% annual compound rate. droelectric generation is expected to be near te
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long-term average. The Glen Canyon power plant is In response to the restructring of the electric utilityoperating under a suimmr seasonal test flow that is industry, the Southwest utilities are investigating thetrying to emulate a historic river flow. The associ- feasibility ofcreating a regional transmission or-ated release limitations reduce peaking capability, ganization (Rto) to be called Desert STAR (Desertbut the plant will be able to respond to short-term Southwest Transmission And Reliability Operator).emergency conditions. The main goals of the RTO are to provide electrical
system security and rcliability in accordance withArizona-New Mexico-Southern Nevada WSCC and NERC policies and to provide nondis-

Power Area criminatory open access to the transmission system.
The Arizona-New Mexico-Souther Nevada Power The present timetable calls for operation of theArea consists of Arizona, most of New Mexico, the Desert STAR RTO on December 15, 2001.
westernmost part of Texas, southern Nevada, and a
portion of southeastern California. Over the period California-Mexico Power Area
from 1999 through 2009, peak demand and annual The California-Mexico Power Area encompassesenergy requirements are projected to gow at re- most of California and the northern portion of Bajaspective annual compound rates of 3.6 and 3.4%. California, Mexico. Restructuring of the electric in-Resource capacity margins for this summer peaking dustry in California has added much uncertainty toarea range between 11.3 and 28.1% of frm peak future adequacy projections of generating capacity,demand for the next ten years. energy production by independent power producers,

and effects of customer energy efficiency/dcmand-A few transmission projects have been reported for side management programs. Recognizing that futurethe subregion that will increase transfer capability forecast uncertainty exist, peak demands and annualand improve reliability. These projects include a energy requirements are currntly projected to growI I-milc 230 kV interconnection f om Walsenburg at respective annual compound rates of 1.8 and 2. 1%Substation in southeastern Colorado to a new from 1999 through 2009. Projected resource capac-230/1 15 kV substation at-Gladstone, New Mexico. ity margins range between 9.3 and 17.8 / of firmThis line is scheduled to enter service in 2002. An- peak demand for the next ten years.other planned transmission project is a 230 kV line
from the San Juan generating plant to the city of A severe heat wave in California in 1998 resu lied inFarmington, New Mexico. It is scheduled to enter numerous curtailments of service to interruptibleservice in 2004. An additional 345 kV connection customers. The curtailments occurred in conjunctionbetween generating facilities in northern New with the loss of nearly 2,000 MW of capacity due toMexico and a substation in central New Mexico is forced outages at several power plants. In spite of aunder investigation, with a possible in-service date relatively cool summer in 1999, the Californiaof 2005. Independent System Operator (CISO) declared

emergencies on occasions when spinning reserveSignificant amounts of sb unt capacitors and seris levels could not be maintained at adequate levels duecompensation have been and ar being installed in to high demand leves, limited generation rsourceorder to preserve reliability in the area. Several availability, and reductions of transmission importsouthwestern utilities are planning to either install capability into the state.
combustion turbine generators or make purchases of
peaking power from independent power producers. The California Independent System Operator (CISO)

assumed operational control of the transmission gridTbc major generating plant operators in the area of the three California investor-owned utilities onparticipate in the Soutbwcst Reserve Sharing Group. March 31, 1998. The CISO is responsible for severalThis group shares contingency reserves, using a functions including: providing nondisciminatorycomputer-assisted communication system for acti- open access to the transmission grid, controlling dis-vating reseres in the form of emergency assistance patch and maintaining reliability of the transmissionto recover from generation outages in the ara within grid, and procuring and providing ancillary services.the ten-minute recovery criteria.

Reliability Assessment 2000-2009 Page 75
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REGIONAL SELF ASSESSMENTS

The CISO is administering a coordinated planning
process that forms the basis for planning future

. changes and additions to the transmission system
The process calls for stakeholder participation in the
planning process with the intent to facilitate the de-
velopment of projects that best meet the needs of all
users while maximizing the potential benefits to
California. Planning efforts are also taking place to
meet the needs of the San Diego and Orange county
areas by increasing the transfer capability south of
the San Onofre generating station, and proposing a
new 500 kV interconnection for the area.

Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC),
with 84 members and 17 affiliate members, encom-
passes about 1.8 million square miles in 14 western
states, two Canadian provinces, and a portion of
Baja California None, Mexico. Extremes in popula-
tion and demand densities, in addition to long dis-
tances between demand centers and electric genera-
tion sources, characterize the Region The Region is
subdivided intofour areas: the Northwest Power
Pool Area, which is winer peaking and heavily de-
pendent on hydroelectric generation (65% of in-
stalled capacity); the Rocky Mountain Power Area.
which can be either summer or winter paking with
a 24% hydroelectric and 59% coal-fired generating
capaciy mis; the Arizona-New Mexico-Southern
Nevada Power Area, which is summer peaking with
a 17% nuclear and 44% coal-fired generating ca-
pacity mix; and the California-Mexico Power Area,
which is summer peaking and heavily dependent on
gas-fired generating units (47% of installed
capacity).

Page 76 
Reliability Assessment 2000-2009
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USFA (____________.__________ _ -For more information, contact the USEA at
Jnited States Enegy Assotion 202.312.1230

United States Energy Association Releases
"Toward a National Energy Strategy"

WASHINGTON, D.C., February 21, 2001 - The United States Energy
Association (USEA) today released 'Toward a National Energy Strategy' that
makes recommendations in six major areas to assure that consumers can
benefit from an increased supply of affordable energy resources that are
available in a ready, reliable and environmentally responsible manner.

The USEA paper, 'Toward a National Energy Strategy,' was developed by a
broad range of energy interests. It recommends six areas of action: enhance
energy supplies; encourage energy efficiency and affordable prices; stimulate
global energy trade and development; promote energy technology development
and long-range research and development initiatives; balance energy use and
environmental concerns; and unify the energy policy process.

On releasing the report, Richard Lawson, chairman of the USEA National
Energy Policy Committee, said: 'Such an energy policy must meet several
challenges, including overly burdensome environmental regulations that
prevent access to new energy sources; the adverse national security
implications of rising oil imports; an energy delivery infrastructure that is aging
and increasingly overwhelmed by growing demand; a regulatory process that is
often unfair and counter-productive; and a lack of foresight in developing new,
more efficient energy technologies and alternative energy sources.'

'Economic efficiency, energy security, energy technology and regulation and
incentives are the four core principles we believe a sound national energy
strategy should be anchored by,' said Barry Worthington, executive director,
USEA.

Worthington explained that, in many markets, increased demand outstrips
reliable supplies. Key industries are being deregulated and technology is
advancing at an unprecedented rate. Environmental regulations have grown
increasingly costly and complex and, moreover, consumers often express
confusion at the array of energy choices now available. In addition, energy
companies confront both greater competition and increasing regulatory
uncertainty can heavily penalize those companies that expand production tomeet the increased energy demands of our growing population and economy.
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USEA Releases National Energy Strategy
February 21, 2001
Page 2 of 2

-more-

Industry groups involved in preparing the report were: American Gas
Association, American Petroleum Institute, American Public Power Association,
Edison Electric Institute, Electric Power Research Institute, National Mining
Association, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, and Nuclear
Energy Institute.

For copies of Toward a National Energy Strategy,' please contact the USEA at
202.312.1230.

The Unied Saes Energy Assocation (USEA) is the U.S. Member Committee of the World Energy
Council (WEC) USEA is n ssocion of public and private energyrelated organiations,
corporations, and government agences. USEA represents the broad interests of the U.S energy
sector by increasing the understandin of energy issues, both domestically and internationally.
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United States Energy Association:

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY

T HE RECORD COLD WINTER and the resulting consumer reaction to rising energy prices.
the critical energy shortages that have caused rolling blackouts in California. and
the possibility that the situation in California could be duplicated elsewhere, have
had one beneficial effect. They have made a diverse group of public and private

Interests - including policymakers from the president and the Congress on down - aware of
the dear need for a national energy policy that will allow all energy providers to more effec-
tively meet the ever growing energy demands of American families and businesses.

Such an energy policy must meet several challenges, incuding overly burdensome envi-
ronmental regulations that prevent access to new energy sources; the adverse national secu-
rity implications of rising oil imports; an energy delivery Infrastructure that Is aging and
Increasingly overwhelmed by growing demand; a regulatory process that Is often unfair and
counter product lye; and a lack of foresight In developing new, more efficient energy technoo-
gles and alternative energy sources.

The members of the United States Energy Association (USEA) are united In our belief
that the time has come to develop a national energy strategy that meets these challenges and
also tackles head on the many other critical energy choices-we must make. Therefore, we have
cutlined a strategy that will increase the supply of affordable energy and deliver it to the
American consumer in a safe, reliable and environmentally responsible manner. This paper.
which was developed after much debate by a broad range of energy interests. outlines that
strategy. Specifically we recomm end the following steps:

Enhance Energy Supplies

I The nation should encourage energy supply expansion with policies that fully
recognize no single source can meet our growing energy needs.

* Current policies should be amended to allow environmentally sound access to
domestic resources In order to reduce dependence on foreign supplies, and ensure
that American consumers continue to have access to energy at reasonable,
affordable prices.

p Tax reform should be enacted to spur capital investment In reliable. affordable and
environmentally effective energy technologies and supporting Infrastructure.

Encourage Energy Effkciency and Affordable Prices

, Governmental policies should promote energy efficiency.

* There should be free and competitive markets regarding pricing. technology
deployment, energy effciency.and selection of fuels and energy suppliers.

. Funding for the low-income home energy assistance program and weatherization
program should be Increased.
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Stimulate Global Energy Trade and Development

* U.S. leadership in energy development, services and technology should be promoted
on a global basis.

> Tax provisions that diminish the international competitiveness of U.S. multi-
national energy companies by exposing them to double taxation (i.e.. the payment
of tax on foreign source Income to both the host country and the U.S.) and to
restrictive anti-deferral rules, should be eliminated

p Any U.S. foreign policy and development assistance should increase supplies of
reliable, affordable and market-based energy for developing countries and countries
in economic transition in a way that opens markets to U.S. goods and services.
creates cooperative partnerships between the U.S. and overseas energy firms, and
enhances international economic and political security.

p The U.S. should foster more open political, legal and institutional structures In
developing and reforming countries that facilitate energy trade and Investment.

. Federal policymakers should avoid unilateral trade and economic sanctions that
exclude U.S. companies from key markets in which foreign-based companies
are free to invest.

Promote Energy Technology Development
and Long-Range R&D Initiatives.

* Investment in energy technology research and development should focus on energy
sources that can realistically expect to have a significant impact in meeting U.S.
energy needs over the next 20 to 30 years.

Balance Energy Use and Environmental Concerns
> Government-sponsored education programs should emphasize the importance of

energy infrastructure and energy sources as essential to continued economic
security and development.

. Government programs intended to advance environmental technologies should
measure environmental performance and be available to any energy source that
achieves environmental goals rather than favoring selective fuels or technologies.

> The safe and efficient movement of energy goods and services requires significant
improvement of the U.S. transportation Infrastructure. - ----

Unify the Energy Policy Process

. Rulemaking should promote regulatory predictability to stabilize investment
decisions.

. Comprehensive electric industry restructuring should promote efficient competiUon
by encouraging flexible approaches to electricity markets and new investment In
transmission and generation.
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ABOUT USEA AND THE NES STUDY

The United States Energy Association (USEA) is the U.S. Member Committee of
the World Energy Council (WEC). USEA is an associaton of public and private energy-
related organizations. corporations, and government agencies. USEA represents the
broad interests of the U.S. energy sector by Increasing the understanding of energy
Issues, both domestically and internationally.

In conjunction with the U.S. Agency for International Development and the U.S.
Department of Energy, USEA sponsors our nat ion's Energy P artnership Program.

USEA sponsors policy reports and conferences dealing with global and domestic
energy issues as well as sponsors trade and educational exchange visits with other
countries.

The USEA Board of Directors agreed that the year 2000 was an appropriate time
to take an in depth look at United States energy policy. Previously the USEA had
published I Annual Assessments of U.S. Energy Polky. The Board approved the USEA
National Energy Strategy project under the leadership of Richard Lawson. Chairman of
its National Energy Policy Committee. The project was directed by Guy Caruso.
Informed by the results of workshops on key energy issues, a working group represent-
ing all sectors of the industry has prepared the following report.
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broad interests of the U.S. energy sector by ncreasing the understanding of energy
Issues. both domestically and internationally.

In conjunction with the U.S. Agency for International Development and the U.S.
Department of Energy. USEA sponsors our nation's Energy Partnership Program.

USEA sponsors policy reports and conferences dealing with global and domestic
energy Issues as well as sponsors trade and educational exchange visits with other
countries.

The USEA Board of Directors agreed that the year 2000 was an appropriate time
to take an in depth look at United States energy policy. Previously the USEA had
published 11 Annual Assessments of U.S. Energy Polky. The Board approved the USEA
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ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE NATIONAL
ENERGY STRATEGY

SETTING THE GOAL

Members of the United States Energy Association (USEA) believe that energy policy-
makers, regulators, consumers and producers face critical policy and investment choices in
the decades ahead. In many markets increased demand outstrips reliable supplies. Key
industries are being deregulated. Technology is advancing at an unprecedented rate.
Environmental regulations have grown increasingly costly and complex. Consumers often
express confusion at the array of energy choices now available. And energy companies con-
front both greater competition and unforgiving financial markets that can heavily penalize
those companies that expand production to meet the increased energy demands of our grow-
ing population and economy.

The proper response to these uncertain times is the development and implementation of
a sound National Energy Strategy (NES). USEA members propose that the objective of this
strategy be the delivery to consumers-in a ready, reliable and environmentally responsible
manner- of an increased supply of affordable energy resources and energy-related services
from a broad range of energy providers.

CORE PRINCIPLES

USEA members believe that this National Energy Strategy should be anchored in four
core principles:

> Economic efficiency. Economic efficiency is maximized when competitive markets
guide decisions affecting global energy supply and demand. Moreover, given the
inherent uncerta int of energy markets and of efforts to project future trends, a diver-
sity of fuels strategy has proven moreeffiient than picking 'winners and losers' when
addressing long-term energy problems.

> Energy security. Energy security is best achieved through diverse supplies of all
forms of domestic and internatinlanna eg' .Sim ilarly, contingency plans are needed
to mitigate energy supplydisruptions, and these U.S. plans can be enhanced through
international cooperation.

> Energy technology. Research and development can spur improvements in energy
tchno.ogieathat produce long-term cost-ectve solutions to many environmenta
concerns. Research to address environmental problems and to expand energy
choices is an appropriate and essential role for government. Partnerships between
public and private sectors (domestic and international) can also speed this process.

· Regulation and incentives. Government officials can use regulation and incentives to
ensure public health, safety and consumers rights. Decisions to use these policy tools
should be based on sound science and realistic needs. Such decisions also should betimel , consistent and coordinated so that the benefits of respon^ho enviroGenta

4 pro n are kept in balance with the benefits of energy use.
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A national goal and these core principles alone, of course, are insufficient to build aneffective National Energy Strategy. The principles must be applied to key policy issues, andinput should be sought from those most affected by policy decisions. It is critical that the newAdministration focus not only on the near-term issues that are in today's headlines, but alsoon long-term issues. The concern over potential climate chan e. attrihtp n n fossil
fuel combustion, could be a man r future enery choices. It is critical thatlicymakers and energy producers look to 2050 and beyond in shaping our research andregulatory agendas, and that we consider the long-term implications of policies we adopttoday. Other long-term issues, such as depletion of traditional energy resources and the needfor develoi tecn ies to find and produce non-traditiona energy resources must also becontemplated in current policies. This long-term planning, conducted in an open prns witnon- e rganizations (N(AJs) and inva eicrtrr partipati run :p1 rnn.-.t. jderalle. The following are policy issues which USEA members regard as critical to the

development of a sound National Energy Strategy.

KEY ISSUES

Meeting U.S. Energy Requirements

The President and Congress can help energy producers and suppliers insure an adequateenergy supply to support the nation s needs as we enter the 21st century. However, securinga reliable energy supply in the coming decades will require careful review of policy optionsand judicious action by policymakers and government officials at every level.
Careful deliberation is required because energy production and consumption is soinextricably tied both to e_ mic _r o t an - an r

.p.perience a ,e nJ ificant economic boom at the close of the 20th century, suportd in_' ospart by a ramatic rise in consu However, this expansion of

Energy Consumption in the United States 1850 - 2000
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ener consujmption c Lred at a time when energy supplies. Dartimlarly in the pilctrty
sector, arely expanded!t all. Substantial reserve margins at the outset of the recenteconomic expansion made economic growth possible, but those margins have now been
depleted. Electricity capacity and, more broadly, energy supply must be increased to support
continued U.S. economic growth, even at a reduced annual rate.

/i ~ The Annual Energy Outlook 2001 Forecast

Energy policy must insure that supplies are adequate. The most recent Department of)2 ^y Energy nergy norat AministationAnual Energy Outlook 2001 (AEO) reveals that
~f-~ ~ R nthe demand for energy of all forms is likely to increase significantly over the next 20 years.By 2020 total energy consumption is forecasted to increase ptroleum by

/33 percent natural gas by 62 percen-t coal bv 2 percent Plprtri,-it y n and renew
a e ener gvcent. At the same time, energy efficiency is projected to improve by1.6 percent per year. The forecasts in consumption are stunning. Not only has crude oilproduction fallen by 14 percent since its peak in 1970, natural gas production also has fallenby 14 percent since 1973 and has remained virtually flat for seven years. Moreover, refinery
capacity has fallen by 11 percent since 1981 and one-half of refineries have been shutdownover the same period.

The AEO forecast implies that massive investments in infrastructure will be made.o
produce and deliver energy to Amencan consumers However, the record to date does notnspire confidence that the current regulatory structure will support these investments. Forexample, the AEO projects an increase in refinery capacity of 1.7 million barrels per day andan increase in refinery utilization from 93 to 95 percent. A new EPA interpretation of rulesrelating to the expansion of existing capacity raises considerable doubt that this capacity willbe built. If the 1.7 million barrels per day requirement is to be met through new capacityadditions, eight to ten new refineries would have to be built. A large-scale refinery has not

been built in the U.S. in over 20 years. The forecast also calls for an increase in refined prod-uct imports of 3 million barrels per day. This raises the question: will there be stffciept
foreign refinery capacity to meet our stringent fuel specifications-especially with increasing

Similarly, the forecast for oil U.S. Primary Energy Use
and natural gas consumption
implies the construction of major Ouadrilicrn BTU
new petroleum products and nat 50 Reidenial
ral gspipeline, Other natural gas · Commerial
facilities and petroleum terminals 40 * Industrial
and facilities will be needed to meet Trnsportin
the increased demand. How are we
going to do this given the daunting 30
regulatory apparatus and the well
entrenched 'Not In My Back Yard' - 20
(NIMBY) culture? The answer is
that we need to develop and imple- 10 -
ment an energy policy that focuses
on adequacy of supply to meet the .
growing needs of consumers. The 1970 1980 10 2 2020
goal should be to provide reliable 
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and affordable supplies of energy to consumers. If it is not produced here, petroleum can be
imported but most natural gas must be produced in North America because of very limited
LNG import infrastructure. The AEO forecasts an increase in net oil import dependencerom
55 to 64 percent during the next 20 years. This raises numerous questions about diversity of
supply, national security concerns and the potential for increased price volatility.

The current shortfall of reserve margins in electricity can be traced to a consistent
pattern of demand growth exceeding expectations. Indeed, over the past decade almost all
institutions engaged in predicting electricity demand growth have settled on the figure of
an increase of about 1.5% annually. However, the actual growth rate has exceeded 2.0% annu-
ally. Recognizing this shortfall, the EIAs most recent forecast projects annual growth of 1.8%
annually through the year 2020. By 2020, 393,000 MWs of new capacity will be required to
meet demand growth and to offset capacity retirements. This is the equivalent of construct-
ing approximately 40 new 500 megawatt power stations per year, over the next 20 years.

Closing this gap poses a major policy challenge. Moreover, policymakers face this
challenge at a time when the national grid for electricity transmission is increasingly
constrained and the ability to produce and deliver fuel to the generating facilities also is
constrained. Furthermore, attracting investment and rnnutrntion capital for infrastructure
projects is growing increasingly difficult as pirmicinn trte new rapac-y transmission
and distribution fates. In short, government intervention is required-in the form of

n enlightened energy policy-in order to preserve economic growth, energy security and
reasonable environmental protection.

Another major challenge is ensuring the reliability of the electricity transmission
network, particularly at a time of increased market demand. Originally, transmission lines
were used to deliver backup power and to economically exchange power among neighboring
electric utilities. Today, market demand drives the use of the transmission system, and elec-
tricity is often 'wheeled' great distances. Competition, in short, has turned local backup
systems into a patchwork of interconnected electric super highways. This increased use has
lead to concerns about congestion and reliability. Policymakers need to keep these new
demands in mind and not create regulatory demands that compromise the transmission
facilitates needed to carry power from where it is generated to where it is consumed.

Some have argued that America's energy problems can be resolved by increasing our
reliance on solar, wind,
and energy efficiencyEnergy Demands to 2020 and energy efficiency
measures. This report

7%_ cincludes policy recom-

YE_ b4<iM~Ii~ i~f~~ maintaining our diverse
energy supplies. It also

· ~Petmleum ~calls for more focused
· Nalural Gms attention on energy

Coal research and develop-
ment. and the continua-

nuclmarPwer tion of efforts to develop
solar, wind and efficient ly

96.14 Quadllon 127.03 Quadrillon applied technological
BTIUs- 1999 BTUs - 2020 initiatives that allow

for market-based demand
s ne:o Dot A

responses. However, the
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principal focus of this report is on those energy resources and delivery systems that provide
more than 98% of the nation's current energy supply. This is the appropriate focus for poli-
cymakers, too. Indeed, even if solar wind. geothermal and efficiency measures quadrupled
their contribution to the energy mix during the next 20 years, the dimensions of the energy
suppTy issue described above remains essentially unchanged.

The evidence is everywhere that this nation faces a major energy supply challenge in the
decades ahead. Failure to formulate effective policies to meet that challenge will likely com-
promise U.S. economic growth, energy security and social well-being.

Market-Based Energy Policies

The cornerstone of a sound National Energy Strategy is reliance on competitive markets
to allocate energy supply and demand. This lesson is widely accepted and has proven, time
and again, to be true. Of course markets are not perfect, particularly with respect to such
externalities as energy security, public health and safety, and environmental protection.

Here, government policy will continue to play an important role in the energy sector.
However, government officials at all levels should not impose new regulations on the energy
supply system-even in an attempt to address health, safety and environmental issues-
unless those regulations are based on sound science and incorporate the most cost-effective
options. Policymakers should also continue to substitute competition for regulation to
achieve these same goals, whenever possible.

Security of Supply

The U.S. is the only major industrial nation that significantly limits access to its own
energy resources. because ol these constraints-, u.S. ependence on foreign enelgy E pplies

iee1nVTywh increase over the next 20 years. Many of these constraints need to be reex-
aminedL New technologies are regularly adopted forenergy production. storage and delivery
that address the very environmental or public safety concerns that originally led to
constraints. These objections
to energy development and Petroleum Consumption, Production
production no longer may be and Impos 1950- 1999
relevant. As time and tech-
nologies change, so also Milions of Barrels Per Day
should restrictive energy 20
policies. Domestic energy
resources, such as coal. Consumptio
petroleum, natural gas and 16
uranium, must be made
available for environmental- Pr

10ly sound exploration and
development. Import

Policymakers should also 6
consider recent changes in
the international arena. A
disruption of U.S. energy O0 16 1970 1980 1990 2000
supplies could cause signifi- 1960
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cant damage to the U.S. economy. Terrorism, regional conflicts in energy exporting countries,industrial accidents and even acts of God require contingency plans and policies. A growingdependence on imported energy need not mean increased vulnerability to supply disruptions,provided effective emergency preparedness programs and policies are in place. Given theglobal nature of energy markets and the fact that the U.S. economy cannot be isolated fromthe risks of energy supply disruptions, contingency plans should include internationalcooperation as a key component.

Energy Efficiency

Investments in energy efficiency can reduce energy use and operating costs. The use ofless energy can help protect the environment. When energy efficiency opportunities are iden-tified, firms and individuals should take advantage of these opportunities. However, decisionsthat involve a trade-off between energy efficiency and energy production should be transpar-ent. Such decisions also should not favor one option over the other, for the choice reallyinvolves a complementary relationship.

Indeed, when given appropriate competitive market signals, improved efficiency in ener-gy production is as significant a priority as improved energy-efficiency among end users. Inrecent decades, improvements in technology and productivity ha ve increased the efficiency ofenergy suppliers in all sectors. Policymakers should therefore allocate R&D energy efficien-cy funding on the basis of potential gain, regardless of whether that efficiency gain occurs dur-ing energy production or energy consumption.

Capital Investments

Enormous capital in n all forms of energy-fossil fuels, nuclear energy andrenewable energy-will be required to fuel the U.S. economy during the early d ecades of the21st centur. These investments will be needed in all phases of the energy sector, from pro-duction to generation to storage to transmission and distribution to improved end-use effi-
ciency. A sound National Energy Strategy can help create the predictable operating andinvestment environment that all energy sectors require in order to thrive.

The regulatory process and tax poliries re particularly important to attrarting tho rq
puisitis ta investment for Pr"..' r. ^ ,or, and the U.S. economy. Regulatorypolicies shou7 be simple, durable and predictable, both at the national and local level. Thisis especially true of efforts to deregulate and restructure many U.S. energy markets. Suchefforts are leading siting and transmission issues to become a matter of national policy.Federal policymakers should take these changes into account when reviewing energy lawsand energy regulatory authorities. Tax policies should encourage investment or all forms ofenergy supply and infrastructure. ~ P ---vte t

International Energy Trade and Development-

Petroleum imports to the United States will likely increase for the next several decades.regardless o! efforts to develop adcitinal do mestic enerEcy ro.,nr- Tis reality, plus
t nn aization of the energy economy, will force U.S. policymakers to addressinternational trade and-development issues. Indeed, the future well-being of Americans and

citizens of other countries will depend on the ability of U.S. leaders to promote open and fairtrade practices in an effort to stimulate sustained economic growth in developing and transi-tion economics. 
9
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Administration officials and Congressional members can take a number of steps to open
energy markets. For example, they can:

· Include energy when negotiating Western Hemisphere free trade agreements.
./" >~· Work with the new government in Mexico to allow U.S. companies to participate in
"i\ .~ ~ the oil, natural gas, coal and electric power sectors.

\ , J > Work with Canada as well as Mexico to develop a North American energy trade
>,~ ':,; strategy.

'_~jo > Incorporate as broad a definition of energy services as possible in the World Trade
Organization's upcoming round of negotiations on 'services.'

0 Drop unilateral trade and economic sanctions.

* Support the opening of markets currently closed to U.S. companies as a cornerstone
of U.S. foreign poli cy.

* Utilize U.S. influence and credibility to discourage actions that damage the U.S.
economy by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

The new Administration should refocus development priorities, giving top priority to pro-
grams that encourage domestic resource development and utilization. For example, policy-
makers could establish a more direct link between trade promotion and international devel-
opment. After all, emerging democracies cannot develop into modern, civil, stable societies
unless those nations provide their citizens affordable and reliable energy supplies. Additional
U.S. assistance would help develop these much-needed energy supplies.

For example, hospitals cannot refrigerate vaccines, schools cannot provide adequate
lighting and clean water systems cannot function without energy. Poverty stricken families in
Africa may spend eight hours a day gathering fuel wood and animal waste to burn for light
and heat. Providing basic supplies of energy can allow a mother these eight hours to teach
children to read or to raise a crop for income. The cycle of poverty will never be broken
without access to energy.

The World Energy Council indicates that as many as two billion people lack access to
energy. The potential for social instability from poverty is a clear threat to U.S. security and
our national interests. Increasing the supply of reliable and affordable supplies of energy to
stimulate economic growth in developing and reforming nations must be a cornerstone of U.S.
foreign policy.A new model of foreign assistance launched in 1990, energy partnerships, has
proven to be more effective than traditional models in this area. The U.S. private sector, by
donating their expertise, have fostered the development of economic climates conducive to
trade and direct investment by U.S. corporations. These efforts have led to one dollar of
matching expenditures by U.S. private sector organizations for every dollar of U.S. govern-
ment assistance.

Another priority should be fostering international trade and investment, which is best
done by creating appropriate legal, regulatory, tax, trade and financial frameworks that open
markets and facilitate foreign investment. Energy related economic development assistance
has created investment and trade opportunities in South America and Eastern Europe and
are on the verge of paying off in Asia and Africa. These programs administered by the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID) should be expanded.

Funding of programs to support international development, export and investment also
should be strengthened in the U.S. Department of Energy, Trade & Development Agency,

10 Export-Import Bank; Overseas Private Investment Corporation and the U.S. Department of
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Commerce. Jobs for Americans and employment opportunities for citizens of client countriesare enhanced when energy driven economic growth becomes possible in developing and tran-sitional economies. Global trade and investment in creating the energy infrastructure criti-cal for a moder, civil, democratic society pays dividends in terms of U.S. energy, economicand national security.

The need for global attention to developing countries energy requirements rivals the needafter World War II for a Marshall Plan to rebuild Europe. In fact, an energy Marshall Planfor developing countries and transitional economies can re-establish U.S. global leadershipin this area and mitigate our domestic energy problems and improve our economic andnational security.

Energy Research, Development, and Deployment
Technological advances have allowed us to find, produce, transport and utilize energy inways unimaginable only a few decades ago. Technology has contributed dramatically to anenergy supply system that is efficient, safe, and environmentally secure. Future technologi-cal advances are expected to stimulate continued improvement in all of these areas as well ascontribute to a diverse, robust, and economical energy future.
However, investments tn maintain n" 'impro , .. .. S t J.e .liJed

over the past fwyears, thus jeopardizing system reliability. The downward trend in invest-ment is in part responsible for a rash of power system interruptions in the eastern and mid-western regions of the country in the summer of 1999, and the rolling blackouts in Californiain 2001.

Parallelin reductions in investment in raptl improvcnt- ic , rha . m decli in
both public sector and private sector energy R&D expenditures during the 1990s. Analysiscurrently unerway within the World Energy Council indicates that this.henomenon is notlimited to the United States, but is true ofall OECD countries. Total research appears to eless than ha Tox u levels. increases in research and development budgets are needed tocreate a new tech base o h to build modern infras res for th odu n andelivery of oil. natural gas, coal and electricity

A key element of technology advance is the achievement of consensus on the issP of therole of the federal government in res L y t. Particularly in theca"se of technooges for critical energy infrastructures, where system failures can have con-sequences that reach far beyond state boundaries, a role for the federal government should bedefined. In addition, where technical and busie n . risksharing through collaborative eaership initiatives involving the public and private sectorsseear t e.

Priority should be given to research efforts that can contribute to production and utiliza-tion of domestic energy resources. The fede ral eovernment should focus on basic nnrl -plied
research that can increase energy suply while improving both energy efficiency and envi-ronmental protection. Research and development priorities should be reviewed to insure thatthose energy sources most likely to contribute to a diverse and robust fuel supply system overthe next twenty.ears are adequately funded. Increased federal funding for research anddevelopment i a .renas-oil, gas, coal, nuclear, and e ene

Initiatives to improve energy delivery-including natural gas pipelines, electricity trans-mission systems. ana-elergysorag- facilities-also require increased funding. Near-term 1
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programs are needed to ensure reliability of supply while system upgrades are needed tohandle the new patterns of traffic on electricity transmission systems and pipelines caused bywholesale and retail competition. Finally, new technologies must be developed to begin theprocess of transforming the entire electricity power system-from generation to end use - intothe equivalent of continental-scale integrated circuit, able to respond rapidly to changes insystem loading while retaining power stability. The result will be a digital Infrastructure thatlinks an upgraded transmission system to a new distribution system, capable of supplying allcustomers with affordable, abundant energy, and differentiated energy products and services.
U. S. public spendin e coordintpd with other OFCD rties.Doing so will improve the efficiency of research efforts and minimize duplication of efforts.U.S. research programs should reflect the potential for applications outside the U.S.,particularly in developing economies. As energy issues increasingly become global concerns,federal government investments in R&D will have higher paybacks if the new technologiesare deployed globally as well as domestically.

Education and Public Awareness

Well-educated energy consumers enhance market efficiency, especially in an era of dereg-ulation. Accordingly, policies that promote consumer awareness and education about keyenergy issues need to be an integral part of the proposed National Energy Strategy.
Workers in the energy sector can also benefit from education and training. This isparticularly true at a time when labor markets are tight and enrollments in energy relateddisciplines are declining at most colleges and universities. The explosive growth during the1990s of information technology companies-which compete directly with potential energyworkers, especially for technically-trained people-has reduced the workforce pool for energycompanies. Unless action is taken soon, the U.S. educat ion system may be una ble to producea sufficient number of well-trained graduates to meet demand in the coming decades.

Balancing Energy Demand and Environmental Concerns
Energy and environmental issues have become inextricably linked to one another, and tonational policy decisions. This linkage is both broad and deep, and involves concerns aboutair quality, toxic wastes and global climate change, to name a few policy issues. Balancingthe economic efficiency and reliability of a competitive energy market with appropriateenvironmental policies is key to developing an effective National Energy Strategy. Whenbalancing America's energy needs and our nation's broad economic and social goals, policy-makers should be guided by sound scientific and economic analysis. They should also applycost-benefit and risk analyses when reviewing environmental laws and regulations.

In short, environmental regulation should be formulated in a way that achieves reason-able environmental objectives while recognizing the on-going need to provide companies andconsumers a reliable and affordable supply of energy so U.S. economic growth remains robust.

Global Climate Change - a Way Forward
Climate change is a long-term global issue that, in the last decade, moved from a scien-tific question into the international political arena. As recently as 1990 the United Nations-sponsored Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (lPCC) reported that a global
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warming trend may be underway, and that greenhouse gases emissions from human sourcesmay increase the potential impact of global warming. The IPCC recommended that aninternational agreement be negotiated setting forth a pathway to limit man-made greenhousegas emissions, especially energy-related carbon dioxide emissions. In 1992, 160 nationsheeded this advise and signed the Rio Agreement on Climate Change, formerly known as the· United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change' (FCCC).
The United States was among the nations to ratify this agreement, which has as itsobjective stabilizing the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases at a level that pre-vents dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. In ratifying the FCCC,the United States. Europe, Japan and other industrialized countries agreed to take the leadin modifying longer-term trends in anthropogenic emissions, to make best efforts to reduceemissions to 1990 levels by 2000 and to provide technology a nd funds to developing countriesto ensure that emission levels would remain as low as possible-without jeopardizingeconomic development.

In the months that followed, many U.S. companies, and even entire industry sectors,began to develop programs to increase operating efficiencies, put new technologies in place,and implement business practices aimed at lowering greenhouse gas emissions-while, at thesame time, maintaining a growing U.S. economy. These voluntary programs. often inconjunction with government partners, have paid off. Recently, the Department of Energyreleased a report showing that U.S. greenhouse gas emissions are more than two hundredmillion tons per year lower than they would be had industry and business not taken thesevoluntary actions.

A sound long-term climate change policy that complements a sound long-term energypolicy must be developed to ensure that the.greenhouse gas emissions growth line continuesto bend downward while the economic growth curve continues to move upward. Soundclimate change policies can make this happen, particularly if these policies:

. Emphasize voluntary action;

. Are cost effective, flexible and focus on long-term solutions that recognize that oureconomy is built on the availability of reasonably priced energy of all forms;
. Address both cost-effective mitigation actions-such as avoiding emissions throughenhanced energy or operating practices-and adaptation to changes that occur forwhatever reason;

* Expand research programs that address science, economics and technologydevelopment;

_. Remove barriers to the deployment of new technologies and encourage rapiddeployment through incentives;

Address the needs of developing nations, including their desire to build theirdomestic capabilities and grow their economies; and,
- Encourage local action and actions by governments as well as by industry.

Unfortunately, as we enter the 21st Century U.S. climate policy is not based on a long-term strategy. Over the last three years, the US Administration's strategy has been shortterm and directed at ratifying and implementing the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. This agreement,concluded in December 1997, would require the U.S. and other developed countries to meetmandatory emission reduction targets by 2008-2012. For the United States, the KyotoProtocol would mean a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions to a level that is seven percentbelow 1990 levels with additiona . but as yet unidentified reductions, after 2012. To meet the 13
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initial target the U.S. would have to cut its emissions by 30-35 percent below projected levels.Doing so would be very costly. Most analyses show that reaching this target in such a shorttime period would reduce the U.S. GDP by several percentage points.
To date, the Kyoto Protocol has not been submitted to the U.S. Senate. If it were, itlikely would not be ratified, which is a requirement for the United States to be bound by thatagreement. The United States in not alone in its concerns about the impact of the KyotoProtocol. As of January 2001, no developed country has ratified the agreement. Most nationsrealize that the Protocol would require significant changes in energy, economic and tradepolicies and would seriously affect the lives of every citizen. Moreover, the European Unionhas strenuously resisted elements in the Protocol that theoretically could reduce the cost ofcompliance. These elements include a proposed emissions trading program, the CleanDevelopment Mechanism (directed toward emissions abatement in developing countries)and land use and forestry programs. Such elements are key to offsetting costly short-termmandatory emission reduction targets. To date, nations are looking for reasonable and costeffective approaches to deal with the climate issue. Increasingly, it is appears likely that mostnations will concentrate on new technology development, deployment and transfer to limitgreenhouse gas emissions.

In the decade ahead, the federal government should seek to meet the commitmentexpressed in the FCCC by devoting sufficient scientific resources to determine the maximumatmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases that would 'prevent dangerous anthropogenicinterference with the climate system' (From Article 2 of the FCCC). Additionally, the U.S.should work with other nations, including developing countries, to establish an equitablelong-range plan to prevent the exceeding of this unacceptable concentration. This plan shouldinclude all market-based measures that contribute toc the ultimate goal, including makingmaximum use of cost-reducing implementation measures. Moreover. governments shouldwork with industry to develop a broad suite of technology options from which energy userscould select in order to meet climate change policy goals in 2050, 2075 and 2100.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Competitive markets, investment tax credits, deregulation, environmental impact state-
ments and licensing permits are among the tools available to National Energy Strategy poli-

*- cymakers. The following are the policy recommendations and tools that members of the7f United States Energy Association believe would most effectively help a wide array of U.S.
./P' energy producers and energy-related service companies meet America's growing demand for

ready, reliable, secure and a ffordable energy resources:

Enhancing Energy Supplies

. The nation should encourage power supply expansion with policies that fully
recognize that no single energy source can meet our growing energy needs. This
means that any' federal incentive tha encourages energy production should promote
maintenance of a diverse energy portfolio made up of fossil fuels, nuclear and renewable
energy sources. Sufficient availability of basic energy fuels as feedstock for non-energy
applications should also be considered in the development of a diverse energy portfolio.

> Policies that restrict access t ner rces should be modified to rpvide
environmentally sound arc'r to domestic resources in a way that supports the
continuance of a diversified energy portfolio and reduces foreign dependence.
Such policies should not merely focus on one aspect of the energy supply system, but
rather support and encourage all components of a sector's production and delivery of its
energy supply (e.g., from oil exploration and production through the building of refining
capacity). Congressional mandates under the Federal Land Policy Management Act and
related acts should be adhered to. These acts require agencies to give balanced consider-
ation to multiple competing uses of federal lands. Experience has shown that federal
lands do not have to be restricted solely to environmental or aesthetic uses.

o National policy should specifically focus on diversifying energy resources in the
national portfolio. The U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve should be maintained and uti-
lized only for severe supply disruptions.

Investment tax credit mechanisms and accelerated depreciation (or equivalent
mechanisms) should be primary government tools to encourage reliable af^nrd-
able and environmentalr effective energy supplies, end-use technologies and a
sound energy infrastructure. Private investment should be encouraged through flexi-
ble tax mechanisms that insure equitable opportunities for all energy sectors. In the
interest of stimulating the use of the most market efficient technologies, tax incentives
should encourage facility construction but not subsidize the delivery of products to con-
sumers.

' Tax incentives should be enacted to spuT capital investment in the energy sec-
or. These tax incentives will help the U.S. energy industry ensure adequate and unin-

terrupted energy supplies and services to U.S. consumers and enhance ULS. national
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security through the preservation of a viable domestic energy industry. For example,expensing of geological and geophysical (G&G) expenditures for oil and gas wellsshould be enacted. Tax incentives should also be utilized to encourage energy efficientcapital stock.

Encouraging Energy Efficiency and Affordable Prices
Energy efficiency should be promoted through governmental policies that focusboth on production and demand. For example, the convergence of retail competition,wholesale competition, and improved technologies should greatly expand the type andmagnitude of price-responsive demand in electricity markets. Efficiency products shouldbe promoted through directed research and subsequent market availability. Artificialefforts to mandate market penetration of efficiency schemes should be avoided.Regulatory polices that allow and encourage retail customers to respond to market priceswill improve economic efficiency, discipline market power, improve reliability, and reducethe need to build new generation and transmission facilities.

Policymakers should rely on a properly structured marketplace for energydecisions regarding pricing, technology deployment, energy efficiency, andselection of fuels and energy suppliers. Market competition is a dynamic processthat produces long-term benefits for the public. Governmental policies should seek toestablish and preserve the conditions necessary for efficient competition to work.Government officials at all levels should only cautiously impose new regulations on theenergy chain. Moreover, efforts to address health, safety, and environmental concernsshould be based on sound science and cost-effective options. Specifically. regulationsshould not be imposed in the hope of reaching a goal that researchers cannot demonstrateas achievable at a reasonable cost.

Energy markets should be free and competitive, and utilities should be allowedto compete fairly in these markets. Energy markets have been opened to competition.and increasingly consumers need to be free to buy their energy and energy-relatedservices from whichever supplier they choose, including natural gas and electric utilitiesthat wish to offer these services. Regulatory authorities should reject attempts to imposerestrictions or competitive handicaps that limit the ability of distribution utilities tocompete in newly emerging energy service markets, while ensuring against cross-subsidization between regulated and unregulated businesses. By doing so, regulators canpreserve the social benefits of efficient competition in energy markets.

. The low-income home energy assistance program LHEAP) should be extendedand funding increased. Currently LIHEAP funds are reaching only 15% of the house-holds eligible for assistance. The low-income weatherization program should also beexpanded.

Stimulating Global Energy Trade and International Development
U.S. leadership in energy services and technology should be promoted on aglobal basis. Artificial constraints on exports and global market penetration should beseverely limited. For example. unilateral trade sanctions damage U.S. companies,workers and consumers by excluding them from key markets in which foreign-based~~1 6 ~companies are free to invest.
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* Tax provisions which diminish the international competitiveness of U.S. multi-national energy companies by exposing those firms to double taxation (i.e., thepayment of tax on foreign source income to both the host country and theUnited States), and to restrictive anti-deferral rules, should be eliminated.
The complexity of the U.S. international tax rules obfuscates tax planning and oftenintroduces substantial risks, hindering effective capital investment.

. A cornerstone of U.S. foreign policy and development assistance should be toinstitute a "Marshall Plan' to increase the su ly nI liahlb, F. lhL_
market-baseenergy rdeveun and countries in economic
Transition in a manner that opens markets to U.S. goods and services, fosterscooperative partnerships between the U.S. and overseas energy firms, andenhances international economic and political security. This plan would encourage
the export of advanced U.S. technologies, policies and practices appropriate to developingcountries for the efficient supply and use of energy.

. Foster more open political, legal and institutional structures in developing andreforming countries so as to encourage energy trade and investment.
U.S. expertise and technology can be utilized to serve the global market throughcapacity-building, sectoral reform and financing.

Promoting Energy Technology Development and Long-Range R&D Initiatives

Investments in pneray technnlngyv esearch and development should focus onenergy sources and uses that rea istically can bxpected to have a sien jlarfimpact on economic rowth an environmental pfnext
20-_- e ars. This requirement implies the development of a balanced portfolio ofenergy sources and fuels (fossil, nuclear, renewables) to promote national security.Structural changes and technologies that increase the flexibility and value to the user ofthe energy system should also be encouraged. Finally, technologies must be developed toassure that we will be able to handle increased traffic levels and meet the needs of adigital economy.

Balancing Energy Use and Environmental Concerns

. Government sponsored education programs should recognize the importance ofenergy infrastructure and energy sources to continued energy security andeconomic development. Energy and environment programs should be deployed at alleducational levels that recognize energy supply and energy efficiency as critical to themodern economy and national energy security. Maintenance of robust educationalprograms capable of producing engineers and technicians in sufficient numbers to meetthe growing needs of the nation's energy infrastructure should be an important consider-
ation in all government programs affecting educational institutions.

. The development and deployment of energy infrastructure should favor alltechnologies that are capable of producing energy at emissions levels belowexisting national standards. For example, if investment and production tax creditsare used to encourage investment, the credits or other mechanisms should be available toall technologies that produce end-use energy below the emissions standards without the
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application of administrative credits. Moreover, national policies should promote-at
current or better levels-the maintenance of non-emitting energy technologies in the
nation's energy port folio.

* The safe and efficient movement of energy goods and services requires that
increased attention be given to improving the United States transportation
infrastructure. For example, oil products and coal are heavily dependent on safe water-
ways and harbors and coal relies greatly on adequate railroad capacity. Most movement
of energy goods and services require a well maintained road system.

Unifying the Energy Policy Process and Creating Regulatory Predictability

* The President should establish an interagency task fnres ., - policy
chaired by the Secretary of Energy. Te membership of the task force should include
economic policy departments and agencies and the appropriate national security
organizations.

. Energy Policy must be predictable. In recognition of the capital-intensive and
durable nature of energy infrastructure investments, energy policy requires the adoption
of a longermview. Private investors in energy projects must be able to plan suchn-vestment with the reasonable certainty that, once begun, a project can operate in a
regulatory climate, which safely can be forecast for the duration of the construction
period and operating life of that facility. Revised regulatory standards should not beimposed until acceptable technology to achieve the new standards is demonstrable.
This requires the use of fresh approaches to coordination by relevant agencies, such asregulatory bodies and those federal agencies responsible for sponsoring energy R&D. The
net effect may extend considerably the time required to alter regulatory standards, but
this approach is consistent with practices affecting operating licenses, which, at least
nominally, provide for use of a new facility for four or more decades.

* Comprehensive electric industry restructuring should seek to encourage long-
term improvements to the electric system. Finding the right mix of market solutions
and government oversight to ensure an economical and reliable electricity supply will be
difficult-but is possible. For example, 17 electricity restructuring bills were introducedin the 106th Congress. While no consensus legislative package has yet developed. signif-icant issues embodied in the proposed legislation include, among others, rpealing
PURPA and PUHA. facilitating new state restructuring actions by resoing

ederastate jurisdictional iss, resolving mart er and transmiss ccess
problems. and gandfaering existin ate restructuring plans to protect them from V
federal preemption-Tghtly linked with the emergence of efficient competition in the
electric industry is the need for comprehensive tax legilation that facilitnpt the
construction of new transmissi o nd provides fair electric competition among
publicy owned, cooperly- wned and shareholder-owned electric companies.

Moreover, Congress and policymakers should develop polices that promote investment innew generation and transmission lines. Policies should also promote voluntary flexible
approaches to the creation of regional transmission organizations and electricity markets.Finally, the North American Electric Reliability Council should evolve into a self-regulating
organization, with FERC oversight, that enforces reliability rules on all transmission
operators and users.
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U.S. Energy Flow Chart 1999
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PETROLEUM

Petroleum Flow Chart 1999
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OVERVIEW

While petroleum currently supplies 40 percent of America's primary energy needs.
reliance on this fuel varies greatly by sector. For example. petroleum supplies 97 percent of
transportation needs. 35 percent of industrial needs, 8 percent of commercial needs and 13
percent of residential needs. The most common-and Important-petroleum products are
gasoline, diesel fuel, kerosene, heating oil, residual fuel oil, liquefied petroleum gases. asphalt

and petrochemical feedstocks. O a nO.

Since 1970. production of crude oil has declined from 9.6 million barrels per day to 5.8 il-

ie~11 telel 0.37

lion barrels per day. At the same time. consumption has increased from 14.7 million barrels
per day to about 20 million barrels per day. or some 300 billion gallons per year. During these
same 30 years, oil imports have Increased from 23 percent of U.S. petroleum demand to the
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Administration forecasts trly petroleum wi provide a major source of energy for years to come.
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decades.

The Energy Information Administration's (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook 2001 highlights
several other important facts about the role of petroleum In our nation's future:

Net petroleum imports are projected to increase to 64 percent of U.S. demand in 2020.

The greatest growth in petroleum demand will occur in the transportation sector,
where Increased travel more than offsets fuel efficiency gains.

20 Clearly. pelroleum wil provide a major source of energy for years to come.
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EMERGING CONSUMPTION PATTERNS

The Energy Information Administration projects an increase in demand for all petroleum
products of 1.4 percent per year for the next twenty years, or slightly higher than the 1.3 per-
cent per year that EIA projects for all energy sources during this sa me period. This projection
for higher petroleum demand comes at a time when consumers have endured a heating oil
price spike and a gasoline price spike, and at a time when petroleum refiners have faced sig-
nificantly higher crude oil prices.

As demand has increased and supplies tightened, the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) has reasserted its grip on world oil supplies, keeping crude oil
prices above $30 per barrel for almost one year. U.S. imports of crude oil and products have
grown during this same period, as has utilization of refinery capacity. Indeed, the pet roleum
industry continues to strain as it seeks to meet the growing demand for home heating oil,
gasoline, diesel fuel and petrochemicals. In recent months the U.S. economy has slowed some-
what, but overall economic growth remains a healthy 2.4 percent and demand for petroleum
continues to grow despite higher product prices.

EIA's Supply-Demand Scenario

In Annual Energy Outlook 2001, EIA analysts set forth a scenario that they believe will
close the gap between rising petroleum imports and product prices and America's need for
affordable, reliable energy supplies. Here are the outlines of that scenario, which looks out to
the year 2020:

* Crude oil production declines by 0.7 percent per year.
* Crude oil imports increase by 1.6 percent per year.
: Petroleum product imports increase by 4.6 percent per year.
* New light duty vehicle efficiency increases from 24.2 to 28.0 miles per gallon.
* Freight truck and aircraft efficiency increase by about 0.7 percent per year.
* Refinery capacity expands from 16.5 to 18.2 million barrels per day.
. Refinery utilization increases from 93 to 95 percent.

Policymakers concerned about our nation's economic and energy future must decide
whether this scenario is realistic. While it is impossible to assess precisely the likelihood of
any forecast, or even the many elements of the EIA forecast, it is possible to compare EIA's
projections to historical experience. It is also possible to identify the policy assumptions used
to create this forecast and, of equal importance, to present a series of ideas to help policy-
makers forge an effective National Energy Strategy for the decades ahead.

History vs. Projections

EIA analysts argue that domestic crude oil production will slow significantly during the
next 20 years. However, when they q uantify that argument, they propose a modest decline in
petroleum production of a mere 0.7 perce er year. This figure does not represent historical
trends, which show a decline int.-. crude oi production during the 1990s of some 2.5 per-
cent per year. This slower rate dec petroleum production sla to a owe than
expected rate of growth in crude imports, at least in EIA's scenario.

More specifically, EIA forecasts that during the next two decades the United States will 21
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increase its crude oil imports at the modest rate of 1.6 percent annually. However, during the
past decade, U.S. crude oil imports actually increased a substantial 3.9 percent per year. The
ELA scen troleum products also is at variance with the historical record. EIA
projects that petroleum proUU impo w, increase at the rate of 4.6 percent per year.
During the past decade, petroleum product imports actually declined by 1.2 percent per year.

History is no guide, either, to EIA projections about increases in vehicle efficiency. The
EIA scenario foresees a faster rate of vehicle efficiency in the next two decades than occurred
during the past decade, but the projected rate is slower than the actual rate of improvement
during the mid-1980s.

On the other hand. EIA projections hew fairly close to historical fact in the area of petro-
leum refinery capacity and utilization. During the past decade, U.S. refinery capacity has
increased a total of approximately 850.000 barrels per day. This figure is comparable to EIA's
forecast that within two decades, U.S. refinery capacity will have increased 1.700.000 barrels
per day. The projected increase in refinery capacity utilization also appears to be close to the
likely mark. While capacity utilization has increased from 86.6 percent to 93 percent during
the past decade, EIA analysts forecast an increase of 2 percentage points by 2020.

POLICIES TO MEET AMERICA'S GROWING PETROLEUM DEMAND
While EIA's forecast is often at.variance with the historical record, both history and EIA's

most recent forecast indicate that petroleum demand will grow significantly in the decades
ahead, even if all projected energy efficiency gains are realized. The only way to meet
this increased demand for petroleum is to adopt national policies that support growth inpetroleum supplies. The alternative is to limit demand by imposing sharply higher petroleum
prices on U.S. homeowners, commuters, transportation companies and factories. However,
these higher prices would slow U.S. economic growth.

Ensuring Adequate Supply

A National Energy Strategy can be developed that meets America's growing demand for
petroleum without substantially raising prices. Studies have shown that vast amounts ofproven crude oil reserves and undiscovered crude oil resources exist, both domestically andabroad. However, polices that support continued investments in finding and producing these
resources are needed to bring these crude oil supplies to market.

Companies will make the decisions to invest in finding and producing the needed petro-
leum once policies are in place to support such long-term capital commitments.
Unfortunately, the recent EIA forecast simply implies that significant investments will be
made, domestically and abroad, without addressing the need to develop policies favorable to
increased crude oil production.

The same is true of petroleum products. Stakeholders must come together to adopt
policies that insure an adequate supply of gasoline, diesel fuel, home heating oil andpetrochemicals. Concerns about environmental impact should take into consideration the
unparalleled improvement in exploration and production technology. For example, he o-
ration footprint has been improved by 90 percent during the past decade, and similar, if less

iramas sxtamples, exist in other areas oTpetroleum production.
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Ensuring the Security of Petroleum Supplies

As noted, EIA analysts forecast a sharp increase in petroleum imports-the current rate
of 55 percent to a rate of 64 percent in 2020. This increase in imports raises legitimate ques-
tions about security of America's petroleum supplies. What countries can supply this growing
volume of crude oil and petroleum products to U.S. consumers? Are these countries reliable
suppliers? Do new and more diverse sources of petroleum exist that are not included in the
EIA forecast? What role will OPEC play with respect to future oil supplies and prices?

Clearly, OPEC members have constrained supply during 1999 and 2000 and maintained
relatively high prices. Will this pattern continue? If new petroleum producing countries join
the world energy markets, will these countries become members of OPEC or another cartel?

As these questions suggest, the United States has less control over the security of its
petroleum supply as long as we are heavily dependent on petroleum imports. Policies that
promote diversification of supply would reduce this uncertainty. So would policies that
enhance domestic petroleum production.

Stimulating Needed Investments

Policies that encourage investments in crude oil exploration and production need to
be nced in the National Energy Strategy Sn too. should polices that encourage major
investment in petroleum reining. distribution and marketing. For example, the EIA fore-

casts that an additional 1.7 million barrels of capacity will be needed to meet demand in 2020.
Who will finance this increased capacity, and who will build it? Will companies expand exist-
ing refineries, or will they need to build new ones-as many as eight to 10 major refineries to
meet EIA's petroleum demand projections?

And if refinery capacity utilization cannot increase to the 95 percent level that EIA
forecasts, two additional new refineries will need to be constructed. However, no major
refinery has been built in the United States during the past 25 years. What policies will
Congress enact to support the construction of eight or more new refineries during the next 20
years? What policies will encourage major investment in the pipelines and terminals that
will be needed to transport an additional 5 million barrels of oil per day to consumers?

The National Petroleum Council (NPC) published a study in June 2000 entitled 'U.S.
Petroleum Refining-Assuring the Adequacy and Affordability of Cleaner Fuels.' The study
assessed government policies and actions that would affect product supply and refinery
viability. The study concludes that the refining and distribution industry will be significantly
challenged to meet the increasing domestic light petroleum product demand with the
substantial changes in fuel quality specifications recently promulgated and currently being
considered. The NPC study contains specific recommendations and findings related to petro-
leum product supply and future refinery viability. The Secretary of Energy. in consultation
with the governmental departments and federal agencies, shall report to the applicable
committees in the houses of Congress on the findings and conclusions of the NPC study and
on the adjustments to federal policy required to implement those findings and conclusions.

Encouraging International Energy Trade and Development

Because the United States faces increased dependence on petroleum imports during
the coming decades. U.S. energy companies will need to be able to find and produce oil inter-
nationally. American companies are well positioned to do this. Most have gained a 23
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technological advantage that ensures a fairly high rate of discovery and production. However,
policies to support these international initiatives, which often involve considerable financial
risk. need to be place. Some existing tax laws and other public policies hamper internation-
al efforts to find and produce oil in promising areas. Such policies should be reviewed and. if
needed, revised to strengthen U.S. leadership in new petroleum exploration and production.

Energy Technology R & D

The U.S. petroleum industry is one of the most technologically advanced in the world. In
recent decades, American petroleum companies have dramatically reduced exploration and
production costs while sharply reducing as well the footprint required for new oil exploration.
Policies should be put in place that assign a value to these technological advancements that
is equal to the value assigned to technological advances in other energy areas. Certainly,
government officials should not select winners and losers. Rather, a range of energy
technologies should be encouraged. and the market should be allowed to adopt the most
successful technologies as each new technology proves its worth to consumers.

Environment

The U.S. petroleum industry has dramatically improved its environmental performance
by investing more than $8 billion per year in environmental initiatives, or a total of more than
S90 billion during the 1990s. The industry remains committed to ongoing environmental
improvements, but any additional environmental rules or regulations need to reflect sound
science and the likely impact of such policies on U.S. petroleum supplies and the U.S_ econo-
my.

Indeed, some existing regulatory polices require close scrutiny. Over the years, a patch-
work quilt of conflicting and overlapping regulations has mace expansion of the petroleum
supply structure nearly impossible. Policies should be put in place that reflect growing
demands on the U.S. petroleum supply infrastructure as well as the need to maintain
environmental quality.

Transportation

The internal combustion engine-running on petroleum-will remain the dominant
powertrain for personal vehicles for the foreseeable future. Even if promising advances in
fuel cell and hybrid technologies produce a new breed of vehicle. years will pass before these
new technologies significantly replace the current U.S. fleet of more than 200 million gasoline
and diesel powered cars, buses and trucks.

For example, a recent study by the WEFA Group found that over 80 percent of the
vehicles purchased today would still be on the road in 2008. In short, several decades are
likely to pass before the current fleet is replaced by a new powertrain technology, or by
significantly more efficient vehicles. Policymakers need to bear this hard fact in mind when
developing transportation and environmental policies.

Moreover, most policymakers focks, understandably, on polices that affect cars, pickups
and sport utility vehicles. However, other forms of transportation also merit consideration
when formulating an effective National Energy Strategy. For example, trucks deliver over 70

^2~4 ~ percent of America's goods, measured by value. Rails, ships, pipelines and aircraft 'deliver the
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rest. Al of these transportation modes rely on petroleum as their major source of fuel, not
only to move freight but also to move passengers.

To be effective. future transportation policies must reflect the complex interrelationship
between petroleum, people, the delivery of goods and services, the environment and econom-
Ic vigor-and the Inestimable capital Investment Americans have made in the current
transportation infrastructure.

The safe and efficient movement of goods through the United States' port system, includ-
ing a significant share of energy products. requires that channels be dredged and maintained
at safe depths on a consistent basis. Safe navigation also requires accurate and current
navigational charts for U.S. waterways. To date. however, these programs have been and
continue to be so severely underfunded that it will take the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric AdmJnistration (NOAA) 20 years to eliminate the survey backlog. Hydrographic
survey data, which Is the basis for nautical charts, should be collected using the latest hydro-
graphic survey equipment. Some hydrographic data still being used is over 40 years old. All
available resources, both public and private, should be fully utilized, without limits placed on
the sources of certifiable survey data. The Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund should be taken
off budget and used exclusively for harbor services. This would guarantee that resources are
available to meet the growing needs of maritime commerce.

Finally, a national energy policy needs to recognize the international nature of oil
transportation. Accordingly, the U.S. government should look to and support broad-based
International solutions to marine regulatory issues. The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) is the appropriate forum for discussions of such issues as vessel
operations, ballast water management, marine air emissions, and vessel scrapping. The U.S.
needs to remove barriers to the timely replacement of aging domestic tonnage and stimulate
a robust domestic fleet.

US. Fuel requirements in 2000
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NATURAL GAS

Natural Gas Flow Chart 1999
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OVERVIEW

Natural gas-a fossil fuel composed almost entirely of methane-accounts for approxi-
mately one-quarter of the nation's primary energy consumption. Residential and commercial
uses of natural gas include space heating, water heating, cooking. and clothes drying..
Natural gas is used by industry both as feedstock In chemicals and in process applications.
Moreover, power plants use natural gas to generate electricity, while private citizens use it for
space cooling, as a vehicle fuel and in fireplaces.

Three segments of the natural gas industry deliver natural gas from the wellhead to the
consumer. Production companies explore, drill and extract natural gas from the ground.
Transmission companies operate the pipelines that link gas fields to major consumer areas.
And local utilities, acting as distribution companies, deliver natural gas to individual
customers.

The number of natural gas consumers has grown through the years, and now totals
nearly 175 million Americans. Natural gas from 288,000 producing wells is forwarded by 125
natural gas pipeline companies through a 1.3 million-mile network of underground pipes to
more than 1.200 gas distribution companies who provide customer service in all 50 states.
Almost all of the gas consumed in the U. S. is produced in North America.

CONSUMPTION PATTERNS

U.S. consumption of natural gas has increased by roughly 13 percent over the last decade.
26 and demand is expected to increase significantly in the future. This growth has occurred in
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all sectors of the economy. In the residential sector, for example. 70 percent of new single-
family homes used natural gas their main source of heating fuel during 1998 and 1999. In
the ten years since 1989. U.S. commercial use of natural gas has Increased nearly 14 percent.
and industrial consumption of natural gas has increased almost two quadrillion BTUs
(quads). During this same period, natural gas use to generate electricity has risen approxi-
mately 12 percent.

This trend toward greater reliance on natural gas-which is expected to continue-can be
attributed to a variety of factors, including favorable economic conditions, superior environ-
mental qualities, and the high efficiency of gas systems. In addition, the natural gas resource
base is far stronger than many people realized a decade ago. Moreover. opening natural gas
markets to competition In recent yea rs has contributed to efficiency improve ments within the
industry. The National Energy Strategy should encourage the continuation of these trends.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

Natural gas offers numerous environmental advantages relative to many other energy
sources. For example, natural gas emits negligible amounts of sulfur dioxide, paniculate
matter, ash, and sludge. Also, because It emits low levels of nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide,
natural gas can help reduce acid rain, ozone, visibility problems, solid wastes and greenhouse
gases. Of course no energy source is completely benign with respect to its environmental
impacts, but natural gas is an extremely attractive option that can contribute significantly to
a number of environmental objectives.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY BENEFITS

Only about ten percent of the natural gas produced is used or lost during production.
processing, transmission, and distribution to the consumer. This gives natural gas a compet-
itive advantage over many other energy sources. Equipment that utilizes gas Is also far more
efficient today than in the past. For example, gas-fired direct contact water heaters used in
the textile industry achieve efciency levels in excess of 99 percent, compared to a 33 percent
efficiency level achieved using a prior technology. Similarly. new processes have enabled
gas-fired infrared burners to triple their efficiency as well.

RESOURCE BASE

In the decades ahead. natural gas supplies likely will remain strong. Indeed, the North
American resource base for this fuel should prove capable of sustaining current consumption
levels well into the 21st century. and perhaps beyond. The National Energy Strategy should
draw on this secure resource, secure because 87 percent of the natural gas consumed in
America is produced in the United States. with the balance coming from Canada. Moreover.
Mexico has a large natural gas resource base, and Its high production capability makes this
neighbor to the South a potential major natural gas supplier.

Although some have characterized the world's gas resource base as 'finite.' estimates of
its size continue to grow. Indeed, as the tools and technologies used to estimate this resource
base improve, most estimators have increased their numbers over time. For example, at year-
end 1998. the Potential Gas Committee (PGC) estimated the United States' future supply of
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natural gas at 1.241 quads. or more than 60 years of supply at the current rate of domestic
production and consumption. For the past 30 years. PGC members have produced their
estimates every other year. drawing on the expertise of hundreds of petroleum geologists and
engineers. Interestingly . despite the consumption of more than 149 quads since 1990. the
Committee's 1998 estimate exceeds its 1990 estimate (1,207 quads) by 34 quads. This is a 15
percent larger estimate than the 1990 figure, even though significant production (and
consumption) has occurred. Much of this Increase can be attributed to technological advances.
which permit producers to harvest portions of the resource base that previously were
unattainable.

PRODUCTION CAPABILITY AND TECHNOLOGY

The National Energy Strategy should reflect the fact that the natural gas resource base
has become Increasingly diversified. For example, coalbed methane-which accounts for six
percent of domestic gas production-was not acknowledged as an important source 10 or 15
years ago.

Tremendous technological advances in natural gas exploration and production also have
occurred in the past decade. including three-dimensional seismology, horizontal drilling, and
innumerable computer-related breakthroughs. Similar advances will be needed to satisfy
potential demand levels. With such advances, domestic gas production can Increase from
today's 19-plus quads to more than 29 quads in 2020.

Canada will contribute a slightly greater share of total supply in the future by increasing
its exports to the U. S. from its current three quad level. Abundant gas resources worldwide
and in Alaska offer mid-term Insurance, while methane hydrates and other more exotic
sources of gas provide long-term potential.

POUCIES TO MEET AMERICA'S GROWING NATURAL GAS DEMAND
The Impact of Deregulation

Policymakers devising a National Energy Strategy will need to consider the dramatic
impact that deregulation, or 'unbundling.' has had on the natural gas Industry. Deregulation
gives customers the opportunity to purchase natural gas from someone other than the local
natural gas distribution company. This trend toward greater customer choice at first gathered
strength slowly as local gas utilities increased customer service options, then accelerated
dramatically following a 1985 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) decision to
promote open access to transportation on the interstate natural gas pipeline system for all
gas buyers.

By 1999, customer choice volumes accounted for 61 percent of end-use natural gas
purchases by customers Under current and proposed tariffs and choice programs. 81 percent
of the volumes could be purchased from a source other than the local gas utility. Almost all
industrial and electric utility customers have this option, while almost 70 percent of
commercial customers and almost half of residential customers have a choice as well.

28
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Demand Forecast

Natural gas deregulation, the environmental benefits that natural gas can provide.
improvements in end-use natural gas applications technologies, and the strong and secure
resource base that this fossil fuel enjoys places it in a favorable position vis-a-vis policymak-
ers and consumers in the coming decades. Indeed, both the Energy Information
Administration's forecast and the American Gas Association's Fueling the Future study's
accelerated demand projections estimate that, by 2020, natural gas consumption could reach
35 quads, compared to a demand for approximately 21 quads in 1999.

While the EIA forecast assumes most of the increased demand will be generated from the
electric generation sector. Fueling the Future estimates that nearly half of this projected
increase could come in the residential and commercial sectors, where more new customers are
choosing natural gas and more existing customers are switching from other fuels to natural
gas. The study also shows continued expansion in the amount of natural gas sold for
relatively new applications, such as residential gas fireplaces and commercial gas cooling
systems. In addition, advances in distributed generation (e.g., reciprocating engines, micro-
turbines, and fuel cells) are anticipated, and these advances could account for roughly 20
percent of all new electricity generating capacity in the coming decades.

Moreover, during the next 20 years industrial gas demand could grow approximately 2.5
quads under the accelerated projection, continuing the robust growth of the past 10 to 15
years. Although the cogeneration market shows signs of saturation, other forms of distrib-
uted generation are expected to prosper. Highly efficient heating, cooling and process
equipment continues to evolve, enabling natural gas to remain the dominant source of
energy for the nation's factories.

Natural gas-powered transit buses, trucks, vans and cars currently consume about one
quad more natural gas under the accelerated projection. Although these vehicles account for
less than one percent of the overall vehicular market in 2020. they can make significant
contributions to air quality and operational economics, primarily in fleet applications in
congested urban areas.

Although natural gas consumption used by central-station power plants to generate
electricity more than doubles by 2020 under the accelerated case, this figure is lower than the
EIA forecast. For example, natural gas would remain the dominant fuel for new generating
capacity, even if some new coal-based capacity were to be added after 2010.

More significantly, less new generating capacity is expected to be required under the
accelerated scenario than under other projections. That's because the accelerated scenario
assumes that the lives of some existing nuclear and coal power plants will be extended
and that strong growth will occur in the use of distributed generation. In the increasingly
deregulated energy marketplace, consumers will determine the pace at which new energy
technologies are brought on line. The forces of the deregulated natural gas marketplace need
to be incorporated in a National Energy Strategy.

Investment Needs and the Policy Environment

The U.S. natural gas industry is both large and capital intensive. Existing natural gas
industry assets total more than $250 billion, including a 1.3 million-mile transmission and
distribution system valued at nearly S150 billion. Of the 1.3 million-mile total, nearly 1
million miles is devoted to distribution. The U.S. natural gas industry also counts more than
400 storage facilities among its holdings. These facilities are often located close to end-user 29
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markets. where the gas Is injected during off-peak periods and withdrawn in periods of peak
demand. The natural gas industry employs more than 150,000 people. and this figure does not
include exploration and production employees.

Legislators should develop support Ive polides-and remove barriers-so that the natural
gas industry can obtain the financing Its needs to meet demand forecasts. For example, to
meet the 2020 projection. current transmission and distribution line mileage must be
increased some 30 percent. Doing so will cost more than $150 billion. Moreover. additions to
the distribution system will cost nearly twice as much as additions to the pipeline system.
Although these investment levels are certainly significant, they are not dramatically
different from the levels experienced In the 1990s - a modest increase for distribution and a
modest decrease for transmission.

The investment required for the necessary exploration and production activity assumed
in the forecasts will certainly be greater than the requirement for transmission and distribu-
tion system expansion. More wells will need to be drilled. and more drilling rigs will be
required. Although the number of oil and gas wells drilled per year may have to double-to
approximately 50.000 new wells per year-this figure Is well below the peak levels of the early
1980s, when from 70,000 to 90.000 new wells were drilled each year.

Finally, formulators of the National Energy Strategy should bear in mind that the
natural gas industry's drilling fleet has aged, and that significant Investments will be
required for upgrades. Capital investments of $40 billion per year ($1998) may be necessary.
and acquiring this level of capital may prove difficult in an economy that still places a pre-
mium on 'high-tech' investment opportunities. However, raising these funds is not an Insur-
mountable task. Compared with the investment levels of the mid-1980s. future investment
requirements appear less extreme. Moreover, drilling activity slowed significantly in the
1990s. so the expanded drilling activity needed to meet the accelerated projection demand
looks quite dramatic-until one compares it to a longer historical standard.

30
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COAL

Coal Flow Chart 1999
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OVERVIEW

Coal accounts for approximately one-third of the United States' primary energy produc-
tion. the single largest share of any domestically produced fuel. Estimated recoverable
reserves in the United States total 275 billion short tons, or a 250-year supply at today's pro-
duction rates. according to a 1997 Energy Information Administration update. Reserves are
located throughout the nation, and current productive capacity is sufficient to meet the
expected continued increase in demand.

Currently, coal accounts for approximately 23 percent of U.S. energy consum ption. While
coal is primarily used to generate electricity, it is also essential to the production of st eel and
cement. Other industries. Including paper and chemical manufacturers and the food pro-
cessing industry, use coal to create steam and electricity. Finally, coal is used to generate heat
in some small commercial establishments. but this use Is diminishing rapidly.

Coal is an affordable and reliable domestic energy source and therefore contributes sig-
nificantly to the security of the nation's overall energy supply. The coal that is not consumed
here is exported to other major Industrial or emerging economies, thus contributing positive-
ly to the U.S. balance of trade and the global economy.

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION PATTERNS

The U.S. coal industry grew at a slow but steady pace during the 1990s. Production
increased an average of 1 percent per year and is expected to reach 1.I billion short tons when
figures for the year 2000 are finalized. 31
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Coal is Produced in 26 States

An effective National Energy Strategy will take into account the fact that coal is produced
in 26 states, which the industry typically groups in three geographically distinct regions:

* The Appalachian states, ranging from Pennsylvania to Alabama, which produce
approximately 40 percent of the nation's coal, the entire nation's metallurgical coal,
and most of our export coal. Underground operations are dominant in this broad
region.

> The Interior states, which include Illinois. Indiana and Western. Kentucky. Here,
steam coal is produced by medium sized surface mines.

. The Western states, and particularly Wyoming-the largest coal producing state in
the country-which use large surface mines to produce steam coal.

During the past decade, coal production has shifted from the eastern to the western
United States. For example, in 1999 more than half the 1.1 billion tons of production
originated in western states. Moreover, as demand has increased for lower sulfur coal,
larger users of coal also have shifted from east to west.

Economic Benefits

The U.S. coal mining industry generates some $160 billion in economic activity, including
$19 billion in revenue for federal and state governments and $105 billion in income to coal
and its supporting industries. The coal industry directly employs 80.000 workers, and the
nearly one million industry-related jobs produce $37 billion in annual wages throughout all
50 states.

Productivity, Reserves and Demand

During the past decade, productivity in the coal industry has nearly doubled. This trend
is expected to continue as new technologies and more productive mining methods are brought
on line. These same new technologies make mining safer than ever. Moreover, new technolo-
gies and advances in mining techniques have increased coal resources and output while
protecting the environment. Whether meeting air or water quality standards, protecting
wetlands or reclaiming surface mined land to better than original conditions, coal producers
meet and exceed all current legal standards. The industry is committed to continuing this
high level of performance.

POLICIES THAT THREATEN MINING CAPACITY

Current production capacity and coal reserves are sufficient to meet any increase in
domestic demand. However, at least two current policies discourage investment that would
expand coal mining capacity in the United States. Indeed, several policies could eliminate
some current mining capacity. Such policies should be reviewed during the formation of a
National Energy Strategy.

For example, the Environmental Protertin Aeenry (FPA) itrjL- Ct... .
regulations regarding valley fills in a way that threatens even near trm cal Drodurtinfrom

32 several operating mines in some Appalachian states. Eliminating production from these
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mines would strain productive ca pacity in other coa I producing area s and would significant lydisrupt the coal transportation system.

Similarly, land access policies affect both current and future coal production capacities.
For example, the decision to use the Antiquities Act to declare certain federal lands 'National

'M!'tiiiu,, elljectlvejy removes a larpe portion of the western reserve hap frnm nr tin'
ctions by the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service, which place reserveson federal lands managed by those agencies off-limits to development, also potentially limit

mining capacity. Over time, such actions could deplete the U.S. coal reserve base.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Coal Consumption Data

Almost all the 1.1 billion tons of coal produced in the United State is used domestically.In 2000, utilities and independent power producers will use 973 million tons of coal to gener-
ate almost 2 trillion-kilowatt hours of electricity for use in homes and businesses throughout
the United States. Coal use for electricity is an even 200 million tons, or 25 percent more thancoal used by the utility sector in 1990. Coal is a popular fuel for the utility industry because,
on a cents-per-million Btu basis, coal remains the lowest cost fuel available for the generation
of electricity. This gives coal-fired utilities an advantage in an increasingly deregulated and
competitive, market. Moreover, advances in combustion technology have increased fuel effi-
ciency while lowering the emission of all legally identified pollutants.

Coal use is not exclusive to the electric utility industry, howeve r. Steel mills are expected
to consume some 28 million tons of special grade metallurgical coal to make coke in 2000.
Major industria users of energy and retail users, such as homes, hospitals, schools and smallcommercial establishments, are expected to use approximately 70 million tons of coal this
year. Finally, in 2000. U.S. coal producers will export 58 million tons of coal to steel mills andelectric utilities in Canada, Europe. South America and, to a lesser extent to the Far East andJapan. Given the domestic abundance of coal, import figures are insignificant and are expect-
ed to remain so in the coming decades.

Demand Forecasts

All forecasts of future energy demand show that coal will continue to play a vital role in
the United States energy picture. Most forecasts estimate that production will increase fromtoday's level of 1.1 billion tons to from 1.2 to 1.4 billion tons by 2020.

In the future, coal is expected to continue to be used to generate electricity, with as much
as 1.1 to 1.25 billion tons consumed annually for this purpose by 2020. The deregulation-
and increased competitiveness-of the electricity generating industry places a premium on
coal, which is both inexpensive and abundant relative to other domestic fuel sources available
to this sector of the economy.

Coal use in other markets is expected to remain at current levels for the foreseeable
future. For example, coking coal use by U.S. steel mills is expected to remain in the 25 - 28
million ton range in the years ahead. This is a floor below which steel cannot go in the nearterm, but, because technological advances will likely continue in the steel making process,
coal consumption is not likely to grow soon. Industrial coal use also is expected to remain fair-ly steady at 70 -75 million tons annually over the next 20 years. Export levels will depend 33
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on overseas demand, which in turn depends upon each nation's rate of economic growth and
environmental policies, particularly those policies directed toward carbon reduction. The
competitiveness of coal relative to other fuels likely will play only a secondary role in these
export markets.

U.S. POLICY ENVIRONMENT

Whether the anticipated demand for coal is realized in the United States will largely
depend on whet her policymakers change existing policies that restrict both coal's availability
and its use in the electricity sector.

Electric Utility Policy

As discussed in other sections of this report, demand for electricity is expected to contin-
ue to increase at a rapid rate during the next two decades. This increased electricity demand
should translate into greater coal demand. However, because the electric utility industry is
moving from a regulated to an unregulated market environment, both risk and uncertainty
have been introduced vis-a-vis coal demand.

On the one hand, competition should dictate that the lowest cost producer of electriid ty-
companies who use coal-should have an advantage in the open market. However, competi-
tion can also move generators of electricity toward the lowest risk option when considering
new capacity additions, or even maintenance of, or modifications to, existing capacity. These
considerations may dampen demand for coal.

Indeed. signs of this trend already are evident. Even though utility executives are
thinking about new generating capacity and modifications of the existing fleet, electricity
producers are not making investments to Increase the use of coal. even though coal Is the low-
est cost alternative. One concern is that construction or modifications made to accommodate
increased coal use will be rendered obsolete by regulation or litigation. Electric generators are
facing an unprecedented wave of new environmental requirements, some of which are being
imposed retroactively and thus produce protracted court action. For example, although great
strides have been made in reducing emissions of S02 and NOX. and the requirements laid out
in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 are being met, the Environmental Protection
Agency has proposed even lower caps on emissions than those legally established by the
amended Clean Air Act. The possibility of controls on mercury emissions adds yet another
uncertainty

In short, conflicting forces are at work here. The competitive market trend is toward
lower cost generation-which argues for greater use of coal-while recent regulatory
decisions are pressuring utilities to rapidly lower certain emissions levels-which increases
the cost of using coal.

The Kyoto Protocol

The Kyoto Protocol, or the possibility of some other legally binding International agree-
ment to reduce carbon emissions, adds to the uncertainty of the current U.S. regulatory
situation. For example, a recent analysis by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

34 shows that, if all proposed regulations and the Kyoto Protocol were to take effect, the amount
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of coal-generate electricity would decline to less than 300 million tons by 2020. Clearly, this
is an extreme scenario. but a number of environmental Issues now under consideration could
sharply limit future U.S. coal use, if these issues are not resolved in a reasonable manner.

OPPORTUNITIES IN TECHNOLOGY

The Role of Technology In Energy Policy

A sound technology policy is key to balancing the growing demand for energy and the
trend toward increasingly stringent environmental regulations. Effective technology policies
will allow coal to reach Its full potential, meet required environmental standards, and ensure
that the United States utilizes its most abundant and reliable energy resource.

The nation also needs an energy policy which Industry and consumers alike can depend
upon for long term consistency-in other words, an energy policy that does not change rules
in mid-stream, or retroactively, or based solely on political considerations.

During the past two decades, the use of new technologies and improved operating prac-
tices have improved the 'environmental efficiency' per ton of coal consumed to increase by
almost 70 percent. This trend will continue even as new S02 and NOx controls come on line
because advanced retrofit and repowering technologies'enhance environmental performance
and efficiency of existing coal-based generation plants.

The use of advanced coal technologies that are now, or will soon be, ready for deployment
would effectively eliminate emissions that are considered a health risk, as well as substan-
tially improve efficiency. The nation's energy policy must include a technology strategy that
incorporates a comprehensive clean coal technology program to assist new and existing coal-
fired units to remain competitive and meet environmental requirements This technology
strategy must encourage on-going research. it also must provide financial incentives
sufficient to encourage application of advanced technologies at existing units, as well as
encourage a program to demonstrate new technology.

Beyond control of traditional emissions, the coal industry also recognizes that carbon
sequestration will be vitally important if it is found that reduction of CO2 emissions is
necessary. A National Energy Strategy will not be complete unless it includes policies that
stimulate the research, development and deployment of technologies to sequester carbon.

Deploying Technologies Internationally

In many countries throughout the world, energy use during the next two decades Is
expected to Increase even more rapidly than In the United States. For example, the
International Energy Outlook Z001. 'published by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, growth In energy consumption in the developing world, excluding Africa but
including China, India and the countries in South America, is projected to exceed 3.5% per
year through 2020. Conversely, United States and other industrialized countries will see
an Increase of approximately 1.0 percent or less per year on average. This rapid ramp up in
energy use among developing countries will occur regardless of policies In the United States
and other developed nations. That's because additional energy will be needed to support
economic growth. and larger popula tions and a rising standard of living in these nations. The
World Energy Council cites that up to 2 billion people lack access to commercial energy
supplies in 2001 and that unserved population could reach 3 to 4 billion by 2050. 35
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As In the United States, worldwide energy demands will increasingly be met by a relianceon electricity. Accordingly. technologies developed in the United States will need to be
deployed overseas In order to meet the expected demand for twice the current level of energyand three times the current use of electricity. With proper technology policies, it is possible
to meet these demands while attending to environmental concerns.

SUMMARY

An effective National Energy Strategy will keep all energy options available in order to
meet growing energy demands. Coal can continue to play a vital role in global energy mar-kets. For example. by 2020. some 3.6 billion tons of coal will be consumed in the regions corn -
prising the 'developing countries,' double current consumption in those countries. Moreover,more than 44 percent of the electricity used in these countries will be generated by coal, both
because It Is an Indigenous resource In many of these countries and because Its cost is oftenlow relative to other energy sources.

Clearly, future coal use will not be limited to the developing world. Coal is now. and will
continue to be. a major energy resource in all regions of the world. Coal use in the industri-alized world will remain at approximately 1.6 billion tons. increasing in the U.S., Canada.
Australia and Japan and decreasing only in Western Europe and in the countries of the for-mer Soviet Union. For the foreseeable future, coal will remain an Important contributor to
the global energy mix.
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ELECTRICITY

Electricity Flow Chart 1999
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Until quite recently, the electric industry has been characterized as a natural monopoly
subject to extensive rate regulation of its generation capacity, transmission lines and localdistribution systems. Today, a dramatc restructuring of this industry has forced sweeping
changes on the institutions, instit utonal relationships, and the role of regulators. Sone ver-
tically integrated utilities have unbundled their generation. transmission, and distribution
functions, and in many cases, sold their generation resources. Increasingly, generation is
owned and managed by independent companies or unregulated utility affiliates. not by regu-lated companies, and output is sold at market-based rates. Moreover, the Federal EnergyRegulatory Commission (FERC) and some industry participants now seek to establish newregional transmission organizations (RTOs). Policymakers may also remove federal barriersIn order to promote effective wholesale competition and facilitate state restructuring activi-
ties and retail competition.

Retail markets were most immediately affected by the Congressional passage ofthe Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct). This bill modified federal laws in such a way as tofacilitate wholesale electricity competition. Today, all fifty states and the District of Columbiahave considered some reform of their retail electric service system. Moreover, almost all of 37
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the so-called 'high-cost' states (I.e., where average rates are above the national average) have
adopted retail competition systems that involve non-discriminatory access to the local distri-
bution system and customer choice of energy supplier. Currently, more than 60 percent of
the U.S. population lives In the 24 states and the District of Columbia that have decided to
transition to open access for retail energy suppliers and customers. State officials continue to
address dimfcult transition questions, including how to handle stranded costs, consumer
education and protection, public benefits programs, and residual obligations of incumbent
utilities following I Iberalization

The recent problems in California's electricity markets, however, are having national
implications that impact all stakeholders in the electric industry. Extreme price volatility and
shortages in the California market have been brought about, In part, by inadequate market
design and public policies that are incompatible with an efficient market environment. As a
result, the pace of deregulation and the transition to retail competition in the other states
may be affected. In the emerging market environment, It is important that public policies
facilitate new investments in generation and transmission.

PATTERNS OF CONSUMPTION

Although many consumers can now choose their retail electricity supplier, most have cho-
sen to remain with their incumbent supplier, the utility distribution company. One reason
they have chosen not to switch Is that state-mandated rate reductions for standard offer
services undercut the entry rate of new retailers. Standard offer service typically obliges
the incumbent utility to provide fully bundled electric service at fixed or indexed rates for
several years (e.g.. during the transition period), usually following the introduction of retail
competition. In some states, standard offer rates have been set so low as to discourage
customers from switching to new entrant retailers. who must recover costs associated with
setting up shop in local markets as well as the cost of purchasing energy in wholesale
markets. Other states have established generation credits (so-called 'shopping credits') for
customers who no longer take power from the incumbent. In some cases, the credit exceeds
the costs of generation that the incumbent avoids when a customer switches to a new suppli-
er. While programs with high credits appear to be more successful in getting customers to
svitch suppliers, they do so by offering credits that bear no relationship to wholesale power
costs or retail marketing costs.

In electricity markets with effective competition, consumers may have a greater number
of options, both in terms of their supplier and the type of fuel used to generate electricity
Indeed. some states now require that all registered sellers generate a portion of their
electricity using renewable supplies, such as solar, geothermal, and wind resources. However.
because the cost of these resources is higher than conventional (fossil) fuels, a renewable
portfolio standard raises the overall costs of power purchases. This forces higher costs on all
electricity consum ers.

Several polls suggest that consumers are willing to pay more for electricity generated by
renewable energy resources. Some factual evidence supports these polls. A number of
California customers selected a 'green' power supplier when they switched suppliers.
Customers in open states.should be allowed to choose whether to purchase power from
higher cost, renewable suppliers. An important but often overlooked low-cost, renewable
resource Is hydropower. Although new dam sites are not being proposed, existing resources
could supply more electricity if steps were taken to streamline the burdensome re-licensing
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process and if additional resources were channeled toward increased research and develop-
ment of more efficient technologies.

Some consumers can also supply their own electricity, using internal combustion and
reciprocating engines, solar panels, and emerging technologies such as fuel cells and micro-
turbines. This approach allows customers to generate electricity at its point of use. reducing.
and in some cases eliminating, the need to use a traditional transmission and distribution
network.

FUTURE DEMAND

Although the US. Energy Information Administration recently forecast that distributed
generation will provide less than one percent of the nation's electricity requirements by 2020.
a number of states are looking closely at interconnection standards for distributed generation,
the design of appropriate rates for standby and backup services, and the recovery of inter-
connection costs (or any costs of additional facilities) required to accommodate a distributed
generation unit. Regulatory policy should be competitively neutral with respect to distributed
generation. Indeed, market-based price signals are the best approach to developing econom-
ically efficient investment in distributed generation systems.

POLICY ENVIRONMENT

Seventeen electricity restructuring bills were introduced while the 106th Congress was in
session. To date, no legislative package has gained consensus support, but significant Issues
embodied in many of these proposed bills are under serious consideration. For example.
several bills propose the repeal of PURPA and PUHCA. Others would encourage state restruc-
turing actions by resolving federal/state jurisdictional issues. Still others encourage the
formation of regional transmission organizations (RTOs). including for profit transmission
companies, propose resolving market power and transmission access problems, and/or the
grandfathering of existing state restructuring plans to protect state plans from preemptive
federal action.

Consensus has formed among publicly-owned and shareholder-owned companies in
support of comprehensive tax legislation to facilitate fair electric competition. For share-
holder-owned utilities, taxes that discourage the upgrades of distribution facilities would be
eliminated. Moreover. the consensus agreement would defer taxes on the sale of transmission
faclities, as well as eliminate taxes on the spin-off of such facilities. Both actions would
stimulate the formation of independent RTOs. For public power utilities, the consensus agree-
ment would modify private use provisions of the tax code, thereby encouraging these
providers to open access to their transmission lines and also encourage them to participate in
RTOs. Indeed, support is growing for broad tax legislation that would eliminate Impediments
to electric cooperatives interested injoining RTOs and opening their systems to competition.

There Is recognition that critical bulk power system reliability issues need to be
addressed. With the lead of the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), a broad
consensus is being forged on reliability legislative-language. Proposed legislation would
extend FERCs authority for reliability (but not for economic regulation) to all segments of
the U.S. electricity industry. This authority would ensure that all participants in electricity
markets - independent power producers, distribution utilities, transmission utilities, system
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Regional Transmission Organizations
Utity Participaon as of January 2001
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operators, power marketers, and customers -play by the same reliability rules and share
equitably in the costs of reliability. At present. FERC has Jurisdiction over only shareholder-
owned utilities, which encompasses about two-thirds of the transmission facilities in the
country. The proposed legislation would grant FERC the authority to approve and oversee
one national electricity reliability organization. This organization, expected to evolve from
NERC. will be responsible for developing I mplementing, and enforcing mandatory reliability
standards nationwide, with FERC oversight. Currently, compliance with NERC standards is
voluntary. subject only to peer pressure. This new reliability organization will also have the
authority to delegate certain responsibilities to regional entities, with approval from FERC.

The Role of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

In its role as overseer of wholesale markets and transmission. the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission has implemented the EPAct provision that modified federal laws in
order to facilitate wholesale competition. Specifically, the Commission pushed wholesale com-
petition forward in 1996 when it issued Order Number 888 and Order Number 889. In these
landmark rules. FERC required the industry to provide comparable, non-discriminatory open
access to the transmission grid and to unbundle generation, transmission, and ancillary serv-
Ice functions. The Commission also pCovided for recovery of wholesale stranded costs and
established standards of conduct and methods to exchange wholesale market irformation on
same-time electronic databases, known as OASIS. Recently, both FERC Orders were upheld

40 in the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia Circuit Court.
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Moreover. in December 1999. FERC approved another landmark order promoting the
development of regional transmission organizations (RTOs). Order Number 2000 calls for
voluntary participation in RTOs. FERC stated Its objective that all transmission-owning enti-
ties, including non-jurisdictional utilities, join RTOs. Order Number 2000 requires that
RTOs be independent of market participants, serve a region of sufficient size and arrange-
ment to maintain reliability, support efficient and non-discriminatory power markets, serve
as the security coordinator for its prescribed region, and have exclusive authority over the
maintenance of short-term reliability of its part of the grid. Including the authority to redis-
patch generation resources.

Regional Transmission Organizations

FERC expects regional transmission organization to be operational by December 15,
2001. However, the establishment of RTOs is an arduous, time-consuming process that
requires a
satisfactory resolution of many contentious, critical Issues among many interests. Several of
the existing independent system operators ISOs. one type of RTO) were developed from exist-
ing tight power pools; other RTOs will not have this advantage and will be more difficult and
take longer to construct.

As of January 2001, 12 regional transmission organizations were In their formative stage.
By the December 15. 2001 deadline, these entities are expected to manage the bulk power grid
for over 85 percent of the nation's electricity consumers, based on current participation fig-
ures. Five independent system operators are already operational, and currently serve 33
percent of the nation's electricity consumers. An additional three such entities are approved.
but are not yet operational.

Policy Challenges in the Transmission Sector

Over the years. U.S. electric utility companies, regulators and shareholders have built the
most reliable electric system in the world. This record of achievement must not be tarnished
during the transition to competitive power markets. The transition from an electricity indus-
try that consisted primarily of regulated, vertically Integrated utilities to one that emphasizes
competitive markets for generation raises many concerns about reliability. Even though
there is little evidence that overall reliability levels have changed in recent years, dramatic
changes in the structure, operation, and regulation of the U.S. electricity industry require
analogous modifications In reliability practices and institutions.

The current transmission system is comparable to the national highway system, a mix of
two-lane state roads, multiple lane freeways, access roads, beltways and Interchanges.
Originally built to move limited amounts of power over relatively short distances, the elec-
tricity interconnect ions that were enhanced to bolster reliability created new opportunities to
reach more distant customers, some in quite distinct markets. In today's increasingly com-
petitive electricity marketplace, a greater number of suppliers are faced with bottlenecks and
congestion because they often hit a two-lane road after having been on an eight-lane inter-
state highway, limiting the benefit of Increased marketplace transactions. If more transac-
tions are to be accommodated, more transmissiorffacilities will have to be built or other
means will need to be found to enhance the transfer capacity of the existing system.
Otherwise, the expectation of lower costs for consumers may not be realized.

Most analysts agree that expansion of the transmission grids has not kept pace with 41
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growth in electricity demand. For example, annual investments In new transmission have
declined by about $100 million a year during the past two decades. Moreover, between 1989
and 1998. the miles of transmission lines per MW of sum mer demand declined by 16 percent.
and some projections show a further decline In transmission capacity of some 13 percent by
2008.

The current focus on regional transmission operations may provide incentives to build
needed transmission facilities. FERC has stated Its receptivity to different forms of RTO
structures including non-profit independent system operators and stand-alone transmission
businesses (often referred to as TRANSCOs). Advocates of ISOs argue that transmission
owners can. with relative ease. turn over control of their transmission assets to an ISO and
that a non-profit ISO would more likely operate the system for the ultimate benefit of
consumers. In contrast. TRANSCO advocates believe that the for-profit motive underlying
their approach will result in improved performance and encourage the efficient expansion of
transmission grids. For its part, FERC will consider new. Innovative rate mechanisms such
as performance-based rate making to meet the requirements of Order Number 2000. so long
as commensurate benefits to consumers can be demonstrated.

KEY MARKET ISSUES

Challenges to Expanded Generation

The issue of expanded electricity generation-as well as the issue of transmission-will
challenge policymakers in the years ahead. Certainly. electricity generation has not kept pace
with consumer demand- Recent events of extreme price volatility and price spikes in light ofrecord demand has made the need to preserve reliability a paramount concern. Generation
reserve margins have been declining for at least the past two decades, at a rate of almost one
percent per year. Currently, reserve margins are tight in some regions of the country.
suggesting that additional generation is needed soon. While few utilities are planning to build
much generation as part of their regulated rate base, unregulated utility affiliates and inde-
pendent power producers have announced plans for more than 100.000 MWs of new capacity,
more than enough to meet expected needs for the next several years. About 90 percent of new
generators will be fired with natural gas. How much of this capacity will actually get built.
and when, is not known, given the recent rise in natural gas prices. The key question
is whether competitive market forces, when co-mingled with policies which restrict infra-
structure expansion, will be sufficient to provide enough generating and transmission
capacity to provide reliable power supplies for the U.S. economy.

Marketplace Dynamics

Existing independent system operators have experienced many difficulties in establishing
and operating real-time markets for energy and reliability services. The California market in
particular has been hampered by extreme price volatility and shortages. The problems in
California point to need to design market rules and public policies, whichJointly work to effect
efficient market outcomes.

For example, existing markets airelargely one-sided, with competition among generators
but no competition between the supply and demand sides of the equation. Although volatile
electricity prices contain important information for electricity consumers and suppliers that
i2 Sk. EL.rn RelLbfllr. P nm r..m d p P., m Sntor .PEd Ho f rtm 2CO0.
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can help maintain reliability, most consumers today continue to face time-Invariant prices.
Customers. especially large, sophisticated industrial customers, should have the opportunity
to face time-varying (hourly) electricity prices and to participate In reliability markets
(e.g., by offering to sell load reductions as contingency reserves). By allowing customers to
voluntarily choose among multiple pricing products with varying degrees of price risk, the
magnitude of the price spikes and overall system power costs can be substantially reduced.
Even if only a small fraction of retail load chooses to face real-time prices, price spikes would
be less frequent and dramatic. and the need for additional generating capacity would
be reduced.

Because of the physics Inherent in el ectric system operations, generation can be operated
in a manner that can reduce potential transmission Imports from other regions, block or
interrupt sales by competitors, restrict generation output and raise prices, or inhibit
construction of new, competing generation. Many Industry stakeholders believe that the key
to transitioning to competitive regional markets for wholesale power will require finely tuned
market rules to eliminate the potential for gaming and to prevent the abuse of market power.
They advocate market monitoring of the wholesale market and regulatory oversight to
prevent market manipulation and consumer abuse, with potential abuses of market power
investigated, mitigated and remedied.

BALANCING ELECTRICITY USE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

The U.S. electricity industry faces critical energy and environmental challenges in the
coming decades. Electricity producers will be called upon to provide cost-effective and
reliable power to fuel U.S. economic growth and an improved quality of life. Environmental
regulators will face pressures to develop more efficient policies to meet well-established
challenges-including targets for air and water quality-as well as new policies to meet
emerging challenges such a climate change.

Environmental and energy policies sometimes conflict with one another. For example,
efforts to improve urban air quality are not always consistent with efforts to lower electricity
rates, or even to provide greater competition among suppliers. Although some conflicts
represent inherent public policy tradeoffs. other conflicts can be avoided or reduced through
more effective and efficient policy approaches. For exa mple, potential air quality and climate
change policies strongly encourage the development of natural gas, while policies restricting
energy exploration and facilities siting would make production and use of natural gas more
difficult Policymakers engaged in developing a National Energy Strategy can reduce these
conflicts by developing environmental policies that minimize the cost of achieving specific
environmental objectives and by limiting inappropriate interference with market-driven
fuel choices.
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NUCLEAR POWER

OVERVIEW

The U.S. nuclear energy industry supplies about 20 percent of our nation's electricity.
Behind this seemingly simple statement lies an extraordinary story. While nuclear powered
electricity capacity has remained fairly constant, the amount of nuclear energy generation-
which does not release air pollutants and Is our largest source of emission free electricity-
has increased significantly as U.S. demand for electricity has risen. The reasons behind
nuclear power s success are many.

During the past decade, the efficiency, safety and reliability of operating nuclear plants
have grown steadily and dramatically. The average capacity factor of the U.S. nuclear power
fleet has increased over 16 percent since 1990 to 86.8 percent. This is the result of improved
maintenance conducted in shorter and shorter refueling outages and longer Intervals
between refuelings. The result has been the effective equivalent of adding over 2 3 new 1.000
MW nuclear plants on line.

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Under the careful oversight of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). the reg-
ulatory environment for nuclear powered utilities has improved in the areas of operating
safety and efficiency. Four decades of com-
mercial nuclear operations have yielded a
growing understanding of factors that Energy Production Costs in 1999
influence operating safety. This experience Cents per kWh
has resulted in the revision of regulations 4.0
and practices, making nuclear powered 3.52
plants even safer than before. 3.5

nuclear power plant operating companies, 20 1.B
but these companies include highly focused
management teams able to provide consis- US A
tent and reliable solutions improving effi-
ciency and safety. Consolidation has also
created new efficiencies in the administra-
tive management of the nation's nuclear 0.5
power plants. ._

These same trend lines have reduced f. Cal Ndeover all operating costmp Today the nuclear Gas 2
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energy Industry has achieved very competitive production costs, measured in cents per kilo-
watt-hour. At the same time, industry restructuring has recast fixed costs such that total
electricity costs are highly competitive. Nuclear units across the industry can run at total
costs of 2 to 2.5 cents per kilowatt-hour. Of this. the cost of nuclear fuel, including a charge
for the ultimate disposition of the used fuel that all operators pay. is about one-half cent per
kilowatt-hour.

LICENSE RENEWALS

In March 2000. the NRC renewed the licenses for the two-unit Calvert Cliffs nuclear plant
for an additional 20 years of operation beyond the 40 years originally licensed. Two months
later the three-unit Oconee nuclear station received a 20-year renewal. These renewals rec-
ognize that conscientious operations and maintenance have sustained and improved the
value of these plants. It is expected that almost all nuclear power plants will apply for and
obtain a renewal license that adds 20 years to these facilities. License renewals further
increase the competitiveness of nuclear powered electric utilities.

ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES OF NUCLEAR POWER
From an environmental point of view, nuclear energy offers several important advan-

tages. Since the combustion process is not needed to produce nuclear energy, there is no
adverse impact on air quality. This is an important environmental consideration. In 1999 the
United States generated a record 728 billion kilowatt-hours using nuclear power. That pro-
duction avoided the emission of 1.92 million short tons of NOx, 3.97 million short tons of S02
and 167.8 million metric tons of carbon, compared to the current mix of fossil energy
resources. From a policy perspective, it is ironic that environmental credits are extended to
energy producers that adversely impact air quality, but not to electricity generators, such as
nuclear and hydro. that entirely avoid air quality impacts. Nuclear energy is the most sig-
nificant source of C02 reduction through its increased production over the last decade in the

voluntary program to mitigate carbon
emissions.

Voluntary Carbon Emission Reductions
Indeed, if nuclear energy were not

part of the nation's generating mix.
most current clean air act standards-
particularly those areas with large con-
centrated populations and heavy indus-
trialization--would not be met. In areas
of high density power use, the environ-
mental benefits of nuclear energy can
be leveraged to provide heating, cooling
and transportation in the form of elec-
trified rail and mass transportation. It
is most efficient when operated at full
power. 24 hours per day to supply base-

En,,--~ _-line power needs. Nuclear energy is
MUpdw h g wisely used in a diverse combination
F-Iaruby & F~ with other fuels that use technologies
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well adapted to cycling or peaking loads. The presence of nuclear power plants In these areas
of high electricity demand is a significant factor. which allows the siting of other emitting
forms of generation while maintaining overall emissions within federally mandated levels.

URANIUM FUEL SUPPLY AND DISPOSAL

Uranium, the heaviest of all naturally occurring elements, powers nuclear plants.
Nuclear reactors release energy by splitting uranium atoms. Since no combustion takes place
during the generation of electricity from reactor fuel, air quality and the atmosphere are not
affected. Once the nuclear reaction takes place, energy is transferred to turbines that gener-
ate electricity In a closed process. All waste products are retained in the solid fuel pellets and
Isolated from the environment.

Uranium is abundantly available In the earth's crust. both in North America and
elsewhere, and the capability to extract ore and convert It to reactor fuel Is available domes-
tically. The primary, and almost sole, use of uranium is the production of energy. Robust
supplies of reactor fuel can be made available from domestic sources without threat of Inter-
national Interference. Reactors can also consume the uranium and the man-made element.
plutonium, which were produced as stockpiles for national defense purposes. Commercial
reactors are being used to reduce the threat of nuclear proliferation using these inventories
as fuel for the generation of electricity.

In recent years, the U.S. government has pursued policies aimed at consuming excess
inventories of weapons grade uranium that had accumulated in the former Soviet Union.
Such policies reduce the threat of nuclear warfare and spur international economic activity,
but they also depress demand for U.S. mining, conversion and enrichment services. Indeed.
U.S. businesses may become unprofitable and exit the market. The long-term impact of this
possible threat to U.S. energy security should be examined closely by policymakers when they
formulate a National Energy Strategy.

Some believe that the Achilles' heel of nuclear energy is the disposal of used nuclear fuel-
However, this objection to its use is not based on facts. In the roughly 40 years of commercial
nuclear operation in the United States, there has been no impact on the environment from
used nuclear fuel. It remains at the power plants where It was used. fully accounted for, with
no measurable impart on the environment. By act of Congress, a decision has been made
lo take central accountability for used nuclear fuel.. Exercise of this option by the federal
government when it is ready, will also result in negligible impact to the environment, accord-
ing to federal studies. In the meanwhile, except in a few jurisdictions that have set artificial
deadlines for the federal government to accept custody of the fuel. no major barrier exists
to maintaining past practice of storing fuel where It was used, even though this does not
represent the best public policy.

Moreover. once used fuel is deposited in a central repository, that site will become a
strategic fuel reserve. Used nuclear fuel contains a high residual energy content, which
can be recovered through reprocessing. Currently. U.S. policies do not allow the reprocessing
of nuclear fuel. even though it is permitted elsewhere in the world. Reprocessing is not
economical at the present time. If circumstances change, all fuel in the central repository
could be reprocessed. In addition, future reactors can be designed to produce more fuel than
they consume. This would make nuclear power a renewable energy resource..
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COMPETTVE COSTS

The abundance of uranium and the relatively low cost of converting it to reactor fuel mean
that nuclear fuel costs are likely to remain stable for the next several decades. Moreover, the
continued reliance on nuclear energy as part of the nation's diversified electricity portfolio
should minimize price volatility in electrical markets. A stable price environment for energy
means, In turn, that the overall U.S. economy should grow more effciently.

Production of energy from nuclear fuel results in relatively high-energy yields per
stable unit of fuel consumed. For example, one cubic inch of uranium 235 contains the
energy equivalent of over 650 thousand gallons of oil. 3,300 tons of coal or 7 billion cubic feet
of natural gas. Although there are environmental imparts from the extraction of uranium
and speculative environmental impacts from the disposition of used nuclear fuel, they are
relatively minimal because of the very small quantities of fuel required.

EFFECTIVE R&D AND INVESTMENT POLICIES COULD ENHANCE THE USE
OF NUCLEAR POWER

Increased research and development could lead to discoveries that would Improve
operating efficencnies of current reactors. improve the design of future reactors and develop
nuclear fuel sources that do not produce weapons material as a by-product. For example,
small, transportable reactors have been designed for military use, but little work has been
done to make these prototypes commercially viable. Such reactors could be put to a number
of good uses, including water purification. An aggressive research program could ensure the
availability and wise use of this emission free. abundant and compact source of energy.

Like other critical infrastructure systems, including railroads and highways, energy
suffers from a lack of adequate capital investment. Nuclear energy is no exception.
Currently. investors are not attracted to the modest return on most nuclear power plants.
compared with the potential return on investments in information technology or other high
technology industries. In the case of energy infrastructure, the issue is compounded by
the perceived risk of investing in an industry sector that is undergoing deregulation and
restructuring.

Eventually, of course, energy prices will rise to such a level that profits and return
on investment in the energy industry will appear commensurate with other investment
opportunities. The better approach, however, would be the creation of incentives for needed
infrastructure investments In the near term. In the decades ahead, pollcymakers will need
to devise policies that encourage-investment while not interfering with free markets and the
growth of competition within and among energy sectors. If such policy measures are not
formulated and implemented soon. the likelihood increases that policymakers will have to
respond to public outcries against high-energy costs by developing ill-conceived policies that
do interfere with the market.

THE ROLE OF EDUCATION

The United States also needs to invest In an educated workforce that is capable of
supporting the energy infrastructure that experts have forecast. This is not an easy task.
both because the demand for skilled engineers and technicians is growing rapidly and because
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fewer and fewer students are pursuing courses of study that would prepare them for work in
energy related industries. Indeed. enrollment Is declining among institutions that offer such
educational programs and degrees. Unless action is taken soon. the educational system may
be unable to support the demand for energy that appears inevitable during the next decade.

Education also is needed to change the public's perception of nuclear energy
Understandably, that view is largely negative. The first demonstration of nuclear energy that
commanded world attention was a bomb that yielded devastating results. The generation of
electricity from nuclear fuel Is physically very different from the technology required for
destructive use, but the perceived connection between the two has been skillfully exploited by
some to alarm the public and the political system for decades. An effective National Energy
Strategy would address this adverse image by engaging every educational level, and by
stressing the environmental and security benefits that the safe use of nuclear energy affords
our nat ion.

SUMMARY

Nuclear energy has been a growing component of the energy mix in the United States for
more than 40 years. No member of the public has been harmed by nuclear energy during this
period. Moreover, public polls have shown for years that a substantial majority of the
American public believes that nuclear energy is safe and beneficial. However, in follow-on
questions. that same substantial majority incorrectly believes that, individually, they are in
the minority in their support and confidence in nuclear power.

A National Energy Strategy needs to be developed that brings nuclear energy back intofavor. After all, nuclear energy provides substantial environmental benefits while producing
baseload levels of electricity. Because combustion is not required to release energy, no air
pollutants are emitted into the environment. Moreover, because small amounts of fuel create
large amounts of electricity, the extraction and disposal of nuclear fuels can be readily
controlled and managed. Nevertheless, many environmental groups oppose nuclear energy,
for reasons which are not clear to industry experts and scientists.

In time, some external pressures - global environmental concerns, high population
densities, alternate uses for land and raw materials, or price volatility-and a heightened
political grasp of the benefits of nuclear energy use will create an environment favorable to
its increased use. Until that time, however, the nuclear industry will have to remain focused
on activities that dispel public misconceptions about this energy resource.

Global pressures already are at work that will have an impact on the future of thisindustry. As energy demand increases, few developing nations will have the abilitj to manage
this technologically complex energy resource. Developed nations such as the United States
will need to adopt policies that ensure its safe use by other nations. Certainly the UnitedStates, which has led the world in the development of nuclear energy and is now reaping the
environmental and economic benefits of this fuel, should provide for Its continued global use
in a responsible manner. The world remains hungry for energy and the countless economic.
social and personal benefits from an adequate, reliable and affordable supply of energy.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY

OVERVIEW

In the portfolio of energy options for the 21st century. energy efficiency and renewable
energy are two that have demonstrated their potential to significantly contribute to U.S. ener-
gy needs in a cost effective and environmentally friendly manner.

Diverse forms of energy efficiency are widely diffused throughout the U.S. economy. End-
use efficiency improvements occur from the market penetration of process controls, thermal
barrier technologies, and other design improvements in industrial, residential. commercial.
and transportation equipment.

Supply-side Improvements include advanced combustion/gasification technologies, com-
bined heat and power stations, district heating and cooling and more efficient power trans-
mission and distribution technologies. Although micro-turbines and fuel cells have not yet
had substantial market penetration due to high initial cost, they hold promise for future
improvements in supply-side efficiency.

At the macroeconomic level, there has also been a shift in the share of Gross Domestic
Product (CDP) from more to less energy intensive activities. Pan of this shift is the result of
the rapidly falling cost of information and information technologies.

Renewable energy options are also diverse. These resources may be converted into elec-
tlicity. heat. or mechanical power. Renewably based electric generating plants may be con-
nected to a central grid or freestanding. The resources from which renewable energy is
extracted include:

* Solar radiation - Sunlight can be used to produce thermal energy for space and hot
water heating. or electricity generated from either photovoltaic panels or high
temperature solar collectors that produce steam to drive turbines. Diffuse radiation
is available through the country, while direct radiation for concentrating collectors is
strongest in the Southwest.

* Running water - The largest source of renewably generated electricity. hydropower.
is harnessed by creating reservoirs or by installing run-of-river turbines. Future
expansion of hydropower capacity is limited by resource constraints.

i Wind - Commercial wind-farms are sprouting up throughout the country with
individual turbines as large as one megawatt. The largest wind resources are found
in the midwest.

*. Biomass - Woody and herbaceous materials can be burned directly for electricity or
heat, gasified. or liquefied. In some cases, forest or agricultural residues are used;
dedicated biomass feedstocks are grown for energy production.

o Geothermal heat - High temperature geothermal energy for large-scale power
production is located primarily In the western U.S. However. low temperature heat
from the earth is also used in 'ground-source' heat pumps as a source of residential
and commercial space conditioning.
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Renewable Electricity Generating Capacity, 1999

Technology Capacity in Operation fin MW)

Biomass 10,570

Geothermal 2,697

Hydro (includes pumped storage) 94,789

Photovoltaics 15

Solar Thermal 354

Wind 2.602
Sot: - iP5 T1h Rl O9DE[lt kD 'l'rlcn AyD- 11 [ Ldk »L

As of 1999. renewable electric generating capacity was about 111.000 Mw, mostly from
large hydropower facilities.

A key advantage offered by energy efficiency and renewable energy options is low
environmental impacts, especially with respect to air emissions. Clearly, energy efficiency
improvements and renewable energy will be essential to meet our energy needs.

TRENDS

Energy efficiency improvements have had a major impact in meeting national energy
needs since the 1970s, relative to new supply. Energy intensity improvements are a combi-
nation of end-use efficiency improvements, supply-side improvements, and structural shifts
in the economy toward less energy intensive sectors. If U.S. energy intensity (Quadrillion Btu
per GDP) stayed constant since 1972, consumpiion would be about 70 Quads (74 percent)
higher in 1999 than it actually was.

One of the drivers for U.S. Trends Shows Reduction in
improved energy intensity has National Energy Intensity
been the implementation of
appliance efficiency standards. 200
The standards for different
appliances came (or will come)
into effect over the period 1988- : 150 Enerr Use -
2005. As more efficient models a Campe 1972
of appliances and equipment 100 EGDP SAVINGS
penetrate the market. they *
shift the overall efficiency of Acual Energy Use
the nation's capital stock. Air 50o
conditioner manufacturers
recently called for further 0
improvements in efficiency. 150 1960 1970 1 9 8 0 1 9 0 2000
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One recent exception to positive trends in end use efficiency is In the transportation
sector, where average fuel economy of motor vehicles has been fat or deteriorating due to the
increased sales of light duty trucks and 4-wheel drive vehicles and Increased miles driven per
vehicle.

Structural shifts In the economy have been away from manufacturing and toward the
commercial and service seto rs. Not only have knowledge-based sectors gained a larger share
of our national GDP. the declining cost of information and communication services has
allowed all sectors to substitute Information for activities that use energy. Although office
and network equipment constitute only a small fraction of U.S. electricity use. the digital
economy requires a high level of power reliability, a characteristic that creates new opportu-
nities both for energy efficiency In managing system load and for renewables In providing
back-up power.

Renewable electric generation is projected to increase in absolute terms (from 389 billion
kWh in 1999 to 448 billion kWh in 2020). At the same time, it is projected to decline in Its
share of the overall generation mix from 10.5 percent in 1999 to 8.5 percent in 2020, under
business as usual assumptions (US Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy
Outlook 2001. Market Trends).

COSTS AND COMPETITIVENESS

The cost of energy from renewable sources (notably photovoltaics and wind) has declined
substantially over the past twenty years. These declines, however, have not necessarily made
renewable energy competitive since the cost of competing energy sources has in some cases
also declined.

Electricity industry restructuring has had a major impact on utility investment in
energy efficiency and renewable power generation. Electric utilities have been a major source
of investment in both end use efficiency (called demand-side management) and renewable
electricity. Since the early 1990s, however, utility investment has diminished as competition
or the threat thereof grew and regulatory mandates waned. At the same time, restructuring
has been accompanied by falling reserve margins and concerns over system reliability, trends
that may offer new opportunities for distributed supply and demand side resources.

Finally, certain global trends have Implications for energy efficiency and renewables. In
particular, developing countries are projected to make enormous investments in energy-
producing and consuming capital stock during the coming decades. This long-lasting
infrastructure will commit these countries to levels and types of energy use for decades to
come thereby creating an excellent opportunity to Improve developing cotvntry energy
efficiency by utilizing new end-use energy technology.

POLICY ENVIRONMENT

Electricity Restructuring

The decision by policymakers to unbundle heavily regulat ed electric utilities while simul
taneously introducing wholesale and retail competition into the U.S. electricity industry has
thinned reserve margins, increased Investment risks in new power genera tion, and increased
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price volatility. Under these circumstances. energy efficient practices and technologies
(especially ones that can be targeted to specific times and locations) have added value. For
example, some small-unit renewable energy technologies can now compete with convent onal
energy suppliers in geographic areas where the cost of conventional energy is high. Moreover.
some power retailers have offered their customers the option of paying a bit more for power
generated from renewable sources through green pricing and marketing initiatives.
Policymakers should strive to ensure that compensation to distributed generation (DG) and
combined heat and power (CHP) owners for sales back into the grid include payment of their
fair share of the distribution systems they use. while eliminating unreasonable or unneces-
sary barriers to DC/CHP deployment. By preventing cost-shifting (e.g.. from DG/CHP
customers to other utility customers) policynmakers can ensure that customers are encouraged
to deploy DGICHP where they are efficient.

Policymakers should take these trends into consideration when developing a National
Energy Strategy. While energy efficiency practices do not generate additional electricity
reserves, good energy management practices do extend the resources that are available.
Policyrakers can encourage such practices by ensuring that consumers face accurate time
and location-specific price signals and have access to accurate information about the environ-
mental Implications of their energy use. Where necessary. policymakers should also imple-
ment initiatives that assist low-income consumers in paying higher prices and that overcome
market barriers inhibiting all consumers from responding to energy price signals.

International Cooperation and Technical Assistance

U.S. security analysts are increasingly aware of global competition for fossil fuels and
potential threats to the global environmental. The United States can diminish both risks by
encouraging developing countries to use the most energy-efficient and clean technologies
available. One way to do so would be through educational programs aimed at encouraging
developing countries to utilize advanced U.S. energy technologies. energy management
practices and market-based policies. The United States is also uniquely positioned to help
emerging nations build energy capacity, institutional capacity and finance energy-related
activities and services. Doing so could prove to be a cost-effective investment, both for the
United States and emerging economies.
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Critical Issues - Mercury Page 1 of I

Mercury

EPA completed a study in March 1998 of hazardous air pollutants, including
mercury, that may be discharged from electric utility steam generating units, but did
not address the issue of whether new controls are appropriate. The agency
subsequently entered into a settlement agreement with the Environmental Defense
Fund whereby such a determination must be made by December 15, 2000.

While mercury is a known neurotoxin, EPA's insistence that current domestic
exposures pose a public health threat is disputed by other federal agencies and is
inconsistent with several recent scientific analyses. For instance, the Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry has issued a mercury profile that is three
times less stringent than EPA's proposed reference dose.

Key remaining questions are what level of mercury exposure is safe and what is an
acceptable risk. EPA is currently requiring coal-based utilities to report on mercury
content in coal and selected stack emissions. EPA also has included mercury on its
'ists of persistent bioaccumulative toxins, suggesting a desire to pursue mercury via
water quality and waste-related impacts.

Separately, congressional appropriations language adopted in 1999 established an
18-month National Academy of Sciences study of mercury issues. The NAS is
expected to conclude its work in the summer of 2000.

More Critical Issues...

Powerrg ite Ih Ameic | Con uting lo a Cleaner En*rnment | Fueing Economic Growth I Technology Critical Issues
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Critical Issues - Ozone Transport Page I of 1

Ozone Transport - NOx SIP Call Rule and State Petitions

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments created the Ozone Transport Commission to
provide input to EPA regarding the control of NOX and volatile organic compounds in
regions of the country experiencing problems with high ozone levels. EPA
subsequently established the Ozone Transport Assessment Group (OTAG) to
produce a major NOx control strategy for 37 states located east of the Rocky
Mountains. Following the development of recommendations by OTAG, EPA in
September 1998 proposed a state implementation plan (SIP) call rule under Section
110 of the Clean Air Act. This SIP call rule essentially required an 85 percent
reduction in NOX emissions from electric utilities in 22 eastern states starting in May
2003.

On March 3, 2000, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
issued a decision substantially upholding most major issues in the SIP Call rule.
Several states and industry groups have appealed to the full Circuit court. These
parties also have requested that the court leave in place a "stay" of EPA's
implementation of the rule, while the agency has filed a motion requesting that the
"stay" be lifted. If EPA's motion is granted, the states and industry groups have
requested further that the SIP Call implementation schedule be lengthened.

In a parallel proceeding, several Northeastern states filed administrative petitions
under Section 126 of the act requesting that EPA (1) determine that specific out-of-
state sources are adversely impacting air quality in the northeast, and (2) prescribe
facility-specific controls. EPA announced in December 1999 that it was granting four
state petitions, indicating that the agency agreed with the states' claims that they
have difficulty meeting EPA's smog standard because of emissions from facilities in
"upwind" states. The EPA decision would force 277 electric utilities in 12 states and
the District of Columbia to meet strict new emission limits starting in May 2003. This
action also has been challenged in the D.C. Circuit. Briefing has commenced, with
final briefs scheduled to be submitted on November 6, 2000. Oral argument will
occur late in 2000 or in early 2001.

More Critical Issues...

Powering Life in Ameica I Contriting to a Cleaner Environment | Fueing Econ ic Growth I Technoogy | Critical Issues
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Critical Issues - WEPCo Paec 1 of 1

New Source Review/"WEPCo"/Coal-Fired Enforcement Initiative

The Environmental Protection Agency's New Source Review (NSR) requirements
generally apply when companies, including coal-based electric utilities, build new
facilities or reconstruct existing ones. Under the NSR rule companies are required to
obtain permits that often necessitate the installation of stringent emission controls,
including possibly 'best available control technology.'

EPA's pending revisions to the NSR program would revoke the so-called "WEPCo"
rule. In the case of WEPCo, EPA found that "massive" and "unprecedented' work to
replace numerous components at older generating facilities, including components
that were not replaced at other units, was not routine. EPA officials noted that
WEPCo's life extension project "is not typical of the majority of utilities' projects,"
confirmed that the WEPCo decision was not anticipated to have any impact on utility
maintenance practices, and noted further they did not expect it to "significantly affect
utilities" decisions to undertake power plant life extension projects. In contrast,
however, EPA's new approach would subject to NSR review virtually any change at
a utility that is intended to increase reliability, lower operating costs or improve
efficiency.

At the same time, EPA and the Department of Justice are pursuing enforcement
actions against owners of electric generating units that EPA alleges have
circumvented the NSR rule in the past Notices of Violation (NOVs) initially were
issued for 32 individual facilities, and lawsuits were filed against 17 of these
facilities. Additional NOVs and lawsuits have followed, and several states have also
filed lawsuits alleging NSR violations. Ironically, these lawsuits came as EPA was
negotiating with electric utilities over the definition of what maintenance functions
could and could not be performed to keep power plants running reliably without
triggering NSR review.

The current uncertainty surrounding the NSR issue must be resolved to ensure that
coal-based electric utilities are able to perform routine maintenance to continue
operating efficiently and safely.

More Critical Issues...

Powerg Life in America Contrbuing to a Cleaner Environment I Fuelin Economnic Gf h I Tedncho I Critcal Issues
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NDOL: A 21st Century Energy Agenda Page 1 of4

NDOLNew Democrats Online
\ 0 r_--- ~ *-g Th n Doaocolic l[odetrbip Covncil's Online Cormonisy

Democratic Leadership New Democrat Coalition
Council (DLC) , I House
DLC Leadership Team
Blueprint Magazine .: - ,-s-.. maeR;

member aNew Dem Daily Policy Agenda I House NDC | May 17, 2001 free sa bsa

The New Democrat A 21st Century Energy Agenda Bluent
Magazine Archives
Events New Democrats want to meet our energy challenge with a progressive '
Press Center energy policy, one that embraces and invests in the technologies of rinPress Centr tomorrow, spurs our people and our businesses to innovate, empowers lth

--- ^^^consumers to make smart energy use decisions, and modernizes our
HT.I.-li ~ often-outdated systems of regulations and infrastructure to fit the realities 3 0 S

Tools For Leaders of the 21st century.
Leaders' Forum tlLATID LNew Democrat Coalition The choice is not between environmental protection and a strong press Reeeconomy. The choice is between returning to the outdated policies of the DemocratsHouse past, or recognizing the new landscape of the future: that our country can Agenda for

Senate and must invest in the energy technologies that can supply the world with Centur
Joint Caucus sustainable energy and modernize our regulatory and infrastructure NC esssystems that govern the energy market. New Democrats believe the Week EneIn The States choice is clear, and we look forward to working with our colleagues to

Add Content develop an energy policy for the 21st Century.

A comprehensive and balanced energy plan is critically important to the
Economic & Fiscal stregm oF our econom. he United States airay consumes a
Policy aisproporonat re s of the world's energy, and demand is expected to
Technology & The New continue increasing in this country and, undoubtedly, around the rest of
Economy the world as their economies grow. As long as we are dependent on oil,we will be dependent on foreign sources. Natural gas andcoaLare alsoTrade & Global Markets nite Tossil fuel resources. While these traditional fossil fuel sources ijl
Education continue to be key in our energy policy, we believe that greater energy
Health Care efficiency and new sources of energy must be aggressivevD rued t or

tre sake of our economy, our environment and health, and for futureEnvironment gnerans.
Work. Family &
Community We believe this challenge can be an opportunity. For years, regions with
Crime vast oil fields - such as the Middle East or Mexico - have supplied the

world with energy. The innovative spirit and creativity of Americans givesCitizenship us an opportunity to supply the world with the clean renpwhP a
Foreign Policy & sustainable energy t we ifthe
National Security uure instead of one trom the past.

Politics

The Third Way Also See: NDC Press Release..
State & Local Playbook

I. Energy Supply
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NDOL: A 21 st Century Energy Agenda Page 2 of 4

_E_ SImproving Fossil Fuels and Developing Sustainable, Reliable and
Diverse Energy Sources:

'~ B ,hI ujr We must seek to expand and diversify our energy supply to ensure the
continued economic growth of our country. We recognize that traditional

__1~ g~i~ ...... r fossil fuels and hr ar rin r
Fia, during the eight years of the Clinton Administration, the federal
government operated ol, gas and coal leasing programs that exceeded

Q ;S^ M production levels dunnq the Reagan and usn yeas - d Will continue
Btt- J id Ito be so well into the future; however, our proposa es not ence

opening the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge or the protected coastlins nf
Florida and California to o il aming. ve Delieve expanding deployment of
w ild, sultar, and other renewable power sources will not only make for a
cleaner energy supply, but it will also stabilize prices, increase energy
independence, and ensure reliability. We must also aggressively invest in
long-term research and dn sure the success of our

n gy Lecn13nologies of tomorrow. Some of our ideas include:

Fossil Fuels and Nuclear
policy network

1) continued responsible drilling on federal lands and water, review
royalty lease laws, and work to ensure oil and gas are as productive,
efficient and clean as possible

2) increase funding for research dn H de:,eiopmenf to epnrrF-coal 'cc
produci ion- s as clean and effircint :n<: pnncihlp

3) accelerate dpreition on capital investments to improve generation
...... _~. an foristments to increase efficiencies and improved pollution

controls at refineries

4) ensure nurirrar rpi-licncingn t kc cfty .e. effectic , -t cJ nd
energy needs in i.aeeount

5) continue full funding for nuclear waste and safety research

Renewable and Clean Energy Alternatives

1) enact a renewable energy generation tax credit for te investment,
installation, an ge-eration windolar, biomass (open and dosed
loop), incremental hydro, fuel cells, landfill, and geothermal for resident,
business, and generators, allowing for credit trading

2) double rs r!.Qmenhme t fir r r, aneb- 'gy

3) increase research and development funding and incentives for use
and development of alternative fuels, including ethanol merthano and
biodiesel

4) create grant rogram forschools snt nn-
profit e inst ' use oe ener

5) requir theJe aLgMqn t purchase a certain erce
poer fromnonydropower renewable sources

6) creation of a Federal Energy Bank to orni. nm t stat. .nd
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federal agencies for invPtmnt in installtion and eneration fromrenewable energy sources. mndplpril after the SncllrrpCCfh TCoas program

7) accelerate deorecrntinn for large energy users to invest in theproduction of self sufficient renewable generation, and accelerate
depreciation for certain capital expenses to increase the installation ofrenewable forms of energy

) / **II. Efficiency and Conservation

Lowering Prices for Consumers Now and Extending the Life of ourEnergy Supply:

We can increase our energy productivity by promoting energy efficiencyand conservation. Increased energy efficiency has already significantlyreduced our demand for imported oil and new power plants. For
example, in 1974, we consumed 15 barrels of oil for each $10,000 ofGDP; today, we only consume 8 barrels of oil per unit of GDP. Researchand development, tax incentives, and high efficiency standards can allhelp us do more with less. What's more, we will simultaneously reducecosts for consumers and businesses and prolong the life of our energysupply. Some of our ideas include:

Power Plants

1) tax cred nd reulat lief for the installation of co-generation onexiting generatioif-faci ijie s

2) tax cre for energy-efficient and environmental improvements forcoBI-I lts

Vehicles

1) increased mandato hicle efficiency standards for all cars.Jiht
trucks~, nivans, an spor i----

2) contined full fundin for the Drivate-pubic partnershinp to d lopore an and zero emissionsveh.~.yes

3) mandatory purchase and use of a federal fleet of enerv-efficent anda u e cles

4) consumer tax crdit for energy-efficient, low and zero emission, andalterative fuel vehicles

5) develop a more uniform fuel standard, including diesel, to reduce
refinery bottlerie -d mitigate effects for small and independentrefiners.

Efficiency Standards

1) comprehensive review of all govemment facilities to increase energyefficiency and implement private energy-performance contracts to
upgrade buildings

2) mandate all new federal facilities meet highest building efficiency
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standard and aim to be self-sufficent with renewable energy

3) enactment of proposed new air conditioner standards

Residential and Commercial Incentives

1) creation of a low interest loan program for high level energy

112
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PG E Portland General Electric Company Peggy Y. Frower
121 S WSalmon Slrcrt . Portland, Orrvn 97214 CEO and Pryidont
(503) 464-01 * Fax (503) 778-5566

March 5, 2001

Mr. Joe Kelliher
Senior Advisor to Secretary Abraham
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Kelliher

Enclosed is a summary of what Portland General Electric believes should be changed in
the hydro relicensing process. You may find this useful in some of your work.

We are continuing to work on specifics of suggestions around the Bonneville Power
Administration. I may send you some ideas in the future. I did include a piece by David
Piper of PNGC, that summarizes many of the same opinions we have about BPA issues.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

Connecting People, Power and Possibilities 9
OE82-099
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Recommended Changes in Hydro Relicensing Process

Congress recognized last year the need to make the hydro relicensing process shorter and
more rational and asked FERC to describe the necessary changes; FERC's report is due
in May. In addition, the hydro industry, including Portland General Electric Company
(PGE), is promoting legislation that was introduced by Larry Craig (R-ldabo) last year
and rcintroduced this year. The fllowing are the specific changes PGE recommends be
made or considered.

Reform mandatory conditioning authority. Many agencies, state and federal, have the
ability to tell FERC to include terms and conditions in a license. While repeal of the
portions of the Federal Power Act granting such authority is desirable, a more widely
acceptable alternative would be to (1) require agencies to abide by deadlines, (2)
require agencies to consider economics and peer reviewed science in their decisions
and (3) create an administrative process for review oftcrms and conditions proposed
by agencies. This last item is important because FERC won't deal with the
conditions, which then leaves only the federal court of appeals as a venue for review.
The Court of Appeals is ill suited to these types of disputes, which most often are
disputes about the facts.

* Improve coordination between NEPA and other processes (Clean Water Act
Endangered Species Act CZMA. and Section 106 consultation) FERC puts the
environmental review required under NEPA at the end of the relicensing process: By
then a licensee has likely spent several years gathering information and doing studies.
If FERC determines in its NEPA review that the information is insufficient or that the
wrong studies were done, the process essentially starts over. Time and money can be
saved if FERC starts its environmental review at the beginning of the relicensing
process. Also, other agencies should be required to participate in FERC's NEPA
review as "cooperating agencies" rather than undertaking their own separate reviews.
Lastly, all of the disparate processes should be coordinated whether or not they
require a NEPA style review. One suite of studies could be designed that would suit
all purposes, rather than doing one round for FERC, one for ESA compliance, one for
Section 106 consultation on historic resources, etc.

* Increase funding of the relicensing process: Most agencies that participate in
licensing have difficulty committing staffand budget to participate appropriately.
This results in a tendency to positional bargaining and standard, rather than project
specific, demands. PGE supports increased agency funding for participation in hydro
relicensing. We also recommend reform of the current FERC fee system under which
licensees pay for federal resource agencies' time and expense of relicensing, but the
collected funds go to the general treasury, not to the resource agencies.

* Enforce deadlines Although FERC has the authority to do so, it has grown reluctant
to enforce deadlines. Disciplined participation by all is critical to keeping the process
moving, and direction from Congress to FERC is necessary to achieve this.
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Consider licenses without defined term ofyears Because licenses are issued for terms
of 30 -50 years, many agencies and conservation group representatives treat
relicensing as their sole opportunity to protect their interests. While PGE finds value
in 30-50 year terms and appreciaes that many in the hydro industry consider them
absolutely necessary, we nevertheless believe a more reasonable model might be the
one used for gas projects in which the underlying permit or site certificate is not time
limited, but some of the component permits have to be renewed at relatively short
intervals. This approach could provide agencies and conservation group
representatives to accept more balanced solutions to natural resource decisions,
knowing that if the solutions do not work there will be reasonable opportunities to
revisit the issues.
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April 11, 2001 -,2at0 g

Mr. Joe Klliher
Senior Policy Advisor to the Secretary
Department of Energy
Forrestal Building, Room 7B-252
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 55

Dcar Mr. her.

In meetings with the American Public Power Association's (APPA) Executive Committee
and others in recent weeks, you have expressed your interest in receiving input on various
aspects of energy policy from industry stakeholders. With that in mind, APPA has
developed three position papers offering suggestions on renewable energy usage and
greenhouse gas emissions, hydropowcr, and landfill gas-to-energy projects.

At your request, these papers are one page in length and therefore provide pared-down
overviews and recommendations on each topic. I hope you will not hesitate to let me
know should you need any additional information or should you have any questions or
comments on these issues.

Thank you for your interest

Sincerely,

Jo per
Senior Vice President, Government Relations

Attachments
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Overew As lawmakers address thopow ener gy crisis in Californiaervaluede , all agree on the
Overview- As lawmakers address the energy crisis in California and elsewhere, all agree on the
need to bring additional sources of electrical capacity online. Often overlooked is the need to
preserve existing hydropower capacity, a clean, low-cost and reliable energy resource. In the
West, 25,000+ megawatts (MW) of non-federal hydroelectric capacity is declining as a result of
a lengthy, costly, and burdensome Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
hydroelectric licensing process; a process that also restricts development of new hydropower
capacity. Nearly 30,000 MW of new capacity could be developed from the 5.677 sites that exist.

Background: Hydropower represents about 10 percent of the nation's electricity and about 80
percent of its renewable energy. Overall, 98,200 MW of dean and efficient power is produced
from these facilities - enough to power 98 million homes. In addition to its energy
contributions, hydropower provides other important benefits such as irrigation, transportation,
water supply, and recreation. Also, hydropower is important to the management of the
nation's electric grid. As a fast and flexible generation source, hydropower can meet peak
power demands and restore service after a blackout. Hydropower's ability to go from zero
power to maximum output quickly and predictably makes it exceptionally effective at meeting
changing loads and providing ancillary electrical services.

The Urgency: Despite these benefits, our nation is losing crucial megawatts of hydro capacity as
a result of the FERC hydroelectric licensing process. In the decade following 1987, nearly 10
percent of hydroelectric peaking capacity was lost during project relicensing - a capability that
must be replaced by less efficient generation sources.

Hydro capacity to be relicensed: Over the next 15 years, roughly half of all non-federal
hydroelectric capacity (nearly 29,000 MW of power) must go through the FERC
licensing process. This includes 240 projects in 38 states.

* Capacity at risk: The excessive costs, delays, and conflicting mandates inherent in the
licensing process could result in the loss of 1,200 or more MW of generation capacity in
the Western region alone. On the other hand, with changes to the licensing process,
and the proper financial incentives, another 10,415 MW of new capacity could be
developed in the region without building a single new dam.

Conclusion: Substantive and meaningful improvements to the hydro licensing process are
needed now. Such reform should include:

. Balance into the FERC licensing process;
2. Consistent, objective administrative review procedure for mandatory conditions,

including an opportunity for a hearing on the record if there is a disputed material
issue of fact;

3. Mandatory conditions be supported by sound science;
4. Codification of existing FERC deadline authority for the submission of draft and

final mandatory conditions;
5. Option for applicant to prepare a draft EIS under NEPA; and
6. Coordinated NEPA review with FERC as lead agency.

Separately, provide financial incentives to spur development of hydropower capacity at existing
sites. Such incentives should provide comparable treatment to all tax paying and non-tax
paying hydropower owners and operators.
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Landfill Gas-to-Energy Projects - Providing the Mutual Benefit of Energy
Production and Greenhouse Gas Reduction

Landfills have the potential to be an important source of energy and are a major source
of methane - one of the most potent greenhouse gas (GHG). If captured, this gas, which
is 21 time more potent than carbon dioxide, has the potential to be a sustainable source
of energy that actually reduces greenhouse gas emissions.

Problems and opportunities: Landfills are the largest single human source of methane
emissions in the United States (USEPA 1993). In 1995, landfills emitted over 11.1 million
tons of methane gas. Based on methane's higher heat trapping potential, the level of
methane emission is equivalent to releasing over 233 million tons of carbon dioxide
(C02) into the atmosphere or 56 million metric tons carbon equivalent - almost 5% of
the net annual C02.'

There are over 300 landfill sites that use technology to capture or use the emitted gas.
These projects developed primarily because of the existence of a federal tax credit for
development of non-conventional fuels. If the expired tax were reinstated or new
incentives were developed for projects that use the gas for electricity, communities with
landfills could benefit from a new stream of revenue from the sale of gas or electricity
from the projects and the nation as a whole would benefit from the reduction of a critical
greenhouse gas.

Landfill gas to energy project inventory and potential (USEPA analsis of 31 states)

* 317 LFGTE projects already exist and 54 are under construction;
- Of these projects, 195 are on private landfills and 176 are on public landfills;

* The EPA has already identified 561 undeveloped landfills that could produce
economically viable LFGTE projects;
- Of these, 241 are privately owned and 320 are publicly owned;

* New LFGTE projects could add 1741 MVof new capacity;
* New LFGTE projects could produce 15.2 million Mh of electricity annually
* All landfills with over 2.5 million megagrars of capacity that emit 50 or more

megagrams of landfill gas must fare the gas and would not be eligible as a source of
alternative energy.

Potential to reduce GHGemissions through landfill fas-to-enerrv projects:

Landfills:

* produce approximately 56 million metric tons carbon equivalent (mmtce) each year,
* represent approximately 3 percent of all human sources of greenhouse gas emissions;
* that have developed LFGTE projects remove over 12 mmtce of methane annually;
* could develop LFGTE projects to remove much of the remaining 56 mmtce of

methane.

'Electric utilities in 1999 emitted approximately 523 million metric tons of carbon equivalent, accounting
for about a third of all human induced carbon emissions.
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r Reducing Greenhouse Gases by Enhancing Fuel Diversity

Background
Between 2001 and 2020, utility electricity production is expected to increase by 26 percent Since
the United States is reliant on coal to generate over 50 percent of its electricity, this high demand
will result in an increase in carbon emissions. As was recently illustrated byJames Hansen of NASA's
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, the technology needed to mitigate carbon emissions will not be
available for 30 to 50 years. The American Public Power Association (APPA) believes that a more
workable approach would be to shift the emphasis from reducingjust carbon emissions to reducing
all GHGs, particularly those GHGs that are also pollutants like NOx and carbon black. This
comprehensive, realistic approach would involve increasing fuel diversity, improving generation
efficiency, enhancing energy conservation, and promoting clean fuel technologies.

Recommendations
Several policies could be pursued which complement a sound energy policy and also mitigate GHGs:

· Create Incentives to Increase Renewable Energy Usage Renewable fuels add to energy diversity
and are proven to reduce three GHGs: C02, NOx and carbon black. Although there is
enormous potential for renewable fuel usage, the technology necessary for widespread
implementation remains cost prohibitive.

a Increase landfill gas-to-energy projects. Landfills are the largest human source of methane
emissions, which are 21 times more potent than C02 emissions. Capturing and using methane
for energy production by increasing and improving landfill-to-energy projects will result in
significant air quality benefits.

Encourage generation efficiencv programs which do not increase pollutant emission rates. For
example, a 5% increase in turbine efficiency will increase electric output by the same amount
with no increase in pollutants or GHGs. In order to encourage more efficient generation,
however, the Environmental Protection Agency's new source review rule will have to be
reevaluated.

0 Encourage projects which enhance, restore or increase output from existing hydropower
facilities. Each time a hydropower project is relicensed, an average of 8 percent of capacity is
lost. By streamlining relicensing and enhancing hydropower capacity, electrical outputs will
increase with no resulting increase in air pollutants or GHGs.

· Expedite the reduction of emissions from older, uncontrolled fossil-fueled power plants The
resulting reduction of NOx and carbon black will significantly lower GHG emissions.

· Encourage the rapid development of clean coal technologies and the exportation of these
technologies, especially to developing countries. This type of effort will illustrate America's
commitment to reducing GHGs - particularly C02 - globally.

Conclusion
A national policy should advocate and encourage a reduction in the growth of GHG emissions. The
same principle that is being used to develop a federal budget framework should be used to reduce
greenhouse gases. A national policy should focus on decreasing the growth in GHG emissions
rather than cutting the baseline. These decreases should be workable and attainable through
largely voluntary methods.
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IuJJUAA - IUUAA Action rlan obr 2)UI Page I of 2

[ Main I Safetyl Envronment I FERC | Foundation | News Room | Contact INGAA

* INGAA Action Plan for 2oo0

Pipeline Safety
INGAA is actively pursuing a pipeline safety program that promotes greater
knowledge of the industry0s excellent safety record and controls unnecessar
and legislation. INGAA will:

· Continue to pursue natural gas pipeline safety integrity rules that are r
effective and flexible;

* Provide input on a community outreach rule that assures the public tha
pipelines are safe, and to incorporate efforts pipelines already use;

· Use the Internet to inform the public on pipeline safety; and
· Work to assure that any congressional actions to legislate pipeline safe

sense and are cost-effective.

http://www.ingaa.org/mnainactionplan.btl 2/26/2001 497
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INGAA - INGAA Action Plan for 2001 Page 2 of 2
r

The Environment and Climate Change
INGAA will:

* Develop an industry proposal for more efficient and cost-effective eng
permitting requirements at the Environmental Protection Agency,

* Continue to evaluate emissions plans for electric generators and advoc
natural gas can contribute as a strategy option;

* Promote the co-firing of coal and natural gas for generating facilities a
emissions reduction; and

* Continue to monitor climate change hearings and discussions, focusing
requirements that would increase natural gas use.

http://ww.ingaa.org/main-actionplanbtxnl 2/26/201 498
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April 27, 2001

The Honorable Joe Kelliher
Senior Advisor to the Secretary
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Mr. Kelliher:

Fred Webber, President and CEO of the American Chemistry Council, recently wrote
Secretary of Energy Spencer Abraham to inform him of the continuing progress by
Council member companies in improving their energy efficiency and reducing the carbon
intensity of their manufacturing operations. These trends, of course, are highly relevant
in the context of the current debates about energy policy and global climate policy and
directly support national objectives.

Because of your interest in these issues I am pleased to provide you with a copy of Mr.
Webber's letter. If you have questions please call me or call Thomas Parker, Jr. at 703-
741-5916.

Sincerely,

Attachment: Fred Webber letter to Spencer Abraham, April 26, 2001

Responsible Core-

1300 Wilson Boulevrd. Arlingon, VA 22209 * Tel 703-741-5900 . Fax 703-741-6097 . hnp://www.amerianchemistrycom
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April 26, 2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Abraham:

Because of the intense current interest in national energy policy and global climate change
policy, I am pleased to tell you about the summary results of the American Chemistry Council's
2999 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Survey and our 1999 Energy Efficiency
Awards Program. Both activities are part of the Council's voluntary Energy Efficiency
Continuous Improvement Program and Climate Action Program and are directly relevant to
national energy policy and global climate change objectives.

The business of dcemistry is a major consumer of virtually all types of energy - fuel, power,
.tean and feedstocks (raw materials) for our processes. Chemistry companies are driven by
competition, economics and a strong sense of environmental stewardship to continually improve
energy efficiency. The results documented by these Council voluntary programs demonstrate
how our members contribute to shared national and industry goals of great importance,
specifically improved energy efficiency and strengthened international competitiveness;
conservation of energy resources; and, reduction of energy-related and other greenhouse gas
emissions.

I. The 1999 Energy Efficiency and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Survey. The survey results
indicate that the business of chemistry continues to improve its energy efficiency and CO2
emissions performance. Summary data from the survey are in Attachment 1 to this letter.
Highlights are as follows:

1998-99 Energy Efficiency & CO, Emissions Trends. The sample group of forty-eight Council
member companies that responded to the survey in both 1998 and 1999 had, in the aggregate,
1999 sales of approximately $109.2 billion and non-feedstock energy consumption of 2.019 quads.
Energy efficiency performance for this group of companies over this period, measured as Btus
per pound of production, improved 1.2%. Carbon dioxide emissions, measured as pounds of
CO, per pound of production, declined 1.4%. (Ihese CO, emissions include emissions from
purchased electricity.) Absolute CO, emissions for this group of companies, again including
emissions from purchased electricity, increased 1.6%, but this increase was much less than the
increase in constant dollar value of sales (53%) and pounds of production (3.0%).

i Rtipcngice Coert *

1300 Wlson Boulevard. Arington, VA 22209 - Tel 703-741-5100 - Fax 703-741-6086 http://w'ww.americanchemistry.m 500
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